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ABSTRACT

The research reported in this thesis deals with two important issues. The

first relates to teachers' implementation and utilisation of a personal

safety program in South Australia - the Protective Behaviours Program.

The second relates to what children learn about personal safety by

participating in the program.

The research was undertaken in three linked stages. In Study L,

qualitative methods were used to identify 35 teachers' perspectives on the

use of the Protective Behaviours program. In Study 2, insights from this

earlier research were used to design a large scale survey (n = 957) that

generated more broadly based data on teachers' use of, and decision

making about, the program. Finally, in Study 3 an innovative video

vignette methodology was used to compare the personal safety knowledge

of children who had been taught the program (n = 194) with that of a

group of children who had not been taught the program (n = L27).

The studies attempted to address some of the serious methodological and

ethical problems encountered in abuse prevention research, while at the

same time, contributing to our knowledge about the efficacy of abuse

prevention strategies that involve teaching children how to identify,

avoid and/or resist maltreatment.

Findings

A: Teachers' I-Ise of the Protective Behaviours program

1. Around 20% of teachers díd not teach any part of the program.

2. Most teachers were selective users of parts of the program.

1.0



3. There were few secondary teachers trained in Protective Behaviours,

and of those who were trained, few implemented the program.

4. ]unior primary teachers used more features of the Program and in

greater detail than their colleagues at other levels.

5. Teachers' main reasons for teaching the Program related to the

perceived benefits of the program for children.

6. Teachers' reasons for not teaching parts of the Program related to the

perceived lack of reliability of some parents to meet the expectations of

the program, and the inability of some students to comprehend and

implement particular strategies.

7. Medium to high level use of the program was linked to the provision of

school level support to implement the program.

8. Teachers'beliefs about the prevalence of child abuse, and the efficacy of

school based prevention initiatives influenced their use of the program.

B: Children's Personal Safety Learning

l-. Protective Behaviours trained children more frequently identified

feelings of fear in the sexually and physically unsafe scenes than

Comparison children. This was particularly so with younger children.

2. There were few differences between the responses of children in the

Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups, or between children of

different ages, in response to the very unsafe scenes. The majority of

children recognised the damaging impact of maltreatment on the

victims.

3. More Protective Behaviours trained children correctly recognised and

named sexually inappropriate behaviour than Comparison children.

4. Most children did not suggest using the widely accepted personal safety

responses - 'No', 'Go', and 'Tell' - to prevent the escalation of the

L1



physically and emotionally threatening situations to more serious

levels.

5. Children's reactions to the sexually inappropriate behaviour were very

different, however, with less children suggesting 'doing nothing' in this

situation and many more (nearly three quarters of children) suggesting

an 'accepted' personal safety strategy. This was so for children in both

the Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups.

6. Once sexually inappropriate behaviour had occurred, more Protective

Behaviours children in each age group suggested the appropriate

personal safety strategy -'Te11' - than did Comparison children.

L2
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CHAPTER 1

THE NATURE OF THE EVALUATION

INTRoDUCTIoN

Since the early 1.980s, community awareness of and concern over, the problem

of child abuse and neglect has steadily increased (Oates, 1993). Responses to

the problem have been varied. Media campaigns have been mounted to

broaden the focus of public concern about children's safety beyond threats

from 'strangers' to include forms of abuse that occur in families and

community groups. Intervention programs for 'at risk' families have been used

to help reduce the physical abuse and neglect of young children. Special police

operations against paedophile groups have also been undertaken in an attempt

to stop the organised but covert exchange of information used by child sexual

abusers to identify potential victims. A less spectacular but widespread and

pervasive sbategy to prevent child abuse and neglect has focussed on school

based training and education of children in personal safety knowledge and

skills (Duerr Berrick & Gilbert, L99I).

'Victim resistance' has been seen as a potentially powerful abuse prevention

strategy. Educational programs have been developed and used in schools in

many countries, including Australia, with the aim of enhancing children's

abilities to identify real and potential threats to their personal safety, and to

take action to avoid and/or resist abuse.

Most school based primary prevention programs aim to help children to:

. identify their intuitive danger signals

. label dangerous contexts

o assert their rights

2L



o identify the parts of their bodies that, generally, should not be touched

by others.

o enlist adult support if they feel unsafe

o not keep'bad secrets'but to tell adults about them

o not blame themselves should they be victimised.

Educators who develop school based primary prevention programs make the

assuption that teaching children basic information and skills concerning abuse

will prevent further abuse (McGrath & Bogat, 1995).

THE Focus oFTHE Evetu¡,rrorrr

The problem investigated in this thesis relates to the extent of utilisation and

impact of a particular personal safety program in South Australia - the

Protective Behaviours program (Flandreau West, L984;1989). The Protective

Behaviours program was initially developed in the U.S. in the early 1980s and

brought to Ausbalia in L984. It shares many of the features of other programs

briefly described above. The Education Department of South Australia

strongly supported the introduction of the program in South Australian

schools by investing considerable resources to train over 8,000 teachers in the

use of the program between L985 and 7990.

The research reported in this thesis deals with two important issues. The first

relates to teachers' implementation and utilisation of the Protective Behaviours

program. The second relates to what children learn about personal safety by

participating in the program.

a) Program Implementation

A reading of the wider literature on the implementation of educational

innovations generally, reveals that it is a problematic area. Drawing on a

comprehensive body of research on the implementation of planned change in

22



schools since the 1960s, researchers like Fullan (L982; 1991), Hord and Hall

(L987), Marsh (1986), and Lieberman and Griff en (1977), are critical of what

Fullan calls 'faulty assumptions and ways of thinking' about how reforms can

be'installed' in schools.

Flowever, much of the discourse on the prevention of child abuse takes place in

isolation from this research. Most school based prevention programs are

imported from outside of the schools in which they are meant to be taught,

assume that teachers find using them unproblematic, rely on teachers

replicating programs without significant adaptation, and are often materials

based, just at a time when these approaches have been found to be

disappointingly ineffective in bringing about changes in other areas

(Giacquinta, L973; Berman & Mclaughlin, L976; Sarasory 7982; Fullan, 1982;

|ohnsory t983;Holt, 1987; Commorç 1988).

Consequently, one of the main aims of the research described in this thesis was

to identify the nature and extent of implementation of the Protective

Behaviours program by teachers trained to teach it. This was considered to be

a prior issue to exarnining the impact of the program on student learning.

b) Student Learning

While the central concepts presented in most school based prevention

programs seem to have considerable face validity, some researchers claim that

they represent little more than

adults' best guesses about the concepts and skills children will
find useful in preventing their own sexual victimisation. ... No
one knows yet if these activities are actually useful to drildren in
preventing their own abuse.
(Budin & fohnsorç 1989: 78)

The 'logical' Eanslation of adult responses to similar threats to personal safety -

victim resistance against attempted adult rape, for example - is demonstrated

23



by the promotion of personally assertive strategies in most prevention

program. Kraizer writes that

Prevention programs for children are very oftm created by well
meaning professionals as an isolated response to a specific
problem without adequately considering or understanding the
overall needs of children. They are created from concepts and
beliefs that make sense to adults but which consistently are
misunderstood by children.
(Kraizer, 1986:?59)

Krivacska (1990) also claims that prevention programs fail to address the

particular needs of children faced with abuse. As a consequence, he believes

that most of the assumptions underpinning prevention programs are

unrealistic and untenable. For example, he maintains that

o it is not feasible to expect children to learn about sexual abuse if they

are denied information about sexuality generally

o it is not feasible to expect children to learn about prevention without

assuming some blame for any failure to prevent abuse

o it is not feasible to expect children to learn about abstract rights and to

derive concrete behavioural responses consistent with them, when

teaching approaches are vague, non+pecific, and non-experiential

o it is not feasible to expect children to overcome their need for love,

affiliatiory and attachment, and report abuse by someone close to them,

especially if the consequences are perceived to be negative for them.

By challenging the conceptual bases of prevention programs, these criticisms

raise serious questions about the rationale, design, and efficacy of school based

prevention programs.

In response to these criticisms and the predictable call for on-going program

evaluation from organisations which fund programs, numerous sfudies have

been undertaken to determine the outcomes of school based prevention

24



programs. While providing some evidence of program effectiveness, these

studies have a variety of methodological flaws. As a consequence, Daro (L993;

1990) and Chestertory ]ohnson and Sanber (1992) highlight the critical need to

further evaluate school based prevention programs to determine whether

programs that appear intuitively sound are actually effective. However, they

point to serious problems associated with evaluating these types of programs.

Chesterton, et al., suggest that conducting evaluations of school based

prevention programs is problematic because of:

. difficulties identifying suitable control or comparison groups

. difficulties identifying and defining independent and dependent

variables due, in part, to ambiguity over program goals

o an over-reliance on proximal measures of knowledge aquisition rather

than on measures of actual behaviour change

" the contarninating influence of unrecognised factors during the

treahnent phase of evaluations

. the lack of pre-existing assessment measures that are valid and reliable

o the use of small samples

. the lack of long-term follow-up or repeated measures.

(Chestertory et al., L992226)

Despite the profound difficulty of satisfactorily evaluating school based

prevention programs, there is a strong imperative to proceed with additional

research in the area. The National Child Protection Council has, as one of its

five 'Principles to Guide the Development of Child Prevention Programs in

Australia', a commitment to evaluate all prevention activities and programs 'so

that the potential for replicating programs with good outcomes is realised'

(National Child Protection Council, L993:28). Chesterton, et al., (1992) echo

this concern for
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the development of creative strategies to evaluate prevention
programs in order b identify the most effective ways to Þadr
children in this field and to help them to translate knowledge
into behaviours, if and when such actions are necessary.
(Oresterton, et al., 1992:26)

Internationally, Deborah Daro, the Director of the National Centre for the

Prevention of Child Abuse in the U.S., strongly advocates continued work in

the area.

I recommend that ... prograrru¡ be regularly and thoroughly
evaluated in order to determine their benefits and costs. We
cannot assume that these prograrru¡ accomplish their goals,
however commendable their objectives might be. While the
value of classroom-based programs might be crystal clear to
workers in the field, the rest of society, including major
funders, must be convinced of it.
(Daro,190:10)

For these reasons, it was decided to undertake an evaluation of the Protective

Behaviours program in three linked stages, beginning with a qualitative pilot

study of teachers' views of the program, followed by a large scale study of

teachers' use of the program, and finally a study of children's personal safety

learning. The studies attempted to address some of the serious

methodological and ethical problems encountered in abuse prevention

researclç while at the same time, contributing to our knowledge about the

efficacy of abuse prevention stsategies that involve teaching children how to

identify, avoid and/or resist malEeahnent.

At the program-specific level, the evaluation aimed to provide information

about teachers' use of the program in South Australian schools, and about

children's ability to apply the personal safety concepts they are taught.

However, in addressing these issues, the evaluation contributes to a wider

debate about the effectiveness of school based educational strategies in

reducing and ameliorating the impact of socially harmful behaviours. Like the

evaluations of other social interventions to combat drug abuse (Makkai, L993;

Stephenson, 1988; Thompson, 1988), and the spread of I{IY / AIDS
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(Deparhnent of Human Services and Health, L994), this evaluation had a social

purpose that transcended 'pure' academic research; its broadest purpose was

to 'inform action, enhance decision making, and apply knowledge to help

solve human and societal problems' (Patton, t990:12). It aimed to contribute

to an ever expanding body of evaluation literature on the relative efficacy of

using educational approaches to help reduce social problems (Scriven, 1983).

OncaNISATION OF THE THESIS

This thesis provides details about how the evaluation of the Protective

Behaviours program in South Australia was conducted, and what findings

were established. It consists of eleven chapters in five sections. The research

problem and a review of literature relevant to the problem are presented in

section one. In section two, one chapter describes the methodology used in a

pilot study of teachers' perspectives on the use of the Protective Behaviours

program. Another chapter deals with the findings of this qualitative study.

Sections three and four each contain three chapters that describe the

methodology, results, and interpretation of findings of the two main studies of

teachers' use of the program, and children's personal safety learning. The final

section contains a concluding chapter that summarises all three sfudies,

discusses the implications of their findings, and suggests areas for further

study.

BACKGROUND TO THE EVALUATION

a) Awareness of Child Abuse

The publication of research describing the Battered Child Syndrome in the

early L960s (Kempe, Silverman, Steele, Droegemueller, & Silver, L962), both in

the U.S. and in Australia, began a slow process of public recognition of the

nature and extent of child abuse in our community (Oates, L993). The cu¡rent

incidence of child abuse in Australia (ie, substantiated cases) is about 9 cases

per 1,000 children. Approximately 48,000 cases of child abuse are reported to
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Welfare authorities annually. In about half of these cases, abuse is

substantiated (Angus & Wilkinson, L993). However, most authorities

acknowledge that these data reflect only a small proportion of the abuse that

occurs in our community. Studies that seek to establish the prevalence of child

abuse reveal considerably higher levels of abuse than indicated by reporting

data. Flowever, estimates of the prevalence of child abuse vary greatly due, in

most part, to the application of different definitions of child abuse (Duerr

Berrick & Gilbert, t991). Even so, these studies suggest that child abuse may

be many times greater than has been substantiated by incidence figures (Daro,

Lee3).

While debate continues over which set of figures should be used to establish

the extent of the problem of child abuse, some commentators assert that

overemphasising the incidence-prevalence disparities, or even the diverse

range of prevalence statistics, diverts attention away from other important

issues in the area of child protection. Finkelhor (L984), for example, suggests

that precise figures are likely to be difficult and expensive to obtain, and

ultimately of limited use to policy makers and service providers. He argues

that the accuracy of data should be sufficient to make 'an unambiguous and

persuasive case that the problem is widespread' (Finkelhor, t984:229). In

Australia, at least, this has been convincingly established (see for example,

Goldman & Goldman,L986; Angus & Wilkinsorç 1993).

b) The Case for the Prevention of Child Abuse

Two arguments are often advanced to condemn child abuse. The most

frequently used argument refers to the physical and psychological damage

suffered by victims. The adverse initial and long term physical, social, and

emotional effects of child abuse are comprehensively documented in the

international literature (Woodward, 1990; Harter, Alexander, & Neimeyet,

1988; Brown & Finkelhor, L986; Finkelhor & Brown, t986; Daugherty, L986;
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Garbarino & Gilliam, 1.980). The consequences of child physical abuse are more

obvious than for other forms of abuse and range from bruising and broken

bones to death. In the case of child sexual abuse, eight studies cited by Duerr

Berrick and Gilbert reveal that most victims experience negative reactions,

including

resporìses of guilt, anfety, anger and depression, as well as a
profound sense of loss that is carried over into adulthood.
Other reactions involve behavioural responses such as
aggression, suicidal ideatiory and self-mutilation. Child sexual
abuse also appears to have an impact on sexual functioning
later in life.
(Duerr Berrick & Gilbert, 1991:5{)

It is generally accepted that the consequences of child abuse are so far reaching

and serious that, on social and economic grounds alone, it cannotbe ignored or

tacitly condoned.

The second argument advanced against child abuse invokes moral principles

based on conceptions of the rights of children (Eekelaar, 1986). In the

Australian context, the moral dentmciation of child abuse has recently been re-

stated following Australia's ratification of the United Nations Convention on

the Rights of the Child.

The Convention recognises the particular vulnerability of the
youn& the fact that they cannot be held responsible for their
actions in the sarne ways as adults, and their need for special
protection. ... Essentially the Convention endorses children's
right to protection from abuse and neglect, from drug abuse
and from sexual exploitation. ...

(National Child Protection Council, 1993 [a]: 1)

Other commentators maintain that the championing of children's rights

undermines parents' rights and 'family values' (Hallpike, L989; Partington,

L989). Paedophile groups have also argued that the moral grounds for the

application of prohibitions on adult-child sexual activity are tenuous and

based on repressive rather than liberating ideals (for a counter-argument see

Finkelhor, L978). Despite these views, there is widespread endorsement, both
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socially and legally, of the moral grounds for opposing child abuse. These

'provide a strong rationale for initiatives aimed at preventing chitd abuse.

c) Stategies to Prevent Child Abuse

Backed by moral and legal sanctions against child abuse, social welfare

agencies have assumed increased responsibility for detecting and stopping

child abuse (Yeatman, L987). Most Australian states have passed legislation

making the reporting of suspected child abuse compulsory for a wide range of

people (Western Australia and the A.C.T. excepted). In the states which have

Mandatory Notification, approúmately two thirds of all substantiated cases of

abuse are reported by mandated notifiers (Angus & Wilkinson, L993).

Initiatives that focus on current abuse are often labelled as tertinry preaention

efforts and are the most visible and urgently pursued.

While tertiary prevention initiatives are obviously needed to stop adults from

exploiting and victimising children now, other strategies have been sought that

address the issue of primnry and secondary preuention to ensure that abuse does

not occur in the first place (see Fígure 1).
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PRIMARY
PREVENTION

SECONDARY
PREVENTION

TERTIARY
PREVENTION

Definition

Objectives - to provide welfare
services to cater for the
needs of abused children

Generic
Prevention
Initiatives

- services which enable
drildren and adolescents
to leave abusive situations
(eg, refuges, foster care,
residential care)

Figure 1: Iævels of Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect @ased on National Child Protection
Council,1993 [a])

d) The Prevention of Child Abuse in South Australia

In South Australia, responsibility for co-ordinating the child abuse prevention

and treatment efforts of medical, legal, welfare, law enforcement, and

education agencies rested, until March 1995, with the South Australian Child

Protection Council. The Council oversaw activity across the three levels of

Prevention and treatment (see Figure 2); primary prevention activities which

aimed to prevent child abuse from occurring in the general population,

secondary prevention efforts directed at preventing abuse in particular groups

in society, and tertiary prevention and treahnent initiatives which aimed to

reduce the severity of the effects of abuse after it has occurred.
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AGENCY PRJMARY
PREVEhITION

SERVICE

SECONDARY
PREVENTION

SERVICE

TERTIARY
PREVENTION

SERVICE

Health Commission - Child, Adolescent and
Family Health Service

. parenting
education

- CommunityHealth
Centres

. human relations
education

- Ctrild, Adolescent and
Familv Health Service

. hdme visits by
district nu¡se'
following birth of
drild

. residential support
centre for new
mothers

- Community Health
Centres

. counselling

- Child, Adolescent and
Familv Health Service

. roútine h*ldt
examinations of
child¡en

- Hosoitals
. child vi"ti-
assessment and
treatment

- Community Health
Centres

. support groups for
vlCUmS ¿E non-
offendine familv

- Sexual Offeñders '
Treahent and
Assessment Program

I*ily &Community
Dervlce6

- Metropolitan Offices
. identification of
victims

. residential & secure
care for victims

. child advocaw

Police -'Safety Beat' schools

. suDDort for victims

Correc tional S err.ices - Parole Services
. supervision of
foimer offenders

- Prisons
. incarceration of
offenders

Education - Personal Safety
Education

. Protective
Behaviours

. Health Curricula
-HumanRelations
Education

eg:
. self esteem devel
. conflict resolution
. counter harassment
Programs

. parenting
education

National Association
for the Prevention of
Child Abuse & Neglect
(SA Inc)
(Non4ovemment)

- Public Awareness
Ca

:

Week
- Research sponsorship

Figure 2: Examples of South AusEalian Child Abuse Prevention Programs and Treahnent
Services (based on Martin, 1993:3)
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e) Focus on School Based Primary Prevention

Cowan writes that the paramount goal of primary and secondary prevention

programs is to stop abuse from occurring in the first place, rather than counter-

attacking after the damage has been done. Primary preventiorç in particular, is

an attractive alternative because it is 'more sensible, humane, pragmatic, and

cost effective' than to struggle, however valiantly and compassionatell, with

the consequences of abuse (Cowerç L983: 14).

Finkelhor's (L984) analysis of the preconditions for sexual abuse provides the

theoretical framework for most primary prevention interventions. Briefly,

Finkelhor's 'Four Preconditions Model' identifies three points at which

preventative actions may stop an individual who is motivated to abuse from

actually abusing a child. Firstly, interventions directed at strengthening the

social and cultural norms which prohíbit child abuse may help reinforce a

range of internal inhibitors which overcome an underlyi.g motivation to

abuse. Secondly, interventions that lead to the increased monitoring of the

behaviour of adults with children, and the closer supervision of children

themselves, may provide the external inhibitors that prevent abuse. Finally,

interventions which increase the capacities of children to avoid or resist abuse

may ultimately protect children from being abused.

Duerr Berrick and Gilbert (L991.: 7) argae that the identification of the potential

'victim population (ie, children) as a strong source of resistance against the

physical and psychological hazards that 'problem causing agents' present to

them, was consistent with already established prevention strategies developed

mainly by feminist campaigners against rape in the 1970s. Th.y maintain that

the subsequent development of 'anti-victimisation' programs for children was

stimulated by 'a system of thought that promotes self-defense and the

psychological empowerment of children' (Duerr Berrick & Gilbert, L99L: L2).

This problem-focussed approach largely ignored wider issues related to the
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relative status and authority of adults and children in society, prompting some

critics to claim that the essential premise on which most progams are based is

fundamentally flawed (Krivacska, 1990).

However, due to the close and ongoing contact children have with schools

during periods when they are statistically at high risk of being abused

(Finkelhor, 1979; Angus & Wilkinson, 1993), schools were considered ideal

sites for the delivery of prevention programs. An estimated 400-500 school

based prevention programs weÍe developed in the U.S. du¡ing the early to

mid-1980s (Trudell and Whatley, 1988). Subsequently, all Australian State

Ministries or departments of education either adopted an American program

or undertook the development of local programs.

The single most widely adopted program in Australia is Protective Behaviours

(Flandreau West, L984;1989). Compared with other American and Canadian

programs developed at about the same time (eg, Good Touchesßad Touches,

Talking about Touching, and You're in Charge programs) it was not widely

known or used in the U.S.

f) Selection of the Protective Behaviours Program in South Australia

By 1,985, child protection issues were receiving increasing professional and

public attention in most Australian states. In Victoria, for example, police

statistics relating to reports of child sexual abuse revealed that 83% of reported

cases involved a trusted friend or family member, thus calling into question

the appropriateness of the Stranger-Danger program being used widely in

schools at the time (Dwyer, L990; Brown, 1986[a]). Similarly, in South

Australia, the Task Force on Child Sexual Abuse raised public awareness of the

problems of child abuse and neglect and led to the formation of a number of

working parties within the social welfare and education bureaucracies (Briggs,

L989; Education Deparbnent of South Australia, 1986).
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Within this climate of growing concern over the previously hidden

phenomenon of child abuse, efforts intensified to develop educative strategies

designed to give children the means of protecting themselves from violent and

predatory adults, most of whom were known and trusted by them. Between

April and |uly t984, a group of professionals working in the area of child

maltreatment in Victoria, met to evaluate a range of American and Canadian

school based prevention programs.

Through an exhaustive consultation process, the group
reached consensus that the appropriate program for
development in Victoria was Protective Behaviours. This
program stood alone.
(C.P.E.C.G., L9ft6:2\

Independently of the Victorian groupr the program was first taught in a

primary school in Melbourne and a secondary school in Adelaide during late

1984 (Dwyer, t990). According to Fraser (1991'), one of the original advocates

of educative prevention programs in Australia, an early draft manuscript of

the Protective Behaviours program was seen as 'the answer' to an increasingly

urgent need to 'do something' about the problem of child abuse in Australia.

On the basis of this favourable evaluation of the draft program by the Victorian

working group, and the endorsement of a local educator who had Eained in

Protective Behaviours in the U.S. duringL983, the Education Deparhnent of

South Australia undertook to support the training of key professionals in

Protective Behaviours. Flandreau West, the American author of the program,

was brought to Australia for a number of workshops in Melboume, Adelaide,

Sydney and Canberra during April and May,1985. Approximately 120 people

in South Australia underwent 'intensive training' in the Protective Behaviours

program at that time.

Following these initial training workshops, an appraisal of the Protective

Behaviours program was undertaken by the Protective Behaviours

Coordinating Committee for the Director General of the South Australian
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Education Department. The appraisal was undertaken'in order to be able to

make judgements about the worth of the program' (Education Department of

South Australia, 1985). Flowever, only the aims, content, and suggested

teaching approaches of the program were examined. No attempt was made to

conduct a formal evaluation of the impact of the program on a selected group

of children, following a 'trial' period of use in a school. Briggs (1992) further

contends that the Education Department's'appraisal'process failed to include

an examination of the relative worth of the program compared with other

readily available American and Canadian programs.

Predictably, given the limited nature of its 'appraisal'process, the Committee

strongly endorsed the Protective Behaviours program. Its report concluded

that'the program is worthwhile'.

Teachers, parents, sdrool counsellors, officers from other
agencies have indicated enthusiasm for such a proglam to
be included in the schools' curriculum... The Protective
Behaviours program is manageable and fib with current
teaching and leaming practices.
(Education Deparbnent of South Australia, 1985: 15)

In late L985, the Education Department of South Australia endorsed the

program for use in state schools. The largely uncritical endorsement and

subsequent adoption of the program reflects what Chin and Benne (L969)

identify as a largely non-empirical, political approach to educational and social

innovation in which 'commitment', 'enthusiasm', and the exercise of

interpersonal and institutional power influence adoption decisions more than

dispassionate, rational assessments of the worth of the innovation.

g) Main Features of the Protective Behaviours Program

The Protective Behaviours program, like many of its counter-parts, aims to

equip children with the knowledge and skills needed to deal assertively with

hostile and dangerous situations. The program is based on two core

assumptions:
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. that children need to be able to identify how they feel when they are in

unsafe situations

o that children need to know how to enlist the help of other people when

they feel u¡safe.

The program uses the following five strategies:

L. Theme Reinforcement:- Two themes encapsulate the program's

philosophical commitrnent to children's rights. The themes - 'We all have

a right to feel safe all the time', and'Nothing is so awful that we can't talk

about it with someone' - are introduced and reinforced throughout the

program using a range of teaching approaches.

2. Network Review:- Children are taught how to identify and maintain,

through regular review, a 'network' or list of people to whom they could

go for help if they ever felt unsafe.

3. Persistence Expectation:- Children are taught, through the continual

reinforcement of the two themes, that they should tell someone if they are

being maltreated and are feeling unsafe. The Protective Behaviours

program proceeds one step further by emphasising the need for children

to 'go on telling' until someone acts on their behalf to stop whatever it is

that is making them feel u¡safe.

4. One Step Removed Strategy:- The main teaching approach suggested in

the program involves the use of hypothetical, non-personal scenarios that

are designed to help children think about how to apply the principles of

the program in an imagined situation. Children are encouraged to

discuss appropriate actions in response to a wide range of threatening

events. These events are described in terms that are personally distant

from the children but, nevertheless, relevant to their experiences. By

using the 'one step removed' strategy, teachers are able to introduce a

variety of hypothetical situations in which children may be unsafe,
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without directly involving children in the class who may have

experienced abuse or maltreahnent in similar situations.

5. Protective Interrupting:- In order to protect children who have been

abused from the possibility of further distress and embarrassment caused

by public self-disclosure, teachers are encouraged to use the 'one step

removed' strategy when discussing various kinds of abuse, and to

'protectively' interrupt children if they b"gir selfdisclosing. The program

suggests that teachers should encourage children who begin to disclose

details of their abuse to 'tell' when they are likely to feel safer, that is,

away from the inquisitive ears of the large group.

These features of the program are presented in the following teachers'

manuals.

. ProtectioeBehnaiours Manual (commonly called 'The Blue Book') (19U).

. The Basic Essentials: Protectioe Behaaiours Anti-oictimisatíon ønd

Empuoerment Process (1989).

. Søfe Start Safe Future: An Integrated Curriculum Approach to Chíld Protection

in Early Childhood Settings based on tlu Protectiae Belwoiours Progrøm (1991).

. Keep Safe (1993).

. The RWt to Feel Safe (1995).

Up until mid-1.990, teaching manuals could only be purchased by teachers who

had undergone appropriate training in the program.

h) Teacher Training

Negotiations between the Education Department of South Australia and the

author of the Protective Behaviours program resulted in agreement about the

nature and scope of training required by teachers before they could teach the

program. Support teachers were appointed to most metropolitan and some
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country districts to train other teachers in the program. A minimum of six

hours of training was necessary for certification as a trained Protective

Behaviours teacher. The training schedule closely followed that modelled by

Flandreau West in her original workshops and induded sessions on:

. definitions of child abuse and neglect

. statistics on reported cases of abuse and neglec! statistics on the

prevalence of abuse

. the 'Discotmt Continurm', a conceptualisation of the denial of child abuse

and neglect

. the two themes

o networks

o the use of 'What if ...' sifuations

o the use of role play

. classroom climate and teaching styles

. 'victim language'

. assertiveness

o indicators of abuse

. verbal abuse, sexual abuse, and domestic violence

. sexual harassment

. barriers to implementation of program and how to overcome them

. role of parents and the school community.

A range of teaching approaches was used. A strong emphasis was placed on

activity-based small groupwork in which participants were encouraged to

confront the issues under review while, at the same time, remaining

emotionally'safe'. Trainers modelled a number of the key strategies used in

Protective Behaviours (eg,'protective interrupting', and role playing'what if ...'

situations) as well as demonstrating how to teach about sensitive areas of the

program like sexual abuse. Dscussion and reflection times were programed in
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all sessions to provide participants with opportunities to question and probe

what was being presented. Participant evaluation of the training experience

also took place.

Following the initial six hours of training some teachers were encouraged to

undergo a further six hours of training to prepare them as Protective

Behaviours trainers. This 'train-the-trainer'model was endorsed as a relatively

quick, simple, economical and effective means of training a large number of

teachers. The beguilingly simple rationale for the training approach is best

expressed by Brown (1986þl):

In order to train someone to teadr Protective Behaviours,
all that is necessary is for the person to assimilate and
intemalise the themes of the program, and to practise
using the strategies. I would therefore train
representatives from all different learning environments
in the same rnarìner ...
(Brown, 1986[b]: 151)

Brown's initial optimism about the simplicity and efficacy of the training

approach was not shared by experienced Protective Behaviours support

teachers (McVeity, L990). The following measures were taken by the

Education Department of South Australia to ensure that training met

minimum requirements:

o the development of specific guidelines about the pre-requisite training,

knowledge, skill and commibnent needed by accredited trainers

. setting the minimum training time for teachers at 12 hours and for

trainers at 18 hours

. developing an accreditation data base of all trained personnel

. publishing explicit expectations in relation to school based training in the

Education Gazette

o encouraging Protective Behaviours trainers to review their training

methods.
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Following internal reviews of their approaches to training during t990,

Protective Behaviours support teachers modified both the content and timing

of their training sessions (McVeity, 1992). Prior to this time, however, the

Flandreau West model of teacher Eaining was followed closely.

By the end of 1992, more than 8,000 teachers in South Australia had been

trained to teach the Protective Behaviours program, with most undergoing

training between 1987 and 1990.

i) Public Criticism of the Progtam

Because of the ideological orientation of the program, it is not surprising that

the program has been critically scrutinised by individuals and groups who

hold opposing values positions. The most vehement public criticism of the

program occurred in Victoria and South Australia. In stinging critiques of the

program and the generic features it shares with other school based primary

prevention programs, Arndt (1988), Partington (1989), Hallpike (L989), and

Yates (1990) challenged the foundations of the program. Briefly, they were

critical of the program for the following reasons.

. It is based on a 'radical'feminist ideology of personal 'empowerment'that

repudiates fraditional family values defining parents' and children's rights

and responsibilities.

o It places too much responsibility on children to avoid or resist abuse.

Adults should be responsible for the protection of children.

o It encourages children to distrust members of their own families. This

distrust builds barriers between children and their fathers, in particular.

. It teaches all children to be concerned about their personal safety when

only a small minority of children needs to be wary.

o It destroys children's innocence.

o It makes children afraid and anxious.
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o It confuses children about appropriate and inappropriate touching. Many

child¡en label 'normal' touching (warm hugs and cuddles, or washing) as

'bad touching'.

o It confuses abuse with mild corporal punishment and, as a consequence,

challenges parents' right to discipline their children by smacking them.

¡ It teaches child¡en to rely on their 'early warning signs' to help them

determine good from bad, rather than on what they are told is right or

wrong, good or bad.

. It leads to an increase in unwarranted accusations of abuse.

. It presents complex concepts that are beyond most children's

understandi.g.

. It is based on unsubstantiated assertions that have never been thoroughly

researched or evaluated.

. Its proponents are zealots who fail to reply to criticism of the program.

In South Australia, criticism of the program reached a height during 1990 with

the publicatiory in the daily press, of several largely negative articles on the

Protective Behaviours program. In reply, the Director General of Education,

the Director of Catholic Education, and the Chief Executive Officer of the

Department of Family and.Community Services wrote a joint letter to the

editor of The Adaertisu, futly endorsing Protective Behaviours as a program of

'substance and effect' (The Adaertiser,30th August, L990). They cited 'local

research' to substantiate their claim despite the paucity of published research

in the area.

Australian criticism of the Protective Behaviours program did not occur in

isolation from a growing body of opinion critical of similar programs in the

United States. In the U.S., Kraizer (L986), Wurtele (L987), Krivacska (1990) and

Daro (1990) identified serious flaws in the conceptualisation of many school

based prevention programs, and cautioned against raising public expectations
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about the capacity of school based prevention programs to achieve their often

ambitious aims.

By t990 there was local and international support for the further evaluation of

school based personal safety programs like Protective Behaviours.

THE FRAMING oF THE INVESTIGATION

a) Research Questions

To help focus the evaluation, key dimensions of the research problem were

identified and stated as questions to be investigated. Two questions relating to

teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program were stated, while a further

three questions relating to children's personal safety learning were also stated.

The five key questions investigated in the research were:

L. What is the nature and extent of teachers'use of the Protective Behaviours

program in South Australian pre-schools and schools?

2. What factors affect teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program?

3. Are students who have been taught Protective Behaviours more able to

identify unsafe situations than students who have notbeen taught

Protective Behaviours?

4. Do students who have been taught Protective Behaviours have gteater

knowledge of personal safety strategies than students who have not been

taught Protective Behaviours?

5. Do factors like the extent of parental reinforcement of the program,

student age, gender,learning ability, and socioæconomic status influence

learning outcomes in Protectíve Behaviours?

b) Oven¡iew of the Evaluation

As was outlined earlier, the evaluation was conceived as a three study project.

In Study 1-, qualitative methods were used to identify 35 teachers'perspectives
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on the use of the Protective Behaviours program. In Study 2, insights from this

earlier research were used to design a large scale survey (n = 957) that

generated more broadly based data on teachers' use ol and decision making

about, the program. Finally, in Study 3 an innovative video vignette

methodology was used to compare the personal safety knowledge of children

who had been taught the program (n = L94) with that of a group of children

who had notbeen taught the program (n = 1.27).

The research was undertaken over a five year period beginning in May 1990

and culminating in November 1994. Three periods of intensive data collection

occurred at the following times:

Study 1: May - |une 1990

Study 2: May - August 1.993

Study 3: Iune - November L994

c) Funding the Investigation

As Studies 2 and 3 were large scale and quite complex, progress was contigent

upon the availability of adequate research funding. In order to secure

sufficient funding, the author spent much of 1992 preparing and presenting

applications for research grants to various organisations. Due to the perceived

importance of the proposed research, all but one of the organisations which

were approached for funding actually committed funds to the investigation.

Despite a very competitive research environment at the time, funding was

received from the following organisations:

Criminology Research Council
Education Deparhnent of South Australia
Crildren's Services Office
Catholic Education Office
University of South Aushalia
Independent Schools Board
Department of Family and Community Services
Total

922,3t:5
$19,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
$ 3,465

$ 1"500

$ 1,000

$s7p1o
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As the scope of the investigation was extensive, much of this funding was used

to employ part-time research assistants to work on the project. A total of

twelve research assistants shared the following duties under the supervision of

the author:

- transcribed audio-taped interviews (n = 35)

- located records of teachers trained in Protective Behaviours in all four

education systems

- created and maintained a computer data base of Protective Behaviours

trained teachers (n = 8,091)

- manipulated the data base to produce a stratified sample of Protective

Behaviours trained teachers (n = I rMT)

- gped questionnaires (teacher and student)

- assisted with field testing of questionnaires

- distributed teacher questionnaire

- monitored the return of questionnaires and followed-up non-refurns

- participated in interviewer training

- conducted interviews with selected students (n = 321).

Funds were also expended on printing and postage, and on releasing the

author, for short periods of intensive work, from his academic duties at the

University of South Australia.

e) Limitations of the Investigation

The studies outlined in this thesis are limited in the following ways.

o They were confined to teachers and children in South Australia.

. They focussed on only one school based prevention program -

Protective Behaviours. There was no attempt to compare the relative

impact of different school based personal safety programs.
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. No longifudinal data were collected to determine changes in outcome

measures over time. As a consequence, no conclusions canbe drawn

about decay effects on student outcomes over time.

. The measurement of children's personal safety knowledge was limited

by the constraints of the vignette methodology used. As a consequence/

it is questionable to generalise children's responses to the three specific

situations of maltreafrnent, to other forms and types of maltreahnent.

. The application of particular ethical constraints prevented the selection

of a truly random sample of children in Study 3 of the investigation. As

a consequence, it is questionable to generalise the results of this study to

other children.

Supruenv

The investigation introduced in this chapter based its rationale and purpose on

the prime concern of sections of the South Australian community and the

wider international child abuse prevention movement that school based

personal safety programs should be thoroughly evaluated. While the three

studies undertaken in the evaluation sought to address the weaknesses of

previous evaluation studies and to promote methodological innovations in the

area, several limitations to the studies have been acknowledged. Given these

limitations, the studies outlined in this thesis make a contribution to our

understanding of the impact of the Protective Behaviours program in South

Australian schools. Such knowledge is vital in the development of improved

ways to prevent child abuse and neglect.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

INTRoDUcTION

In the interests of simplicity and clarity, research about the teaching of

personal safety programs is dealt with, in this chapter, separately from

research about the impact of such programs on children's learning. This

separation allows insights from a díverse range of fields to be synthesised and

applied to the problems under investigation. The search for relevant literature

transcended traditional discipline and subject boundaries to encompass

research in the following areas:

. child abuse prevention

o personal safety program design

. program evaluation

. program implementation

o teacher development

. school change

. child development

. child psychology

Both Austraüan and international research was accessed. However, due to the

scope of the literature, the review presented here is necessarily selective. In the

case of much of the overseas researctç details of specific program evaluations

and studies are not given. Rather, the broad implications of the findings of

these studies are suÍunarised to guide the conceptualisation of the reserach

and to provide the basis for a rigorous analysis of its outcomes. Greater detail

is provided on the results and implications of Australian research in the area as

these were considered more relevant and significant to the South Australian

context.
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TEACHING ABoUT PENSONNT SETNTY

While many parents teach children about personal safety, schools are

considered ideal sites for the systematic delivery of programs designed to

teach children how to recognise unsafe situations and what to do to avoid

being being hurt. In the United States, school based programs vary in length

(from one-off sessions to 10+ weeks of intensive instruction), use a variety of

materials and media (puppets, stories, video, student workbooks, plays,

comics), employ a variety of teaching approaches (rote learning of safety

'rules', role play, guided rehearsal, problem solving, direct instruction), and

use a variety of presenters and facilitators (outside visitors, actors, child

protection specialists, teachers). In Australia, however, fewer programs are

used in schools, and classroom teachers have almost exclusive responsibility

for the teaching of programs like Protective Behaviours. Consequently, the

knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills of teachers in this area are of prime

interest to those concerned with school based abuse prevention strategies.

Due to this interest, literature was reviewed that focussed upon teachers' use

of new curricula generally, and personal safety cu¡ricula in particular, and

what factors help and hinder them during the implementation process.

a) Program Implementation

Given the widespread adoption of personal safety programs in schools, there

is surprisingly little research into the nature and extent of use of the programs

by teachers. Most research focuses on the impact of programs on children's

learning without reference to issues of program implementation by teachers.

Flowever, some insights into the thinking and instructional decision making of

teachers can be gleaned from the international and Australian literature.

A reading of the wider literature on the implementation of educational

innovations generally, reveals that it is a problematic area. In his influential

treatise on the processes of educational change, Fullan (1982; L99L) criticises
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what he calls 'faulty assumptions and ways of thinking' about how reforms

can be 'installed' in schools. Drawing on a comprehensive body of research on

the implementation of planned educational change in schools since the 1,960s,

Fullan systematically exposes the flawed thinking behind many attempts to

introduce new programs in schools. In the process, he provides a succinct list

of realistic and unrealistic assumptions about the implementation of new

programs in schools. He suggests that the 'realities of implementation' (Fullary

1982:91.-2) should be confronted by accepting that:

. implementation of new programs involves a certain amount of ambiguity,

ambivalence, and uncertainty.

. implementation consists of some transformation or continual

development of initial ideas, rather than the faithful replication of a

program in different settings.

. effective change takes time. It is a process of 'development in use'.

. implementation will only be effective under conditions which allow

people to react, to form their own positiory to interact with other

implementers, to obtain technical assistance.

. lack of implementation is often due to the complex interaction of number of

factors: value rejectiory inadequate resources to support implementatiory

insu-fficient time.

. implementing change is a frustrating, discouraging business.

These observations provide a wider view of the issues related to teachers'

implementation of personal safety curricula like Protective Behaviours. They

permit a new appraisal of what can be expected of teachers confronted with

the task of operationalising these programs. In short, they provide an

alternative to the 'hyper-rational' (Wise, 1977), input-output models of

program use which have implicitly informed much of the thinking about

school based child abuse prevention initiatives.
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In a major independent evaluation of the Protective Behaviours program and a

derivative called Personal Safety (Crime Prevention Education Consultancy

Group, t989), Dwyer reports concerns about Program implementation (Dwyer,

1990). In focussing on the 'process of program implementation', Dwyer builds

a strong case against the premature examination of program outcomes. She

describes implementation research as the 'logical precursor' to research that is

concerned with the impact on children of primary prevention programs.

This evaluation ... starts with the assumption that child
empowerment will follow if a child receives the program in
positive conditions. Flowever, the process by which the
program is provided cannot be assumed to be fully in place,
given early indications that drc adult'gatekeepers' may find dre
teaching of the programs initially challenging.
(Dwyer,1990:5)

Using survey and interview approaches, Dwyer found that both programs had

made a significant impact on teachers and school communities''a high level of

support and interest in both programs was expressed by ... many schools'

(Dwyer, t990:6). Dwyer also found that

many teachers encounter some initial challenges in
implementing the program/s. ... This issue, combined with
very busy curricula and a perception of an overall increase in
the areas over which teachers are expected to take
responsibilig, can lead to a situation where the program is
taught in a largely ad-hoc way. ... Teadrers who are supposed
to be teaching it delay the systematic teaching of the progr¿ìm,
or avoid addressing the more sensitive ¿reas.
(Dwyer,1990:6)

Similar concerns over program implementation were raised by Morrissey

(1989) in an earlier South Australian study. Using focus group interviews,

Morrissey investigated teachers'views of the Protective Behaviours program

and whether or not they actually taught it.

The impetus for this project came from my concern that
although mâny teachers and other school based people in the
Southem Area had been trained in the Protective Behaviours
program (approximately 500 at that time), relatively few
people, it appeared, were actually implementing it in
classrooms. I was cu¡ious to explore t]ris apparmt situation,
and .... to resea¡ch tlre reasons for this situation.
(Morrissey, 1989: 1)
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Morrissey confirmed that many teachers had not implemented key features of

the program in their classrooms; rather, selective use of parts of the program

seemed to be quite coûunon.

In early L990, Hudson undertook a questionnaire sfudy to investigate teachers'

attitudes towards the teaching of the Protective Behaviours
program within the classroom. In particular, it is concemed
with those factors that work against implementation and those
factors which facilitate irnplementation.
(Hudson,1990: 1)

Preliminary analyses of Hudson's data revealed that more than half of the 61.

teachers surveyed had never implemented any part of the program with any

class following training. Furthermore, only a quarter of the teachers were

teaching the program at the time of the survey.

School based research by Briggs (1990) at the same time revealed similar

patterns of selective use of the Protective Behaviou¡s program by teachers in

eight Adelaide Junior Primary schools.

In a broader survey study in New South Wales, Chesterton, et aI., (L992)

examined the extent to which people trained in Protective Behaviours - mostly

teachers, social workers, and police officers - 'have been able to use their

training' (Chesterton, et al., \992:30). They report that 35% of the 286 teachers

who responded to their survey had not used their training at all, or had used it

to a limited extent.

In summary, these studies challenge the view that teachers, who have been

trained to teach personal safety programs like Protective Behaviours,

implement them with a high degree of uniformity, at the same time and at the

same rate. They point to the naivety and simplicity of assuming rcpid, highly

consistent implementation of programs following training. In doing so, they
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demonstrate the need to explore more fulty the 'dilemmas, ambivalences, and

paradoxes' of the implementation process (Fullarç 1Ð1: 350).

b) Factors Affecting Program Implementation

Woodward (1990) reviews the work of several international researchers with

an interest in teachers' responses to personal safety curricula during the

implementation process. She concludes that many teachers feel 'overwhelmed

and unprepared for the responsibility' of teaching personal safety programs

(Woodward,1990:45). Woodward identifies a smorgasbord of issues that may

contribute to this, including the following:

. fear of adverse parental reaction to programs

o concerns about possible unintended negative effects on children

. emotional reaction to, and denial of, the 'unsavoury reality'of child abuse

o training that is too brief and superficial to address teachers' concerns

. lack of school-level support to implement programs

. inadequate liaisonwith outside child protection agencies.

Trudell and Whatley (1988) list similar issues of concern for teachers. As some

of these are revealed in Australian research into the implementation of the

Protective Behaviours program, they will be discussed more futly under the

following sub-headings.

T encher s' Afectia e Resp onses

It is widely recognised that the issues surrounding the physical, sexual and

emotional maltreaÍnent of children by adults are disturbing, confronting, and

at times controversial. It is not, therefore, surprising that programs designed

to prevent the victimisation of children expose sensitivities about parents' and

children's rights, child rearing practices, interpersonal violence, and

exploitative forms of sexual expression involving children. Many teachers,
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both as professionals with child welfare responsibilities and as members of the

wider community, share feelings of ill-ease when issues of child abuse are

raised (Levin, 1983). Indeed, teachers' close and intensive personal

involvement with children probably makes the issue of child abuse even more

poignant and disturbing for them than for other members of society who do

not work with and care for children on a daily basis. The affective responses of

teachers to the broader issues related to child abuse and its prevention have

been found to impact significantly on their decision making about personal

safety curricula.

Morrissey (1989) found that teachers' personal concerns about aspects of the

Protectíve Behaviou¡s program affected their decisions about what parts of the

Protective Behaviours program they taught.

Ma y people are afraid to implement the program due to lack
of confidence, lack of school supporÇ fear of the personal
nature of the program, [and] not knowing how to adapt the
program to their classroom.
(Morrissey, l9E9:23)

In particular, she found that teachers were often reluctant to use the program

because:

. the program requires 'us€ of self and this tfueatens some
people.

. they fear damaging the Þacher/student and teadrer/parent
relationship.

. they fear talking about üre material contained in the abuse
sessions.

. they lack confidence in dreir ability to teach the program in a
positive way.

. they fear their own experiences of abuse will surface.
(Morrissey,1989: 10)

The relationship between essentially personal concerns and those connected

with school and classroom contexts is made clear in Morrissey's study.

Morrissey points to the importance of these personal perspectives in affecting

teachers' decision making about whether or not to teach parts of the program.
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Briggs and Hawkins (L994[al: 225) are less accepting of the personal reasons

given by teachers to account for their selective use of the program. Th"y

accuse teachers of 'negligence' in avoiding teaching those aspects of personal

safety programs 'involving adult misbehaviour and issues to do with

sexuality', due to'insufficient confidence'.

These accounts are consistent with more general analyses of the cognitive and

affective dimensions of teaching (Nespor,1987; Munby, 1982). However, they

only detail teachers' overt personal justifications of selective use of programs

like Protective Behaviours. Perhaps of greater importance are the largely

implicit beliefs and taken for granted assumptions of teachers about such

fundamental issues as the incidence of child abuse and the efficacy of school

based prevention programs. Furthermore, the above accounts under-

emphasise experiential and contextual factors associated with particular

schools which may significantly constrain or support the teaching of the

program. To further explore these factors, a review of some of the literature on

teacher development and school change was undertaken.

Tencher Deaelopmcnt

There is a vast literature on the professional development of teachers and its

impact on a range of school and student outcomes, including program

implementation. Studies of teacher learning have established the importance

of several principles of effective teacher development (Department for

Employment, Education and Training (DEET), t988; Queensland Board of

Teacher Regishation, 199L). There is general consensus that teachers seem to

learnbest when:

. they participate voluntarily in training and development activities.

. they participate in programs to improve their professional competence
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. theoretical issues are linked to classroom practice. In this sense, the

professional development activities are contextualised within the real

world of the practitioner. Teachers have opportunities to focus on issues

relevant to their own classrooms and children's learning, and to use

theoretical frameworks and others' experiences to help them formulate

their own responses.

. the knowledge and expertise of teachers is respected and used.

. programs are well spaced over time. This allows teachers to address

concerns about new roles and practices, and their impact on students. In

other words, term-long programs enable teachers to accommodate and

apply new ideas incrementally in their own setting at their own Pace.

o programs are systematic, inter-related, and rigorous. Teachers should be

encouraged to read between sessions, conduct classroom investigations,

and report findings to their learning group.

(Barnett, Johnson, & Badger, L992:34)

There is also general endorsement of the view that

Teachers can change their teadring practices if drey are provided
widr quality professional developmmt opportunities.
(Bamett, et al., L992: M)

Fullan is similarly convinced that teacher professional development can

significantly influence the outcome of school reform initiatives (Fullarç 1990).

Flowever, rather than focus on aspects of externally provided 'training' for

teachers, Ftillan places far greater importance on school level interactions and

peer relationships that help teachers develop 'new meanings, new behaviours,

new skills, and new beliefs' (Fullan & Stiegelbauer, L991'277).

The quality of working relationships among teachers is strongly
related to implementation. Collegiality, opm communication, trusÇ
support and help, leaming on the job, getting results, and job
satisfaction and morale are dosely interrelated.
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, L99l: 77)
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While Fullan and his supporters have recently warned of the dangers of

embracing strange mutations of these socio-professional processes ('contrived

collegiality'being one - Hargreaves & Dawe,L990; Hargreaves & Ftillan,1992;

Smyth, L993; |ohnson & Moraw, 7994), the power of school level support

mechanisms in bringing about changes in teaching practices is now widely

recognised.

These analyses, with their focus on school level collegial activity during the

arduous implementation process, bring into question the efficacy of technical,

largely non-social, pre-implementation'training' approaches to teacher

development. In so doing, they seriously undermine confidence in the

capacity of training strategies and techniques to transmit the pre-determined

knowledge and skills presumed to be needed to 'operationalise' new programs

and methodologies. Flowever, in their quest to assert the power of teachers to

act collectively in the interests of sound educational and social reform, they

run the risk of under emphasising the power of contextual factors to limit or

expand teachers' 'decision making space' (Smith, L984). Clearly, any

comprehensive analysis of the dynamics of program implementation should

include these factors as well.

School Context

There is a growing body of research which suggests that the organisational and

cultural climate of schools acts in very powerful ways to either promote or

inhibit the implementation of changes. There is also abundant evidence that

school principals play an important role in defining and shaping the

organisational conditions necessary for effective implementation, conditions

such as the development of shared goals and clear plans to reach them,

collaborative work structu¡es and climates, and the provision of adequate

resources (Leithwood & Montgomery,L9&2; Barth, 7990; Fullan & Stiegelbauer,

199t). Flowever, attempts to'engineer'these conditions for single innovations
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without addressing more fundamental features of school climate and

organisatíon, inevitably fail (Fullan, 1990). Leithwood's work, for example,

points to the need for principals to use very broad strategies to transform the

culture of the school towards a stronger improvement orientation. He and

lantzi (Leithwood 8xlantzi,1990) suggest that principals need to:

o use a variety of means to stimulate cultural change

. value and promote staff learning

o talk frequently and seriously about shared and contested norms, values

and beliefs

. share power and responsibility for school improvement.

None of this complex new literature supports a view of principals as

'educational manipulators'who follow superficial 'recipes' to provide 'support'

for program implementation. The organisational processes related to

successful school and classroom change are deep, powerful, and resistant to

such short term orchestration.

c) A Model of Teacher Thought and Action

These revelations - a greater appreciation of teachers' affective responses to

change initiatives (particularly controversial ones), an emerging

understanding of how teachers learn best, and a growing appreciation of the

complexity of schools as social organisations - contribute to a more elaborate

view of the change process than previously conceived. However, their

different origins and intellectual traditions make the task of integrating them

quite difficult. Clark and Peterson (1986) attempted to do this to try to make

sense of two diverse research perspectives. The first is the dominant process-

product research paradigm in educational research with its pre-occupation

with teacher actiory the second is a newly emerging paradigm which seeks to

uncover the previously hidden thought processes occurring 'inside teachers'
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heads' (Clark & Peterson, 1986:257). While they developed their model of

'teacher thought and action' primarily to provide a framework for a review of

research on teachers' thought processes, it is useful in depicting the

relationships between some of the more salient influences on program

implementation identified above.

Clark and Peterson's model depicts hypothesised relationships between

teachers' actions in the classroom, their thought processes, and a range of

'opportunities and constraints' in their professional environment. The tfuee

domains in their model neatly relate implementation outcomes (Teachers'

Actions and their Effects) to school level and other support factors

(Opportunities and Constraints), and to teacher decision making (Teachers'

Thought Processes).

However, Clark and Peterson's model assumes that these relationships are

reciprocal; they reject the absumption, typically held by process-product

researchers, that causality is unidirectional. Th"y assurne, for example, that

teachers' thinking and decision making influences their actions, and that their

actions, in turn, influence their thinking.

Rather than represerrting the direction of causation as linear, we
Éìink ünt it is more accurate to represent üre direction of causation
as ryclical or circular.
(Clark & Peterson, L986:257)

While having the same reductionist faults of most theoretical models, Clark

and Peterson's model serves as a synthesising tool that enables a clearer view

of suggested relationships between factors drawn from diverse research

perspectives. Furthermore, by incorporating contextual factors - elements

within schools whidr constrain or stimulate teacher action and thought - the

model draws on research in the burgeoning fields of program implementatio¡V

school leadership, organisational change and teacher professional development

briefly reviewed above.
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This model was used to depict groupings of factors that were of interest in an

analysis of teachers' use of the program (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: A Model of Teacher Thought and Action (Adapted from Clark & Petersory L9fß:?56)

d) Use of the Model in the Evaluation

The model was used to identify key areas of interest to be investigated in the

pilot study of teachersr perspectives on the use of the Protyective Behaviours

program. While essentially exploratory in nature, the pilot study was

designed to investigate teachers' perspectives on the following:

. Opportunities and Constrainb
fthool Context

- nature and extent of support for teaching of program
Training in Protective Betraviours

- reasons for undertaking haining
- type of course delivery experienced
- extent of consultation
- extent of extra training

Personal history
- contact with abused children
- personal mer¡ories of abuse

. Teachers' Thought Processes
Beliefs about Child Abuse

- beliefs about prevalence of child abuse
- theories and beliefs about the causes of drild abuse
- beliefs about the efficacy of school based prevention programs

Decision Making about Program
- reagoru for deciding not to use the program or for using it in a limited way
- reasons for deciding to use the program in a detailed way
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. Teachers'Actions and their Effects
Teaching of Protective Behaviours

- use of features of the program
- extent of detail taught

Student læaming in Protective Behaviours

d) Summary

A large body of research suggests that teachers very rarely implement new

programs uniformly across all schools. Program implementation is more

realistically viewed as a variable process that involves some transformation

and on-going development of initial ideas, rather than the pure replication of a

set program in all settings. Past qualitative, and small scale quantitative

research into teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program suggests that

this was likely to be the case with the implementation of the program in South

Australian schools.

Given the complexity of the implementation process, strong, linear causal

explanations of teachers' implementation behaviour are difficult to identify. ft

is more likely that a complex web of interconnected factors is linked to

implementation outcomes. Flowever, despite the complexity of the

implementation process, school level interactions and peer relationships,

together with other school level supports emerged, in the literature, as

important influences on teachers' use of programs.

Finally, in the area of teaching about personal safety, qualitative studies have

suggested a strong link between teachers' personal concerns about programs,

and their subsequent decisions not to teach sections of them. It was revealed

that these sensitivities probably prompt some teachers to omit those sections of

personal safety program that are perceived to be controversial and/or

personally difficult to confront.
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These insights were used to frame the first study of teachers' perceptions of the

Protective Behaviours program outlined in this thesis.

LEARNING ABoUT PnnsoNnl SAFETY

a) Synthesis of International Research

The rapid proliferation of school based personal safety programs in the 1980s

occurred largely without the benefit of thorough research into the effectiveness

of the programs in achieving their aims with children. Commentators have

criticised the largely unquestioned acceptance of key components of personal

safety programs and their assumed efficacy in promoting children's personal

safety skills (Trudell & Whatley, L988; Krivacska, L990; Duerr Berrick &

Gilbert, 1990). For example, Krivacska is particularly scathing in his criticism

of prevention programs that

appear to be based on personal prejudices, opinions or beliefs,
and are reinforced by pseudo-scientlfic program evaluations.
(Krivacska, 1990: x)

He believes that a collective 'desperation to do something (or perhaps more

importantly, anything) to prevent sexual abuse' has inhibited the 'reasoned

scientific evaluation of prevention and its effectiveness' (Krivacska,1990: x).

Duerr Berrick and Gilbert (199L: L2) echo Krivacska's concerns about an

apparent lack of commiünent to program evaluation/ suggesting that there is a

'huge zone of uncertainty'between the intent of personal safety programs and

the achievement of recognisable outcomes. Duerr Berrick and Gilbert (1990)

maintain that child sexual abuse prevention efforts are part of a 'righteous

cause' invested with'ideological feryour'. They assert that

the ideological commitment to empower children, which
endowed the movement with resolution and unity, also
deprived it of a certain resiliency that might have encouraged
more serious consideration of researdr evidence...
(Duen Berrick & Gilbert, 1990:29)
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Such criticisms are symptomatic of deep ideological divisions in the field of

child protection that are frequently revealed when research'evidence' from

evaluation studies of prevention programs is interpreted and commented

upon.

Reviews of the international literature (Tutty, 1994; Carroll, Miltenberger, &

O'Neil t992; Chesterton, et al., L992; Dwyer, L990; Wurtele, L987; Finkelhor &

Strapko, 1987; Reppuci & Haugaard,1989) reveal sometimes contradictory

evidence about the impact of school based personal safety programs on

children. Identifying program design or policy implications from this complex

body of research is extremely diffictrlt due to the tentative status of much of

the research reviewed.

However, it is possible to discern a number of tentative conclusions about

school based personal safety programs that have relevance to the research into

children's personal safety learning. Th"y provided a theoretical context in

which factors associated with the use and impact of the program could be

investigated. Briefl/, the international literature suggests that:

. school based personal safety progranìs frequently increase students'

knowledge of prevention concepts, although gains are usually small

(frequently 1-2 point scores) (Finkelhor,7994; Lawrie & Stewart,1993).

. children retain knowledge over time, although some retention loss seems

inevitable (Briggs & Hawkins, t994þl).

. sfudent age and developmental stage influence learning outcomes, with

older children demonstrating greater knowledge of prevention concepts

and strategies than younger children (Tutg, 7994).

. children as young as 4 years old can learn some prevention concepts

although results are equivocal about which particular concepts present

difficulties for young children (Tutty, L994).
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. results are equivocal about the inJluence on learning outcomes of sfudent

background factors like gender, self esteem, family socio-economic stafus,

and parental teaching of prevention concepts (Wurtele, et al., L986;

lJazzard, et al., L99L; Briggs & Hawkins,L994þl; Lawrie & Stewart, L993).

. despite initial fears that prevention programs would increase student

anxiety (Krivascka, L990; Trudell & Whatley, L988), prevention programs

do not appear to cause adverse side effects (Carroll, et al., L992;Hazzard,

et al., L991).

b) Australian Research on the Impact of Protective Behaviours

Several of these general themes can be detected in a number of small scale and

largely unpublished studies of the impact of the Protective Behaviours

program in Victoria, South Australia, and the Australian Capital Territory.

Early evaluations of the program were produced by two schools which trialled

the program in 1984 (Killen, et al., L984, and Ryszczak, L984, quoted in

Australian Protective Behaviours Network, 7989, and Dwyer, 1990). Both

studies used pre and post tests of student knowledge acquisition and attitude

development. Both reported positive outcomes related to the teaching of the

Protective Behaviours program; students were reported to have developed

more self confidence, new knowledge about the likely sources of personal

danger, and new skills that enabled them to 'use their networks' when they

needed help.

A larger questionnaire study (32 teachers and 455 students) was conducted in

1986 to evaluate the trial of the Protective Behaviours program in the

Australian Capital Territory. Again, the results of the evaluation were

positive.

... teachers were able to successfully implement the
program in their schools, and the majority of students
were able to acquire the knowledge and skills that
would enable them to 'keep themselves safe'.
(Australian Protective Behaviours Network, 1989: 6)
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A quasi-experimental study was undertaken during t987 and early 1.988 by a

specially funded group from the Parks Community Health Service and Parks

District Office of the Department for Community Welfare in Adelaide's

western suburbs. The project aimed 'to initiate and evaluate Protective

Behaviours Training for adolescents in the Parks area' (Newton & Wade, 1988:

6). Using two male and female control groups and two experimental groups

with approximately 10 adolescents in each, the effects of the Protective

Behaviours program were measured using pre and post tests of knowledge

acquisition. Results of the study indicated that the experimental groups scored

significantly higher than the control groups. However, informal feedback

from the experimental groups which had undergone Protective Behaviours

training suggested that aspects of the program needed to be modified 'so that

it would be more understandable to the students as well as making the

repetitive aspects of the program more interesting' (Newton and Wade, L988:

3).

Another early study of the Protective Behaviours program raised questions

about the capacity of the program to achieve its stated aims, particularly with

young children. In a higNy critical report, Fogl and Prior (1989) concluded that

from both teacher reporb and children's responses, it is
clear that the content of Protective Behaviours is too
abstract for nine-year olds to leam...

This evaluation suggests that the uncritical adoption of
the same Protective Behaviours program for all children
of all ages (as is presently th" case) is inappropriate. It
also points to the fact that teachers need support
throughout the teaching of the program, so that it is
taught in ib entirety. When this is done with children of
Grade 5 and above, there is a good indication that the
exercise may be wo¡ûrwhile.
(Fogl & Prior, 1989: lz-Lg)

By Lar the most thorough and influential studies of the Protective Behaviours

Program were undertaken by Briggs in collaboration with Herbert, and later
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with Hawkins (Briggs & Herbert,1989; Briggs, t990;L99L; Briggs & Hawkins,

L9941a1,1994þl). In a series of related studies in South Australia and New

Zealand, Briggs and her colleagues interviewed more than 400 children aged

between 5 years and 8 years to investigate their understanding of the concept

of 'unsafe feelings', and their ability to suggest personal safety strategies when

presented with hypothetical 'unsafe' scenarios. Comparisons were made

between children's scores obtained from initial and follow-up interviews and

between tlre scores of children who had been taught the Protective Behaviours

program in South Australia and those who had been taught a program called

Keeping O urs elp es S afe in New 7æaland.

Briggs' findings are startling (Briggs, 1997). She establishes that young

children's concept of 'unsafe'varies between ages five and eight, with younger

children showing unexpectedly high levels of personal fearlessness. When

they disclose instances of feeling afraid, children frequently focus on threats

from 'monsters', wild animals, and ghosts, rather than from humans. As a

consequence, Briggs criticises personal safety programs - like Protective

Behaviours - that rely on child¡en developing and becoming aware of feelings

of fear (their 'early warning signs'). She concludes that

it is unlikely that the identification of 'unsafe feelings' can be
relied upon ar¡ an efficient means of avoiding sexual abuse, least of
all if the abuse involves sexual fondling in the context of an
otherwise affectionate relationship.
(Briggs, 1991: 6$.6)

Briggs also raises questions about young children s ability to differentiate

between'good' and 'bad' secrets, their willingness to 'tell' adults if they feel

unsafe, and adults' willingness to support child¡en who might disclose abuse.

Briggs points to the gross power inequalities inherent in adult-child

relationships to explain some children's acquiescence when faced with

unwanted adult behavior¡r. She writes that

An alarming 22"/" lol Ne,rr Zealand participanbl said they could
not count on parental support. ... Some children were very
pragmatic about their own lack of power. They knew that
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parental intervention depended on the identity of the offender
and if it was a grandparent, close relative or family friend, parents
defended the adults. In these circumstances, some 7-8 year olds
adopted a victim stance, rationalising thaÇ as their position
worsened whm they said 'No', it was easier to 'put up with' the
unwanted adult behaviour.
(Briggs, l99l:69)

Briggs was among the first researchers in Australia to raise these kinds of

issues and to seriously challenge the efficacy of the Protective Behaviours

program. While a staunch supporter of school based child protection

programs, Briggs has consistently argued for Australian programs which have

the following characteristics:

o the provision of explicit and precise teaching materials

o a tightly structured program

. the provision of school level support to teachers

o the use of developmentally appropriate concepts,language and teaching

methods

. the integration of personal safety and personal development programs

o strong and ongoing parental ínvolvement in programs

. whole school adoption, implementation and reinforcement of programs

Briggs and Hawkins point to a number of these design and implementation

features that are associated with the New Zealand Keeping Ourselaes Safe

program to account for its judged superiority over the Protective Behaviours

program (Briggs & Hawkins, 1994lal\.

c) Issues and Questions

This brief review of the literatu¡e on children's personal safety learning raises a

number of broader issues that have relevance to research into children's

personal safety learning.
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Whnt program outcomes shouldbe measured?

The obvious reply to this question links outcomes measures to program goals.

If a program aims to improve children's ability to identify 'unsafe' situations,

then this should be the focus of evaluations of the worth of the program.

However, the application of this evaluation truism has led to an almost

exclusive focus on children's knowledge and ability related to threats to their

sexual safety. This is due to the exclusion of other forms of abuse prevention

from most North American curricula. A consequence of this almost exclusive

focus on sexual abuse prevention is that most of the international literature on

the evaluation of school based abuse prevention programs contains little of

direct relevance to the prevention of other forms of abuse. In short, the

international literature is clearly deficient in providing even rudimentary data

about the nature of school aged children's ability to deal with situations in

which they are physically or emotionally at risk.

A key question relevant to the Protective Behaviours program is:

. Do children use similar personal safety knowledge and strategies in

situations in which the nature of the threat is different (ie, sexually

th¡eatening versus physically threatening)?

The very different dynamics of each form of abuse raise questions about the

transferability of personal safety knowledge and skills between different

situations of abuse.

Another issue being debated in the international literature relates to the worth

of measures of sfudent knowledge acquisition compared with measu¡es of

actual behaviour change (for a fuller discussion see Measures of Student

Outcomes in Chapter 6). While some researchers are reconciled to a position

articulated well by Briggs and Hawkins (1994[a]) - that behavioural change is
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unlikely to occur without knowledge - many still lament the absence of 'real,

hard data' on the 'actual benefit' of prevention programs (Carroll, et aI., tÐ2).

The effect of this critical search for evidence of behavioural change in child¡en

following exposure to prevention programs has been to cast an unnecessarily

sceptical shadow over the worth of intermediate measures of student

knowledge growth and skill development. In few other educational fields

have such hard evaluative criteria been applied.

How should research results be interpreted?

Many researchers and commentators interpret the results from evaluation

studies without reference to educational research into sfudent learning and

performance in other areas of the curriculum and, as a consequence, apply

very high benchmarks of success to prevention programs. Gains in student

knowledge are variously described as 'rather modest' (Gilbert, Duerr Berrick,

LeProhn, & Nyman, L989), or 'disappointing' (Briggs & Hawkins, 1994[a]).

Both advocates and critics of school based prevention efforts frequently fail to

appreciate the complexity of the problem of child abuse, the intricacies of child

development and human learning, and the socially constructed values that

underpin evaluations of the worth of educational initiatives. An unfortunate

consequence of this is the simplistic and unsophisticated interpretation of

much prevention research in the search for 'a simple solution to a complex

social problem' (Trudell & Whatley,1988).

What factors influutce personøl safety leørning?

A multitude of factors influence learning - developmental stage, socio-cultural

background, experience, prior learning, motivation, self esteem, ability to

concentrate and stay on task, explicitness of instruction, concreteness of

learning activities, and so on. While it would seem reasonable to assume that

these factors influence student learning in the area of personal safety as much

as they do in other areas, the results from international studies are mixed.
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Flowever, of particular interest in the area of abuse prevention is the influence

on learning of children's cognitive and moral development, and relationships

with authority figures (Tutty, t994).

Tensions between competing views of child development permeate the wider

psychological literature as well as the abuse prevention literature. Some

writers and researchers (Krivacska,1990; Duerr Berrick & Gilbert, L990) devote

considerable space to descriptions of the developmental stage theories of

Piaget (1,932/7965) and Kohlberg (1983) in order to demonstrate the

inappropriateness of teaching some personal safety concepts to young

children. Others are more sceptical about the pervasiveness and power of

these stages in children's thinking (Braine, Pomerantz,Lorber, & Krantz, L99L).

In reviewing several studies that focus on the cognitive demands associated

with learning personal safety concepts, Tutty (1994) provides a useful

sunmary of several studies that link under eight year old children's cognitive

development with their personal safety learning. She concludes that

. young children do not learn personal safety concepts that are presented in

an abstract rather than in a concrete specific manner.

o young children need information presented in clear simple terms with

many familiar examples. Information needs to be overt and explicit, rather

than implied.

o young children have difficulty understanding concepts that require

flexibility of thinking.

. young children rely on visual messages more than verbal messages.

. young children need short sessions with considerable repetition.

(Tutty, 7994: I8l)

Research into children's perception of authority is also salient. As many of the

personal safety strategies taught in school based programs require children to
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make judgements about whether or not to ignore or oppose the wishes of an

adult, research in this area is considered critical to prevention efforts.

Opponents of personal safety programs use the work of Piaget (L932/t965) to

describe children's perception of authority. They suggest that children's

perception of authority is limited by a simple and unilateral view of adults as

socially powerful, inJallible authorities. According to this view, parents, for

example, are not only perceived to be all knowing and all powerful, but also

the sole source of children's moral knowledge (Laupa, L99t). However, the

view that age and, perhaps, size and physical power command the compliance

of children is not supported by more recent research (Braine, et al., 799L).

Damon (1977) found that even young children have more complex conceptions

of authority than the simple view that they must comply with the powerful.

For example, authority has boundaries; parental authority cannot
extend to immoral acts, or to areas seen to be under the child's
personal jurisdiction, sudr as choosing one's friends.
(Braine, et al., 1991: 829)

Damon also found that children generally comply with adult requests because

adults are seen as having the right to make rules, subject to the constraints on

immoral (ie,'wrong' or'unfair') acts and those which are considered'children's

business'. In situations that are deemed to be immoral - when someone may be

harmed, or a moral sanction (against stealing, for example) is breeched -

children tend to base their decision to comply or defy an authority figure on

the moral legitimacy of the rule, rather than on the right of an adult to make

rules. Subsequent research by Tisak and Turiel (1984\, Laupa (L99L), and

(Braine, et al., L99L) suggests that

both the traib of the authority figure and the specific situation in
which the authority's commands are given affect even young
children's perceptions of legitimacy and obedience. Children's
behaviour (even pre-sdroolers') in moral situations is guided by a
universal code of conduct, not the person imposing the rules; in
socio<onventional sih¡ations the reverse is true.
(Bogat & McGrath, 1993 653)
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These findings confirm that most children comply with adult authority in

everyday situations due to their acceptance of the right of adults, like parents

and teachers, to make rules. Afterall, most adult directives aim to teach

children how to behave in socially accepted ways in particular situations

(Bogat & McGrath, t993: 652). However, the revelation that even young

children can delineate limits to adult authority provides some justification for

interventions designed to strengthen children's ability to identify adult

behaviours that breach moral codes of conduct. Such interventions would

have greater impact if they stressed that specific behaviours - sexual

misconduct and severe physical punishment, for example - have no moral

legitimacy (Briggs, L991; Bogat & McGrath, L993).

This newly emerging literature on children's perceptions of authority is

diluting the influence of earlier developmental theories in analyses of personal

safety programs. However, many unanswered questions arise when it is

linked with other research into child abuse. For example, when victims of

child sexual abuse are asked to describe the tactics used by perpetrators to

ensure their compliance (Berliner & Conte, 1990), they mention the use of

essentially non moral, social justifications for involvement (ie, 'It's O.K. - I'11

teach you about these things', or 'I need to know that you are developing and

growing well'). By framing abusive behaviours in social-conventional terms,

and not moral terms, perpetrators avoid provoking resístance from children

who may have otherwise judged the behaviour from a moral perspective.

Also, the interplay between punishment avoidance and children's sense of

morality needs to be further explored, as many children probably comply with

authority through fear of the consequences of defying it, even when they

believe that complyingbreaches a moral code.

Research undertaken by Mayes, Gillies and Warden (1993) into children's

compliance with familiar adults and strangers further emphasises the
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vulnerability of children. As expected, they found that children comply most

with familiar adults and least with stranger adults. The researchers express

'some concern' that the responses of more than half of the six and eight year

olds in the study indicated compliance with a stranger. Compliance fell to

around one third with ten year old children. However, they also found that

compliance rates differed slightly depending on whether adults made requests

(most compliance), offers (least compliance), or demands of children (Mayes,

Gillies & Warden, L993: 9). Again, these findings suggest a more compiex

perception of authority and legitimacy by children, than previously thought.

d) Hypotheses about Personal Safety Learning

The process of reviewing the body of literature on children's personal safety

learning provided opportunities to speculate about the possible outcomes of

the Protective Behaviours program. The research questions for Study 3 of the

evaluation were framed in such a way as to compare the responses of children

who had been taught the Protective Behaviours and those who had not. The

two areas of comparison were children's ability to identify tmsafe situations,

and their knowledge of personal safety strategies. Within the parameters set

by these research questions, it was hypothesised that:

L. Chíldrm who are taught Protectiae Behnoiours more ftequently identify unsøfe

situations than comp arison childr en.

The balance of research suggests that children who receive personal safety

instruction are better able to identify and name threats to their safety than are

those who are not. However, in most comparative sfudies, differences between

groups are relatively small, suggesting that findings need to be interpreted

with some caution.
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2. Children who are tøught Protectioe Behaaiours more frequently suggest appropriate

personal safety strategies ('No' , 'Go' , 'TeIl' strategies) to deal with unsafe situatíons

than comp øris on children.

Again, a considerable body of research suggests that children who receive

personal safety instruction know more about personal safety strategies than

other children. Differences are usually small. Of interest here is also the range

of alternate strategies suggested by children when faced with threats to their

safety. Some research into children's perceptions of authority suggests that

children use other less confronting ways of dealing with threats posed by

adults than the frequently taught personal safety strategies.

3. Older childrm morefrequently idaúífu unsafe situations thnnyounger children.

Developmental factors reportedly influence young children's ability to use

their feelings to identify unsafe situations.

4. Older children more frequmtly suggest approprinte pusonal søfety strøtegies ('No',

'Go' , 'Tell' strategies) to deøl with unsafe situations thnn younger children.

Similarly, younger children are thought to be more accepting of adtilt authority

and more compliant. Consequently, they are thought to be less inclined to take

assertive personal safety action that involves defying adult authority.

5. Apart ftom øge and treatment ffects, other factors do not signifuantly influence the

ability of childrm to identifu unsafe situations or suggest appropriate pusonal safety

strategies ('No' , 'Go' , 'Tell' strategies) to dul with unsøfe situations.

The evidence is equivocal about the impact on learning of factors like student

gender, socio-economic background, and extent of parental reinforcement of

personal safety concepts.
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Suprvr¡.nv

The initial research questions of the evaluation called for an analysis of

program implementation by teachers, and an assessment of the impact of the

Protective Behaviours program on aspects of chidlren's learning. Because of

this dual focus, the review of relevant research was necessarily far reaching.

The review of literature on program implementation identified a complex

range of personal and systemic factors which impact on teachers' decision

making about new programs. Some of these have already been found to affect

teachers'use of the Protective Behaviours program.

Evaluations of school based personal safety programs, both in Australia and

overseas have confirmed that they can improve children's personal safety

knowledge. However, methodological difficulties and the application of very

strict evaluative criteria have raised concerns over the credibility of much of

this research. Recent attempts have been made to integrate and apply more

generic research (eg, related to children's perceptions of authority) to child

abuse prevention research.

Both bodies of literature provided an understanding of the theoretical issues

raised by the evaluation, and provided an insight into some of the difficult

methodological problems associated with research in this area. The review of

literature also helped frame the pilot study of teachers' perspectives of the

Protective Behaviours program, and stimulated several hypotheses about the

possible impact of the Protective Behaviours program on children's personal

safety learning.
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SECTION 2

STUDY 1

A QUALITATIVE PILOT STUDY

OF

TEACHERS'PERSPECTIVES ON THE USE

OF THE

PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS PROGRAM
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY1

INTRoDUCTION

The evaluation of the Protective Behaviours program involved the application

of both qualitative and quantitative methods to address key questions of

interest. In this chapter, a brief discussion of the research'paradigms debate' is

presented to explore the suitability of 'mixed'research designs. The different

epistemological assumptions and standards of procedure of several approaches

are outlined. It is argued that multþle methods may be applied so long as the

internal rigour of each approach is maintained. Having justified the overall

design of the evaluatiory the procedures used in the first interpretive study are

described. The development of a structured interview protocol is outlined. A

brief description is also given of the sampling procedure used in the study.

Finally, details are provided of the way interview data - text - were coded and

analysed using the computer program, NUD.IST.

RESEARCH APPROACH

a) The'Paradigms Debate'

In Kuhn's (L970) sense of the term, a research paradigm is 'an implicit,

unvoiced, and pervasive commitment by a community of scholars to a

conceptual framework' (Shulman, t986: 4). It serves to frame what is

considered problematic by like minded scholars, what are accepted as

legitimate ways of investigating problems, and what constitutes 'valid'

knowledge about corrunon issues of interest. Kuhn maintains that only one

paradigm can be dominant in a 'mature' community of scholars at any time,

reflecting that this has not been the case in most social science fields since their

emergence late last century. Rather, debate has flourished between advocates

of two competing research paradigms - the empiricist and interpretive

paradigms (see, for example, Smith & Heshusius,1986; Walker & Evers, L988).
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More recent challenges to both empiricism and interpretivism by critical

theorists (Harvey, L990), and poststructuralists and deconstructionists

(Derrida, L992) have further contributed to the view that the social sciences are

in a state of 'pre-paradigmatic retardation' (Shulman, 1986).

The debate over research methods has largely taken place between empiricists

who uphold the canons of traditional science, and an increasi.gly assertive but

very heterogeneous group of philosophers and researchers who chronicle the

demise of 'scientific certainty' and the emergence of relativity and subjectivity.

While this dichotomous debate has tended to mask the differences between

some approaches (particularly between the emerging critical and

deconstructive approaches and the more established interpretive approach), it

serves to starkly contrast the fundamental epistemological differences between

the dominant empiricist approach and 'the rest', that is, between 'quantitative'

and 'qualitative' approaches. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a

thorough discussion of the ontological and epistemological assumptions of

competing research paradigms (see Connole, Smith, & Wiseman, t993; Candy,

L989; Huserç L988; Burrell & Morgan, L979; Rist, t977). Flowever, a broad

comparative overview of the essential features of four approaches to social

research is presented in Figure 4 to make explicit their differences.
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Dimensions
of

Comparison

Ernoiricist
Apþroach

Interpretive
Approach

Critical
Approadr

Poststructural -
Deconstructive

Approaches

What is the
approach
modelled on?

Existential studies
in which the

What does it
assume about
reality?

There are multiple
realities.

What are its
aims?

As for the
Interpretive
approadl plus to
reveal whose
interests are served;
to challenge
repression and
promote
emancipation.

How is
researdr
done?

Understanding of
how knowledge
has been
constituted as
'truth'andhow
social realities are
c\cnstmcted
through language.

SUMMARY

observation as the
basis for
knowledge. The
obserwer is
indeoendent of the
objdt of
obsen¡ation.

is

e and
to

predict and control
tuture events.

This aooroach
emphåsìses social
interaction as the
basis for
knowledge. The
researdrei uses his
or her skills to
understand the

orediction and
åontrol.

e

element.

improve fte quality
of human life is
seen as the
desirable outcome
of researdr,

s

analyses
'discourses'to
identifu the
constrúcted nature
of knowledge and
who it serves.

Figure 4: Approaches to Resea¡ch (Adapted from Connole, Smith, & Wiseman, 1993 12-L3,3G
3e)
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From this brief overview it is clear that proponents of different research

âpproaches construe social reality differentlyr ãtê motivated by different

research aims, define 'data' differently, use different ways of collecting and

analysing that data, and impose different criteria to establish the credibility

and value of the results of the research enterprise. Smith and Heshusius (1986)

argue that these differences need to be described and made explicit in any

explanation and justification of research methodology. Furthermore, they

contend that 'different approaches to inquiry based on different philosophical

assumptions ... require different interpretations of inquiry and different

evaluations of its results' (Smith & Heshusius, 1986: 8). They present a strong

case against integrating methods and techniques ftom different paradigms.

Other researchers, however, (Patton, L990; Flowe, L988; Sowden & Keeves,

1988; Shulman, L986; Miles & Huberman, 1984lal; ß8aþl) maintain that

exclusive adherence to one paradigm is neither necessary nor desirable in

practice. Even Smith and Heshusius (L986) acknowledge that the quantitative

- qualitative debate has changed. The debate began as a strident and polemic

conflict early in the century, moved to a period of uneasy détente during the

L970s, and has recently almost 'closed down' due to the emergence of greater

pragmatism and eclecticism in the selection of research methods. They note,

with dismay, the growing trend to de-emphasise epistemological differences

between research approaches. They suggest that

... many educational enquirers now seem to think that the
profession has reached a stage of, if not synthesis, then certainly
compatibility and cooperation between the two approadres. The
demand that an inquirer be'either/or' has been replaced by the
injunction to employ both approaches in combination or to 'draw
on both styles at appropriate times and in appropriate amounts'
(Cronbach, et al., 198Q p.223).
(Smith & Heshusius, 1986:4)
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Miles and Hubeñnan (198a[a]) are typical of the new group of eclectics. They

recognise that the philosophical assumptions of different approaches are

important, but then 'de-epistemologise' the debate by devoting considerable

time to a discussion of 'clearly-defined methods for drawing valid meaning

from qualitative data' (Miles & Huberman, ß8aÍal: 21). While they

acknowledge that the epistemological debate is a 'non trivial battle', they

believe that it will not be resolved in the near future, and that immersion in it

leads to research paralysis.

Patton (1990) follows a similar line of argument.

Mixing parts of different approaches is a matter of philosophical
and methodological controversy. Yet the practical mandate in
evaluation to gather the most relevant possible information for
evaluation users outweighs concerns about methodological
purity based on epistemological and philosophical arguments.
The intellectual mandate to be open to what the world has to
offer surely includes methodological openness. In practice it is
altogether possible, as we have seen, to combine approaches, and
to do so creatively.
(Pattory 1990:1934)

He takes issue with the 'one-sided advocacy' of those who subscribe to what

Howe (1988) calls the 'Incompatibility Thesis'. Patton's motivation in

challenging'one-sided paradigm allegiances' is to

increøse the options available to evaluators, not to replace one
limited paradigm with another limited, but different, paradigrn

... Rather than believing that one must choose to align with one
paradigrn or the other, I advocate a paradigm of choices. A
paradigm of choices rejects methodological orthodoxy in favour
of methodologicøl appropriateness as the primary criterion for
judging methodological quality. ... The paradigm of choices
recognises that different methods are appropriate for different
situations. ... All kinds of variations, combinations, and
adaptations are available for creative and practical situational
responsiveness (original emphasis).
(Patton, 1990:38-9)

Patton further argues - 'at the risk of being heretical' (Patton, \990:89) - that

there is little need to delve into the depths of competing philosophical and
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theoretical frameworks in order to undertake social research. He writes that

while researchers

... will be concemed with theoretical frameworks and theory
generation, there is a very practical side to qualitative methods
that simply involves asking open-ended questions of people and
observing matters of interest in real-world settings in order to
solve problems, improve programs, or develop policies. In short,
in real-worlil practice, metlnds can be separated from the epistemology

from which tlcy haae emerged (original emphasis).
(Pattorç 190:89-90)

Shulman (7986:5) is a little less pragmatic than Patton but, nevertheless,

argues for the coexistence of diverse and competing'schools of thought'. FIe

agrees with Merton (L975) that

a dash of doctrine seerru preferable to the ... prescription of a
single theoretical perspective that promises to provide full and
exclusive access to the truth. ... No one paradigm has even
begun to demonstrate its unique cogency for investigating dre
entire range of interesting questions.
(Merton, 1975:28)

He believes that the danger for any field of social science or educational

research lies in its 'potential corruption (or worse, trivialisation) by a single

paradigmatic view'. Significantly, he endorses the 'healthy current trend'

toward the development of what he calls more complex 'hybrid' research

designs that 'include concern for a wide range of determinants influencing

teaching practice and its consequences' (Shulm an, 1986: 4).

In summary, the 'paradigms debate', while still engaging some protagonists,

seems to have 'gone from a situation of conflict to one of compatibility and

cooperation' (Smith & Heshusius, 1986: 10). There appears to be growing

consensus within the research community that, while epistemological

differences remain between the various paradigms, considerable insights into

social and educational problems can be made by following a 'disciplined

eclecticism' (Shulmarç L986: 33) when selecting research methods. So long as
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the canons of each research approach are followed to impose the necessary

rigour at each stage of the research process, multiple methods may be used

within an investigation to reveal different perspectives on essentially the same

problem. As a consequence, the use of both qualitative and quantitative

methods in the evaluation of the Protective Behaviours program was deemed

both acceptable and desirable.

b) Research Approach Used in Study 1 of the Evaluation

When the evaluation of the Protective Behaviours program was planned, a

lack of understanding of teachers' views on the use of the program was

recognised as a serious weakness impeding the development of empirical

measures of program use. As a consequence, an interpretive study was

included within the evaluation strategy to provide insights into teachers'

thoughts, feelings, intentions, and past experiences related to the program.

The aim of this first study was not to simply support or refute pre-stated

hypotheses, but to contribute to an understanding of teachers' thinking and

decision making about the program, and to stimulate the formation of

plausible hypotheses about their use of the program (Glaser & Strauss, t967).

While the pilot study had a definite theoretical basis, it was open to emerging

explanations of how teachers' personal perspectives on the program and

related matters affected their implementation of it in their classrooms.

DATA GnrHnnwc

a) Choice of Interwiew Approach

As teachers' personal perspectives (variously called 'feelings', 'recollections'

'beliefs', 'views', 'opinions', 'attifudes', 'values', 'principles', 'constructs',

'implicit theories'r'personal practical knowledge'r'concepts','action rules'and

'attributions' in the literature - see Smith, L984; Clark & Peterson, 7986;

Willinsky, 1989) were the focus of interest in the first study, it was necessary to

select a means of getting access to
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what is 'inside a person's head' ... to measure what a person knows
(knowledge or information), what a person likes or dislikes (values
and preferences), and what a person thinks (attitudes and beliefs).
(Cohen & Maniory 1989:3@)

Personal interviews with teachers were expected to provide such access.

b) Development of Interview Protocol

A literature search and review of recent research and commentary in the area

identified five main themes that appeared worthy of further investigation

during in-depth interviews with teachers. A standardised interview approach

was used to ensure that all participants were asked essentially the same

questions in the same order. Patton's (1990) advice was followed in designing

the interview protocol.

The interview questions are written out in advance exactly the
way they are to be asked during the interview. Careful
consideration is given to the wording of each question before
the interview. Probing questions are placed in dre interview at
appropriate places.
(Pattory 1990:285)

The interview protocol (Appendix A) had five sections with questions relating

o teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program

o teachers' training in Protective Behaviours

o school level implementation strategies and tactics

o teachers'beliefs about children and childhood

o teachers'beliefs about child abuse and its prevention

The interview protocol was designed to make interviews systematic, while at

the same time providing opportunities to probe and clarify teachers'

fesponses.

to:
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c) Selection of Participants

A purposive sampling procedure was used to select teachers to participate in

the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This involved making judgements about the

selection of participants based on theoretical and, to a lesser extent, practical

considerations, rather than on the criterion of randomness. As Morse (1989)

writes,

... this method facilitates a certain type
knowledge being included in the study.
(Morse, L989:125)

of informant with a certain

The main practical consideration was the ease of accessibility of teachers to the

author. For time and logistical reasons it was decided to limit the selection of

teachers to those in schools in the northern area of Metropolitan Adelaide. A

second practical consideration was identifying Protective Behaviours trained

teachers in these schools. Fortunately, two child protection support teachers

had been responsible for training teachers in Protective Behaviours in the

northern area of Adelaide during 1988 and L989. These two trainers provided

the school location of Protective Behaviours trained teachers. Using this

information, thirteen Primary and |unior Primary schools were identified in

which around two thirds of classroom teachers had been trained in Protective

Behaviours by the two child protection support teachers. The existence of a

'critical mass' (Berman & Mclaughhn,1976) of trained teachers was seen as an

indicator of a school's commitment to the adoption of the Protective

Behaviours program. Because of an a priori interest in the opportunities and

constraints on teachers involved in a deliberate process of program

implementatiory the sample was selected to include teachers whose schools

had made some commitnent to the Protective Behaviours program. As there

was little theoretical interest in trained teachers who were isolates in a school

culture alien to the principles of the Protective Behaviours program, they were

not induded in the group of potential participants in the study. Their plight

could wellbe the focus of another study.
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Once this preliminary work was completed, permission to proceed with the

study was sought and received from the Director General of Education in

South Australia (Appendices B, C and D). Letters were then sent to the

principals of the thirteen schools, identifying the teachers who satisfied the

selection criteria, and inviting their schools to consider being involved in the

study (Appendix E). Eight principals and school staffs with a total of 62

eligible teachers indicated that they would be prepared to participate in the

study. Of the five schools which decided not to participate in the study, two

provided justifications for their non-involvement. One junior primary school

was about to undergo a merger with its associated primary school and its

principal did not want any other commihnents during what was anticipated to

be a stressful time for her and some of her staff. Another school simply

reported being'overloaded'with other non-teaching requirements (eg, policy

writing, forward planning) and that participation in the study would add

'more work to already overworked teachers'. The other three non-

participating schools did not convey their reasons for deciding not to become

involved in the study.

Personal letters were sent to the 62 eligible teachers explaining the purposes

and procedures of the study (Appendix F). The letter included additional

information about:

. the proposed methodology to be used in the study

. the use of procedures to ensure confidentiality

. the ownership of information collected during the study

. the voluntary nature of participant's involvement in the study

. the support and approval gained for the project from various formal

bodies.
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This group of teachers constituted the pool from which a smaller number of

teachers was selected following Lincoln and Guba's (1985) 'serial selection to

the point of redundancy' sampling procedure. Rather than pre-specifying the

precise nature and size of a sample, Lincoln and Guba reconunend selecting

each r¡nit of a sample only after the previous unit has been interviewed or

observed. In this wàf r each successive unit can be selected to extend or to fill

gaps in information already obtained, to gather other information that

contrasts with it, and to gather completely new information.

Using this procedure, interviews were conducted with six teachers in one

school before a decision was made on the selection of the next group of

teachers. As the socio+conomic make-up of school communities emerged as a

clear factor influencing teachers' perspectives, successive groups of teachers

were selected to ensure that the sample contained teachers who taught at

schools in different socioæconomic areas. A total of 35 teachers in six schools -

three middle class schools, two 'disadvantaged' schools, and one rural/urban

lower middle class school - were ultimately selected to participate in the study.

Sampling was terminated when little new information or insights were

forthcoming from newly sampled units; thus redundancy was the primary

criterion determining the final sample size.

Descriptive information about participating teachers revealed that 30 were

female and five were male, their mean age was 39 yearc, and their mean

teaching experience was L6 years. Seventeen teachers taught children aged

four years to seven years (that is, in Pre-schools and |unior Primary schools)

with the remaining L8 teaching children aged 8 years to L2 years (that is, in

Primary schools).

In summary, the sampling approach used in the study was different from

conventional sampling. It was based on informational, not statistical,
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considerations. Its purpose was to maúmise information rather than facilitate

generalisation. While the pool of teachers from which the sample was selected

was identified on theoretical grounds (within practical constraints), the ebb

and flow of information generation during initial interviews di¡ected the serial

selection of particular groups of teachers. Finally, informational redundanry

was used to limit the sample size to 35 teachers in six schools.

d) Conducting the Interviews

Interviews ranged in length from 70 minutes to 90 minutes. All interviews

were conducted in private rooms in participants' schools by the author.

Teachers were 'released' from normal classroom teaching responsibilities to

participate in interviews by volunteer student teachers engaged by the author.

Each interview was audio tape recorded. Some researchers have criticised

audio taping on the grounds that it is 'mindless' and merely contributes to

'data overload' (Walker, L985: 109). However, taping interviews had a number

of advantages.

o It allowed the interviewer to attend fully to the interviewee.

. It freed the interviewer to observe the participant and to note these

observations at the end of the interview.

Physical movements, gestures and facial expressions give clues not
found in the words themselves and some of these fleeting non-verbal
clues will be missed while the interviewer is writing.
(Burgess,1985: 118)

. It enabled the interviewer to establish rapport, thus reducing the formality

of the interview and encouraging the participant to elaborate on ideas and

to relate personal anecdotes.
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Unlike Measor, who reported that participants were more willing to talk 'after

the tape is turned off' (Burgess, L985: 69\, participants in the study did not

report being inhibited by the presence of recording equipment. They appeared

to be quite prepared to discuss a full range of issues and experiences knowing

that their responses were being recorded.

The interviews were transcribed verbatim from audio tape to word processor

by a research assistant. Each transcript was then edited by the author (see

Appendix G for an example of a final transcript) to eliminate remarks that

were irrelevant to the topics under discussion (mainly incomplete phrases,

'thinking' sounds like 'IJm', 'Mm', and references to pauses in the

conversation). The transcribed interviews varied in length from 6,000 to L0,000

words, constituting a large combined data source of over 300,000 words.

DATA ANALYSIS

The study, although deliberately limited in scope, produced an huge amount

of data. When con-fronted with this data, the author experienced what Fleet

and Cambourne (1989) describe as

a feeling of being 'choked' or 'swamped' by the sheer complexity and
amount of what had been collected.
(Fleet & Camboume, 1989:9)

To help cope with the demands of text management and analysis, each

transcribed interview was introduced to the innovative text analysis computer

program/ NUDoIST (Richards & Richards, L993).

Considerable mysticism surrounds the process of coding text data (Richards &

Richards, t987). Effective coding depends on the division of the raw data into

manageable chunks of meaning ('text units'in NUD.IST). This is known as

unitising or segmenting the data into the smallest pieces of information about

the issue being investigated. The process of grouping together coded data into
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categories ('nodes' in NUD.IST) is known as pattern coding ('indexing' in

NUD.IST) and allows a researcher to build a schema ('index tree' in

NUD.IST) that depicts emerging relationships within the data (Miles &

Huberman, 1984: 68).

The five sections of the interview protocol provided the initial theoretical

framework for coding the text. However, an increasingly detailed hierarchical

system of categories and subcategories 'emerged' as two procedures were

used, more or less simultaneously, to code teachers' responses. The first of

these procedures used NUD.IST's powerful word and string search capability

to locate and index text around each'find'. For example, wherever'prevalence'

was located in the text, several lines of text above and below each'find'were

retrieved and coded as 'Child Abuse - prevalence'. To complement this

extremely helpfut but fairly mechanistic process, a second procedure was used

to code transcripts by hand'. This involved reading and categorising segments

of text and instructing NUD.IST to code these segments along with other text

identified during word search procedures. This ensured that all relevant text

was coded, even when key words were not used by respondents (for example,

the statement - 'I don't know how common child abuse is' - was coded as

'Views on Abuse/Prevalence'). The final coding scheme contained 93

categories (Appendix H). Using this scheme, coded sections of each interview

were then retrieved (along with other identifying information about teachers)

and analysed to discern patterns, trends, conunon themes, inconsistencies, and

idiosyncrasies in teachers' perspectives on the use of the Protective Behaviours

program.

ISSUES OF VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

The concepts of validity, reliability and objectivity are linked with empiricism

with its emphasis on accurate representation of 'reality) procedural replication

and researcher neutrality. Within this paradigm, valid research is
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distinguished from invalid research by establishing the extent to which 'valid'

and 'reliable' research measures and procedures are used during the research

Process.

When early qualitative researchers were confronted with demands to

demonstrate the credibility and dependability of their researclç several opted

to adapt criteria from the empiricist paradigm and apply them to their

interpretive studies (see, for example, LeCompte & Goetz, 1982; Miles &

Huberman, L984þ]). However, rather than adapt and apply essentially

positivistic criteria to qualitative researcþ Marshall (1990) rejects the empirícist

position on research verification when applied to qualitative research. She

argues that other means of judging worth need to be developed that are

consistent with the underlying assumptions of qualitative research. She

proposes a consensual approach to the development and application of

common'goodness' criteria for qualitative research. The guidelines which

Marshall developed were used in this study to ensure its quality and

credibility. Briefly, this involved:

o explicating the methodology in detail

. adopting a non-judgemental 'emic'perspective during data collection and

analysis

. adopting a self-reflective perspective to identify personal biases and

assumptions

. making explicit the connections between the raw data and the generation

of higher order themes and ideas

o tolerating ambiguity and searching for alternate explanations, checking

out negative instances, and using a variety of methods to check findings

. acknowledging the limits to generalisability, while, at the same time

pointing out the possibilities of the transferability of findings

. preserving data for re-analysis
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o presenting data and findings in a form that is accessible to participants,

other researchers, and policy makers

(Marshall, 1990: 193-5)

These criteria have been used to establish the 'goodness'of other qualitative

research (Ptum t994; Kalms, 1994).

SuprunRv

There has been considerable debate about'mixed method' approaches to social

and educational research. Flowever, the weight of contemporary opinion

suggests that so long as the procedural principles of each research approach

are followed to ensure that investigations are rigorous, multiple methods may

be applied. As a consequence/ the use of both qualitative and quantitative

methods in the evaluation of the Protective Behaviours progtam was justified.

In the first study in the evaluatiory an interpretive research approach was used

because it was considered the most appropriate method of investigating the

personal perspectives of teachers. Consistent with the aims and approaches of

this type of research, a purposive sampling technique was used to select 35

teachers to participate in the study. Person to person structured interviews

produced the 'text' data that was analysed using the code and retrieve

capabilities of the computer program NUD.IST. The rigour of the research

process was maintained through the application of several 'criteria of

goodness' especially designed for qualitative research.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS OF STUDY 1

INTRoDUCTIoN

This chapter describes the dilemmas and problems faced by 35 teachers who

attempted to implement the Protective Behaviours program in their classes.

Teachers' use and non use of the program is explained in terms of a complex

interaction between opportunities and constraints at the school level, and

teachers' often personal decision making about the program. The findings

stimulated several hypotheses that focussed the quantitative investigation of

teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program in Study 2 of the

evaluation.

ASSUMPTIoNS GuIpIT.¡c INTERPRETATION

When responding to questions about their use of the Protective Behaviours

program, teachers revealed diverse patterns of use and non use of various

features of the program. It is clear that all aspects of the program were not

faithfully replicated in the classes of the 35 teachers who were interviewed.

Interpreting and commenting on the implications of the varied patterns of use

and non use of the program necessarily involves some level of reconciliation

between two competing conceptions of program implementatiory the 'fidelity'

orientatiory and the 'adaptation'orientation (Fullan & Pomfret,\gm.

The 'fidelity' orientation conceives of implementation as a relatively simple

and rational process of program replication in classrooms across entire

education systems. It is assumed that the rationale and aims of the program to

be implemented are mostly uncontested and that the process of

operationalising elements of the program is largely technical and mechanistic.
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Those who hold this view of implementation often invoke the rationale for the

program as the pre-eminent reason why teachers should implement it. The

orientation has a strong positivistic and managerial heritage characterised by

certainty and confidence in the 'goodness' of the program to address particular

educational or social problems. Finally, this conception of implementation has

an implicitly censorious and deficit view of those who 'fail' to implement the

program as it has been designed. Non implementing teachers are seen as

'resisters' or'blockers', who lack commitment and professional responsibility.

An alternate view of program implementation has evolved from naturalistic

studies of the implementation process that have revealed its complexrty,

uncertaint/, and unpredictability. Diversity of outcomes is accepted as an

inevitable consequence of the plurality of teachers and schools, and as an

opportunig to engage in critical discourse about teaching and curriculum

alternatives. Those who hold this view of implementation reject certainty and

confidence, and refuse to accept single solutions to what they perceive to be

complex problems. Th"y promote context relevant, tentative and provisional

strategies that 'stimulate critical reflection about and collective change in

practice' (Hargreaves & Fullan, L992: 5). Finally, this conception of

implementation places greater emphasis on the capacities of teachers to

develop and evolve better practices from a given start (like a common

program), rather than simply to install what are seen as tentative initial

suggestions for action.

These quite different orientations to program implementation provide two

competing frameworks for the interpretation of teachers' use of the Protective

Behaviours program. Neither, however, is really fair to all of the stakeholders

in the program - those responsible at the systems level for the development of

policies and programs which seek to address the problem of child

maltreatment, and those at school level who make numerous professional
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judgements about curriculum content, organisation and approach. A balance

between the 'top-downness' of the fidelity perspective, and the 'bottom-upness'

of the adaptation perspective needs to be reached.

In seeking to achieve this balance in the evaluation, it was necessary to

articulate a number of assumptions which underpinned the interpretation of

teachers' comments during interviews and the interpretation of the

quantitative data collected during the second stage of the evaluation. It was

assumed that:

. the prevention of child maltreatrnent - the over-riding rationale for the

Protective Behaviours program - is a morally, socially and professionally

defined responsibility of teachers. As a consequence, the values position

assumed in the evaluation was that there are moral and professional

imperatives on teachers to be familiar with and largely embrace the basic

rationale for personal safety education (a'fi delity' perspective).

o features of the Protective Behaviours program (and any other school based

personal safety program) are challengeable, and open to question, given

the fallible status of most curricula. As a consequence, the values position

assumed in the evaluation was that teachers' evaluations ol and

modifications to the program are potentially useful and valuable (an

'adaptability' perspective), so long as they do not entail a rejection of the

basic rationale for personal safety education (a'fidelity' perspective).

. seeking to understand teachers' thinking and decision making and the

factors that influence it was likely to contribute more to the prevention of

child maltreaûnent (an' adaptability' perspective), than were narrow

judgements of the purity of program implementation (a 'fidelity'

perspective). As a consequence, the values position assumed in the

evaluation was that explanation was, in most cases, more appropriate than

approbation or criticism.
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These fundamental assumptions were used as an interpretive and evaluative

framework when considering teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program.

TEACHERSI UsE oF THE PRoTECTIVE BEHAVIoURS PRoGRAM

Despite undergoing training and having the opportunity to teach the program,

eight of the 35 teachers interviewed had never used any aspects of the program

with their classes. Only three teachers reported using the complefe program. The

majority of teachers - 24 of the 35 teachers interviewed - were selective users of

parts of the program. Most often omitted from the Protective Behaviours

program were sections dealing with unwanted sexual touching, physical violence,

and, to a lesser extent, networking. The most frequently taught features of the

program were the first theme - 'We all have the right to feel safe' - and the 'What

if problem solving strategy.

TEACHERSI REAsoNs FoR TEACHING THE PRoGRAM

a) Perceived Benefits to Children

The strongest motivation to teach the program appeared to be teachers'

acceptance of the value of the program to children. One teacher taught the

program because,

I want children to be able to say no, and also to enlighten them as
to what is acceptable and unacceptable touching, and to use their
feelings of early waming signs and trrinp like that Hopefully it's
a skill that we're giving the children, trrat they can use to protect
themselves.
(Teacher #3.6: Female; Aged 31; School3 - I¡w SES; funior
Primary -R/2)

A colleague expressed similar thoughts when she said that the potential to

influence 'just one kid'was enough to justify teaching the program.

I believe that I should implement it because I think it is a step in
the right direction, and if it could possibly help even one kid,
then that would make it all worthwhile.
(Teacher #3.3: Female; Aged 29; School 3 - Low SES; Lower
Primary -Yr3/4)
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Another teacher also believed that the program could develop children's ability to

deal with threats to their personal safety. She said that,

if a new situation arises where they meet someone new and can
recognise an unsafe situatiory then I think what we have done
will make a difference. I'm not sure that we can make a
difference when the abuse is a long term thing. Then again, you
hope that eventually they will do something through their
network.
(Teacher #1.8: Female; Aged. 42; School 1 - High SES; Junior
Primary -R/2)

This potential of the program to teach children effective prevention strategies

was cited by another teacher as her 'main reason' for teaching the program.

I ftink the main reason I've been interested in doing something is
to prevent it happening with children. We're at this stage where
we can perhaps develop that assertiveness and confidence, instil
self-esteem in a chid so that it may prevent anything happening
in the future, by just at least giving the children strategies for
coping with it, ú it does happen to drem or if anything does occur
that is out of dre ordina4y.

I just feel it's part of the child's development and if this helps
them in their interactions as they go through life then, OK, it's
worth it.
(Teacher #4.4: Female; Aged 41; School4 - Average SES; Pre-
school Teadrer)

Another teacher also focussed on the benefits of children learning personal

safety skills by comparing them with the development of core skills in

mathematics and language. She implied that the teaching of Protective

Behaviours should be given the same importance in the primary school

curriculum as traditional subjects.

It comes back to trlki.g about how much the child needs to
protect himself, to what extent. The skills development is so
vital. If it is vital for maths and it's vital for languages, it's dre
same thing with Protective Behaviours. Doesn't matter what
the abuse might be, the range is so wide, when the situation
comes, whatever comes up, you need to have the skill to be able
to deal with it in some way.
(Teacher #6.3: Female; Aged 33; School6 - Low SES; Upper
Prirnary - Yr 6)
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Some teachers immediately noticed positive outcomes for their students due to

their involvement in the program. Th"y reported that children used some of

the personal safety strategies at school to deal with minor social disputes. For

example, one teacher reported that,

I have seen the relationships change between the children; they
don't come to you all the time with their problems; they are
mudr more assertive themselves without always feeling that an
adult is going to solve lhe problem for them.
(Teacher #4.4: Female; Aged 41; School4 - Average SES; Pre-
school Teacher)

Another said that,

I think that the drildren can see that they can do something out
in the yard. If someone is hassling them, they can deal with the
problem; it will happe . There are things that they can do.
(Teacher #1.8: Female; Aged 42; School 1 - High SES; Junior
Prirnary - Yr R/2)

While there is an element of self interest in their comments - self sufficient

students call for assistance from teachers less often - these teachers recognised

the advantages to students of being able to use personal safety strategies in the

schoolyard.

b) Values Congruence

Linked with these positive evaluations of the worth of the program were

strong endorsements of the rationale justifying the program's essential

features. Teachers who were strong advocates of the program pointed out the

congruence between their values and beliefs, and those embodied in the

program. For example, one teacher said that she was,

the type of person who is aware of kids' rights, and the kids'
rights to be safe and so I use Protective Behaviours. It's a
program drat fits in with my philosophy and methodology and
my beliefs. I don't believe that people who haven't got that
underlying feeling anyway would do the course, or they
shouldn't be doing the course, so it fits in with what I want and
what I need to get across to the kids.
(Teacher #3.1: Female; Aged 28; School 3 - Low SES; Upper
Prirnary- Yr 6/7)
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Another teacher couched her justification for teaching the program in similar

terms. She, too, cited her endorsement of 'children's rights' as the

philosophical foundation of her teaching.

My beliefs about child abuse are that it's done by a person who
is more powerful than somebody else, so I suppose that has
affected what I've taught. Children have rights and they can
make decisions about their own lives, yes. I suppose that has
affected what I've taught; I've tried to encourage children to
believe they have conhol over their own lives.
(Teacher #2.3: Female; Aged 32; School2 - Average SES; Special
Education Teacher)

Interestingly, other teachers who espoused a similar philosophical

commitment to student empowerment and abuse prevention chose not to

implement the Protective Behaviours program. In their case beliefs

congruence was not a sufficient factor to ensure program use. Other potent

factors (discussed below) intervened to create inconsistencies between

teachers' expressed beliefs and their teaching actions.

c) Consistency with other Programs

In trying to manage an increasingly crowded school curriculum, many

teachers integrate programs that have similar aims and strategies. The

perceived ease of integration often influences some teachers' evaluation of new

programs (Johnson, 1983). This appears to have been the case with the

Protective Behaviours program. Some teachers saw clear links between the

Program and other initiatives designed to counter sexual harassment, reduce

schoolyard bullying, and teach children social skills. While there are risks that

the integrity of individual programs may be compromised (or 'drastically

mutated', as Berman and Mclaughlin (1976) note) through integration, some

teachers saw significant advantages in explicitly linking the Protective

Behaviou¡s program with other programs.
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For example, one teacher taught the personal safety strategies introduced in

Protective Behaviours in conjunction with an assertiveness program designed

to help girls counter sexual harassment. When reflecting on the success of the

approach, she said that,

we've made sure that the girls have become more assertive, that
drey have a right to feel safe. In terms of sexual harassment, they
leam that 'you're not allowed to call me that name/ so stop it' or
'don't touch me, that's not appropriate'. I think in that way we've
dealtwithit.
(Teacher #6.2: Female; Aged 45; School 6 - Low SES; Special
Class Yrs 3-6)

A teacher at another school reported similar benefits associated with teaching

Protective Behaviours to help children counter sexual harassment.

What I did a couple of years ago, was add a section dealing with
sexual harassme¡rt in the school grounds. I'll be adding that
section this time as well. I find Protective Behaviours to be one of
the best units to train students in countering sexual harassment,
and dealing with the issues around that.
(Teacher #3.1: Female; Aged 28; School 3 - Low SES; Upper
Primary -Yr 6/7)

Other teachers revealed that they used one of the themes of Protective

Behaviours - 'We all have the right to feel safe' - as the rationale for their

student behaviour management policies. The program provided teachers and

students with the concepts and language to negotiate a class discipline regime

that respected everyone's 'right' to personal safety.

d) Summary

While few teachers reported teaching all features of the Protective Behaviours

program, most taught some aspects of it. Th"y taught the program (albeit

selectively, in most cases) because of a philosophical commitment to the ideals

of the program, a perception that the program benefited students by 'skilling'

them to deal with threats to their safety, and because they cotild establish links

between the program and other social education initiatives in their schools.

While many teachers were able to clearly convey their reasons for embracing
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parts of the program, they were more articulate about their reasons f.or not

teaching aspects of the program. These are analysed below.

TEAcHERS' REAsoNs FOR NOT TEAcHING Aspgcls oF THE PRoGRAM

a) Waiting for a School Decision to Teach the Program

The most conunon reason given by teachers for not teaching the program at all

was that their school had not made a decision to implement the program.

Teachers at two schools (School 4 and School 5) in particular, said that they

were expected to wait until all teachers had been trained before starting to

teach the program. Unfortunately, many waited in vain for the decision to

proceed, as new priorities intervened to prevent the training of other teachers

at their schools. As one teacher said, having to wait for 'whole school

involvement' prevented enthusiastic teachers from beginning the program

when theywanted to.

We were enthusiastic and rewing each other up but we were told
that we had to have a parent meeting and wait for the whole
school to get involved first, so we never started it. So, even
though ü¡e were all enthusiastic, it never got off the ground
because we r\¡ere waiting for the rest of the staff to be trained. By
dre time the rest of dre staff was trained, the enthusiasm had gone
(laugþed).
(Teacher 1f4.1: Female; Aged 37; Sdrool4 - Average SES; Junior
Prirnary - Yr R/1)

This was confirmed by another teacher at the same school who said,

We didn't teach it because not all the staff were trained, and we
had to wait for the others. It's been an awfully long process and
there are still some that haven't been trained, but that's why it
was just forgotten. We just thougþt, well, in the future, the rest of
the staff would be trained and we could go ahead as a school, but
it was very disheartening.
(Teacher #4.3: Female; Aged 37; Sctrool4 - Average SES; Junior
Prirnary -Yr1/2)

While the decision to postpone the implementation of the program was based

on the widely accepted premise that a 'whole school approach' to program

implementation was better than uncoordinated and fragmented

implementationby isolated teachers, such an approach probably prevented the
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formation of an'internal advocacy group' which could'enthusiastically

and propagate' the program (Flouse, L976). Flouse's research into the 'exercise

of personal and social influence in schools' suggests that such a group acts to

defend the integrity of the special program, recruit members,
infuse them with values, and secure adequate resources.
(House,1974:51\

House documents a case study of successful implementation where initial staff

enthusiasm was low but became higher as the year progressed. He credits this,

in part, to the existence of an advocacy group that sustained its enthusiasm

throughout the period. He suggests that,

The advocacy group provides the real work energy on which the
innovation lives. While outside ideas and money may act as a
trigger, dre energy must be provided within the organisation.
(House, 1976:33t9)

Peters and Waterman (1984) identified similar groups fulfitling this role in

successful commercial organisations.

In schools which insisted that individual teachers 'wait' for all teachers to be

'ready'to implement the program at the same time, opporttrnities to form an

informal advocacy group were lost. In some cases, teachers were constrained

by the tentativeness of their less enthusiastic colleagues; a culture of caution

suppressed individual teachers'capacity to initiate the program.

Some staff were very tentative about whether the program would
really be good for the children. How would it affect perhaps
relationships as far as teacher and parents were concerned?
Would parents feel th¡eatened by it? As a sdrool we decided not
to start doing it until we'd had feedback in staff meetings from
people in other schools who had used the program and how they
felt about it and the different ways that they felt comfortable
doing it. We decided this as a stafl although I could have got on
wift it. I would have liked to come back and sta¡t.
(Teacher #2.1: Female; Aged 42; School2 - Average SES; Iunior
Primary - Yr R/1)
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Some teachers, however, were quietly relieved that implementation of the

program was delayed by school factors. As one newly appointed teacher

revealed, 'waiting for something to happen' gave her time to adjust to her new

school and address her lack of confidence in the area.

I felt out on a limb (laughed). I was still waiting for something to
happen witr parents,like for somebody to organise a meeting. It
was my first year here and I didn't really know many of the
parenb. I didn't feel confident in doing it. The principal, I mean,
is just absolutely snowed under with other things and it just
wasn't picked up.
(Teacher #5.1: Female; Agd 39; School5 - Average SES; Junior
Primary - Yr 1)

A similar account was provided by a teacher at the same school who initially

admitted not wanting to teach the program until she was well established as

an upper primary teacher, but then cited the lack of a letter to parents from the

school principal as the reason for not teaching the program.

I wanted to establish myself as a year 7 teacher, who was going to
continue a-long the accepted lines, first of all. In the first year I
didn't want to rock the boat (laughed), I suppose. Teaching
Protective Behaviours certainly would have, and that was paftly
why I didn't start it. But, like somebody else on the staff
mentioned at a staff meeting we were under the impression that
a letter would go home from the admin. The letter would go
home saying the school has done this, therefore teachers will
teach this, but it didn't ever go home.
(Teacher #5.9: Female; Aged 42; School5 - Average SES; Upper
Primary -Yr7)

This teacher and another colleague appeared to be quite content to be bound

by an administrative interdiction'preventing'implementation, as it provided

them with a legitimate justification not to teach the program. As one teacher

revealed,

I'm not endeavouring to embark on the more formal side of it as I
was trained to, until the whole school takes it on, until we really
actually decide. No one has said to me, 'you know you should be
teaching Protective Behaviours now inyour classroom!'
(Teadrer#5.7: Female; Aged 36; School5 - Average SES; Junior
Primary -Yt2/3)
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In summary, teachers at several schools felt obliged to delay the

implementation of the Protective Behaviours program until all teachers at their

school had been trained, and certain administrative procedures had been

followed. These restrictions served to define and narrow teachers'perceptions

of their curriculum 'decision making space' (Smith, 1983). As a consequence,

some schools failed to nurture potential advocates of the program as some

teachers lost their initial enthusiasm to teach the program. Others, however,

were provided with a legitimate and convenient extenuation for inaction.

b) Teacher Sensitivity Over the Content of the Program

As has been reported, the least used feafures of the Protective Behaviours

program were those sections dealing with unwanted sexual touching, physical

violence, and, to a lesser extent, networking. These sections were seen to be quite

sensitive compared with other aspects of the program and, as such, were

considered to be 'difficult' to discuss or deal with in the classroom, or with

parents. Personal sensitivity, and fear of possible adverse reaction from parents to

those aspects of the program that addressed sensitive issues, were important

considerations in teachers' decision making about whether or not to teach certain

parts of the program. For example, one teacher admitted that she no longer

taught the program because

It got too hard. I'm still alert to those issues where you really lead
into the more difficult areas and that's about where I started to
back off because I always found it difficult to deal with those
dti.,æ as a whole dass.
(Teacher #6.1: Female; Aged 29; School 6 - Low SES; Lower
Primary- Yr 3)

Another teacher at the same school recognised that teacher 'sensitivity' about

sexual and violence issues was an 'obstacle' inhibiting the implementation of

'possibly what should be done' in the Protective Behaviours program. He said

that,
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It's just the touchiness of the situation, I think, that holds some
teachers back from doíng some of the things that possibly
should be done in PB. I don't know. I wouldn't classify that as

a weakness in lhe program, but it's something that's an obstacle
for teachers, that's for sure.
(Teacher #6.4: MaIe; Aged 36; Sdrool6 - Low SES; Primary - Yr
3-n

These teachers were quite honest and forthright in their views on teaching about

potentially controversial issues. One candidly refused to deal with 'intimate

touching or any other intimate stuff. No way!' (Teacher #6.1). Flowever, another

teacher described how she adapted an aspect of the program, rather than omit it

completely, due her personal difficulty addressing issues of sexuality with young

children. She acknowledged that,

Well, I have watered down the sexual abuse side of it, but that's
for my own shorkominp, not tfuough the program. You know,I
find it very difficult to talk to children in that respect. I find it
difficult talking to my own children! I find it very hard, yes, so
that's my own shortcoming, not the program's. So I've sort of
watered it down by saying'the parts of your body covered by
your bathers' instead of using real narnes.
(Teacher #4.1: Female; Aged 37; School4 - Average SES; ]unior
Primary - Yr R/1)

Other teachers linked their feelings to worries about adverse parental reactions.

Some teachers feared trespassing into areas that have traditionally been taboo for

anyone except the members of a child's family. As one teacher revealed,

I'm afraid of treading on ground I shouldn t be treading on. I'm
afraid of possible reactions from parents, and I don't feel
comfortable putting ideas in children's minds that weren t there.
(Teacher #2.5: Female; Aged 55; School 2 - Average SES; Junior
Primary-YrR)

Another teacher expressed similar sentiments.

I guess it's the old staying out of and staying away from the
problems you know within a family or at home. If we know
about it, or we guess, ifs toudring on a very sensitive area. That's
hard to do, hard to staft, and hard to break in to, dealing with
very sensitive areas.
(Teacher #2.2: Female; Aged 40; School 2 - Average SES; Iunior
Primary- Yr R)
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Interestingly,a third teacher at the same school suggested that she lacked the

confidence to risk upsetting her 'good relationship'with parents by teaching the

'sensitive' parts of Protective Behaviours. She commented that,

Basically, it's the parents I think. I am a Person who's just
growing in confidence, and I feel I've got a good relationship with
the parents, and I don't want that relationship upset. But I think
I'm getting to the stage where I'm getting the confidence, that it
doesn't matter, but I have to get to that level first, before I can do
Protective Behaviours widr the children. Yes. One of tre factors
is the fear of parental reaction.
(Teacher #2.4: Female; Aged 35; School 2 - Average SES; funior
Primary - Yr R)

Finally, two relatively young teachers at another school revealed that they felt

some trepidation about meeting parents to inform them of the 'sensitive' nature of

the program. One suggested that,

Itwas a parent factor, the whole dring of sitting parents down
and having a meeting - it was such a sensitive area.
(Teacher#3.2: Female; Agd,26; School3 - Low SES; Junior
Prirnary -Yr l/2)

The other teacher acknowledged that parents needed to be informed about the

program but recommended that this be done by someone else.

... this area is one of your biggest barriers, and it is where the
biggest stress factors turn up.
(Teacher f3.1: Female; Aged 28; School3 - Low SES; Upper
Prirnary -Yr 6/7)

In summary, teachers' comments suggest that they shared many sensitivities

about aspects of the Protective Behaviours program. Flowever, teacher

sensitivity alone did not appear to account for teachers' decisions to omit

sections of the program. It was the coeústence of teacher sensitivity and an

almost universally endorsed principle allowing teachers to personalise the

decision to teach the program, that 'gave permission' to teachers to omit

sections of the program that they found to be'sensitive' or 'personally difficult'

to deal with.
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c) Personal rather than Professional fustifications of Program Use

Because of teacher sensitivity, it is not surprising that Protective Behaviours

trainers and school leaders treated the question of teaching the program

delicatety. For example, during training, teachers were regularly told to keep

themselves emotionally 'safe' either by mentally tuning-out or physically

leaving a session that they found upsetting. However, this caring concern for

the emotional well-being of teachers during training was extended to apply to

teaching situations also. As one teacher revealed, her principal,

always made the proviso that it was never a pressured thing
because he identified the fact that it could raise distress in
people, because of dreir ownbackground. He never ever said, 'I
want everybody to be doing this'. He kept saying. 'You've got
supporÇ we've got a staff member here, if you want some help
to implement, just ask'.
(Teacher #3.5: Female; Aged 39; School3 - Low SES; Primary
Counsellor)

A similar approach was reported by two teachers in another school.

The principal gave us the freedom to use it our own way. I lnow
a lot of people were against parts of the training - it brought to a
head a lot of controversial things people were discussing. The
principal didn't put any pressute on us to definitely start. We
were given time to think about it.
(Teacher #2.2: Female; Aged 40; School 2 - Average SES; Pre-
school Teacher)

I think we were given some time actually to organise our
thoughts. The principal was very reasonable about it, I thought.
We discussed at staff meetings what should happen and when
we should start. There wasn't any direction about how we
should go about iU that was left up to individual people.
(Teacher #2.3: Female; Aged 32; School2 - Average SES; Special
Class Teacher)

While some teachers said that they were expected'to teach it in the classroom,

because, after all, we did spend two full days doing the couÍse' (Teacher #7.3),

most reported no pressure from school leaders to teach the program.

Inadvertently, teachers were given 'permission' to avoid aspects of the

Protective Behaviours program that they found 'difficult', 'upsetting', or

'painful'. In short, many teachers were provided with the grounds on which to

base justifications of selective use of parts of the prevention progr¿rm.
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The irony of accepting essentially personal justifications of selective use of the

program is that many teachers simultaneously rejected such justifications in

other areas of the curriculum. For example, in one of the schools (School3), all

teachers were 'expected' to teach a Physical Education program; none could

opt out because he or she felt awkward or sensitive about that area of the

school curriculum. In some areas of the educational program in this school,

professional justifications based on the pre-eminent needs of the children were

advanced to define teachers' responsibilities, while in child protection matters,

essentially personal justifications based on individual teachers' personal

concerns were accepted. The co-existence of this contradictory and

inconsistent approach to program justification didn't seem to be a problem for

most teachers in the school.

The personalisation of the decision to teach Protective Behaviours seems to be

a key explanatory factor in understanding widespread selective use of the

program in four of the six schools. The legitimisation of this decision making

process by school leaders and other teachers seemed to help some teachers

resolve the essential dilemma between their need for emotional safety and the

needs of the children they taught.

d) The Processes of Denial:'Seeing is Believing'

One of the training sessions teachers attended dealt with the problem of

'discounting' or denying the existence and seriousness of child abuse. Implicit

in the rationale justifying the inclusion of this session in the training program

was the assumption that teachers were unlikely to endorse a prevention

program unless they believed that there was a problem that needed to be

addressed.
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FIowever, during interviews, eight of the teachers reported private misgivings

about the accuracy and truth of some of the claims made about the prevalence

of child abuse. Their discounting seemed to be in-fluenced by a lack of

personal exposure to instances of abuse in their professional and private lives.

For example, all eight teachers taught in middle class schools where they

found it difficult to'see' any evidence of abuse. Some of these teachers went to

extraordinary lengths to try to reconcile their own lack of personal verification

with what they were told about the incidence of child abuse during training.

The following exchange demonstrates the difficulties these teachers had in

accommodating claims about the existence and scope of child abuse that

challenged their perception of the problem, based on their own experience.

In your opinion, how prevalent is child abuse?
I'm not sure about the figures. When people say that
abuse is on the increase I just feel a bit sceptical, that's
all. Yes, I accept that it is, but I wonder how much
there is of it. I think mudr of it is abuse that is now
reported whereas it wasn't before. I don't know. I
haven't made up my mind on this one.

I've sat in on arguments here at school in which people
say that because of the kind of area we serve (middle
class) we don't have the physical abuse that other areas
have. I suppose my gut reaction is, 'No, I dont think
$'e do,' but figures i. -y head tell me differently
(laughter). I haven't reconciled that yet, within myself.

My husband teaches in a different area where it is a
daily occurrence. He can virtually point to 'ump-teen'
kids in his classes whereas I can't do that. It doesn't
stand out to me. I can point to emotional abuse in -y
class but I can't say, 'I'm fairly sure that this kid is being
physically abused.' That makes it fairly hard to think
that this Protective Behaviours program is something
drat I really have to run with.

Q: Are you saying that, in this local community, there is
less abuse?

A: No! I amnotsaymg that. I'msaying thatl don'tknow!
I am saying that I un't see it and that I don't know. I
don't know if anyone can know. I don't know that it
matters. If I had seen it in my classroom I would
probably felt like doing something about it the very
nextday.

(Teacher #5.9: Female; Aged 42; School5 - Average SES; Upper
Primary -Yr7\

o
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While this teacher expressed the uncertainty of agnosticism, other teachers

were less equivocal about the prevalence of child abuse in their local

communig. They offered the following opinions.

Well, I'd have to say'no' I don't think it is prevalent in this local
community because I'm not aware of it, in this upwardly mobile
kind of area.
(Teacher #1.2: Female; Agd 39; School 1 - HighSES; Junior
Primary - Yr R/2)

It's very difficult to tell, because domestic problems are hard to
define. I actually find it hard to see because it's actually in the
home - all üre problems of abuse stem from the home where it's
very private and hard to see.
(Teacher #1.3: Male; Aged.42; School 1 - High SES; Lower
Primary - Yr 3)

Over the last couple of years I don't think I've had anybody. I
tend to think it's the area. I wouldn't drink that there would be a
lot in this community. I know many of the parents and I live in
üre area, and I wouldn't think that there would be mudr. I am
basing that on my own personal observations.
(Teacher #1.8: Female; Aged 42; School 1 - High SES; Iunior
Primary - Yr R/2)

All three teachers reinforced the link between not being able to 'see' any

evidence of abuse or neglect, and their subsequent discounting of the scope

and seriousness of child abuse.

There is also evidence in their statements of what Killen (1995) calls 'client

over-identification'. Briefly, the phenomenon of 'over-identification' has been

noted in many professional groups. It occurs when professionals working in

personally distressing fields (like child welfare, for example) implicitly assume

that the motives and actions of their clients are the same as their own. In an

unconscious attempt to construct and defend a social world built on their own

values and beliefs, some professionals mistakenly'deny' the eústence, within

their clients, of desires, motives and actions that are not like their own. Killen

suggests that when this occurs, professionals can 'over-identify' their own

wants, desires, and values in others. The seeds of denial of another's reality

are well and truly sown.
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In the case of Teachers #L.8 quoted above, her denial seems to have been based

on the following premises:

a) I care about the welfare of children.

b) I would not harm children.

c) I know these parents - they are like me.

d) They would not harm thei¡ children.

e) Consequently,I do not believe that abuse is prevalent in this community.

It may be, that it is only when teachers are confronted by strong personal

evidence that some parents may not be like them at all, that they acknowledge

the existence of child abuse and neglect.

This analysis is given added credibility by the comments of teachers who

strongly affirmed the prevalence of child abuse. Half of the group taught in

one lower socio-economic school where they reportedly'saw'daily evidence of

child maltreatrnent and neglect. One of these teachers said,

I think abuses of all forms Íìre very prevalent here, and I know
that from dre kids who come and talk to me. They're perhaps not
representative of dre whole school, but I deal with teachers who
are continually concemed about the bumps and bruises drat the
kids tell they get. My dealings with parents, when I ask them
about how they manage their children, all revolve around
violence. They are throwing things, big things, frypans and
saucepans and hair brushes are thrown across the room.
(Teacher #3.5: Female; Aged 39; School3 - Low SES; Primary
Counsellor)

Further evidence of the primacy of personal experience in forming beliefs

about the existence and scope of child abuse comes from teachers who were

themselves victims of child abuse. Of the ten teachers who admitted 'having

memories of being abused as a child', orilf one discounted the prevalence of

child abuse in her school's local community. The others readily acknowledged

the problem of child abuse, despite, in some cases/ not having confirmatory

evidence in their own school.
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e) Teachers'Emphasis on Tertiary Prevention

Many of the teachers who were interviewed acknowledged that the Protective

Behaviours program could help prevent child abuse by providing children

with personal safety strategies that they could employ if threatened. These

teachers endorsed the primary prevention rationale of the program and taught

most of its main features. Flowever, some teachers had a different conception

of the preventative function of the program. Their view, though not clearly

articulated in many cases, was that the program was essentially a tertiary

prevention program directed at children who were currently being abused.

Protective Behaviours was seen as useful in helping children'tell' if they were

being abused, helping teachers identify children who were being abused, and

providing some guidance to teachers about how to notify welfare authorities of

cases of suspected abuse, even though this tertiary prevention function was

not seen as part of the program by its developer.

A recently appointed teacher at the one of the low socio-economic schools

demonstrated this thinking. She said,

After one term of being here, I drought 'C)t, I've got to teadr this'
so it influenced me a lot Abuse was a real problem. There was a
real need.
(Teacher #3.2: Female; Aged 26; School 3 - Low SES; Iunior
Primary -Yr1./2)

For this teacher, the idea of preventing abuse before it occurs (primary

prevention) seemed to have been overwhelmed by more urgent and

demanding notions of prevention.

Flowever, when linked with beliefs about the low prevalence of abuse in

teachers' local communities, the conception of Protective Behaviours as a

tertiary prevention program often resulted in the dilution, in teachers' minds,

of the justification for teaching the program. Some teachers (Teacher #5.9,

quoted earlier, for example) viewed Protective Behaviours as a tertiary
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prevention program that wasn't needed in their schools because child abuse

wasn't perceived to be a serious problem. These teachers failed to see the

potential of Protective Behaviours as a primary prevention program that could

contribute to the prevention of child abuse before it occurs.

f) Rejection of Child Focussed Prevention Strategy

While some teachers had very limited conceptions of the preventative role of

the progr arrr, a small minority of teachers rejected it completely. These

teachers doubted the effectiveness of any abuse prevention approach that

focussed on childrery rather than adtilts. They perceived the power inequality

between children and adults to be too great for any child focussed prevention

strategy to have any change of success. As these teachers quite strongly

asserted, children were seen to lack the power to avoid being victimised.

With serious abuse they are pretty bloody powerless, really, to
change their position, so this kind of stuff isn't really going to
help them. They have to be removed, oh well, someone has to be
removed. I think this is covering the surface stuff, but I think if
the child is really seriously in a situation where they're being
abused, then there's not much they can do.
(Teacher #5.7: Female; Agd 36; School5 - Average SES; Lower
Primary -Yr2/3)

That's the bottom line; there's not much the kids can do. Adulb
... they've got the power... That's it.
(Teacher #5.1: Female; Aged 39; School 5 - Average SES; Junior
Primary - Yr 1)

As a consequence, the Protective Behaviours program was dismissed as largely

ineffective

Oh, it won't make a difference, it's certainly not the answer, it's a
bit of a few hours a week put in each day, and that can certainly
be undone as soon as they get home. So unless you get the
support from both sides it doesn't really work as effectively as

you'd like.
(Teacher #5.7: Female; Aged 36; School5 - Average SES; Junior
Primary -Yr2/3)

Although these sentiments represented a minority view amongst the teachers

who were interviewed, similar views have received some support in the
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literature which is critical of school based prevention programs (Duerr Berrick

& Gilbert, 199I).

f) Lack of Implementation Support

Despite alt that is known about program implementation at the school level,

none of the six schools supported teachers during the crucial implementation

stage following training. Lack of school level support was almost universal.

As one teacher lamented,

The Principal could have organised some sort of follow up, in the
form of a discussion group or a get together or 'let's remember
what we said we'd do' or something like thaÇ even if it was
voluntary for people to follow it up, but there was nothing like
that done which sometimes speaks louder than all the things
people say.
(Teacher #1.1: Female; Aged 44; School 1 - High SES; Primary -
Yr 6)

The only tangible support offered to some teachers was in the form of

commercially produced resources. Even this often occutred incidentally, as

one teacher noted:

Last year we had another teacher and she had lots of other
resources which I got from her, and so tÌrcre was some more
added on stuff, not necessarily changes to the structure of it, but
just some extra bits and pieces were thrown in.
(Teacher #3.6: Female; Aged 31; School 3 - Low SES; Junior
Prirnary - Yr R/2)

Very few teachers were asked about their needs after training in relation to

implementing the program. Very little follow-up staff development activity

occurred. Ooty two teachers in one school said that they spoke regularly with

other teachers about the program .

We had lob of informal discussions with close colleagues in the
staff room and everywhere else. We discussed it for a while after
we had a think about what we were going to do, over coffee
somewhere -'what are we going to do about this?' - but certainly
we didn't get well organised discussion time.
(feacher #1.1: Female; Aged, M; School 1 - High SES; Primary -
Yr 6)
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I had an incidental chat to the girl I work next to, to discuss
things. I didn't make a special appointrnent to discuss flrings. t
found them valuable because they helped me clarify things.
(Teacher #1.6: Female; Agd 49; School 1 - High SES; Iunior
Primary - Yr 1)

Professional isolation was more common, as the following comments

demonstrate.

We don't feel that we tell each other enough, and that's not just in
Protective Behaviours, that's in all sorts of things. I really feel we
get on well together, but we're sort of in our own little world. We
are separate, just doing our own thing.
(Teacher #2.5: Female; Aged 55; School 2 - Average SES; Junior
Primary - Yr R)

No, I didn't see anybody trrat I could really talk to. Nobody else
was interested, you know, interested in starting it yet, so there
wasn't anybody really to discuss it with.
(Teacher#4.1: Female; Aged,37; School4 - Average SES;Iunior
Primary - Yr R/1)

No, we didn't have any private discussions or talks, only widr dre
people that I went to the conference with, we talked on the way
home, but noflring more.
(Teacher #4.5: Female; Aged 37; School 4 - Average SES; Junior
Primary - Yr R/1)

I tafkd only to a certain extent with other teachers, and we just
discussed 'well how are we going to get organised and what are
we going to do?' and 'are we going to do anything?' that kind of
dring. But I flrink you need to discuss it with other people, have
it as a topic for a staff meeting or a special focus at some stage, so
that you know what oürer people are thinking, and just get a
chance to tâlk about how you're implementing it and how other
people are finding it and whatever.
(Teacher #4.4: Female; Aged 41; School4 - Average SES; Pre
school Teadrer)

Where rare opportunities for collaboration were pursued, teachers reported

positively about them. One teacher, for example/ worked with two other

people to implement the program. She reported both professional and

personal benefits associated with collaborative teaching.

Working in close collaboration with two other people meant
that we were able to clearly identify our needs at the beginning
of the entire course and before each session in terms of our
training needs, our physical space needs, and our material
needs - what we actually have to give the kids. If we had any
personal needs to debrief, for example, as a result of what we
were teadring,lhere was that opportunig too.
(Teacher #3.1: Female; Aged 28; School 3 - Low SES; Upper
Primary -Yr 6/7\
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The almost universal absence of implementation support suggests that most

school leaders did not question the efficacy of the pre-implementation training

model used with Protective Behaviours. In most cases, it was apparently

assumed that up to twelve hours of training prior to implementation was

sufficient to equip teachers with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to

operationalise the program.

g) Practical Concerns with the Program

At a practical level, some teachers said that they changed aspects of the

program to make them developmentally appropriate to the age and stage of

their students, and more relevant to their interests and concerns. The most

commonly reported modification involved limiting discussions of personal

safety issues to situations involving only children, rather than children and

adults. The egocentrism of young childrery in particular, was cited as the main

reason for this maior change. For example, a pre-school teacher said that,

The children we're dealing with don't understand if someone is
too far away for thern They are very personal. It's all'me'and'I',
so we tend to deal with'what if something happened to you in
the yard'. That's probably why we havent got into the sensitive
areas, either. We're dealing with sdrool issues where we can. We
say'what if you were being bullied in the yard' and then drey can
relate it to themselves, rather than a magical someone who's not
there. At the moment it's just been at school child-to-child or
older children in the yard when they're playing with the junior
primary children.
(Teacher #2.2: Female; Aged 40; School2 - Average SES; Pre-
school Teacher)

Her colleague, who taught junior primary children, revealed a similar

modification.

Sometimes I have problems with the use of the word, 'What if
'someone". I've been used to using'you' under the problem
solving approach, making it really pointed to the child. I find
sometimes it's 'you' and sometimes it's 'someone else', depending
perhaps on how toudry the subject is.
(Teacher #2.1: Female; Agd 42; School 2 - Average SES; Junior
Primary- Yr R/1)
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FIowever, by limiting discussions to school related issues involving only other

children, these teachers impeded any consideration of personal safety issues

involving adults. This seriously compromised the original intent of the

program to teach children to consider their personal safety options in a range

of situations, including those involving adults.

Some teachers were also reluctant to teach young children how to set-up a

'network' of trusted adults. These teachers revealed concerns over the ability

of their students to identify appropriate adtilts for their networks.

I feel ürat it would be difficult for them to go out and 'network'. I
don't think that it is appropriate for young children. I feel, at
Reception level, that üre children are not really ready to set up a
network situation. I drink that is a bit beyond them at Reception
level. I ürink drat they could feel that they could go to Mum, Dad
or Grandma or a teacher, but I think a network of other friends is
just a bit beyond them. This is the main area that I feel, perhaps,
doubtful about and have left out of the program.
(Teacher #1.6: Female; Aged 49; School 1 - High SES; funior
Primary-Yr 1)

With Year l's and 2's, I don't know about the network as such,
and going ftrough the process of sending notes home. I think
that perhaps the children should be aware of who they could
speak to in their own daily situations, Iike at school.
(Teacher #4.3: Female; Agd 37; School4 - Average SES; Junior
Primary- Yr l/2)

Another teacher even expressed doubts about the judgement of older children.

I'm not sure that you can necessarily rely on children to decide
who the best person is to be on their network, or who thry should
be talking to.
(Teacher #5.9: Female; Aged 42; School5 - Average SES; Upper
Primary -Yr7)

A more fundamental objection to networks was raised by a school counsellor

who questioned the ability of some adults to act in the best interests of the

child. She suggested that creating a network implied that those named on it

would act on behalf of a child once contacted. She was concerned that this

may not always be possible.
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My difficulty with it is that it implanb in children an inherent
trust of people and unfortunately people aren't always able to
follow through on promises they have made even if they are a
hustworthy person. They've implied to dre drild that they'll be
there for them, but sometimes they can't be. I'm not sure how
the networking stuff equips children to cope widr that. To me it
sounds like it's trying to build up trust in an untrustworthy
adult. It is as if we are saying, 'you need this children because
people are going to let you down and here are some people
who won't, but they might.' I'm not quite sure how children a¡e
expected to deal widr that.'
(Teacher #3.5: Female; Aged 39; School3 - Low SES; Primary
Counsellor)

Another teacher was even less trusting of adults identified by children as

'trustworthy'. She revealed her suspicions in the following way.

['ve been a little bit reluctant to use the network system mainly
because I feel that children, despite appearances, might cite the
people they trust (like parents) and they rnight be abusers
aldrough dre children might still trust them. So, I don't know. I
feel a bit uncomfortable about that.
(Teadrer #23: Female; Agd 32; Sdrool2 - Average SES; Special
Class Teacher)

Finally, the sceptre of parental disapproval worried several teachers.

Networking is something ftât parents are going to say, what in
the world is going on?'
(Teacher #5.7: Female; Aged 36; Sdrool5 - Average SES; funior
Primary -Yr 2/3)

As a parent I want my children to talk to me fust. With the
networking I ftink parents would want me to say, 'if you can't
talk to your parents then you might like to think about other
people...' But parents want to know what's going on.
(Teacher #5.9: Female; Aged 42; School5 - Average SES; Upper
Primary -Yr7)

In summary, some teachers revealed that they modified sections of the

Protective Behaviours program because they felt they were not appropriate to

their mostly young students. They invoked developmental criteria to justify

limiting the scope of the program to largely school based, child to child issues

of personal safety. Th"y also revealed that concerns over negative parental

reaction
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REFLEqflONS ON METHODS

This study of teachers' perspectives on the Protective Behaviours program not

only revealed important insights into teachers' thinking and decision making,

but also provided opportunities to reflect on the methods used to generate

them.

For example, one of the advantages of the interview approach used in the

study was that teachers' resporìses to key questions about their beliefs could be

probed using information gleaned earlier in the interview about their use of

the Protective Behaviours program. Some teachers were confronted with

inconsistencies between their espoused beliefs and their curriculum decision

making in ways that would not have been possible using survey or other non-

interactive methods. Fu¡thermore, the transcripts of these exchanges became

the raw material for analyses within cases, and comparative analyses across

cases, that produced emergent theories about the relationship between

personal experience of abuse, beliefs about the prevalence of abuse, and

classroom use of the Protective Behaviours program.

Using the NUDoIST computer program facilitated this process of 'theory

emergence' (Richards & Richards, 1990: 4). For example, it was possible to

identify and reEieve all comments made by teachers about their perceptions of

the prevalence of child abuse, and to divide them into theory-driven

subcategories (program users - non users, abused teachers - non abused

teachers, medium/high socioeconomic school - low high socioeconomic

school, and so on) to check for positive and negative instances to support or

challenge the emerging theory. This highty interactive, constructive process of

theory generation is one of the distinguishing features of interpretive research.

The reôearcher actively explored, sifted, reviewed, displayed, sorted,

synthesised and modelled the data to construct a series of explanations to

make sense of the data. The explanations and interpretations reported in this
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chapter were not, in Miles and Huberman's (1984) terms,'little lizards'waiting

under rocks to be uncovered, but'webs of understanding' constructed by the

researcher to better understand the thinking and decision making of the 35

teachers who were interviewed.

While the NUDoIST computer program facilitated this process, its capabilities

should not be over-stated. As one of the developers of the program points out

(Richards,L994), NUD.IST is merely a'bag of tools'which enables researchers

to manage a considerable amount of text data (using the Document System)

and an emergent and changing categorisation scheme (using the Indexing

System). It should not be seen as a device that can mystically'do' all the work

involved in the analysis of qualitative data; the central role of the researcher in

selecting and then using NUDoISTs 'tools' needs to be stressed.

While the program is arguably one of the best available to help researchers

analyse text data, it should be pointed out that:

. the capabilities of the program may inadvertently influence researchers

to make decisions that should be made on theoretical grounds. For

example, the almost infinite capacity of the current version of the

program to manage large amounts of text data might tempt some

researchers to collect more data than their research problem and

sampling approach demand. Similarly, the preoccupation with coding

and retrieving øctuøI tæt rrtay divert some researchers from considering

approaches to analysis that actually jettison original text (Strauss,1987).

. learning to use NUDoIST takes time and effort. While current versions

of the program (V 3, and its L995 revisiory V 3.0.5) are far better than an

earlier version that was used in this study (V 2.3), most users of the

program need to be trained to use it effectively. Inexperienced

researchers may need to carefully weigh the costs and benefits of
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learning to use the program, particularly if the amount of data they

wish to analyse is not large. Traditional 'code and cut-up' manual

methods may be more appropriate.

. the program requires relatively powerful hardware to run efficiently.

Before L993, the program was only available for Macintosh computers.

Yet prior to the development of more powerful Macintosh computers in

t994, few of the available machines (Macintosh SE, Plus, and Classic)

could handle the demands created by large NUDoIST projects. For

example, in this study, a single NUD.IST text search of all 35

documents took over one hour on a Macintosh Classic computer which

met program specifications (RAM = 4mg). Consequently, considerable

time was spent 'waiting' for the output of text searches. Fortunately,

with the current generation of 7200 series Macintoshes, and a PC

version of NUDoIST now available, operating times have been

significantly reduced.

In summary, the research methods used in Study 1. of the evaluation effectively

generated a range of plausible, well grounded, emergent theories about

teachers'use of the Protective Behavious program that other methods would

probably not have revealed. While the NUD.IST computer program was a

particularly useful tool that facilitated the management and analysis of the text

data, the researcher was the active constuctor of the 'webs of understanding'

that emerged from the study. Consequently, the program should not be

invested with greater capabilities than it warrants as an innovative, but

strongly user driven bag of tools' for text management and indexing.

CoNcrusIoNs

On a theoretical level, the results of the study support the condusion of Dwyer

(1990) that the focus of evaluations of primary prevention programs should, in

the first instance, be on the process variables that influence the implementation
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decision making of the principle 'gatekeepers' of school based primary

prevention programs, namely classroom teachers. No assessment of sfudent

outcomes should be undertaken until the nature and extent of program

implementation is determined. This key element in the primary prevention

equation needs to be stressed to counter-balance the predominance of

outcomes-oriented research.

More specifically, this study reveals the complexity of the dilemmas faced by

teachers when confronted with a program like Protective Behaviours. Clearly,

many teachers found it personatly difficult to deal with the ideas and concepts

contained in the Protective Behaviours program. Seeking to understanding

teachers' attempts to reconcile their personal concerns with concerns for their

pupils' welfare presents a fundamental challenge in prevention research. As

Dwyer concludes, 'program success is largely contingent on the ability of

adults to accept what amounts to a relatively new philosophy...' which is

sometimes at odds with their ownbeliefs and personal needs (Dwyer, t990:6).

Finally, the study raises questions about the efficacy of aspects of the training

teachers received, and the notable lack of school level implementation support

provided for teachers. School level strategies were rarely in place to support

teachers through the arduous process of implementing the program in

classrooms. Without tangible support, or even clarity of purpose in some cases,

many teachers resolved the dilemmas posed by the program by selectively

removing key sections of it.

Suprprnny

The pilot study was undertaken to reveal the complexities of teachers' thinking

and decision making about the Protective Behaviours program, and to inform

the design of a large scale study of teachers' use of the program. An analysis of

the transcripts of interviews with 35 teachers revealed that few teachers taught
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the complete program, and that many teachers selectively omitted parts of the

program as a way of resolving personal dilemmas presented by the Program.

Teachers were sensitive about teaching personal and controversial issues

related to child abuse, while others denied the seriousness of child abuse in

their school. The findings suggest that a) the Protective Behaviours program

was not implemented by very many teachers in ways that are consistent with

program design; b) teachers' personal beliefs, attitudes and feelings influenced

their decision making about the program; c) school support mechanisms were

rarely in place to assist teachers through the arduous implementation process.
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SECTION 3

STUDY 2

A SURVEY STUDY

OF

TEACHERS'USE

OF THE

PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS PROGRAM
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CHAPTER 5

METHODOLOGYOF STUDY2

INTRoDUCTION

To investigate the wider applicability of the findings of the pilot study of

teachers' perspectives on the use of the Protective Behaviours prograh, â

teacher questionnaire was developed and sent to a large sample of teachers. In

this chapter, the links between Study L and Study 2 are made explicit. Details

are provided about the size and characteristics of the teacher sample used in

the study. The content and structure of the teacher questionnaire is outlined.

Information is also provided about how the questionnaire was distributed to,

and retrieved from, teachers across the state of South Australia. Finally, a brief

description is given of the data analysis procedures that were used to

summarise and compare teachers'responses to questionnai¡e items.

LINKING STUDY 1 AND STUPY 2: GENERNTING HYPOTHESES

The research questions guiding the evaluation of the Protective Behaviours

program called for a comprehensive, systems-wide analysis of teachers' use of

the program. However, as so little was known about teachers'implementation

of the program at the time the evaluation was planned, a small scale

qualitative pilot study (Study 1) was designed to provide the insights into

teachers' use of the program needed to plan a larger scale, more representative

study. The findings of the pilot study were used to frame several hypotheses

that were investigated using survey methods in Study 2. A statistically

oriented survey was considered the most appropriate means of identifying the

nature and extent of program use by many teachers in many schools across the

state.

In the light of the findings of the pilot study (see Chapter 4), several

hypotheses arose which served to focus the quantitative study of teachers' use

of the program.
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As eight of the 35 teachers interviewed in the pilot study had never used any

aspect of the Protective Behaviours program (see page 95 of this thesis), it was

hypothesised that a similar proportion of teachers state-wide þetween 20%

and 30%) would be identified as non-users of the program.

Similarly, it was hypothesised that between 60"/' and 70% of teachers state-

wide would be identified as selective users of parts of the program, based on

the finding of the pilot study that 24 of the 35 used some but not all of the

program. Furthermore, as complete use of the program was so rare amongst

the small sample of teachers in the pilot study - only three reported fulIuse - it

was hypothesised that less than 10% of teachers state-wide would teach all

features of the program.

The hypotheses about program use which were investigated in Study 2 are

summarised below:

1. Between 20%-30% of teachers do not teøch any part of the Protectioe Behaaiours

proSfam.

2. Betwean 60% and 70% of teachers are selective users of pørts of the program,

3. Under 10% of teachers teach the complete program.

The pilot study also revealed a complex affay of factors that explained

teachers' use and non use of the program. As pilot sfudy teachers who used

the program strongly endorsed its rationale and underlying philosophy, and

perceived it to be beneficial for students, it was hypothesised that teachers,

state-wide, would teach the program for similar reasons. The following

hypothesis about teachers'reasons for teaching the program was investigated

in Study 2:

4. Teachers teøch the prograffi (or parts of it) becøuse:

. they perceiae the program to be beneficíal for students

. they endorse its philosophy
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o the progrøffi is consistent with other social education programs taught by

teaclurs.

The explanations of teachers in the pilot study about their reasons for not

teaching the program were also used to develop an hypothesis about selective

and non use of the program by teachers state-wide. It was hypothesised that:

5. Teachers do not teach the program (or pørts of it) because:

. it is not part of their sclnol's cuniculum

. they are personally sutsitiae about teaching about sexual and aialutce issues

. theA feør ødoerse parental reaction to the progrøm

. do not see tlte need for the program due to their denial of the scope and seoerity of

child abuse

. they question its effectiamess as ø child abuse pranúion strøtegy

. they do not receiae school lanel support to implement tIæ program.

The pilot study revealed little about the influence on implementation

behaviou¡ of teacher background factors like sex or age. The wider literatu¡e

on curriculum implementation is also less than definitive about the influence

of these variables on implementation outcomes. In his review of the literature,

]ohnson (1983) concludes that

teacher variables like teaching experience, age, sex, previous
training and teaching level provide ambiguous results. Lawlor
(1977'), for example, reporb that two commonly measured
variables - years of teaching and age - are the most
contradictory characteristics found in the literature. ... Mann
(1976) also examined the influence of teacher qualifications and
sex but found them to be 'unrelated to success'.
([ohnson, 1983:71)

Consequently, there was little theoretical interest in comparing the responses

of males and females, or of teachers of different ages. Flowever, some of the

responses of pilot study teachers at different teaching levels suggested that

they used different criteria - children's developmental level, for example -
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when making decisions about the Protective Behaviours Program. In this case,

teaching level can be conceived as a contextual variable, rather than as a

personal background characteristic of teachers. Because of this interest in the

influence of students' developmental needs and abilities on teachers' decision

making, it was decided to use teaching level (pre-school, junior primary,

primary, and secondary) as a major category of comparison for teachers'

responses. It was hypothesised that:

6. Pre-school and junior primary teachers teachless of the progrøm tlun teachers øt

othø lanels becøuse they perceiae aspects of thc program to be darclapmmtally

inappropriate for t\æir students.

IDENTIFYING TEACHERS TRAINED IN I,ROTECTIVE BEHA\¡IOURS

Once a decision was made to use survey methods to undertake a systems-wide

analysis of teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program, it was necessary

to target a group of teachers to participate in the study. The most obvious

group to identify was the pool of teachers who had been trained to teach the

program between 1985 and L992. Unfortunately, no up-to-date or consistent

records of teacher training had been kept centrally by the Education

Deparünent of South Australia, the largest employer of teachers in the state.

Some centralised records of trained pre-school personnel were held by the

Chitdren's Service Office, but these were incomplete and needed to be

supplemented by regional records. The other two education agencies, due to

their recent involvement in Protective Behaviours, had not yet initiated record

keeping procedures to account for those teachers who were trained to use the

program. In January 1993, as a first step in compiling a data base of trained

teachers, the following agreements were made with the four education grouPs:

1.. The Education Departrnent of South Australia agreed to supply all

available lists of teachers who had attended training sessions conducted
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by Protective Behaviours trainers in the various education regions of the

Department from 1985 to the end of t992'

2. The children's services office agreed, to up-date its already existing data

base of trained personnel by including data from regional afeas and from

tecent training events.

3. The catholic Education office and Independent schools Board agreed to

survey their schools requesting information about teachers who had been

trained to use the Program.

some regions of the Education Department had a mixture of rough

handwritten 'training rolls' that had been completed by participants on the day

of their training, and more formal lists of trained teachers organised on a

yearly and sometimes locational basis. Other regions simply supplied trainer

maintained. personal records of who had attended various training activities

conducted in local centres. On the basis of these sketchy and partial records, a

data base of trained teachers employed by the Education Department was

painstakingly compiled. Where possible the following information was

entered on the data base:

. teacher's name

o Departmental identification number

o teacher's sex

o teaching level

o yeãt of training

o location of training

o name of teacher's school when trained

o location of school (Adelaide north, country south East, etc)

The completed Education Department data base contained information on

6,889 teachers who had been trained to use the program between l'985 and

1gg2. Added to this sizeable group of teachers was information supplied about
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when making decisions about the Protective Behaviours program. In this case,

teaching level can be conceived as a contextual variable, rather than as a

personal background characteristic of teachers. Because of this interest in the

influence of students' developmental needs and abilities on teachers' decision

rnaking, it was decided to use teaching level (pre-school, junior primary,

primary, and secondary) as a major category of comparison for teachers'

responses. It was hypothesised that:

6. Pre-sclnol and junior primary teachers teach less of thc program than teachers at

other leoels because they pøceioe øspects of the progrøm to be dæelapmmtølly

inappropúate for tlæir students.

IDENTIFYING TEACHERS TRAINED IN PRoTEcTIvE BEHAVIoURS

Once a decision was made to use sr¡rvey methods to undertake a systems-wide

analysis of teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program, it was necessary

to target a group of teachers to participate in the study. The most obvious

group to identify was the pool of teachers who had been trained to teach the

program between 1985 and t992. Unfortunately, no up-to-date or consistent

records of teacher training had been kept centrally by the Education

Deparhnent of South Australia, the largest employer of teachers in the state.

Some centralised records of trained pre-school personnel were held by the

Children's Service Office, but these were incomplete and needed to be

supplemented by regional records. The other two education agencies, due to

their recent involvement in Protective Behaviours, had not yet initiated record

keeping procedures to account for those teachers who were trained to use the

Program. In lanuary L993, as a first step in compiling a data base of trained

teachers, the following agreements were made with the four education groups:

1.. The Education Departnent of South Australia agreed to supply all

available lists of teachers who had attended training sessions conducted
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605 pre-school teachers, 457 Catholic Education teachers and L40 teachers

teaching in Independent schools. The total pool of teachers in South Australia

who had been trained to teach Protective Behaviours was 8,09L, representing

approximately 40% of the 19,000 teachers teaching in South Australian pre-

schools and schools.

Sa¡vTpTn oF TEACHERS TRAINED IN PRoTEcTIvE BEHAVIoURS

A 20Y" random sample of teachers was selected from the data base to

participate in the study (n = 1,61.8). As the sources of information on which the

data base was compiled were, in some cases, seven years old, some

inaccu¡acies in the data base were inevitable. The most likely inaccuracy was

the present location of teachers, as considerable teacher movement had

occutred, particularly after the introduction of required transfers by the

Education Department of South Aushalia in 1990. Not knowing the present

location of teachers was identified as a serious problem that would impact

negatively on the response rate that could be achieved in the study.

Consequently, permission to access employers' records of teachers' current

school location was sought and received in Aprit L993. The school location of

all teachers identified in the randomly selected sample was then determined

from employers' computer files. In cases where teachers were no longer

teaching in any school at that time (on leave, resigned, deceased, etc.), they

were removed from the sample and replaced with teachers selected randomly

from the data base.

Subsequent communication with schools established that L71 teachers whose

location had been confirmed by computer records, were, in fact, not teaching at

the designated schools, and could not be located. These teachers were

removed from the sample, and not replaced by other teachers due to time

constraints during fune and |uly 1993. The final sample consisted of '1.,447
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teachers, which was approximately 18% of the identified population of

teachers trained to teach Protective Behaviours.

DEVELoPMENT oF QUESTIONNAIRE

a) Insíghts from Study 1

Insights from the qualitative pilot study of teachers' experiences with, and

perspectives on the Protective Behaviours program were used to design the

questionnaire used in Study 2. These insights gave direction and coherence to

the process of designing a questionnaire capable of generating data about

teachers' thinking and decision making about the Protective Behaviours

Program.

b) Structure of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire (Appendix I) contained questions about:

. Training in Protective Behaviours

- reasons for undertaking training

- type of course delivery experienced

- extent of coruultation

- extent of extra Eaining

. In-School Support for Protective Behaviours

- nature and extent of support

- views on future support needs

o LJse of Protective Behaviours

- use of program in two time periods: this year and two years after

training

- use of five features of program

- extent of detail taught

- reasons for deciding not to use program or for using it in limited way

- reasons for deciding to use program in detailed way

- external constraints limiting detailed use of program

. Views on Child Abuse
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- beliefs about prevalence of child abuse

- theories and beliefs about the causes of child abuse

- beliefs about the efficacy of school based prevention programs

o Contact with Abused Children

- extent of contact with children who may have been abused

o Personal Background and Experience

Teachers were required to answer most questions in five of the six sections of

the questionnaire. Flowever, in the section about teachers' use of the Protective

Behaviours program, a branching format was used to structure questions

relevant to teachers with diverse experiences with different aspects of the

program (see Figure 5). This was necessary due to the multi-faceted nature of

the Protective Behaviours program and teachers'hypothesised varied use of it.

Yes

Yes

great
deal Yes No

Figure 5: C,eneric Structure of Section C: Use of the Protective Behaviours Program

This generic structure was used to generate data on teachers'current and past

teaching of five core content areas of the program. These were identified by

teachers in the pilot study and by a panel of Protective Behavior.us experts.
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Protective Behaviours?

Flave you taught this
feature of dre program?

a little

some
How mudr detail did
you teach about featu¡e?
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What factors
influencedyour
decision to teach
feature in detail?

What factors
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decision NOT to
teach in detail? tn ?

What factors
prwented you
from teaching
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The five core features of the program, and three levels of detail identified

within each, are outlined in Figure 6 (page 133).

d) Use of Teachers' Comments in the Questionnaire

The pilot study produced many highly relevant and interesting comments by

teachers about the Protective Behaviours program and a range of issues related

to child protection and teachers' role in preventing child abuse. This rich

source of teacher thinking and deliberation was used in this investigation to

identify:

o teachers'reasons for undertaking training in Protective Behaviours

o the range of school-level training and development activities undertaken

by teachers

o the most frequently mentioned features of the program

. the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the program

o the diverse ways teachers used features of the program

o the range of factors that influenced teachers' decision making about the

ProSram

o teachers'beliefs and theories about the causes of child abuse, its

prevalence in the community, and teachers' role in preventing it.

By using teachers' comments as items in the questionnaire, tlre content validity

of the instrument was strongly enhanced. However, this was done at the

expense of design simplicity and accessibility.
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Feature of
Program

ALittle

Extent of Content Taught

Some A Great Deal
Right to Feel
Safe

- frequently repeat
theme:'We allhave
the right to feel safe'

- explainwhat it means
in a variety of ways

- display theme

-> plus
- talk about'early

waming signs
- distinguish between

safe and unsafe
situations

-> plus
- present many

situations where
children can describe
their'early waming
signs'

- teach about'personal
emergencies'

- link with children's
rights

- linkwith school rules
- apply to child-adult

relations

Tell - informal talk about
feeling unsafe and
who students could
tell

-> plus
- formally identify a

Network but not notify
adults on Network

-> plus
- inform parents of

network
- contact adults on

Network
- practise contacting

adults
- reinforce persistence

Sexual
Toudring

- focus on
uncomfortable
touching (poking and
pinching)

-> plus
- identify'private parts'
- talk aboutbody

ownership

-> plus
- integrate asp€cts of sex

education
- discuss sexual toudning
- discuss OK/not OK

adult-child touch
- practise saying'No'

Physical
Violence

- discuss child-child
physical violence
(fighting, bullying)

- discuss ways of
reducing violence

-> plus
- identify violent

situations out of school
- discuss ways of staying

safe

-> plus
- discuss OK/not OK

adult-child physical
action (punishment)

- discuss adult violence
- discuss ways of staying

safe when adults are
violent

- practise personal safety
strategies

Problem
Solving

- present'what if ...'
about minor problems

-> plus
- use examples from

manual
- develop and present

other situations

-> plus
- link with other

problem solving
approadres

- introduce problems
involving adults and
children

- use role play or other
behaviour rehearsal
strategies to practise
what to do in unsafe
situations

Figure 6: Content of Features of the Protective Behaviours Program
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e) Assumptions about Teachers

The decision to proceed with the development of a complex and challenging

questionnaire was based on several assumptions about the ability and

willingness of teachers to actually complete a difficult questionnaire. Briefly, it

was assurned that:

o most teachers would be able to cope with the demanding nature of the

questionnaire. As a consequence, the usual constraints on questionnaire

length, conceptual complexity, and level of demand were not applied.

¡ most teachers would be challenged by the content of the questionnaire and

would be motivated to complete it.

. despite the length of the questionnaire, most teachers would 'make the

time' to complete it. However, it was accepted that some teachers would

resent the time and intellectual demands presented by the questionnaire

and refuse to participate in the research.

Experience with other large scale surveys involving South Australian teachers

suggested that these were reasonable assumptions and that a response rate

within t}:re 60%-70% range could be achieved (Adey, Oswald, & |ohnson, L99L;

Oswald, ]ohnson, & Adey, L99t; Barnett, et al., t992; Oswald, ]ohnson,

Whitington, & Dunn, L994).

f) Trialling the Questionnaire

The questioruraire was trialled using two groups of respondents. One group

consisted of five people with expertise in Protective Behaviours; all were

experienced 'trainers' with an intimate knowledge of the purposes of the

evaluation. The second group consisted of fifteen teachers who were trained in

Protective Behaviours but who had diverse interest in, and commitment to the

ProSram.
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Modifications were made to the questionnaire based on feedback from both

groups. The most significant changes were made to the descriptioru of parts of

the Protective Behaviours program used in the section of the questionnaire

designed to assess teachers'use of the program (Gordon, 1993[a]).

AputttlsrRATroN oF QUESTToNNAIRE

The procedures used to distribute and retrieve the questionnaire were

designed to maximise the response rate for the questionnaire. The following

procedures are recommended by Anderson (1986), although the timing of

response rate stimulating strategies is a matter of conjecture. Anderson

suggests that

studies designed to test the effect of various treatments on
response rate [reveal] results that are often conflicting, ie what
works for one study does not work for another study. ...

As researchers work to define variables that affect response
rates more precisely and attempt to quantify these effects, there
may be a tendency to accept dre findings of a study as 'fact' and
assume the results will be the same for all survey research
studies. A better and more productive approach is to use the
various techniques to build a repertoire of techniques and be
prepared to use them when appropriate. This will allow
tailoring dre approadr to be most effective with dre population
being studied.
(Anderson, 1986:4)

In the final weeks of Term 3,1993, the questionnaire was posted in personally

addressed envelopes tot,M7 teachers identified in the study sample. Teachers

were asked, in a covering letter (Appendix |), to complete the questionnaire

and return it in an addressed freepost envelope by the end of Term 3. To

maximise the response rate to the questionnaire, non-respondents were sent a

letter (Appendix K) by facsimile six weeks after the initial distribution of

questionnaires, reminding them of the importance of the study and inviting

them to complete and return their questionnaires as soon as possible. Two

weeks afler this, follow-up phone calls were made to teachers who had still not

returned their questionnaires.
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Aruervsls oF DATA

Numeric data from the questionnaire were analysed using the statistics

package, SPSS for the Macintosh. As much of the information supplied by

teachers in the questiorrnaire was in the form of categorical data, a simple non-

parametric test of significance - the chi-square test - was selected to determine

whether responses by different groups of teachers were a function of sampling

error (ie, non significant), or unlikely to be a function of sampling error (ie,

significant). The responses of teachers at different schooling levels (pre+chool,

junior primary, primary, and secondary) were compared using the cross

tabulations procedure. This produced contingency tables containing frequency

counts for responses to various items in the questionnaire by teachers at these

levels. In this wãlr differences between the responses of teachers at different

levels were able to be compared and tested for their significance. As the

sample used in the study was so large, even small differences between

teachers' responses were statistically significant. In most cases, the results of

these cross tabulations are presented in the following chapter in modified

contingency tables.

In some instances, summated scales were calculated and ú tests performed on

differences in means for particular groups of teachers. Finally, correlation

coefficients (Pearson's r for the summated scales, and Spearman's r, for

categorical items) were calculated between certain variables to test for

relationships.

As the primary focus of this part of the evaluation was to describe the nature

and extent of use of the program, other analyses were unnecessary to accept or

reject the hypotheses generated by the pilot study.

There was also a concern to use data analysis procedu¡es that were meaningful

to the participants and to educational decision makers (unlike some other
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studies of program use - see |ohnsorç 1983), due to the interest shown in the

evaluation by education providers in South Australia. Issues of reporting and

utilisation in educational evaluations have become more salient in the nineties.

As Parsons (1990) reflects,

the huge benefit that emerges for evaluation exercises ... is that
decision-makerc want to know and decisions nvry actually be

directly inlluenceil by evaluation findings. It urges greater
responsibility on the researcher. ... The new situation also urges
greater attention to the indívidual groups which constitute the
different audiences (original emphasis).
(Parsons, 1990: 148)

The procedu¡es used to satisfy this emerging imperative to report the findíngs

of evaluation research are outlined in Chapter 1.1 of this thesis.

SUMMARY

A survey approach was selected to generate information about teachers' use of

the Protective Behaviours program. A questionnaire was developed, trialled,

and administered to a stratified random sample of over LA00 teachers who had

been trained in Protective Behaviours. The questionnaire was long and

complex, due to the need for a comprehensive, systems-wide analysis of the

nature and extent of teachers' use of the program, and the factors which

influence program use. Analyses of data from the questionnaire were intended

to provide a clear picfure of the extent, and determinants, of program

implementation.
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CHAPTER 6

RESUTTS OF STUDY 2

INTRoDUcTIoN

The aim of Study 2 of the evaluation of Protective Behaviours was to conduct a

systems-wide analysis of teachers' use of the program, and to identify what

influenced their teaching behaviour. In this chapter, data are presented from a

large and complex survey of teachers which was undertaken in South

Australia during the second half of L993. Descriptive data on the returning

sample of teachers are given to demonstrate the representativeness of the

sample. The patterns of use of the program by teachers are presented and an

analysis is given of the reasons for differences in program use by various

grouPs of teachers. Finally, teachers' suggestions to promote the teaching of

the program are summarised.

DESCRIPTION OF SNr¡PTN

Questionnaires were sent to a 20% random sample (n= Ll47) of teachers in

South Australia who were trained to teach Protective Behaviours. A total of

957 teachers returned completed questioruraires, representing a response rate

of 66.L%. The sample of respondents was 79"/" f.emale and 2L"/o male.

In most aspects, the distribution of teachers in the population of trained

Protective Behaviours teachers (n = 8,091) and the returning sample (n = 957)

was closely matched. Table 1 shows that teachers who were trained in

different years were represented in very similar proportions in both the

population and returning sample. The mean length of time between

completing training and completing the questionnaire was 4.47 years for the

population and 4.32yearc for the returning sample.
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Table 1: Year of Training of Teacher Population and Sample

Year of Training Percent of
Population

(n = E.091)

Percent of
Sample
(n = 9sz)

1985
1986
7987
1988
1989
1990
1997
1992
7993
Unknown

7.6
5.0

18.3
23.0
78.7
12.2
7.9
6.3
0.7
6.2

3.9
6.9

15.0
79.9
18.9
16.5
9.7
5.4
0.7
3.1

Similarly, the geographic distribution of teachers in the sample was very

similar to that of teachers in the population of hained Protective Behaviours

teachers (see Table 2).

Table 2: Geographic l¡cation of Teachers

I-ocation Percent of
Population

(n = 8,091)

Percerrt of
Sample
(n = 9s7)

Westem Subu¡bs
Eastem Suburbs
Northem Subu¡bs
Southem Subu¡bs
Cotrntry

10.4
7.4

24.7
20.7
32.2

12.2
10.7
24.5
17.3
32.6

There are difficulties, however, in comparing the composition of the

population and sample according to teaching level, due to a lack of

information and precision in the original sources used to compile the

poPulation data base. For example, it was not possible to assign a teaching

level to 15% of the populatiory as this information was missing from original

records (see Table 3).

Similarly, it was not possible to distinguish between pre-school teachers, junior

primary teachers and primary teachers teaching in CPC-7 Primary schools.

Consequently, the 'primary' level category in the population statistics was

inevitably inflated by the inclusion of unidentified pre-school and junior

primary teachers. Because of these factors, it is reasonable to assume that the
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sample statistics for teaching level are more accurate and reliable than those

for the population which were based on incomplete data. Table 3 also clearly

shows that the Protective Behaviours program has not penetrated secondary

schools to the same extent that it has at other levels.

Table 3: Teaching Level of Teachers

Teaching Level Percent of
Sample
(n = 9s7)

Pre-school - Junior Primary

Percent of
Population

(n = 8,091)

Primarv
Secondary
Unknown

52.3
37.9

7.9
7.9

22.7
53.8

8.5
15.0

TEACHERSI USE OF THE PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS PROGRAM

a) Patterns of Use

In order to generate precise information about teachers' use of particular

feafures of the program, teachers were asked to respond to questions about

their use of five features of the Protective Behaviours program. These five

features (with abbreviations used in Tables and Charts below) were:

o First Theme (Abbreviation = 'Right to Feel Safe')

- explanation and reinforcement of theme: We all have the right to feel safe'

- identification and labelling of 'early warning signs'

- dedaring'personal emergencies'

o Second Theme (Abbreviation ='Tell')

- explanation and identification of personal 'network'

- reinforcement of 'persistence expectation'

- identification of personal safety strategies

o LJncomfortable and Confusing Touching (Abbreviation = 'sexual Touching')

- explanation of body ownership'

- identification of 'private parts'

- identification and application of personal safety strategies
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. Physical Violence

- identification of types of physical violence

- identification and application of personal safety strategies

o 'What if ...'problem solving strategy (Abbreviation = 'Problem Solving')

- identification and discussion of hlpothetical, unsafe situations

- identification and application of personal safety strategies

Teachers' use of these five features of the program in the two years after

training and during the survey period is shown inFigure 7.

Figure 7: Percent of Teachers Using Features of Program

EAfterTraining

ZlIr.7993
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More precise data on the extent of use of the five main features of the program

are presented in Table 4. Teachers were allocated to one of five 'non use/use'

categories for each of the features of the program. The first category contains

teachers who indicated that they had never taught any aspect of the Protective

Behaviours program. As teachers in this group were directed away from

further questions about specific features of the program, they constituted a

constant'non use' group for each feature (20.8'/" of all teachers). The second

'non use' group in each feature contains teachers who did not use that

particular feature but used other features. In 1993, this group of selective 'non

users' varied from a low L3.8% of teachers for the 'Right to Feel Safe'feature, to
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a high 40.4% of teachers who did not teach the 'Physical Violence' featu¡e. This

group, together with the constant 20.8% of teachers who made up the 'never

used' group/ constitute the total'non use' group for each feature.

Users of the program were divided into three levels of use depending on the

extent of detail taught for each feature.

Table 4: Percent of Teachers' Using Features of the Program Following Training and in 1993
(n = 957)

Feature ofProgram Extent of Use In 1993

Rþht to Feel Safe Never used any P.B.
Non use this feature

Nonuse total

20.8
10.3
31.1

9.4
32.5
27.0
æ.9

20.8
13.8
34.6

8.5
26.9
29.9
65.4

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

Use total

Tell Never used anv P.B.
Non use this frâtu¡e

No¡usetotøI

20.8
32.9
53,7

6.8
19.1
20.4
ß,3

20.8
26.2
47.0

11.5
19.3
22.2
s3.0

A little use
Someuse
Great deal of use

Usetotal

Sexual Touching Never used anv P.B.
Nqr r¡se this ftLtu¡e

Nor use totøl

20.8
rß.3
&.3

8.0
77.8
9.9

35.7

20.8
35.3
56.7

8.8
23.9
77.2
ttêt.9

Alittle use
Some use
Great deal of use

Use total

Physical Violence Never used anv P.B.
Non use this ftíatu¡e

Nott usc total

20.8
ß.7
69.5

5.6
14.8
10.1
30.s

20.8
N.4
672

8.5
77.6
72.7
38ß

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

Use total

Pn¡blem Solving
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Never used any P.B.
Non use this ftâture

Nofl use totsl

20.8
30.0
53.8

9.2
76.6
20.4
i16.2

20.8
26.5
473

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

Ueetotel

9.7
77.7
25.9
52.7



Two scales with five items in each were calculated for program use during two

time periods - during the two years after training, and during the survey

period (see Table 5).

Table 5: Means, Standard Deviations and Reliability Coefficients of Program Use Scales.

Summated Scale Reliability
Coefficient

Mean Standard
Deviation

Use after Training 5 .91
Use in 1993 5 .90

5.6
5.0

5.1
4.9

A strong positive correlation between past and current use (Pearson coûelation

coefficient r = .52, p < .01) indicates that teachers who used the program after

training tended to continue using the program through to the present time.

Similarly, teachers who did not use features of the program after training, also

tended not to teach the program during L993.

The most widely taught feature of the program was the first theme relating to

children's right to personal safety, with about two thirds of all teachers

indicating that they taught this feature in L993. Conversely, the least taught

features of the program were those sections dealing with personal and

domestic violence, and confusing and uncomfortable touching.

Data on teachers' use of all five features of the program are presented in Table

6. Around 27% of teachers taught all features of the program, with most

indicating that they went into varying levels of detail in each of the five areas

of the program. Flowever, only a small proportion of teachers (under 4%)

reported teaching all of the program in great detail.

Number of
Items
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Table 6: Percent of Teachers Using All Features of the Program in 1993 (n = 957)

Extent of Use of All Featu¡es of Program
Percent of
Teachers

(n = 957)

A little use of all featu¡es
Some - great deal of use of all featu¡es
Great deal of use of all features

Total 27.4

b) School Level Differences in Patterns of Use

Significant differences exist between patterns of program use by teachers at

different school levels (see Table 7). ]unior primary school teachers taught

more of the program and in greater detail than their colleagues at other levels.

Pre-school teachers also taught the program comprehensively but not in as

much detail as junior primary and primary teachers. This is particularly so

with the two least taught features overall; only four to six percent of pre-school

teachers reported teaching about personal and domestic violence, and

confusing and uncomfortable touching in detail. Finally, low participation

levels and low overall use rates by secondary teachers confirm that the

program has had minimum impact at secondary level.

4.7
79.4
3.9
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Table 7: Percent of Teachers at Different Sdrool l-evels Using Features of the Program
(n = 939; Missing Cases = 18)

Feature ofProgram Extent of Us€ Pre-sctrool

(n = 190)

)unior
Primary
(n = 310)

Primary

(n = 363)

Secondary

(n=761

Right to Feel Safe Never used anv P.B.
Non use this f¡âtu¡e

Nol¡ use total

tt.6

77.6

17.9
410.5

30.0
88.4

73.2
10.1
23.3

6.7
n.0
47.6
76.7

27.3

27.3

6.6
22.9
24.2
73.7

43.4
34.3
77.7

3.9
6.6

11.8
223

A little use
Some use
Great de¿l of use

Usetotøl

Tell Never used any P.B.
Non t¡se this fuature

Non use total

71.6
25.3
363

27.4
20.5
15.5
63.7

73.2
22.0
35.2

11.3
20.3
33.2
Ø.8

27.3
26.4
53.7

5.2
20.9
20.2
6.3

43.4
39.5
82.9

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

U* total

2.6
6.6
7.9

77,7

Sexual Touching Never used anv P.B.
Non use this ftâture

Nor use totøl

17.6
%.8
48.4

22.1
25.8

3.7
57,6

13.2
32.3
115.5

8.1
33.5
72.9
il,s

27.3
34.7
62.0

4.4
19.6
14.0
38.0

43.4
39.5
82,9

1.3
5.3

10.5
77.7

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

Uætotal

Physical Violence Never used any P.B.
Non t¡se this ftâtu¡e

Nott usc totøl

11..6
45.8
57.4

16.8
20.0

5.8
42.6

73.2
39.1
52.3

7.7
79.7
20.3
47,7

27.3
37.7
6s.0

5.8
77.6
77.6
35,0

43.4
39.6
83.0

3.9
6.6
6.5

77.0

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

U*total

Problem Solving Never used any P.B.
Non use tris frhture

Nofl use totsl

77.6
23.7
u.7

22.1
21.1
22.7
653

13.2
22.3
35,5

7.4
20.3
36.8
&,5

27.3
27.0
54,3

16.0

45,7

+3.4
39.6
83.0

3.9
2.6

10.5
77.0

A little use
Some use
Great deal of use

Uætotøl

6.6

23.1

ACCoUTITING FoR TEACHERS' UsE AND NoN UsE oF THE PRoGRAM

a) Teachers'Reasons for Non Use of the Program

When asked to indicate thei¡ reasons for not teaching any parts of the program,

about two thirds of teachers in the 'non use' group indicated that they had not

had the opportunity to teach the program due to circumstances largely beyond

their control (not having access to a class to teacþ being a specialist teacher,
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being in a school which did not have a policy on the teaching of the program,

etc.) (see Table 8).

Table 8: Teachers' Reasons for Complete Non Use of the Program

Reason for Non Use Percent of
Teachers

(n = 19e)

25.6
9.5

72.1
77.1
18.6
17.1

O.ly 18.6% of this group (or only 3.9% of the total sample) indicated that they

actively chose not to teach the program, even though they had the opportunity

to teach the program.

b) TeachersrReasons for Selective Non Use of the Program

Teachers who did not teach particular parts of the program in detail were

asked to identify the reasons for their decisions. For three features of the

program ('Tell','Sexual Touching', and'Problem Solving') there was strong

agreement among teachers about their main reasons for not teaching those

features of the program (see Table 9).

With the exception of pre+chool teachers, over 80% of teachers in the selective

'non use' group cited doubts about the willingness and capacity of adults to act

on child disclosures, as the main reason for not teaching about'Tell'. In the

case of pre-school teachers, their reasons centred on the age related inability of

their young students to understand concepts like networking, and to actually

select appropriate adults for a support network. In the case of 'Sexual

Touching', about two thirds of teachers in the selective 'non use' group

indicated that there was no need to be explicit about these matters, and that

this was the reason why they did not teach that part of the program in detail.
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Interestingly,T2% of junior primary teachers and 59% of pre-school teachers

also cited possible parental objections as a factor in their decision making.

Table 9: Comparison of Teachers' Reasons for not Teadring Features of the Program

Feature of
Program

Reason not Taught Pre'sdrool Junior
Primary

Primary Secondary

Rigìt to Feel (n = s7)
%

77.5
33.3
43.9
5.2

12.3

(n = 68)

23.5
26.5
31.9

1.5
9.0

(n = 65)

24.6
23.4
31.3
23.4
9.4

(n =Ð

1.4.3
74.3
42.8
28.6

Tell (n = 103)
%

78.6
77.9
57.0
+3.6
+3.6
26.0

(n = 110)
l"

67.3
62.4
82.6
50.0
49.0
25.7

(n = 91) (n = 10)
%

30.8
40.7
æ.7
43.9
36.4
27.3

10.0
22.2
u.6
33.3
11.1
M.4

Sexual
Touching

(n = 124)
%

25.0
4.7
59.0
74.2
62.6
20.2
24.1
26.0

(n = 160)

41.5
56.5
72.8
68.5
71.6
24.0
24.7
3r.2

n =721)

39.7
4tì.3
s4.7
59.5
67.9
25.8
35.5
27.0

(n=e)
"1"

22.2
28.6
42.8
57.1
63.2
42.8
28.6
33.3

- Felt embarrassed
- Unsu¡e how to teaù sensitive issues

8

-

- Teaching about sex not part of P.B.

Phvsical
Viólence

(n= 16)
%

25.2
14.3
20.8
34.3
28.8
25.5

(n = 132)

27.4
74.9
23.8
47.7
77.4
27.1

(n = 132)
%

36.4
77.8
33.3
46.2
16.9
35.5

(n = 10)
%

30.0
4().0
55.5
410.0

410.0

410.0

- No need - few students abused

:Wonied 

students disclose abuse

-s
- Worried students accuse parents

Problem
Solving

(n--nl

27.4
80.5
57.6
45.3

(n = 100)

79.2
75.0
58.1
u.4

(n = 8a)
%

33.4
69.0
49.4
48.9

(n=E)

37.5
62.5
50.0
25.0

In the other two areas of the program ('Right to Feel Safe', and 'Physical

Violence'), there was generally less agreement amongst teachers about their

reasons for selectively omitting these features. In both cases there was some

supPort for reasons linked to encroaching on 'family matters' (over 40o/o of.

junior primary and primary teachers in relation to teaching about
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inappropriate adult to child physical actions, and between a quarter and a

third of teachers in relation to teaching about children's 'right' to personal

safety). Flowever, other reasons attracted considerably less support from

teachers.

c) Teachers'Reasons for Teaching the Program in Detail

Teachers who taught parts of the program in detail were also asked to identify

the reasons for their decisions. Most teachers in the 'detailed use' group

believed in and generally endorsed the rationale for the Protective Behaviours

program. That is, their reasons for teaching the program were related to the

perceived benefits of the program for children. For example, between 78o/" and

90% of teachers who taught about 'Sexual Touching' in detail, did so because

they believed that such explicit and detailed teaching could help children

protect themselves against threats to their sexual safety (see Table 1.0).

Similarly, high proportions of 'detailed use' teachers at junior primary and

primary levels (more that70"/" and82Y" respectively) believed that establishing

a network of supportive adults could reinforce the idea that children shouldn't

keep bad secrets'but tell someone on their network.

Other frequently cited justifications for teaching the program also related to the

philosophical foundations of the program. There was widespread

endorsement of the concept of children's rights (close to 90% in all except the

primary group), as well as for the related idea that children should learn to

exercise some control over what happens to them in life (around 76% tn all

groups).
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Table 10: Comparison of Teachers' Reasons for Teaching the Program in Detail

Feature of
Program

Reason Taught in Detail Pre-sctrool Junior
Primary

Primary Secondary

Ri¡ht to Feel (n = 148)

62.2
76.0
66.2

- Linked to counter harassment program
- Believed students need contn¡I of lives
- Believed students need to be aware of

th¡eats
- Believed students need to be aware of

'early waming signs'when unsafe
- Believed in cliildien's'Rights'

(n = 7r)
1"

45.1
76.3
66.2

(n = 9E)

67.2
n.0
58.2

(n=9)
%

66.7
n.8
n.8

6.7

88.9

u.2 74.8 n.3

t%.7 88.6 78.6

Tell (n = s3) (n = 120) (n = ee) (n = 8)

55.7
27.2

37.0
69.8

80.0
47.9

58.8
82.0

70.7
41.2

46.3
72.2

87.5
50.0

75.0
75.0

responsible if child¡en disclosed
74.O 66.7 54.2 50.0

Sexual
Toudring

(n = 16)

"1"

56.3
35.7

14.3

30.8

78.6

(n = 61)

60.7
45.9

27.7

47.5

92.7

(n--64

62.3
30.3

M.6

49.2

79.7

(n=E)

75.0
77.4

75.0

75.0

85.7

Physical
Violence

(n = 23)
%

52.2

39.7

54.5

(n = 78)

78.2

64.5

76.3

(n = 60)

68.3

54.2

74.6

(n =4
%

85.7

57.7

57.7

- Believed could teach altematives to

Problem
Solving

(n = {8)
%

4ß.8
70.9

(n = 113)
%

41.6
73.4
50.0

(n = 103)

"1"

28.2
66.7
u.9

(n=8)

50.0

76.5

55.5
50.0

83.8 78.2 88.9

Of less importance to these teachers were reasons relating to their competence

and confidence to teach the program. Ooly 30% oÍ primary teachers, for

example, indicated that they taught problem solving strategies because they

found such approaches easy to teach. Around the same proportion of primary

teachers indicated that one of the reasons they taught 'Sexual Touching' was
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because they felt 'comfortable' dealing with such issues. Conversely, the

majority of teachers in the 'detailed use' group indicated that their personal

'comfort'did not influence their decision making in this area.

An apparent paradox was revealed between the responses of teachers in the

'detailed use' group and those of teachers in the selective 'non use' group. Pre-

school teachers in the 'detailed use' group were less inclined to select reasons

that referred to the abilities of their students, than were their colleagues at

other school levels. Only 2l% of pre-school teachers compared with 48% of

junior primary teachers indicated that evaluations of the ability of their

children - in this case their ability to select appropriate people for their network

- influenced their decision making. This was not the case in the selective 'non

use' group where pre-school teachers, more than other teachers, linked

judgements of the ability of their students to their decision making about

aspects of the Protective Behaviours program.

d) Training and School Support Factors Affecting Teachers'Use of the
Program

Teachers' reasons for deciding to use or not use features of the Protective

Behaviours program provide a rich source of insight into the overt decision

making of teachers. Flowever, they only partially help explain teachers' use

and non use of the program. A consideration of other factors related to the

training experiences of teachers, and the nature and level of school-level

support received, is also needed.

On a five point Lickert-type scale, teachers rated their level of motivation to

undertake training in Protective Behaviours, and their level of satisfaction with

their training. They were also asked to indicate and whether or not they

undertook extra training beyond the minimum expected by employing

authorities, whether their school had developed clear plans for the

implementation of the program, and whether their principal supported and
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promoted the acceptance and implementation of these plans. Finally, they

were asked to indicate, on a five point Lickert-type rating scale, the extent to

which they took part in school level professional development activities like

planned observation of another teacher, discussions with other teachers, and so

on. Teachers'responses were then correlated (Spearman's rank correlation

coefficient) with their score on a ten item summated scale of 'Program Use' (see

Table L4 for details of scale reliability). Correlations are shown in Tables 1L

and 1,2.

There was no relationship between teachers'use of the program and two of the

training factors relating to being consulted about the content and organisation

of training. Flowever, small but positive correlations were evident between

program use and teachers' motivation to be trained in Protective Behaviours,

and their satisfaction with their training.

Table 11: Correlations between Use of the Program and Training Va¡iables

Variable 2 3 4 5

.20.

.30*

.27*
23+

.08
.30*

.27. .09
.23*
-541

*P<.01

Correlatiorrs between use of the program and school support factors were all

positive and statistically significant, although relatively small (Spearman

correlation coefficients ranging from \ = .26 for additional training and use, to

rs = .L1. for school plans and use of the program; p < .01; n = 957) (see Table 12).

These factors were also highly inter-correlated þetween Ís = .8 and r, = .9),

suggesting that when school level implementation activities occurred, they

were often linked, rather than 'oneoff' events. However most of the inter-

correlation can be traced to the widespread lack of provision of school level

support.
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Table 12: Correlations between Use of the Program and School tævel Support Factors

Variable Correlation
with

Prlyram

1.
2.s
3.
4.
5.
6. Visited other sdrool
7. Discussed with Advisor
8. Wrote parts of curriculum
9. Plannef, workshops
10. Read literature '
11.
72.
13.
1,4.

.11*

.27*

.19*

.18*

.18*

.18*

.18*

.20+

.19*

.79+
:1.9.
.19*
.20.
.26*

*p<.ol

The relationship between these factors and teachers' use of the program can be

demonstrated in another way. Approximately two thirds of teachers who

received various forms of in-school support linked to the program were

identified as medium to high level users of the program (see Table 13). This is

in contrast with teachers who did not receive support. On average, orúy 40%-

45% of teachers who received no support achieved medium to high levels of

use of the program.

The figures presented in Table 13 show that only fairly small proportions of

teachers actually received school level support to implement the Protective

Behaviours program. While two thirds of teachers reported that their school

purchased extra teaching resources to support the teaching of the program,

and nearLy 60% reported that their school had a clear plan for the

implementation of the program, only about a quarter of teachers, on average,

participated in school level professional development activities related to the

program. The most common activities undertaken by teachers were

participation in discussions about the program, and reading literature relevant

to the program. More practical and practice oriented activities like team
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teaching the program with another teacher, or observing another teacher using

the program were undertakenby less than 20% of teachers.

Table 13: Implementation Factors Affecting Teachers' Use of the Program

Implementation Factor Percent
of

Teadrers
Identifying

Factor
(n = 9sz)

Percent of
Grouo

Identifiefo as
Nqr-LowLevel

Users

Percent of
Grourr

Identifiå as
Medium-

HishLevel
Users

35.8
26.2
26.2

37.3
39.2
34.6

62.7
60.8
65.4

58.8
30.1
65.5
u.7
17.3
10.2
22.9
23.9
4.6
27.9
20.4
18.1

41.8
33.0
42.4
38.0
33.7
32.7
34.2
31.4
%.6
34.8
32.3
29.5

58.2
67.0
57.6
62.0
66.3
67.3
65.8
68.6
63.4
65.2
67.7
70.5

e) Teacher Beliefs which Influence Use of the Program

An important outcome of the pilot study of teachers' perspectives on the use of

the Protective Behaviours program was the identification of a tenuous link

between teachers'beliefs about the prevalence of child abuse in thei¡ area, their

belief in the efficacy of the program, and their actual teaching of the program.

To further investigate the relationship between teacher beliefs and program

use, teachers were asked in this study to indicate their level of agreement with

belief statements like the following.

o 'I find it really hard to believe that child abuse and neglect is so

prevalentbecause I haven't seen much evidence of it myself .

o 'Ttre media have sensationalised stories of child abuse so much it is now

difficult to believe anything'.

o 'If child abuse and neglect is as prevalent as is claimed,I would have

come across more instances of it in the classes lve taught than I have'.
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Teachers'responses to these and several other items were summed to produce

a 'Discounting - Denial' score.

Teachers were also asked to indicate their level of agreement with statements

about the efficacy of school based abuse prevention initiatives. Again, their

responses were summed to produce a 'Prevention Efficacy' score. The

reliability coefficients of these two scales, and the 'Program LJse' scale are

presented in Table 1.4.

Table 14: Reliability Coefficients of Summated Scales for Program Use, Discounting - Denial,
and Prevention Efficacy.

Summated Scale Number of ltems Reliability Coefficient

10
5
2

.91

.68

.67

Correlation coefficients were then calculated between teachers' scores for these

factors (see Table L5). Correlations between use of the program and the two

beliefs factors were positive and statistically significant, although relatively

small. There was a slight tendency for teachers who discounted the scope and

severity of child abuse to use the program less than those who accepted that

child abuse was prevalent. On the other hand, teachers who believed that the

program could be effective in helping to prevent child abuse were more likely

to implement the program than those who doubted its efficacy.

Table 15: Correlations between Use of the Program and Beliefs Variables

Variable 2 3

.26*
.02

-.77

P<

To investigate whether or not teachers' beliefs about child abuse were

influenced by their personal experiences of abuse, and their contact with
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abused childrerç comparisons of mean scores were made between abused and

non abused teachers, and between teachers who had and had not suspected

that some of the children in their classes were abused. The mean 'Discounting -

Denial' score of teachers who admitted having memories of being abused as a

child was lower than for non-abused teachers, while their 'Program IJse' and

'Prevention Efficacy'mean scores were higher (see Table 1.6).

Table 16: Comparison of Mean Scores of Teachers who were Abused and Not Abused as

Children (Missing Cases = 83)

Variable t df Sig

10.14
71.47

8.3

13.56
70.6
8.59

4.73
3.53
2.83

.000

.000

.005

872
872
872

A similar pattern was evident in the mean scores of teachers who suspected

that children in their classes had been abused, compared with those who had

not suspected abuse (see Table 1.7). These results confirm the finding of the

qualitative pilot study that personal experiences influence, to some extent,

teachers'beliefs about the prevalence of child abuse, and the likely efficacy of

school based prevention initiatives

Table 17: Comparison of Mean Scores of Teachers who Suspected Abuse and Did Not Suspect
Abuse in Class (Missing Cases = 31)

Variable No Suspicions
of Abî¡se in

Class
(n = 228)

dÍ Sig.

7.64
12.52
8.18

11.80
10.99

8.39

6.33
6.83
2.32

.m0

.000

.000

924
924
924
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STR TEcTES To PRoMOTE THE TEACHING oF THE PRoGRAM

Teachers were asked to rank three strategies which they believed would

promote the wider teaching of the Protective Behaviours program. The most

frequently cited strategies related to the development of more detailed and

specific curriculum materials (47.3% of teachers), and the provision of more

school level training and development (46.8% of teachers), although the most

common first ranked strategy involved making Protective Behaviours a

compulsory part of every school's curriculum (see Table 18). There was also

considerable support for broad based community education in the area of child

protection.

Table 18: Stategies to Promote the Teaching of the Program

Strategy to Promote Teadring of Protective Behaviours Percentof Percentof Percentof Total
Teadrers Teadrers Teadrers Percent of
Rankins Rankine Rankins Teadrers

lst " 2nd" 3rd" Rankins
(n = 957) (n = 954 (n = 9sZ) 7,2, or5

(t> 1007.)

27.3
12.0
19.5
74.5
3.7
1.8
6.7
2.5
9.2
3.4

6.3
13.5
7s.2
19.0

8.6
6.3
7.5
8.0

13.9
7.7

5.2
9.3

11.5
13.8
7.t
7.5
7.9

17.4
18.9

7.4

38.8
34.8
ß.2
47.3
79.4
15.6
27.5
27.9
42.0
72.5

Interestingly, there was only one area in which teachers who were medium to

high level users of the program differed from low level users and non users of

the program. Medium to high level users supported mandating the program

in greater numbers than non users and low level users (43"/" - U% split; y,z =

8.58, df =7,p <.001).

Suvrpreny

The results presented here establish that patterns of use of the Protective

Behaviours program by teachers in South Australia vary considerably. A

complex web of non use, selective use and detailed use of the five features of
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the program by teachers has been outlined. This compleúty of use challenges

assumptions about the presumed homogeneous implementation of the

program in South Australian schools. It also complicates the analysis of factors

which account for variability in teachers' use of the program.

However, the results of Study 2 of the evaluation of Protective Behaviours

suggest that most of the findings of the pilot study of 35 teachers were found to

apPly more widely within the Protective Behaviours trained group of teachers

state-wide. The patterns of program use and the reasons given by teachers to

explain their decisions were largely replicated on a larger scale. As a

consequence, all except two of the hypotheses that were investigated in this

study (originally stated on pages L25-n, can be accepted. In summary, it was

estabüshed that

L. Around 20% of. teachers did not teach any part of the program. Many of

these teachers reported not having the opportunity to teach the program.

Other factors like lack of support to implement the program at the school

level also had some impact on their behaviour.

2. Most teachers were selective users of parts of the program. The most

frequently used feature of the program was the first theme relating to

children's right to personal safety. Ironically, the least taught features of

the program ('Sexual Touching' and'Physical Violence') address the very

issues that prompted education and social welfare authorities to initiate

Programs like Protective Behaviours in the first place - the prevention of

chitd sexual abuse and child physical abuse.

3. Although selective use of the program was widespread, over 27o/" of

teachers reported teaching all five features of the program. This was the

only finding that was essentially different from the finding of the pilot

study. In that case only three of the 35 teachers - around 8% of teachers -

taught all five featt¡res of the program.
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4. There were few secondary teachers trained in Protective Behaviours,

and of those who were trained, few implemented the program. Lack of

integration of the program within the mainstream secondary curriculum

probably accounts for such low levels of use.

5. Junior primary teachers used more features of the program and in

greater detail than their colleagues at other levels. This was not

expected. Pre-school teachers were also strong users of the program.

However, many chose not to teach several features of the program in

detail (those sections on sexual touching and interpersonal violence, for

example) due to the perceived immaturity of the children they taught.

6. Teachers' main reasons for teaching the program related to the

perceived benefits of the program for children. Strong values

congruence with program goals was a feature of these teachers' decision

making.

7. Teachers'gave several reasons for not teaching parts of the ptogram.

These included the perceived lack of reliability of some parents to meet the

expectations of the program, the inability of some students to comprehend

and implement particular strategies, and fear that parents might object to

the detailed teaching of the program.

8. Medium to high level use of the program was linked to the provision of

school level support to implement the program. ÉIowever, surprisingly

few teachers participated in local professional development activities

related to the program, indicating a worrying over-reliance on pre-

implementation training to prepare teachers to teach the program.

9. Teachers'beliefs about the prevalence of child abuse, and the efficacy

of school based prevention initiatives influenced their use of the

program. There was also some evidence to suggest that teachers'beliefs

were influenced by their own experience, or lack of experience, of abuse,

and the extent of contact with children who may have been abused.
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10. Approximately half of teachers suggested that providing more school

level training and implementation support, together with improved

curriculum resources, would promote the use of the program.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF STUDY 2

INTRoDUCTIoN

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, Clark and Peterson's (1986) model of 'teacher

thought and action'was used to represent, in simplified form, the hypothesised

reciprocol relationships between teachers' actions in the classroom, their

thought processes, and a range of 'opportunities and constraints' in their

professional environment (see Figure 3 reproduced below). The three domains

in the model neatly relate implementation outcomes (Teachers' Actions and

their Effects) to school level and other support factors (Opportunities and

Constraints), and to teacher decision making (Teachers' Thought Processes).

The three domains are used in this chapter to focus the discussion of the results

of Study 2 of the evaluation.

Figure 3: A Model of Teacher Thought and Action (Adapted from Cla¡k & Petersory l9'ÍJ6:?56)

EVATUATING TEAcHERS' ActIoNs AND DEcIsIoN MAKING . AouRnssING

THE THREAT OF MORAL RELATIVISM

Before proceeding with a discussion of teachers' 'thoughts and actions' in

relation to the implementation of the Protective Behaviours program, a more
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profound issue needs to be addressed, that relating to the role of values in

evaluation research.

Evaluation research is a value laden enterprise (Parsons, 1990). For example,

the finding that 20.8% of teachers did not teach the Protective Behaviours

program, has little meaning or relevance until it is interpreted and evaluated

from a particular values position. While research in other areas of the school

curriculum has revealed similar levels of non use and selective use of

programs after training (see Barnett, et al., L992), whether this finding is 'good'

or 'bad', 'acceptable' or 'unacceptable', or even 'predictable' or 'unexpected'

depends of the evaluative framework used in interpreting it. Because of this,

there is an imperative on educational evaluation researchers to declare their

values orientations, and make explicit thei¡ preferred social and educational

goals and outcomes. This is not a straightforward task as the realm of

educational values and beliefs is complex, implicit rather than overt, and at

times inherently contradictory.

Earlier in this thesis, two competing views of program implementation were

outlined to reveal the value laden and contested nature of the area (see pages

92-5 fot a full discussion). A 'fidelity' orientation to program implementation

was described. From this perspective implementation is conceived to be a

largely technical and mechanistic, uncontested and apolitical process. The

superiority of the innovation to be implemented is presumed to establish the

rationale for its acceptance by those expected to teach it. An alternate view of

implementation - the 'adaptation' orientation - opposes the certainty of the

'fidelity'perspective and acknowledges the complexity and unpredictability of

the implementation process.

In this evaluatiory a balance was sought between the 'top-downness' of the

fidelity perspective, and the bottom-upness' of the adaptation perspective. As
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a consequence, a number of assumptions about the interpretation of teachers'

implementation actioru were outlined. It was asserted that:

o there are moral and professional imperatives on teachers to be familiar

with and largely embrace the basic rationale for personal safety education

(a'fidelity' perspective).

o that teachers'evaluations of, and modifications to the program are

potentially useful and valuable (an'adaptability'perspective), so long as

they do not entail a rejection of the basic rationale for personal safety

education (a'fidelity' perspective).

o that explanations of teachers' actions were, in most cases, more

appropriate than approbation or criticism.

This position was articulated so that the values underpinning judgements of

teachers' actions and decision making would be explicit.

Flowever, post modernism issues a challenge to this position. Cohen (1993)

contends that the persuasively argued daim of moral relativists that values are

mere social constructs has eroded the moral base of all 'social causes'. He

laments the 'death of meta-narratives' - the universal, foundational bases of

social morality - as their demise has provided opponents of the children's

rights movement with 'new philosophical dignity' (Cohen, L993: 111).

Derivative claims are frequently made that the values and standards enshrined

in child protection legislation and intervention programs are middle class,

ethnocentric, individualistic, alien and imposed (see Swift, 1995).

While conceding that child protection and human rights values are socially

constructed, Cohen (1993) refuses to join what he calls the 'emergent

epistemological circus' led by an 'intellectual øaant garde'. He argues that 'no

amount of deconstructive scepticism should deny the force with which we
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defend these values', as the alternative would be to 'cynically acquiesce' to

relativistic moral apathy. Little would 'matter' any more; human rights could

be 'violated', and children could be sexually'exploited'without moral censure,

or worse, without some form of intervention aimed at stopping the torture or

abuse (Cohen, 1993: 111-13).

Cohen's cor¡nter argument to the relativism of post modernism concedes that

moral absolutism is no longer tenable, but that some core values - albeit,

socially constructed - should be reasserted to underpin a collective

understanding of what social interventions are 'acceptable' and 'unacceptable'.

While this discourse is as vulnerable to de-construction as any other, it
represents a base position from which justifications of child protection

initiatives may proceed tentatively in an increasingly sceptical post modern

era. While moral certainly has evaporated, it should not be superceded by a

form of social and moral paralysis brought on by the 'precious nonsense'

(Norris, 1992: t7) or. uncritical post modernism. Consequently, the values

position adopted in this evaluation - that there are moral and professional

imperatives on teachers to be familiar with and largely embrace the basic

rationale for personal safety education - is reaffirmed.

From this positiory a somewhat critical analysis of teachers'actions, and their

explanations of their actions, can proceed. The analysis is predicated on the

view that programs like Protective Behaviours have a place in the child abuse

prevention equation, and that teachers should teach them, albeit in ways that

are collectively negotiated at the school level.
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TEAcHERSI USE OF THE PNOCN¡.U

a) Promotion of Children's Rights

More than three quarters of the teachers surveyed reported that they taught

the key personal safety principle about children's 'right to feel safe'. Most of

these teachers indicated that they

o frequently repeated the theme: 'We all have the right to feel safe'

. explained what this means in a variety of ways

. talked about feelings associated with being unsafe - children's so called

'early warning signs'

. described and made distinctíons between safe and unsafe situations

. made links between the right to feel safe, and other children's rights

. made tinks between the right to feel safe and the rationale for school

and class rules.

This is a significant finding as it demonstrates the extent to which the liberal-

democratic notion of personal rights is actively promoted and applied to

chíldren by teachers within a personal safety cu¡riculum framework. This

finding is consistent with other research into teacher's changing values

orientations, particularly as they apply to the status of children in schools, and

the approaches used to 'manage'the social dimensions of school life (Knight,

L99L). It confirms the trend, reported by |ohnson, Whitington, and Oswald

(L994), away from authoritarian and hierarchical relationships in schools

towards more democratic and socially negotiated relationships. Many teachers

in South Australian junior primary and primary schools, in particular,

embraced these ideals and were prepared to promote them through a variety

of programs, including Protective Behaviours. The possible combined impact

of these 'social skills - personal responsibility' programs on children is

discussed in Chapter 10 of this thesis.
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b) Selective Non Use of Key Features of the Program

While there was widespread teaching of the general notion that children have

a right to personal safety, it is perhaps ironic that the least taught features of

the Protective Behaviours program ('uncomfortable and confusing touching'

and 'personal physical violence') address the very issues that prompted

education and social welfare authorities to initiate progtams like Protective

Behaviou¡s in the first place - the prevention of child sexual abuse and child

physical abuse. Such selective omission of key features of the program

severely limits its potential to impact on student learning; quite clearly, if

students aren't taught key personal safety knowledge and strategies then no

claims can be made about the impact of personal safety programs on student

learning.

Perhaps more importantly, unless selective non use of the program is

acknowledged, and its potential limiting impact on student learning is

accepted, child protection advocates may be falsely confident that school based

prevention strategies are in place. This false confidence was recently reflected

in the comments of a senior state Minister who declared that Protective

Behaviours was widely 'taught' in schools in South Australia (Lucas, 1995),

despite the ready availabilty of disconfir^i.g evidence (]ohnson, 1995).

c) Low Levels of Program Use in Secondaqy Schools

One of the most striking features of the analysis of program use, was the very

low level of use in secondary schools. With only about 700 secondary teachers

trained in Protective Behaviours, and a use rate by those of around 20o/", the

program was virtually non-existent in high schools.

The obvious implication of this is that most early adolescents do not receive

specific and detailed teaching at school about how to identify and avoid sexual

e¡ploitatiory or physical and emotional victimisatiorç just at a time when 13-15
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year old girls, in particulat, are at greater risk of sexual abuse than other age

groups (Angos & Wilkinson, L993).

TEACHERSI THOUGHT PROCESSES

a) Teachers and their Beliefs: The 'True Believers'

An analysis of teachers' reasons for teaching the program revealed strong

support for the philosophical foundations of the program. This is significant as

the program promotes many previously marginalised views about childhood,

and the rights and status of children in schools and society generally. For

example, the program encourages children to assert their rights to sexual,

physical and emotional well-being, often over the rights of adults. It

challenges the mostly implicit rules which require children to defer to adult

authority, and accept it unquestioningly. In short, the program challenges

strongly held beliefs about authority relationships in schools and families. Yet

many teachers who taught the program overtly endorsed these values and

used them to justify their teaching of it. Th"y appeared to have made a

decision - in principle - to teach the program. However, not all teachers

accepted the philosophy and rationale of the program; unlike the 'true

believers', many of these teachers questioned the need for the program due to

their denial of the problem of child abuse in their community.

b) Teachers and their Beliefs: The'Discounters'

Teacher denial of the scope and severity of child abuse emerged as an

interesting but rather elusive explanatory factor in both Study 1 and Study 2.

While 'teacher discounting' was weakly linked to teachers' non use of the

Protective Behaviours program, the complexities of the denial process

remained largely hidden. Killen's (1995) 'client over-identification thesis is one

account of the process, but it too fails to offer a really adequate explanation;
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there are still many unanswered questions about the psychology of teacher

denial.

Orthodox psychoanalysts describe denial as an unconscious mechanism for

coping with guilt and other disturbing psychic realities. Freud made a

distinction between 'repression' and 'disavowal' (or denial), but paid more

attention to the former. 'Repression' applies to defence mechanisms which

help individuals cope with unsettling or anxiety causing demands which

emanate from within. 'Disavowel'or denial applies to defences against anxiety

causing elements external to an individual, that is, in external 'reality' çWangtu

1989). It is this form of psychological defence that is of interest to researchers

who seek to explain both individual and collective 'self-deception' (Goleman,

r.e8s).

It is interesting to note that the subject of denial of external information has

preoccupied researchers and commentators from many disciplines. For

example, at the societal level, Goleman (1985) comments on the wholesale

denial by the vast majority of Americans of the threat of nuclear war during

the Cold War era. Similarly, Umberson and Henderson (L992) and Cohen

(1993) examine state sponsored and media supported collective denial of the

scale of death during the Gulf War. At the individual level, medical

researchers have examined the phenomenon of denial in terminally ill patients

(Smith, t993), in those diagnosed as HlV-positive (Earl, L992\, and in the

parents of recently brain injured children (Williams, t994). Even studies of

children's coping strategies in social situations (see for example, Mellor-

Crummey, L989) reveal that children quickly learn to endorse and use denial

strategies to construct a web of shared myths or self-deceptions. From this

brief foray into the diverse literatu¡e on the psychology of denial, it seems that

denial is a widespread social and psychological phenomenon.
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In view of these findings, the revelation that some teachers'in the study denied

the existance of child abuse is not surprising. However, several issues need

further exploration in light of the finding that teachers' denial, in this instance,

was linked to teachers' lack of personal 'experience' of abuse.

The question of what constitutes 'experience' is salient here. Social

psychologists have long maintained that what is 'experienced' is shaped by

perceptual filters which focus attention in partictrlar ways. With a flood of

stimuli available to the senses every moment, such filters are essential to help

the central nervous system cope with nurnerous and diverse stimuli. Flowever,

there is a cost associated with selective perception.

Perception is selection. Filtering out information is, in dre main,
for the good. But the very capacity of the brain to do so makes
it vulnerable to skewing what is admitted to awa¡eness, what
rejected. ... [Tlhe differences in what people filter out would
appear to produce a different consciousness of the extemal
environment, each person biasing his admission or reþction of
s€nsory signals.
(Goleman, 1985: 21)

In the case of teachers involved in this study, their implicit and unconscious

perceptual filters probably influenced what they attended to in their classroom

environment, and helped define what they later recalled as their'experience'or

lack of 'experience' with abused children. If this account is accepted, then an

interesting paradox emerges about the use of the term 'denial'. In order to use

the term 'denial' to describe teachers' statements about not believing the

incidence of abuse, it has to be assumed that they knew about what it was that

they daimed not to know, otherwise the term'denial' is inappropriate. The

concept implies that teachers 'knew' that some of their children could be

victims of abuse, but then rejected that possibility because its acceptance

caused them some emotional discomfort or anxiety. On the other hand, if

teachers claimed not to know about abuse because their unconscious

perceptual filters directed their attention away from it, the use of the term
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'denial' is a little problematic. The term implies some active and conscious

choice by individuals. However, if their capacity to'see'is influenced, to some

extent, by conscious factors as well as by the implicit factors defining their

perception, then the term is still of some use. Goleman concludes that

attention is probably ruled by both conscious and unconscious influences,

revealing a paradox perhaps best captured in one of Laing's (L970) 'knots':

The range of whatwe think and do
is limited by what we fail to notice.
And because we fail to notice
that we fail to notice
trere is little we can do
m change
until we notice
how failing to notice
shapes our thoughts and deeds.
(Iainç 1970: 56)

In summary, the issue of teacher denial is complex. The operation of selective

perception probably unconsciously influenced teachers' capacity to attend to,

and process, information in their environment about child abuse. It is also

likely that more conscious 'defence mechanisms' were invoked by some

teachers to avoid confronting information that may have upset them, or made

them anxious. The simultaneous operation of these processes meant that they

denied the scope and severity of child abuse, and to some extent, influenced

their level of acceptance or rejection of the rationale for the Protective

Behaviours program. For some teachers, this diminished the need for the

program and justified their non use or selective use of it.

c) Teachers and their Beliefs: The'Pragmatists'

The thinking and decision making of a third sub-group of teachers - some of

the selective non users - was probably more practical and pragmatic than either

of the two groups discussed above. These teachers seemed to be concerned

with a more pragmatic but very important issue - program utility. In other
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words, they were more concerned about whether or not the program 'worked'

in practice.

For example, a significant group of teachers (around 80% of selective non users

of 'Tell') questioned the efficacy of networking because of doubts about the

reliability of adults to act appropriately when contacted by a child. Similarly,

many pre+chool teachers doubted the ability of their children to set up and use

a network of trusted adults. In both cases, considerations of the likely

practicality and usefulness of a key strategy in the program influenced their

decision not to teach it.

This may be an example of the operation of what Doyle and Ponder (L977)

term 'the practicality ethic' in teacher decision making. Doyle and Ponder

suggest that many teachers ask at least three basic questions when evaluating

new Pro8fams.

o Are program requirements congruent with the needs and abilities of those

who will use it?

o Is it clear what is required?

o Are the personal costs in terms of time, €n€rgp and threat worth it?

In the case of selective non users of Protective Behaviours, many appear to

have decided that parts of the program were not congruent with the abilities of

parents and the young children they taught. They also provided insights into

the operation of the third factor - personal cost - when citing possible adverse

parental reaction to the teaching of sexual matters. These teachers (72% of

junior primary and 69"/" of pre-school teachers in the selective non use gpoup)

may have decided that teaching about sexually sensitive and, at times,

controversial content wasn't worth the personal anxiety of coping with hostile
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parents. They preferred to omit detailed references to sexual misconduct

rather than suffer parental criticism.

OppOnTUNITIES AND CoNSTRAINTS

a) Implementation Support

While this analysis of teachers' thinking is helpful in partially understanding

teachers' decision making, it really begs the question of why some teachers

applied these evaluative criteria and others apparently did not? Or, more

specifically, why a sizeable group of teachers apparently applied practical

considerations, while another group seemed to endorse Protective Behaviours

as a matter of principle, and implemented it faidy comprehensively. Dividing

teachers into three groups - believers, sceptics and pragmatists - tends to end

the debate about what shapes teachers' values and beliefs, and imply an

inevitability about teachers'behaviour that is not warranted.

An analysis of the impact of implementation support received by teachers

suggests that factors in teachers' school contexts influenced their teaching

behaviour and, in all probability, their beliefs about the value of personal

safety programs as well. About two thirds of teachers who received school

support to implement the Protective Behaviours program went on to be

medium to high level users of the program. In contrast, only around 40% of

teachers managed to achieve medium to high level use witlnuú school level

implementation support.

It is conceivable that many teachers in the group that received school support

did not initially believe in or endorse the philosophical underpinnings of the

program, but nevertheless later used the program in a detailed way. Although

there is no way to track this retrospectively in the data, Fullan and Stiegelbauer

(199L) give some insight into a possible reciprocal relationship between

behaviour change and belief change. They write that
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the relationship between changes in behaviour on the one hand,
and changes in beliefs or understanding on the other requires
careful consideration. It seems that most people do not discover
new understandings until they have delved into something. In
nvrny cases, changes in behaviour precede rather than follow
changes in belief. ... We see then the relationship between
behavioural and belief change is reciprocal and ongoing, with
change in doing or behaviour a necessary experience on the way
to breakthroughs in meaning and understanding.
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, l99l: 9l\

The role of school level implementation support, thery is to help teachers go

beyond their initial, probably privately made assessments of the congruence,

clanty, and cost of the program, and 'delve' into it to learn more about using it

in practice. Commihnent to the philosophy and rationale of the program may

follow.

Despite the importance of school level support during the arduous process of

program implementation, the extent of support for teachers of Protective

Behaviours was generally low. While about 60% of schools had clear plans to

implement the program, only between 20/" and30% of teachers participated in

activities designed to help them achieve those plans. This lack of school level

activity probably reflects a misplaced faith in the potency of pre-

implementation training in Protective Behaviours. While the vast majority of

teachers were satisfied with their six to twelve hours of training, it wasn't

sufficient to enable a significant number of them to teach the program.

This finding reinforces, again, the application of 'faulty assumptions and ways

of thinking' (Fullary t982) about the ways new programs can be introduced in

schools. Despite a welter of evidence about the importance of the process oÍ

implementatiory many people still believe that pre-implementation training

adequately prepares teachers to teach new programs like Protective

Behaviours. The results of this study suggest that this belief is overly rational

and naively simplistic. While it might be easier, cheaper and quicker to

continue supporting a change strategy which denies the difficulty and
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complexig of program implementation ([ohnson & Moraw, 1994), such a

policy is likely to fail. The consequences for teachers of such a policy are bad

enough - probable censure and blame for low program use - yet the

consequences for children are potentially worse with many being denied

personal safety education.

b) Limited Opportunites to Teach the Program

Teachers'reasons for not teaching the program at all were quite salient - most

indicated that they didn't have the opportunity to teach it because of a variety

of factors that were largely beyond their control. While these explanations

have some face validity, it could be argued that the lack of direct benefit for

children confirms the wastefulness and futility of training so many teachers

who didn't have general class teaching responsibilities.

A more lateral view of the potential indirect benefits of this training for other

teachers has some plausibility. For example, many of those in the 20.8% non

use group were specialist teachers,Iibrarians, student counsellors, and school

principals who, potentially at least, could have played a strong, supportive role

sustaining the efforts of colleagues who were teaching the program.

A breakdown of the membership of the non user group makes this

interpretation problematic, however. For example, twice as many primary

teachers as junior primary teachers were non users of the program. These

large differences suggest that more fundamental factors may have operated to

inhibit program use apart from the stated explanations focussing on lack of

teaching opportunities.

c) Low Curriculum Priority

The reasons for the lack of adoption of the program at secondary level can

probably be traced to curriculum organisation and priorities, rather than to
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individual teacher discretion about teaching personal safety to adolescent

students. Before the National Statements and Profiles induded personal safety

education within Health and Physical Education (see Department for

Education and Children's Services, L994: Section 4-4: 1-1.0), Protective

Behaviours lacked a connection to the formal, well established secondary

curriculum. In some secondary schools it was included in pastoral care

programs, while in others it was more formally taught in conjunction with

health units to do with drug education, and human sexuality. Tenuous links

were also made between the program and counter harassment initiatives.

However, it appears that the program has never been embraced as an essential

part of one of the 'mainstream' subjects in the secondary curriculum.

The lack of systematic teaching of personal safety strategies and concepts at

secondary level may be alleviated by wider dissemination and incorporation

into the mainstream curriculum (via Band C of the National Curriculum

Statement on Health and Physical Education) of the relatively new Keep Safe

program (introduced in South Australia in 1993). Flowever, experience with

the Protective Behaviours program, particularly at other schooling levels,

suggests that local support mechanisms will be needed during the

implementation of the program. Curriculum materials and resources are

necessary, but not sufficient, ingredients for successful program use.

IssUEs oF CoNTENTIoN

The implications of the findings of Study 2 of the evaluation are fairly serious.

The revelation that many teachers have chosen not to, or have been unable to,

implement the program means that many children do not receive detailed and

thorough personal safety education at school. If more teachers are to embrace

the program, or derivatives of it, a number of issues of contention amongst

teachers need to be resolved. These issues relate to
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Need for the Program; At the most fundamental level, some teachers have

questioned whether or not there is a need for a program like Protective

Behaviours. This view is succinctly, if crudely, presented by Lansdown (1995):

But if sexual abuse is not a serious threat, children have nothing
to protect themselves from. Why should we frighten themwith
Protective Behaviours and Child Protection Days if thay are not
in danger? Of course, if two children in a thousand are in
danger, we want to protect the two - but not at the expense of
the innocence of the 998.
(Iansdown , 1995:2)

Program utility: Many teachers wanted to know whether the program 'works'.

Without an endorsement that its rationale is valid, many teachers will probably

be reluctant to teach it.

Age approprinteness: Some teachers expressed concerns over whether some of

the concepts and strategies (networking in particular) used in the program are

suitable for their children.

Explicitness required: Some teachers have questioned the need for explicit and

detailed teaching of those aspects of the program about sexual matters, or

about adult violence.

Parental and community support: An examination of some of the main reasons

given by teachers for not teaching parts of the program suggests that the

problem is not all theirs - concerns about serious and damaging parental and

community disapproval, for example, place teacher decision making about the

program in a wider social context.

Nøture and leael of support needed to implanent the progrøm: Many teachers

reported that they did not receive any support to teach the program after

training, despite evidence that school level support is linked to program

implementation.
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AcTIoNs To PRoMoTE THE TnecgIÌtc oF THE PRoGRAM

a) Teacher'Re-education'

In the tradition of past approaches to teacher development, McVeity (1995)

suggests that one way to address low levels of program implementation would

be to confront teachers who reject the need for the program with the 'reality'of

child abuse in ou¡ communities, through a process of 'reeducation'. Flowever,

the complex processes of teacher denial raise questions about the efficacy of

teacher training and development approaches designed to address the

problem. Approaches which do not take account of these complexities are not

likely to reduce the incidence of teacher discounting. Yet to have an impact on

teacher discounting, teacher training approaches would need to:

. address the broader issue of teacher selective perception. Teachers would

need to become aware of many of their implicit beliefs (what C,oldman

(1986) calls 'vital lies') and how they influence the way they construct

'reality', including their professional world involving the children they

teach. Small scale efforts to do this have proven to be time consuming,

costly and personally difficult for the teachers involved (see ]ohnson &

Sturgess, t996 - forthcoming), suggesting that such confronting processes

may be resisted by teachers.

o expose teachers to more powerful evidence of abuse. As teachers in thís

study tended to use local and personal referents as sources of 'evidence',

citing aggregated statistics on conununity-wide child abuse removes the

problem from teachers' personal sphere of interest. Ideally, teachers

would need to be made aware of local cases of abuse and neglect so that

the phenomenon peneEates their personal world. Flowever, this, too, may

cause anxiety and be resisted by teachers.
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As the dynamics of deníal involve personal and shared selfdeceptiory efforts

to address ít 'from above' through compulsory 're+ducation' are likely to

encounter resistance and opposition from those whose views are challenged.

This has been the case with large scale training initiatives for teachers

regarding their legal obligations as Mandated Notifiers of child abuse and

neglect (Laskey, 1995). Given these serious misgivings about confrontational

approaches to teacher development, evolutionary,less dramatic, processes like

those discussed below, are preferred.

b) Improved Levels of Support

In the study, about half of teachers suggested that providing more school level

support and more detailed curriculum materials would help promote the

teaching of the program. Both suggestions reflect practical concerns about the

nature and level of support needed to teach the program in depth.

One means to encourage the development and proliferation of curriculum

support materials in the area of personal safety would be to use existing

mechanisms for the publication of examples of current 'good practice'. The

popular Windows on Practice series, for example, provides a model for the

development of a range of quality resources to support the teaching of

personal safety (see Golding and Todd (L994) for an example in this area).

Using the principles of P¡otective Behaviours and other personal safety

Programs as an underlying framework, these initiatives could provide practical

suggèstions about how to teach key personal safety concepts and strategies. By

abandoning the idea that the principles and strategies of Protective Behaviours

need to be embodied in one official document, the current'good practice' of

many teachers in the area of personal safety canbe harnessed.

The development of a range of materials would address several of the issues of

contention raised by teachers who were selective users of the program. For
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example, they could provide practical examples of approaches that alleviate

concerns about the age appropriateness of sections of the program. Also, they

could ease teachers' concerns about the lack of clarity of the program.

Curriculum support materials will not, however, solve all implementation

difficulties - the experience of decades of expensive centralised curriculum

development testifies to this (see lohnson, L983). Teachers need support at the

local level as they grapple with the day to day difficulties associated with

doing something new and challenging. Teachers readily identified the

provision of school level implementation support as an important ingredient in

the implementation equation. Again, there are local examples of how good

practices at the school level can be shared more widely (see Education

Department of South Australia, L989). By presenting exemplars of effective

local staff development activity in the area of personal safety, it may be

possible to address one of the serious deficiencies in the implementation of

Protective Behaviours revealed by this evaluation.

c) Balancing Opportuníties and Constraints

These two practical strategies can be seen as interventions to increase the

'opportunities' available for teachers to develop greater expertise in the area of

personal safety teaching. However, many teachers also recognised a need to

apply overt pressure to reinforce the importance of the rationale for Protective

Behaviours. Nearly 40% of teachers surprisingly endorsed a suggestion to

mandate the teaching of Protective Behaviours. With the adoption of the

national curriculum framework which contains specific reference to the

teaching of personal safety skills, this has effectively been done, at the policy

level, in South Australia. However, as this study has showrç declaring the

adoption of an educational policy at the systems level does not eruure that

Programs that are consistent with the policy are implemented by teachers in
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schools. What is more important is the localnegotiation of agreed expectations

about the teaching of personal safety. As Fullan and Stiegelbauer write

both pressure and support are necessary for success. We usually
Érink of pressure as a bad thi.g, and support as good. But there is
a positive role for pressure in change. There are many forces
maintaining the status quo. During the change process interaction
among implementers serves to integrate both pressure and
support. Pressure without suppott leads to resistance and
alienation; support without pressure leads to drift or waste of
resources.
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991: 91)

By participating in negotiations about the implications of accepting the over-

riding rationale for personal safety educatiory teachers witl be under pressure

fro^ their peers to utilise a range of support mechanisms to address their

teaching in the area.

d) Parent and Community Awareness

Some teachers revealed that one of their reasons for not teaching features of the

Program was concern over possible adverse parental reaction to the program.

It is not surprising, theru that 42"/" of teachers believed that increasing public

awareness about the aims and approaches used in the program would

contribute to the wider teaching of the program. While public education about

the prevention of child abuse is a priority of the National Child Protection

Council, local action by schools to inform parents about issues of personal

safety can effectively mobilise support for school based prevention. Recent

community reaction to the attempted abduction of several children in the

southern suburbs of Adelaide (fune, 1995) demonstrates continued public

concern over child safety. By linking school personal safety programs to the

wider movement to help prevent abuse, parent and community education can

reduce the gap perceived by some teachers to exist between program goals and

community expectations.
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CoprpnnlsoNs BETwEEN STUDY 1 AND STUDY 2

Despite using very different methods of subject selectiory data collection, and

data analysis, the findings of Study 1 and Study 2 were very similar. The major

difference was the size of the complete program user group in each study

(around 4"/"inStudy L and 27%tnStudy 2).

This difference may have been due to the more probing and demanding

exploration of program use that was possible in the interview, compared with

the minimalist approach used in the questionnai¡e. Furthermore, interviewees

may have felt free to disdose their varied use of the program as there was no

overt or implied 'judgement' of their behaviou¡ by the interviewer; an 'emic'

perspective was maintained throughout all interviews. Questionnaire

respondents, on the other hand, did not have the benefit of interaction with

another non-judgemental persorL and may have felt some implied pressure - to

be seen as socially and professionally responsible - to perhaps over-state their

minimal efforts to use the Protective Behaviours program. Given the nature of

the topics surveyed, some 'social desirability response bias'may account for the

higher than expected 'full use' response in Study 2.

Suprueny

Evaluation is a value-laden enterprise. In the case of the evaluation of

Protective Behaviours, it was necessary to articulate a values position that took

account of the socially, morally and professionally implied responsibility of

teachers to conþibute to the prevention of child abuse, while, at the same time

acknowledgng the inevitability of local adaptation of prevention initiatives by

teachers. Within this context, explanations of teacher decision making were

pursued to identify the reciprocal interaction between teachers'beliefs and a

range of opportunities and constraints that affected teachers' use of the

Proglam. From this analysis several ways of promoting the wider teaching of

personal safety programs like Protective Behaviours were suggested. It was
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concluded that increasing school level implementation support for teachers

would be beneficial, particularly when linked with a locally negotiated

commitment to embrace the over-riding rationale for school based personal

safety education.
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SECTION 4

STUDY 3

A STUDY

OF

STUDENTS'

PERSONAL SAFETY LEARNING
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CHAPTER 8

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 3

INrnopucrroN

Studies L and 2 focussed on questions about the nature and extent of teachers'

use of the Protective Behavior¡rs program, and what influenced their decision

making about the program. In the'Model of Teacher Thought and Action' that

was used in the evaluatiory the interactionbetween the three domains induded

a consideration of the effects of teacher action on their students. The aim of

Study 3 of the evaluation was to assess the impact on children of teachers'

actions in teaching the program. The level of personal safety knowledge of

children who had been exposed to the program, was compared with that of

children who had not been exposed to the program.

As was revealed in the review of literature, there are many methodological

difficulties associated with assessing children's personal safety learning. In this

chapter, key methodological decisions are described and justified to establish

the credibility of the research approach adopted. The development of an

innovative way to assess children's personal safety learning is outlined. As this

approach stimulated debate about the ethics of research in this area, several

ethical issues are also discussed. Finally, details are provided of the response

categories used to code students' responses to questions about their personal

safety knowledge.

RESEARCH Focus

Study 3 of the evaluation focussed on the impact of the Protective Behaviours

Program on children's personal safety learning. In particular, the research

questiorrs of the evaluation required comparisons to be made between children
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who had been taught Protective Behaviours and those who had not. The two

key areas of comparison were:

. children's ability to identify unsafe situations

. children's knowledge of personal safety strategies

These requirements reflected an interest in the relative abilities of children to

identify clues or 'unsafe messages' in dangerous or potentially dangerous

situations and to take action to promote their personal safety. They also

reflected a concern to more dosely evaluate the Protective Behaviours program

to determine whether the program - which appeared intuitively sound - was

actually effective in promoting personal safety learning.

INHERENT RESEARcH DIFFIcULTIES

The simple focus of the research hid many methodological and ethical

difficulties related to research into children's personal safety. Chestertorç et

aL., (L992:26) suggest that conducting evaluations of school based prevention

programs is problematic because of:

. difficulties identifying suitable control or comparison groups

. diffictilties identifying and defining independent and dependent variables

due, in part, to ambiguity over program goals

. an over-re[ance on proúmal measures of knowledge acquisition rather

than on meastües of actual behaviour change

. the contaminating influence of u¡uecognísed factors during the treatrnent

phase of evaluations

o the lack of pre+ústing assessment measures that are valid and reliable

o the use of small samples

o the lack of long-term follow-up or repeated measures
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To this list canbe added a increasingly large range of difficulties whích arise

from the application of strict ethical standards designed to:

. ensure that parents are adequately informed to give or withhold

permission for their children to be involved in sensitive research about

personal safety

o ensure the safety of children involved in sensitive research

o protect researchers and Universities from legal action arising from

research activity

All of these difficulties had to be addressed in designing Study 3 of the

evaluation. Ttris involved numerous compromises between what was ideal

from a research perspective and what was possible, given the ethical and

logistical constraints operating during the evaluation.

RESEARCH DnsTcN: NoN.ilPERIMENTAL PoST.TREATMENT CoupenlsoNs

Daro (1993) provides a strong argument promoting the use of experimental

and quasi-experimental approaches when evaluating prevention programs.

She advocates the formal random assignment of subjects to treatment and

control groups, and pre and post-treahent testing of subjects on a variety of

measures using highly reliable and valid standardised instruments. She

suggests that, due to the social and political sensitivity of prevention efforts

that focus on children, only the 'very highest research standards' are likely to

be acceptable to policy makers and funding authorities.

Flowever, such methodological strictures ignore the frequently complex reality

of applied social research. While the search for methodological rigour is on-

going and necessaty, the conditions are rarely present in social and school

settings that allow the application of experimental and quasi-experimental

research designs. Such was the case in Study 3 of the evaluation. It was not
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feasible, given time and financial constraints, to identify a representative group

of children who t:rad neoer been taught Protective Behaviours (a requirement

for a pre-treatment measure), but whose teachers were trained to teach the

program and were prepared to teach the program in depth during a 1.0 week

period in1994 (a requirement for a post-treatment measure). Flowever, it was

possible to identify two similar groups of children who differed in one

significant way - one group had never been taught the Protective Behaviours

program, while the other had teachers who had been identified as high level

users of the program in Study 2 of the evaluation. A non-experimental post-

treatment comparisons design was accepted as a less authoritative but more

feasible means of generating data than more 'pure'experimental approaches.

IDENTIFICATIoN oF PARTICIPANTS

a) Protective Behaviours Participants (the potential'Treatment' Group)

Based on their responses to the Teacher Questionnaire used in Study 2 of the

evaluatiory 71 teachers were identified as 'High Iævel [Jsers' of the Protective

Behaviours program (their combined past use and current use of the program

was scored at greater than 25 oÍ. a possible 30 poínts). These teachers were

invited, by letter (Appendi* L), to participate in Study 3 of the evaluation.

Because of the demanding and searching nature of the proposed second stage

of the evaluation, it was anticipated that only a small number of teachers

would volunteer to participate. A total of 27 teachers returned consent forms

to proceed to the next stage. Fifteen of these teachers, spread across different

year levels and locations, were finally selected for the study. The L5 classes

that these teachers taught contained the potential 'treatment' group of

approximately 400 students (see Table 1.9).
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Table 19: Age of Orildren in Participating Classes (with potential number of students in
brackets)

Ase of Children

[-ocation &8 Year Olds 9-12 Year Olds 13-16 Ye¿r Olds

City 1 class ( - 30 dr)

Country

Total Sdasses (-200ch) 6classes(: é0çh) lclass(-30ctì)

b) Non-Protective Behaviours Participants (the potential'Comparison' Group)

Once classes of potential 'treatment' students were identified, 'matching' non-

Protective Behaviours classes in nearby schools were identified as potential

sources of 'comparison' students. For example, once a Year 6 class in an

Independent primary school in a socio-economically welloff southern suburb of

Adelaide was identified as a source of 'treahnent' students, a Year 6/7 class in a

neighbouring Independent primary school (close proúmity and similar socio-

economic stafus) was identified as a potential source of 'comparison' students.

Similarly, two classes in schools in neighbouring Riverland towns were

'matched' u,sing the same process.

When approached, some teachers of 'comparison' classes were reluctant to

participate in the study. This was particularly evident at several country schools

and city pre-schools. Teachers' reasons for refusing to participate included

concern for the well-being of their students, apprehension over possible adverse

parental reaction to the research, and concern over the disruptive effects of the

research on class organisation and cu¡riculum offerings. As well as prolonging

the search for suitable participants, teacher reluctance to participate in the study

resulted in several 'treatment' classes being 'unmatched' by appropriate

'comparison' classes. A lower number of 'comparison' participants was an

unavoidable consequence.

6 classes ( - 150 ú)
2 classes ( - 50 ch)

5 classes ( - 130 ù)
1 class ( - 30 ch)
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R ECRUITMENT oF PARTICIPANTS

Meetings were held with teaching staff and parents in over 30 schools and pre-

schools to explain the purposes of the research, the procedures to be used, and to

secure parental consent for participation in the research (for a fuller discussion

of this process see Ethical Considerations below). A total of 321students (194 ín

the Protective Behaviours Group and t27 in the Comparison Group) in 24

different schools and pre-schools were recruited to participate in Study 3 of the

evaluation.

SoURcEs oF DATA

To generate data about children's personal safety knowledge as well as a range

of personal and background features that might influence the acquisition of that

knowledge, three principal data sources were identified - the children, their

teachers, and their parents. Figure I summarises the sources of data for the L0

factors largely derived from an analysis of the research questions of the

evaluation.

Fectors Soulce of Data

o Nature and extent of Teachers' use of Protective Behaviou¡s

o Child's exposu¡e to Protective Behaviows

¡ Child's elposruìe to other school based safety programs

. Child's overall leaming ability

o Socio<onomic status of drild's family

. Child's level of assertiveness

. Child's emotional stability

o Parental teaùing of personal safety

. Ctrild's ability to identify unsafe situations

. Ctrild's knowledge of personal safety strategies

o Descriptive information about child (aqe, sex, year level)

Teadrer

Teadrer

Teadrer

Teadrer

Teadrer

Teadrer

Teadrer

Parent

chitd

chitd

child

Figure 8: Sources of Data collected during Study 3 of the evaluation

MEASURES oF BACKGRoUND VennnlEs

The main source of information on a range of individual child variables was a

simple questionnaire in which teachers rated each student on a Lickert-type
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scale for such things as assertiveness and fearfulness (Appendix M). They also

rated the exposure of each child to the Protective Behaviours program during

1994 and in past years, and their exposure to other 'victim resistance' initiatives

like counter harassment programs, assertiveness programs, and 'stranger

danger' sessions. The parents of participating children also completed a simple

questionnaire about their teaching of personal safety concepts and strategies at

home (Appendix N). Response rates of 88.4% for the teacher-completed

questionnaire (n = 281) and 7L.4o/o for the parent questionnaire (n = 22n were

achieved.

MEASURE oF TEACHERSI UsE oF THE PRoTEcTIvE BEHAVIoURS Pnocn¡,pT

Protective Behaviours teachers were recruited to participate in the study because

they had been identified as 'high level users'of the program during Study 2 of

the evaluation, in 1993. To confirm that these teachers actually taught key

features of the program to the children in their 1994 classes, all L5 teachers

maintained a detailed 'Reflective ]ournal' in which they recorded

. descriptions of what they taught in Protective Behaviours, including actual

lesson plans, resources, and modifications to course outlines

. reflections on why they taught the program as they did

. observations of the outcomes of the program

(Dobbins, L994)

These ]ournals were used to estabtsh that all students who were induded in the

Protective Behaviou¡s group had, in fact, been taught the program in detail

within a two month period prior to being interviewed. They also provided

valuable insight into teachers' curriculum decision making to complement

information gained during Study 2 of the evaluation.
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MEASURES oF STUDENT OUTCoMES

There is considerable debate in the literature on child protection about which

outcomes should be measu¡ed to determine the efficacy of prevention initiatives

(see Krivacska, t990; Briggs & Hawkins, 1994[a]). Some researchers have

attempted to assess actual behavioural changes in children following

participation in prevention programs by observing the children's reactions when

confronted by threats to their safety (Poche, Brouwer, and Swearingen, L981;

Fryer, Kraiser, & Miyoshi, L987). However, these researchers have been

stridently criticised on ethical grounds for covertly placing children in unsafe

situations with little regard for their well-being. As a consequence, nearly all

recent evaluation studies have limited outcomes measures to assessments of

children's personal safety knowledge.

By far the most coÍunon means of assessing personal safety knowledge has been

through the development and application of pen and paper student

questionnaires. Saslawski and Wurtele (1986), for example, designed the

'Personal Safety Questionnaire' to evaluate changes in child¡en's knowledge

about sexual abuse, and}Iazzard, et aI., (199t) developed the 2S-item 'What I

Know About Touching Scale' for the same purpose. While Daro (1993) argues

strongly for the repeated use of reliable standardised measures like the 'Personal

Safety Questionnaire', there were considerable disadvantages associated with

their use in Study 3 of the evaluation. These disadvantages induded the:

. use of American terminology

o limited focus on sexual abuse to the exclusion of physical and emotional

abuse

o over reliance on acquired literary skills

. simplicit)' (increasing the likelihood of ceiling effects with older children)
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Because of these disadvantages, pen and paper standardised measures were not

used in Study 3 of the evaluation to measure students' personal safety

knowledge.

Another method of assessing children's knowledge of prevention has been the

use of hypothetical 'What if...?' written vignettes (see, for example, Grober,

Bogat, & McGrath, 1991.). In several studies (Saslawski & Wurtele, t986;

Miltenberger & Thiesse-Duffy, 1988), vignettes were used to depict a

predetermined set of circumstances about which children were asked to offer a

range of alternate ways of dealing with the problems presented. In these cases,

vignettes were used to simulate reality by providing a controlled stimulus to a

wide variety of children (Carifio &.1-an2a,1989). Most commonly, vignettes are

presented in narrative form. Flowever, other media including audio and video

tape, and computer animation have been used (Flazzard, et al., L99L).

What is attractive about vignette methodology is the capacity it gives researchers

to control and manipulate variables. For example, the age and gender of

characters can be varied, and the intensity of the situation or series of events can

be changed while keeping other dimensions of the vignette constant. Variations

in subjects' responses canbe attributed to changes to the stimulus variables or to

differences in subjects' knowledge, gender, and/or age. Because of these

advantages it was decided, in Study 3 of the evaluation, to develop a number of

vignettes to assess children's ability to identify unsafe situatiorrs, and to suggest

appropriate personal safety strategies to deal with those situations.

DEV TopMENT oF VIGNETTES

a) Storylines

Because the research questions of the evaluation did not limit the assessment of

student responses to situations involving only one form of maltreatment (as is

the case with most American research), it was decided to prepare vignettes that
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dealt with the three major types of child maltreahnent - physical, sexual and

emotional. 'Storylines' were developed which traced the escalation of

interactions between children and various adults, from situations of little overt

threat tfuough two levels of increasing threat and overt maltreaünent ('unsafe'

and'very unsafe'situations). The gender of the perpetrators of the maltreahnent

in the first two situations was assigned by taking into account differences in

perpetrator gender in child abuse incidence data (Angus & Wilkinsory 1993). A

male was depicted as the perpetrator in the sexually unsafe story, while a female

was depicted as the perpetrator in the physically unsafe story. In the

emotionally unsafe scenario a male and a female teacher were described

belittling the efforts of two students.

Four variations of each vignette were proposed. In each vignette the age and

gender of the child 'victim'was changed to create the following variations:

. Variation 1:

. Variation 2:

. Variation 3:

o Variation 4:

Young Male (aged about 6 or7)

Young Female (aged about 6 or 7)

Older Male (aged about 12 or 13)

Older Female (aged about 12 or 13)

Apart from these variations every other detail in the vignettes was kept constant.

The intention was to present children with a 'same age - same sex' version of

each vignette. For example, junior primary boys participating in the study

would be presented with variation L of each vignette, junior primary girls would

be presented with variation 2, and so on. It was thought that children would

more closely identify with the thoughts and feelings of the children in the

vignettes if they were their own age and gender.
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b) Use of Video

In some studies (Saslawski & Wurtele,L986; Briggs, LÐl), hypothetical vignettes

were presented to children verbally and/or in written form. However, the

pioneering work of Hazzard et al. (1991) provided the impetus to consider the

use of video as the medium of presentation in Study 3 of the evaluation. The use

of video had several advantages over written or narrative approaches. For

example,

. vignettes cor¡ld be presented in a consistent and standardised way

. children would not need advanced literacy skills

. the medirun was familiar and accessible to even young children

. visual presentation could enhance realism and add credibility to the vignettes

Flowever, it was this final featu¡e of video presentations that prompted careful

consideration of the likely impact of the video vignettes on children involved in

the study. In modifying the three 'storylines' for video script development, a

number of considerations were taken into account. These included:

. keeping each vignette relatively short and uncomplicated.

. minimising the level of aisible overt physical and sexual violence to that

necessary to dearly porEay uruafe situations without creating unwarranted

fear in child¡en. There was also a desi¡e not to provide children with strong

visual models of violent and abusive behaviour which they could imitate.

o portraying child victims as individuals who do not provoke or invite

maltreatment, even through non-deliberate transgressions (eg, accidentally

spilling food, or accidentally striking someone who then retaliates with

greater force). There was a desire not to encourage 'victim-bla*i.g'

through the presentation of 'mixed message' scenarios.

o portraying perpetrators as the initiators and escalators of maltreatment.

. minimising visible victim reaction to maltreaünent so that subjects would

notbe led in their thinking about possible personal safety responses.
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These considerations reflect the difficulties associated with producing video

vignettes about something as sensitive as child maltreatment. Because of

professional and community sensitivity over child abuse generally, and more

particularly, the use with children of a video in which unsafe situations are

displayed, widespread consultations were undertaken to canvass reactions to

the proposed methodology.

c) Consultation - Phase 1: Storylines

An outline of the research proposal and a copy of the revised video vignette

storylines were distributed to 6 Protective Behaviours specialists in South

Australia, New South Wales and Victoria, inviting critical comment. Alt

commented favourably on the value, scope and rigour of the proposed

approach. However, there was general concern about the explicitness of the

vignettes and their potential to provoke fear and arxiety in both the children

who acted in the vignettes and in the children who subsequently viewed them

(Gordon, 1993þl; Davies, t993; Melican, L993; McDonald & McPhee,L993).

Two international experts in the field were also consulted ((IJazzard, L993;

Briggs, L993). Both specifically endorsed the directness of the approach and

provided detailed written advice on the wording and sequencing of questions

that could be posed to determine children's responses to each vignette.

d) Consultation - Phase 2: Scripts

Following these initial consultations, a professional script writer was

commissioned to develop fuIl scripts of the three vignettes. A draft script was

written in early ]une 1993 (Appendix O). Meetings with professional film

makers followed. Stylistic techniques were discussed as ways of lessening the

overt visual impact of the vignettes while still conveying the essential 'unsafe'

features of each scene.
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A further round of const¡ltation was initiated following the final re-drafting of

the scripts in late |une 1993. Copies of the scripts were sent to a wide cross-

section of individuals and specialist groups with expertise in child protection

issues, instructional media and/or child development. Written and verbal

responses were received from 15 individuals and 2 organisations.

The advice from those consulted was varied and, at times, contradictory.

Flowever, it demonstrated the potential for professional and community

controversy over the use of video vignettes to assess children's ability to identify

unsafe situations, and to suggest appropriate personal safety strategies to deal

with those situations.

e) Response to Advice

A strong criticism of the vignette scripts was that they were still too explicit. It

was argued that showing children explicit images of violent and/or sexual

activity would induce a range of negative responses in the children, induding

displays of anxiety and fear. This criticism exposed an essential dilemma

confronting researchers working in the prevention field. On the one hand, the

need to evaluate children's responses to unsafe situations required that they be

exposed to some elements of those situations, while on the other, the well-being

of the children could not be jeopardised.

In response to this criticism, the scripts were re-examined and changes made to

reduce the level of visual explicibress in the vignettes without compromising

the original intent to convey clear messages of 'unsafeness' to the children.

This lead to a major change in the physical maltreatrnent vignette with final

images of a child injured by a fall omitted from the script.
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f) Production of Final Video Vignettes

The videos were produced by u professional film making group using

professional actors during August and September L993. Even though the

children acting in the videos were professional actors, the following safeguards

were used to ensure their well-being while making the videos:

. all were thoroughly briefed about the content of each vignette

o the parents of younger actors were encouraged to attend shooting sessions

o a trained social worker with experience in child counselling attended all

shooting sessions

. a child care worker supervised the children when they were not required

on set.

None of the child actors reported any adverse reaction to their participation in

the production of the video vignettes.

The completed video vignettes (Appendix P - special attachment) were shown

to senior officers of the Education Department, Children's Seryices Office,

Catholic Education Office and Independent Schools Board. With the exception

of officers from the Children's Seryices Office who did not endorse the use of

the videos with pre-school children (see h) Pre-school Variations below),

approval was granted to use the vignettes in Study 3 of the evaluation with

school children from the State, Catholic and Independent School systems.
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g) Content of Video Vignettes

A brief outline of the content of each vignette is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Outline of Content of Video Vignettes

h) Pre-school Variations

After long and protracted discussions with pre-school teachers, social workers,

and senior officials of the Children's Services Office, an impasse was reached in

late 1993 over the use of the video vignettes with four year old pre-school

children. While representatives of the pre-school sector still wanted four to

five year olds to be included in the study, there was considerable concern over

the explicitness of the vignettes and the appropriateness of the school based
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Tvoe of
Malíräatrnent

Scenes

Scene I Scene 2 Scene 3

Physical A child elìters a brother's meesy
bedroom to look fo¡ a ball. While
looking fur the ball he/ehe hea¡s the
craeh of a broken plate in the
kitchen. A caregiver i¡ heard to
crcmplain that the mishap happened
because someone 'let the cat in', The
child leavee the bedroom to
investigate. He/ehe then eeeo an
exasperated caregiver picking up the
piecea of a broken Bâucer from the
kitdrmflær.

Child retums to the bed¡oom o look
for the ball. He/she picks up a pile
of dothes f¡om the floor in a corner
of the room and puts them by the
bed, The caregiver oees this from
the co¡ridor and wrongly accusee
the child of making a meee in tìe
¡oom. The caregiver shouts at the
child (How uuny timea håve I told
you not b come in here and mese up
your brother'e room? How many
times?'). She grabe the child by the
shoulde¡s a¡ she shoute.

The caregiver continues to question
the c.hild over the messy room. The
child quietly denies making the
me6s. In a moment of exasperation,
ehe pushes the child away from her.
While still focussing on the
caregiver, a muffled bang ie heard.
It is implied thâr the child hits
his/he¡ cheek on Êomething as
he/she falle after being pushed
away. The caregiver looks
concerned as the child is ¡hown
holding his/her face.

Emotional Two 6tudent8 (one male and one
female) are ehown working in a
da¡sroom. Their teacher asks them
to bring their work out for her to
eee. The children leave their deske
and hand their work to the teacher
who routinely looks over iL

The teacher becomee angry after
looking at the work. She aske, What
Bort of rvork do you call that?' but
answss heJ own queotion by saying
that she dø not olerate'rubbish'in
her ¡oom. The children look hurt
and humiliated by the æacher's
cþmments, but say nothing.

The teacher rips the children'e work
from their booke and calls over
another teacher from an adjacent
a¡ea. He examinea the work, agreea
with the fi¡et teacher'e comments,
and suggeste that his younger
students might like to give their
opinions of the quality of the wo¡k.
The r,vo drildren are paraded before
the younger clase and asked to
'ehow'thei¡ work. The class laughs
at the children'¡ effo¡ts. The final
scene ahows both children looking
sad and hu¡¿

SexuaI A drild i¡ shown watching T.V. $¡itlr
a female baby sitter. The doorbell
ringo and a young adult male enære
the room. He greets hie friend (the
baby eitter) and sits on the ¡ame
double lounge chair ae the child
watching T.V. He smilee and asks
afær the well-being of the child.

The phone rings and is aruwered by
the baby sitter. She returns to çt a
magazine and eaye that she will be
talking on the phone for about ten
minutes. She leaveo the mom. The
vi6itor ¡6ko üe child about the T.V.
progfam but appea¡s more
interested in looking at the child.
He complimente the child on
hie/her hai¡cut and the ¡moothness
and ¡oftnese of hie/her skin, The
child looke puzzled, and moveo
elightly away from the visito¡.

The vi¡itor touches the child's face
and hair and eays that he would like
to touch him/her 'all over', He
reassurco the child that lou wtll like
It bo'. The next f¡ame is aken ftom
behind the lounge with both the
child and vi8itor Bitting together
with their backs o the camera. The
vieitor appears to be moving hie
hand to touch the child
inappropriateþ although Èrie ie not
ehown explicitly. The final ecene
focuses on the vioítor moving
elightly away from the child as he
remindo the child that what
happened wa¡ '... our little sec¡et,
¡srembe¡...'.



emotional maltreatment vignette in particular. A number of different media

were suggested to present 'unsafe' situations to younger children (puppet

plays, narrative vignettes, cartoons) but were rejected because comparisons

between the personal safety responses of younger and older children - based

on quite different stimuli - would not have been possible.

In January t994 it was decided that the only way to include four to five year

old children in the study and allay pre-school workers' concerns about the

explicitness of the video vignettes was to produce new pre-school videos

which followed the same format as the other videos but featured younger

children in more familiar settings. Key features like the escalation of

'unsafeness' through three scenes, perpetrator gender, and the male-female

variations were retained" Even the same adult actors were used in the same

roles in two of the th¡ee new vignettes (see Appendix P). Very briefly, the

main differences were:

Physical Maltreabnent

. the adult to c-hild maltreahnent centred around anhair brushing incident

rather than the 'messy room'incident in the mainvignette. The final 'very

unsafe' scenes in both videos depicted an adult pushing a drild who falls

and hurts his,/her face.

Emotional Maltreaünent

o the scene takes place in a pre+chool setting rather than school setting. The

adults whobelittle and humiliate the children are two parents rather than

teachers.

Sexual MalEeahnent

. the vignette begins differently with the perpetrator being introduced as a

visitor from interstate (rather than the friend of ababysitter). The 'very

unsafe' scene is shorter and simpler. It shows the adult looking and

perhaps touctring'down there' (inferred rather than depicted) under the

pretense of wanting to inspect the child's chicken pox spots. The visual
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expressions on the faces of both perpetrator and victims in both vignettes

are very similar.

DEV TopMENT oF INTERVTEW PRoTocoL USING VIDEo VIGNETTES

The vignettes were designed to be presented to individual children during a

one-to-one interview conducted by a skilled interviewer. To ensure consistent

treatment across interviews, a precise interview protocol was developed to

prescribe a set sequence of questions and to facilitate consistent recording of

child¡en's responses. This involved the following stages.

a) Formulating Questions

As the aim of Study 3 of the evaluation was to assess children's ability to

identify unsafe situations and suggest personal safety strategies appropriate

for those situations, the following questions were framed to elicit responses

from children after they had seen each scene of each vignette:

Safety Discrimination Question

o FIow do you think the boylgUl is feeling?

Personal Safety Strategies Questions

o What would you say or do if that was you?

. What do you think the boylgUl could say or do now?

These questions closely resemble those posed by Hazzard, et al., (1991) and

Briggs (L99t) in their vignette studies. When asked to evaluate these questions,

both Hazzard and Briggs independently suggested that a further series of

questions be designed to elicit responses about children's actual use of personal

safety strategies in the past. They suggested that the following questions could

be posed after the final ('very unsafe') scene:

o Flave you ever been in a situation like this?

o What did you say or do?
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Because these questions invite disclosures of past maltreahnent, they pose an

ethical dilemma for researchers who have conflicting responsibilities to

maintain research confidentiality and fulfil mandatory notification

requirements. While the questions have the potential to uncover valuable

information about children's actual use of personal safety strategies, their

potential to uncover undetected abuse makes their use ethically problematic.

As a consequence of advice received from the Human Research Ethics

Committee of the University of South Australia, questions relating to the

retrospective use of personal safety strategies were not included in the

interview protocol (for a fuller discussion of reporting issues see Ethical

Considerations below).

b) Establishing Response Categories

Theoretical considerations dictated that certain key student response categories

be induded for each of the questions. For example, responses to the questions

about personal safety strategies had to include a range of behaviours that

nearly all prevention programs identify as 'appropriate' - behaviours like

telling a person to 'stop' doing things that the child does not like ('Assert'),

moving away from the person ('Escape'), and enlisting the help of another

responsible adult ('Tell'). Other hypothesised responses included suggesting

no action, trying to explain the child's point of view ('Rationalise'), and

suggesting efforts to conciliate and compromise with the adult ('Appease').

In relation to the Safety Discrimination Questions, of theoretical interest was

the extent to which children linked feelings of fear with perceptions of threat,

as the Protective Behaviou¡s program and other personal safety programs rely

on children making such a link and then acting on their 'early warning signs'.

Consequently, one of the 'feelings' response categories identified for the Safety

Discrimination Questions was 'Afraid'. Other response categories ranged from

fairly neutral perceptions (feeling 'O.K.'), through to quite predictable

responses that reflected the child's reactions after being maltreated ( 'Hurt').
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c) Trialling Interview Protocol

Having determined these broad response categories, a draft Interview Protocol

was trialled with seven children aged between five and eleven years to:

o assess the appropriateness of the questions, especially with young

children

. identify any adverse reactions by the children to the final (and most

explicit) scene of each vignette

. assess the appropriateness of the pre-set responses to each of the questions

During trial interviews, all children coped well with both the content of the

videos and with the questions linked to key scenes within them. However, it

became clear that interviewers found it very difficult to attend to the children

during the interview and to simultaneously categorise their responses in the

general pre-determined categories. The most common difficulty seemed to be

interpreting highly specific responses and categorising them quickly using

only very general labels. To reduce this rn sifz coding demand on interviewers,

typical responses to each question were generated during trialling and

recorded as response options in the final Interview Protocol (Appendix Q).

Interviewers then simply had to identify the response that was closest to the

one given by a child and record its number in an appropriate box in the

Protocol. These 'raw responses' were then re<oded by computer using the re-

coding schedule outlined in Figure 10.

d) Selecting and Training Intenriewers

Ten final year University students were recruited as interviewers. All were

female, all had worked extensively with children in school settings, all had

undertaken Mandatory Notification training, and all had been trained to teach

the Protective Behaviours program.

The interviewers attended a full-day training session at which the research

methodology was explained, the video vignettes were shown and discussed,

and the 'final' Interview Protocol was analysed and slightly revised.
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Participants role-played interviews to become familiar with the interview

protocol and to practice following it consistently while coping with the

demands of operating video equipment. They also developed procedures to

'debrief' children who gave inappropriate or potentially dangerous responses

to the vignettes (eg, 'I'd get a gun and kill him!'). Finally, the interviewers

underwent a 'refresher' course on aspects of Mandatory Notification (for a

fuller discussion of reporting issues see Ethical Considerations below).

Figure 10: Re<oding schedule for Student Responses

Outcome Measure Examples of Student
û,esponses

Resnonse
Catelgories

1. Ability to ilentify victims' feelings in't¡nsafe' and
'very unsafe' situations.

Protocol Question (after drild views 'unsafe' and
'very unsafe' scenes):

'How ilo you thíttk the boyþirl is fæIíng noafi '

o I don'tknow
o lm not su¡e

1. Don'tKnow

o Notbad
. Alright
.OK
. Fine

2. O.K.

. Sad

. Bad

. Awful

3. Upset

o Friehtened
. Sca"red
. Unsafe

4. Afraid

5.Angry

. Injured

. Þore
o Humiliated
. Hurt

6. Hurt

2 ,Ability to s.uggest personal safety respons€s to'unsâte and very unsate sltuahons.
Probocol Questions:

What would vou sav or do íf that was vou?
What do youini*íne Uoy/girl could íay m ilo now?

o I don't know
. Nothins

1. No Action

. Try b explain
o Say want to discuss
. Eñlain not vour fault

2. Rationalise

o Crv
. Aúlogise or s¿ry sorry
o Offer b change/be gôd/do

better
. Make a deal

3. Appease

o Ask kr stoo
. Say - Stop'it,I don't like it!
o Shout batk - intern¡pt

4. Assert

o Get free
¡ Move to another seat
o Lcave room
o Run away

5. Escape

6. Tell
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ETHICAL CoNsIoEn¡,TIoNs

Ethical approval for the evaluation had been sought, and received in lvrte \992,

from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of South

Australia (H.R.E.C.). However, as significant changes had been made to the

original research plan, particularly with the detailed development of the video

vignettes, a new application for ethical approval was lodged with a re-

constituted Committee on 3rd September 1993. At its meeting on September

L4th, the Committee rejected the new application. Between September L993

and August L994, the Principal Researcher and the Committee undertook

protracted negotiations to clarify issues of ethical concern, and to develop

procedures to ensure that the research was conducted in ways that the

Committee accepted as ethical. Figure 11. summarises the issues of concern

and the compromises reached to resolve them.

Three issues were of most concern to the Ethics Committee.

a) Issues Related to Reporting Suspected Child Abuse

In the re-application for ethical approval, procedures to deal with suspected

cases of child abuse were outlined. It was acknowledged that some disclosures

of child abuse were likely (Briggs, andHazzard reported disdosures by 34%

of the children they interviewed) and that this possibility posed a dilemma for

interviewers and researchers associated with the evaluation. However, it was

argued that, in the interests of any children who may have been the victims of

abuse, all suspected cases of abuse would be reported to welfare authorities.

Usually, in studies involving human subjects, researchers are
ethically bound to maintain the confidentiality of information
provided by participants. In üre proposed study, dris principle
will apply to all information except that relating to suspected
instances of past and/or on-going abuse involving subjecb. In
cases of suspected child abuse,legal and moral concems about
the well-being of the child supersede conventional research
edrics conceming subject confidentiality.
$ohnson,1993:7)
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Issuee of Concern raised by
Ethice Committee

Negotiated Compromiees

ine drildren to
LJ'se of non-
questioned.

Research procedures may harm drildren by
inducing fear and anxiety.

a

a
a
. Counsellors to be available to work with

distressed drild
. Teacher to debrief drildren after inten¡iew and

refer any distressed drild¡en for counselling

Unethical to show child¡en sce-nes of child abuse

Children may infer that minor issues of personal
safety inevitably escalate into major issues

. Interviewers b de-brief children pointing out
that escalation is not inevitable

Child¡en may feel pressured by interviewer ùo give
the 'right' anáwers'

. Interviewens trained not to 'lead' student
resPonses

Procedures for notification of suspected abuse not
clear

Parents who refuse to allow their child to
participate in study may be suspected of
mistreating child by teadrers

o Teacher ConsentForm to cqrtain statem€!:rt that
teachers agree not b speculate about parrnts'
reasons for withholding consent

Parents who do not view video visnettes may not
be sufficiently informed to decide i'ssues of coñsent

. Allparents to be given opportunity to view
vrcleo

o Specific writt€ri information about natu¡e of
vìdeo m be provided in addition to Parent
Information Sheet

o Parents to decide if ürey have sufficimt
information b make decision

School documents and teadrer records cannot be
accecsed by researdrers without parental
PeErussron

a

erb

o Questions to be removed from interview
protocol

Figure 11: Summary of Ethical Issues Rais€d by dre Ethics Committee
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In reply, the Committee questioned whether or not researchers working in

schools were legally required to 'directly report' suspected cases of abuse

(H.R.E.C., September 22nd, t993: 2). Subsequent legal opinion was

contradictory (Assistant Crown Solicitor, 7993; Baker O'Loughlirç 1993) and

complicated by the imminent presentation to Parliament of the Children's

Protection Bill which proposed changes to mandatory notification

requirements. The subsequent passage of the Bill confirmed the legal status of

researchers as mandated notifiers, but not before considerable time and energy

had been spend investigating the issue. The Ethics Committee was also

concerned about the difficulties that could arise if children made false

allegations against parents or teachers, particularly if parents or teachers were

not aware of researchers' reporting obligations.

While legal opinion suggested that researchers who notified 'in good faith'

would not be liable if accusations proved to be false (Baker O'Loughlin,t993),

the Committee recommended that parents, in particular, be specifically

informed of researchers' mandatory notification obligations, before allowing

their children to be involved in the study (I{.R.E.C., October 20th, L993:2-3).

The Committee further believed that the proposed questions about children's

retrospective use of personal safety strategies would increase the number of

unwarranted allegations by children about past maltreatment. It requested

that these questions be omitted from the interview protocol.

It also requested that slight modifications be made to the final scene of the

sexual vignette to render it clearly'unsafe'rather than possibly'abusive'. With

these changes, the Committee was satisfied that 'potential notifiers'

(interviewers and other researchers working on the evaluation) would

interpret the behaviours depicted in the final scenes of all three vignettes as
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not abusive but as 'unsafe' (H.R.E.C., October 20th, L993: L-2). Clearly, the

Committee wished to avoid

the potential encouragement of reports of abuse, considering
the harm this might cause to the community if those reports
tum out to be unwarranted because the behaviour depicted [in
the videos], and translated into personal experience by the
child and reported, is not abusive within current law.
(H.R.E.C., October 20th,1993: 1)

b) Issues Related to'Informed Consentr

Throughout negotiations with the Ethics Committee questions of what

constituted informed consent were debated in the context of the proposed

study. While it was agreed that the principle of informed consent was the

ethical cornerstone of the proposed research, there was disagreement over the

nature and extent of information needed by parents to be sufficiently

'informed' to make a decision about their child's involvement. Standard ways

of providing information were suggested (access to a printed information sheet

and the opportunity to attend an information session), but were rejected as

inadequate by the Committee. Legal advice was sought on the issue by the

Committee (Baker O'Loughlþ 1993). This advice urged caution as

the potential at least exists with research of this kind that the
University will find itself having to defend a negligence claim
by proving that its research methods were reasonable and that
appropriate (and øppropriately informed) consent had been

F e..
(emphasis added)
(Baker O'Loughlin, 1993: 6)

In accepting the legal imperative to proceed cautiously, the Committee

suggested that

o parents be required to watch the video vignettes and attend an information

session before giving consent

o parents be required to read a full description of the content of each vignette

before giving consent
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. parents be specifically informed of the researchers' legal obligations as

mandated notifiers before giving consent

o parents be given a 'cooling-off period before giving consent during which

time they could discuss the research with'a family member or friend'

. both parents be required to give consent

It was counter-argued that

requüng parents to view the video (or to do anything else)
before giving consenÇ is untenable giverr the status of parents
in schools..... The culture of schools and the shared expectation
that parents largely decide for themselves the nature and extent
of information they need, suggests that any attempt by
researchers working through schools to alter such a
fundamental aspect of the parent-school relationship would
alienate many parenb.
$ohnson, 14th October, 1993: 3)

Ultimately/ compromises were reached over the first and last measures

suggested by the Committee (parents were 'encouraged'but not'required' to

view the video, and one parent could give consent). Flowever, fulfilling the

other requirements involved

. holding a public meeting at each of the 24 schools and pre-schools

involved in the research to explain the research, show the video, and to

discuss issues of concern

o distributing a detailed 1000 word Research Information brochure to

parents (Appendix R)

o distributing a 750 word description of the content of the vignettes to

parents (Appendix S)

o distributing, having parents sigo and then retrieving a 9 item, 300 word

Research Consent Form (Appendix T)
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These extremely thorough measures of ensuríng informed consent were more

stringent than those usually required for research involving children in school

settings.

c) Issues Related to Potential Harm to Participants

Throughout the development of the video vignettes care was taken to

minimise the risk to children viewing the vignettes. Advice on the issue of

potential harm to participants was mixed and often reflected the wider, often

ideological, debate about the impact of television and video images on

children's social and emotional development.

Ethical deliberations on the issue were again informed by legal advice. It was

established that researchers had a legal 'duty of care' towards participants in

the research (Baker O'Loughlin, L993). Consequently, the following

procedures were negotiated with the Ethics Committee to safeguard the

emotional well-being of participants both during and after their interview:

. Instructing intewiewers to be alert to signs of distress in children during

interviews

o Instructing interviewers to terminate an interview if a child became

distressed

. Arranging for counsellors to be available to work with distressed children

. Providing assistance to teachers to de-brief children after their interviews

It was also agreed that parents be actively encouraged to consider the

emotional impact on their children of participating in the study and to exercise

their informed consent carefully.
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Education Sector Response

Each of the participating school systems had undertaken independent and

lengthy deliberations about the ethical appropriateness of the second stage of

the evaluation. When the University Ethics Committee rejected the re-

application for ethical approval, the Associate Director4eneral of Education

in South Australia wrote to the Committee assuring it that

the procedures and safeguards planned to guarantee the ethical
basis of this project have been accepted and approved by the
Education DeparÍnent ... and the other participating groups...

... all ethical considerations have been debated and acted on to
ensure, as much as is possible, the safety and welfare of all
participanb in the second stage of the research.
(Wallace, 24th September, 1993)

Similarly, the Director of the Catholic Education Office wrote to the Committee

to assure you that safeguards for children involved with this
researchhave been ... examined dosely and acted upon.
(White, 24dr September, 1993)

These responses to the Committee's decisions confirm that the education

community in South Australia did not share the Ethics Comsrittee's concerns

over the conduct of the research. In applying less legalistic codes of ethics, the

major education providers in the State reaffirmed their trust in, and

commitment to, long established mechanisms of parental consultation and

decision making about issues of propriety in schools. The Ethics Committee,

on the other hand, chose to accept cautious legal advice on these issues. Fear

of possible litigation, despite the absence of any precedents in reported

Australian cases (Baker O'Loughlin,7993), tended to over-ride considerations

of the social and educational benefits of conducting searching research into the

prevention of child abuse.
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CoTtsEQuENcEs oT CovTpTYING WITH ETHICAT REQUIREMENTS

The requirements of the University of South Australia's Ethics Committee

were considerably more stringent than those guiding the ethical conduct of

similar research carried out by Hazzard and her colleagues in Atlanta, C,eorgia

(lJazzard, t993). Complying with these ethical requirements had several

consequences for the sfudy.

a) Time Delays

The implementation of Study 3 of the evaluation was delayed by more than 6

months due to the protracted nature of negotiations over ethical issues. The

commissioning and funding agencies expressed frustration at the lack of

progress of the project during this time. Furthermore, teachers who had been

identified as 'high level users' of the program in 1993 and had agreed to

participate in the study during Term 4L993, had to recast their teaching plans

for the year and commit to new arrangements for 1.994 subject to the granting

of ethics approval. Many teachers expressed frustration and annoyance at

these delays.

b) Reduced Scope of Research

The Ethics Committee's refusal to allow children to be asked key questions

about their past use of personal safety strategies seriously limited the scope of

the research. Researchers were denied the opportunity

to address one of the most important, yet unanswered
questions in sexual abuse prevention research. That is, do
drildren actually use these strategies?
(ÍIazzard,1993: 1)

If current ethical constraints continue to be applied to research in this area, the

communig may never know if children actually 4s¿ personal safety strategies

and if they are effective. Such ftmdamental and socially important information

needs to be collected to better inform child protection initiatives.
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c) Low Participation Rates

Participation rates by children in Study 3 of the evaluation were low.

Approúmately 810 children were identified as potential participants based on

class numbers submitted by their teachers. However, onll 321 children

received parental permission to take part in the research. Participation rates

for the Protective Behaviours group and the Comparison group were 50.5%

and29.8"/" respectively, with an overall rate of 39.8%.

Although hard data are not available on parents' reasons for refusing to allow

their children to participate in the research (interviewers, the author, and

teachers were even required not to speculate about this by the Ethics

Committee - see Appendix U), it is probable that many parents responded to

the cautious messages conveyed about the research in written materials and

during parent meetings by taking the conservative option to withhold consent.

There is some anecdotal evidence gleaned from participating in 24 Parent

Meetings to suggest that something as amorphous as 'group confidence'

played a part in parental decision making. The way groups of parents

interpreted and responded to the cautious caveats required by the Ethics

Committee seemed to be pivotal in achieving satisfactory participation rates.

At schools where a few parents were publidy positive about the importance of

the research and the capacity of their children to cope with the research

process, participation rates were often high. Teacher endorsement of the

research, despite the cautions, was also important in establishing the kind of

climate in which parents felt confident enough to give consent. Conversely,

where one or two parents responded to the research proposals by pubticly

expressing their misgivings, group confidence seemed to fall dramatically with

most parents deciding on a 'it's not worth the risk' exclusion option. In short,

the way groups of parents responded to the detailed information provided
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during meetings seemed to be a more important determinant of participation

rates than did individual and private parental deliberation.

THE INTERVIEWS

Individual interviews were finally conducted with a total of 321 children in 24

schools and pre-schools between August and December L994. Interviews took

place in private but familiar rooms at the children's schools or kindergartens.

Interviews lasted between 25 and 35 minutes.

Two procedures were used to reduce the likelihood of cross-contamination

between children who had been interviewed and those who were waiting to

be interviewed:

o interviewers worked in teams of up to five or six at each school to conduct

multiple interviews in a short time period. This meant that, for most

classes, all participants were interviewed during a two hou¡ period not

spanning recess or lunch breaks. Opportunities for student exchanges

about the research were kept to a minimum.

. at the conclusion of each interview each child was asked not to discuss the

video or questions - if he or she had the opportunity - 'until everyone has

had the chance to see the video for themselves'.

Children's responses to questions relating to the video vignettes were entered

on a record sheet for later analysis. Interviewers audio-taped the first five

interviews they conducted to enable consistency checks to be made by

independent judges.

Interviewers reported that none of the 321 chil&en interviewed appeared to be

upset or anxious either during the interview or immediately after. No reports
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were received from teachers or parents about adverse reactions by children to

the interviews.

None of the children interviewed disclosed past or present abuse, although

one child provided enough information about the possible abuse of a sibling to

justify making a report to the Deparhnent of Family and Community Services.

ANerysls oF DATA

Data from the Teacher and Parent Questionnaires and the student interview

protocols were entered on a Macintosh LC475 computer for analysis using the

statistical data analysis program SPSS. The research questions of the

evaluation called for comparisons to be made between the responses of

students who had been taught the Protective Behaviours program, and those of

students who had not been taught the program. The following procedures

were followed to analyse the data:

o students'raw responses were re-coded to reduce the range of responses to

four to six categories for each of the three outcome measures.

o usin8 these re-coded categories, cross tabulations were calculated

comparing the responses of the Protective Behaviours and Comparison

groups while controlling for student age, sex, assertiveness, fearfulness,

socio-economic status, and extent of parental teaching of personal safety

concepts. The chi square test of significance for nominal data was used

with the acceptable level of significance set at p < .05.

Suvrprnnv

Investigating children's personal safety learning is difficult due to

methodological and ethical constraints that normally don't apply to research

on other aspects of learning. In this study, a non-experimental post-treatrnent

comparisons design was used to generate data about the personal safety
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learning of two groups of children. Children were individually shown video

vignettes that depicted other children in th¡ee different unsafe situations. Th"y

were then questioned about their perceptions of th¡eat in those situations, and

asked to suggest appropriate strategies to deal with those th¡eats. The

development of this innovative methodology proved to be controversial and

led to protracted negotiations with a University ethics committee over several

aspects of the research before permission was given for the research to

proceed. Data were analysed to discern any similarities and differences in the

personal safety knowledge of children who had been taught the Protective

Behaviours program and those in a comparable group who had not been

taught the program.
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CHAPTER 9

RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Study 3 was to compare the personal safety abilities of children

who had been taught Protective Behaviours with those of a group of children

who had not been taught the program. Interest focussed on their ability to

identify clues or 'unsafe messages' in dangerous or potentially dangerous

situations, and to suggest action to promote personal safety in those situations.

In this chapter, the background features of the two groups of children are

described. Their responses to two levels of threat are presented to compare

their abilities to discriminate threats to personal safety. Age differences in

response are also detailed. Finally, children's suggestions about how to act in

these kinds of situations are compared.

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANTS

Of the 321 children who were interviewed in the study,53"/" were female and

47"/o male. Approximately 60% of the children belonged to classes which had

been taught the Protective Behaviours program, with the remairung 40%

coming from classes which had not been taught the program. The age

distribution of the two groups is shown in Table 20.

Table 20: Comparison of Student Age Groups (n = 321) (figures are percentages)

Age Group P.B. Group

(n= 1%)

rÍ-8 Year Olds

9-12 Year Olds

13-16 Year Olds

43.7 38.3

M.2

L7.5

&.4

15.9

:.X2 = 7.47, dÍ = 2, Not Significant (NS)
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Teachers' ratings of students' socieeconomic status are shown in Table 21. The

distribution of ratings is dosely matched except for a slight over representation

(not statistically significant) of socioeconomically 'well-off' children within the

Comparison group.

Table 21: Comparison of Teacher Ratings of Students' Socio-economic Status (figures are
percentages)

Socio+conomic
Status

P.B. Group

(n= 1%)

VeryPoor

Poor

Average

Welloff

VeryWelloff

7.7

11,0

65.7

16.0

5.5

1.0

10.3

55.7

30.9

2.1

x2 =9.03,df =4NS

Mean scores of both groups were compared for composite teacher measures of

student assertiveness, fearfulness, and exposure to personal safety curricula.

Similarly, mean scores were compared for composite measures of parent

teaching of personal safety concepts. Results are shown in Table 22. These

demonstrate that the two groups differed on only one measure - exposure to

school based personal safety curricula. On all other measures, both groups

achieved very similar scores (the small differences are not statistically

significant), suggesting that the original 'matched' sampling design was not

seriously compromised by differential participation by students from both

groups. Fortunately, the self selecting mechanisms operating in both samples

(largely unknown factors influencing parents' willingness to give informed

consent) did not produce non comparable groups.
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Table22:. Comparison of Group Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for Teacher and Parent
Râted Variables

Protective
Behaviou¡s

Group

Comparison
Group

Variables Mean SD Mean SD t dÍ

1. Assertiveness

2. Fearfulness

10.6

7.7

3.3

2.7

2.3

4.2

3.1

2.9

10.1

7.8

1.13 275

1,.2s 27s

3. Scttool Exposure to Personal Safety Teaching 10.0 3.1 5.5 73.74* 275

4. HomeExposu¡etoPersonalSafetyTeaching n.6 4.4 21.8 1.55 272

*p <.00L

It is also important to note that, in all of the analyses reported below, there

were no significant differences in children's responses based on children's

assessed assertiveness, fearfulness, or exposure to home personal safety

teaching. This was probably due to the narrow range of scores for these factors

in both groups. Without significant variability within and between groups on

these measures, no inferences could be made about their relationship to

Personal safety outcomes. The only significant differences occurred between

the responses of children in the Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups,

and between children in different age groups.

DISCRIMINATIoN oF THREATS To PERSoNAL SeTEnT

a) Introduction

One of the central aims of personal safety programs is to develop children's

ability to recognise threats to their safety. Being able to discriminate between

safe and threatening situations is seen as a logically pre-requisite skill to the

development of personal safety strategies. Children's ability to identify low

level threats to their safety, in particular, is considered important. If children

are able to perceive these low level threats then they may be better able to

implement personal safety strategies to avoid harm. In the Protective
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Behaviours program children are taught to recognise and then act on what are

assumed to be naturally occurring responses to th¡eats to safety - their 'early

warning signs'.

In this study, children were shown 'unsafe' and 'very unsafe' incidents and

asked to identify how the children involved in the incidents felt. Unlike other

studies in which children were asked specifically to label situations as 'safe'or

'unsafe' (Hazzard, et a1., t99L), the intention here was to provide children with

opportunities to articulate any feelings which might be associated with

perceptions of 'unsafeness'. Results are presented comparing the responses of

the two research groups to the 'unsafe'incidents, and then to the more overt

'very unsafe' incidents.

b) Responses to Unsafe Incidents

Between 85% and 90"/" of. children suggested that the children shown in the

'unsafe' incidents felt negative (upset, angry, afraid) about what had happened

(see Table 23). However, students'responses differed considerably, depending

on the nature of the 'unsafe' incident shown. Feelings of fear and apprehension

(see page 202for coding scheme) were more common responses to the physical

and sexual incidents than to the emotionally unsafe incident.

Table 23: Comparison of Feelings Identified during'(Jnsafe'Incidents (figures are percentages)

'[Jnsafe' Incidents

Physical $ Emotional o Sexual =

Feelings PB
(n= 19a)

c
(n = 127)

PB
(n = 194)

c
(n=7271

PB
(n = 194)

c
(n--7271

1.. Don'tKnow

2. OK

3. Upset

4. Afraid

5.Angry

6. Hurt

73.4

49.6

73.4

23.6

8.8

N.2

34.0

77.0

8.2

1.5

52.7

73.4

13.9

10.8

10.2

0.8

47.2

10.2

15.7

75.7

10.4

4.7

23.7

45.6

13.5

2.1,

13.5

t.6

31.0

38.8

77.9

32

o X' = 3.31, df = 5, NS = X' = 6.36, df = 5, NS
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Perhaps of more interest are the differences in responses between the

Protective Behaviou¡s and Comparison groups. These are most pronounced in

response to the physically 'unsafe' incident, with about 34% of Protective

Behaviours students citing feelings of fear and apprehension compared with

only 13.5"/" of Comparison students. These differences are even more

significant for the youngest age group, with over 38% of the children in the

Protective Behaviours group indicating fearful responses compared with only

4% o1. Comparison children of the same age (see Table 24).

Table 24: Age-based Comparison of Student Responses to Physically 'Llnsafe' Incident (figures
are percentages)

Age Groups

48 Year Olds $ 9-72Year Olds o 1$16 Yea¡ Olds =

PB
(tt = 85)

c
@=a7)

PB
(n --7e)

c
(¡ =s8)

PB
(n = 30)

C
(n=221

1. Don'tKnow

2. OK

3. Upset

4. Afraid

5.A^gry

6. Hurt

9.4

28.2

38.8

23.6

63.8

4.3

23.4

53.2

27.8

10.1

17.2

39.7

19.0

24.7

rtO.0

36.7

16.7

45.5

22.7

8.5 8.9 6.7 13.6

78.2

$ X' =2g.L4,dÍ=3,p<.001 o X' =8.36,df=3,p<.05 o 
Xu =2.47,df=3,N5

In the case of potential sexual threats, the influence of age on students' ability

to identify feelings of fear and apprehension was pervasive. Around 55% oÍ

older children compared with about2i% of young children recognised signs of

fear in children exposed to low levels of sexual threat (see Table 25). While

there were non significant differences between the responses of the Protective

Behaviou¡s group and the Comparison group overall, there were quite large

differences between the two groups in the 4 to 8 year old group. Protective

Behaviours trained younger childrery in particular, seemed a little more
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attuned to the sexual dynamics of the mildly tlueatening situation than their

age cohorts in the Comparison group (see Table 26).

Table 25: Age-based Comparison of Studmt Responses to Sexually'IJnsafe' Incident (figures
are percentages)

All Students

4{Yr
(n = 132)

9-\2Yr 13-16 Yr
(n = 137) (n = s2)

1. Don'tK¡row

2. OK

3. Upset

4. Afraid

5.A^gry

6. Hurt

13.6

7.6

38.6

25.0

75.2

72.4

1.5

15.3

!ú.2

10.9

3.6

5.6

25.0

51.9

11.5

5.8

X2 = 48.75,df = 10, p < .001

Table 26: Age'based Breakdown of the Resporìses of the two groups to Sexually'IJnsafe'
Incident (figures are percentages)

Age Groups

4-8 Year Olds $ 9-72\eat Olds o 1&16 Year Olds =

Feelings
about

PB
(n = 85)

c
(n=17)

PB
(n =79)

c
(n = sB)

PB
(n=æ)

c
(n=221

Sexuallv
Unsafé
Incident

1. Don'tKnow

2. OK

3. Upset

4. Afraid

5.Angry

6. Hurt

10.6

10.6

31.8

28.2

18.8

19.1

2.1

51.1

19.2

8.5

11.4

7.2

7s.2

60.8

8.9

2.5

13.8

1.7

15.s

50.0

13.8

5.2

23.3

53.3

10.0

6.7

27.3

50.0

13.6

4.6

4.36.7

fi f = 10.53, df = 4,p < .0s) o x, =2.27 df = 5, NS = x'=0.45,df =3, NS

However, anecdotal evidence provided by interviewers about the response

patterns of some younger children gives cause for caution in the interpretation

of this data. Interviewers reported that some young children misinterpreted

the actions and motives of the adult perpetrator in the sexually unsafe scene,
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due to a lack of understanding of the sexual nature of his overtures. For

example, one interviewer (I) described the consistent but 'wrong' attribution of

fear by one child (C - male , àBe 7 years, Year 2, Protective Behaviours class)

who was more concerned with the possible consequences of watching a

forbidden television program than with threats to his sexual safety.

Vignette #3: Unwanted Touching Scenario

Scene 1,: 'Nice to see you'

I: How do you thi.g the boy is feeling?

C: Abitworried.

L Whatmakes you say that?

c: He [the adult in the video] might tell the boy's mum that he watched a

TV program that he shouldn't.

Scene 2: 'Thefirst moae'

I: How do you think the boy is feeling now?

C: Scared because he [the adult] might tell the baby sitter that he is

watching what he shouldn't.

I: Really?

C: The boy couldn't know if he could trust the man. He might get

punished.

I: What do you think the boy could say or do now?

C: He could say, 'Are you sure you won't tell about the TV program?' Or

he could say, 'How do I know that I can trust you?'

I: What would YOU do or say if that was you?

C: 'I hope you don't tell about the TV show.' .... I'd own up if I got into

trouble.

Scme 3: 'That willbe our little secret'

I: What do you think happened?

C: He's trying to get the boy to be his friend.

I: How do you think the boy is feeling now?
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C: I don't know. .... Worried, maybe.

I: What makes you say that?

C: The boy doesn't know if the man will tell the baby sitter he's watching

TV. He shouldn't give any more information because the big boy [the

adultl would know more about him to tell the baby sitter.

I: What do you think the boy could have said or done differently?

C: He should have owned up and said he couldn't watch the TV show.

I: What would you have done or said if thatwas you?

C: Owned up.

I: What would you do or say now if that was you?

C: After I owned up I'd say a program to watch and I'd ask to stay up to

watch this program instead of the other one.

I: What would be the best thing to do or say?

C: Own up.

Once 'locked-in' to his explanation of the behaviour of both the child and adult,

the respondent persisted with logical and highly consistent responses. As

these 'crossed-message'resporìses were 'accurately' recorded by interviewers in

response categories provided, they remain embedded in the aggregated data

for the 4-8 year olds shown in Table 26. As a consequence, their face validity is

somewhat questionable.

c) Responses to Very Unsafe Incidents

After children had replied to questioru about the slightly unsafe incident in

each vignette, they were shown the final scenes in which child maltreatment

occurred (a child was pushed by an adult and obviously injured, two children

were publicly humiliated, and a child was inappropriately touched sexually).

Again, children were asked to identify the feelings of those who had been

maltreated. Additionally, children were asked to explain what they thought

had happened in the sexual incident.
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Most children said that the victims of physical and emotional maltreabnent felt

'bad', 'hurt' and/or'humiliated' (see Table 27). Therc were few differences in

response patterns between children in the Protectíve Behaviours group and the

Comparison group. Furthermore, few age differences were evident, although

younger students were more indined to label victims'feelings as 'bad'or'sad'

rather than use more precise terms like 'injured' 'hurt'or 'humiliated'. Clearly,

the visual messages conveyed in the final scenes of the physical and emotional

maltreatment vignettes were strong enough and unambiguous enough for the

vast majority of children - even young children - to identify and label as

negative and hu¡tful.

TableZT: Comparison of Feelings Identified during'Very Unsafe' lncidents (figures are
percentages)

'Very Unsafe' Incidents

Physical $ Emotional o Sexual =

Feelings PB
(n = 19a)

c
(n=1271

PB
(n = 194)

c
(n=127)

PB
(n = 194)

c
(n--127)

1. Don'tKnow

2. OK

3. Upset

4. Afraid

5.Angry

6. Hurt

4.6

47.2

15.5

16.0

22.7

11.0

37.0

7.9

72.6

31.5

72.9

39.2

7.7

72.4

27.8

11.0

39.4

3.1

70.2

%.2

74.4

2.1

19.1

M.4

76.5

1.5

16.5

0.8

37.7

33.9

75.7

2.4

6 f =10.53,df=4,p<.0s o xr=4.97,dÍ=4,N5 * 
lu' = 3.51, ¿¡ = 5, NS

This was not so in relation to the sexual incident. When asked to explain what

had occurred in the scene, only about half of the children specifically identified

the incident as overtly sexual (see Table 28). However, a greater proportion of

Protective Behaviours children were able to correctly label the behaviour as

sexual, with a smaller proportion than that for the Comparison group not

being about to say what had happened. This was particularly so within the

nine to twelve year old age group (see Table 29).
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Table 28: Comparison of Students' Identification of Sexual Touching (figures are percentages)

Student Identif ica tion
of

Sexual Touchins

PB
(n = 193)

c
(n = 126)

1. Don't Know/ Not Su¡e

2. Non-sexual touching

3. Sexual touching

23.7

22.7

53.6

35.4

79.7

M.9

X2 =5.27,df =2,p<.05

Table 29: Age-based Comparison of Students' Identification of fuxual Touching (figures are
percentages)

Age Groups

4-8 Ye¿¡ Olds $ 9-12 Year Olds o 13-16 Year Olds =

Student Identification
of

Sexual Toudrine

PB
(n = 80)

c
(n =tßl

PB
(n=741

c
(a = s3)

PB
(n=291

c
(i=271

1. Don'tKnow/ NotSure

2. Non-sextral touching

3. Sexual toudring

42.4

32.9

24.7

55.3

21,.3

23.4

tt.4

17.7

70.9

29.3

77.2

53.4

3.3

6.7

90.0

9.t

22.7

68.2

6 x, =2.Sg,dÍ= 2, NS o X'=7.26,df =2,p<.OS = X'=3.91,df =¿ NS

Of far greater significance than personal safety teaching was the impact of

students' age on their ability to identify inappropriate sexual touching (see

Table 30). Around 70% of children in the two older age groups correctly

identified the sexual incident compared with only 25% of the younger group.

This highly significant difference was one of the largest revealed in the study.
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Table 30: Age-based Comparison of Students' Identification of Sexual Touching (figures are
percentages)

All Students

44 Yr 9-l2Yt 13-16 Yr
(n = 132) (n = 137) (n = s2)

1. Don'tKnow

2. Non Sexual

3, Sexual

47.0

28.8

24.2

19.0

17.5

63.5

5.8

13.5

80.8

X2 =67.83,df =4,p<.001

d) Summary

Child¡en's reactions to the vignettes varied depending on the nature of threats

depicted. The sexually and physically unsafe scenes provoked most fear.

Protective Behaviours trained children more frequently identified feelings of

fear in these situations than Comparison children. This was particularly so

with younger children. However, age was a pervasive influence on children's

resPonses to the sexual scene with about twice as many older children

identifying fearful reactions as younger children.

In the very unsafe scenes the majority of children recognised the damaging

impact of the maltreatment on the victims. There were few differences

between the responses of children in the Protective Behaviours and

Comparison groups, or between children of different ages. Flowever, there

were significant differences in children's ability to correctly identify and label

sexually inappropriate behaviour.

More Protective Behaviours trained children correctly recognised and named

the behaviour than Comparison children, with the biggest differences

occurring in the two older age groups. However, younger children were much

less able to recognise and label inappropriate sexual touching than older

children.
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REsPoNsEs To THREATS To PERSoNAI SAFETY

a) Introduction

After children were asked questions about their perception of threat in the

vignettes, they were asked to project themselves into the situations and suggest

what they could 'say or do' in those sifuations. In the case of the low level

threats, the purpose of the question was to elicit responses which would

indicate knowledge of personal safety strategies linked to preventing an

escalation of the situations to levels where maltreatment might occur. In the

very unsafe situations, the questions had two slightly different purposes. One

was to elicit personal safety strategies related to dealing with maltreahnent as

it occurred. The second aim was to elicit personal safety strategies related to

dealing with maltreahnent after it had taken place. Students' responses in

these three areas - preventing escalatiorç dealing with inappropriate behaviour

as it occurred, and dealing with inappropriate behaviour after it had occurred -

are presented below.

b) Preventing Escalation

Students' suggestions to prevent threatening situations escalating to situations

where inappropriate behaviour might occur are presented in Table 31.. Perhaps

the most surprising feafure of the results for the first two forms of threat -

physical and emotional - is the low frequency of responses for the most

promoted personal safety strategies - 'assert' (say 'No!'), 'escape' (leave, run

away), and'tell' (get help from an adult).
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Table 31: Comparison of Personal Safety Responses to Prevmt Escalation in all Unsafe Scenes
(figures are percentages)

All 'Unsafe' Scenes

Physical $ Emotional o Sexual -

Student
Response PB

(n= 194)
c

(n=127)
PB

(n = 194)
c

(n= l27l
PB

(n = 194)
c

(n=127)

1. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

22.2

11.3

30.4

25.3

10.3

0.5

22.8

17.3

33.9

19.7

6.3

33.0

12.4

.13.8

3.6

5.2

2.0

22.0

15.0

52.8

3.9

6.3

27.2

0.5

50.5

27.3

0.5

21.3

47.2

n.7

0.8

fi X, =5.41, df = 5, NS o X'=7.71,df =5,NS = X'=2.79,df =tNS

In the physically threatening situation involving a parent, about 36% of

Protective Behaviours children compared with 26o/o of. Comparison children

suggested one of the accepted personal safety strategies. Many more children

in both groups again chose conciliatory actions. About 32"/" of the young

children suggested taking no action, compared with around 72o/o of older

children. Appeasement strategies ('apologise', 'offer to be good') were

favoured by more younger children than those in the older age groups (see

Table 32).
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Table 32: Age-based Comparison of Personal Safety Responses to Prevent Escalation in
Physically Unsafe Scene (figures are percentages)

All Students $ PB Group o Comparison Group =

4{ Yr 9-12Yt 13-16 Yr
(n = 132) (n = 137) (n = s2)

9-72Yr 13-16 Yr
(n=79) (n=30)

9-72Yr 1&16 Yr
(n = ss) (n= 22)

4{Yr
(n = 8s)

&8Yr
(n = a7)

1. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

33.3

0.8

%.4

19.7

9.1

0.8

74.6

21.9

37.4

21,.9

10.2

15.4

25.0

21.2

34.6

3.8

32.9

t.2

32.9

27.2

10.6

7.2

13.9

19.0

37.6

22.8

12.7

13.3

20.0

20.0

43.3

3.3

42.6

77.0

6.4

15.5

25.9

31.0

20.7

6.9

18.2

31.8

22.7

22.7

4.5

34.0

$ f =49.27,df=10,p<.001j o xt =30.78,df=lQp<.001j o x, = 7g.u,dl=8p<.01

In the school based, emotionally unsafe situatiory 90"/" of children rejected the

promoted strategies and suggested taking no action (around 30"/"), or

conciliatory action (around 60%) intended to appease the source of threat.

Interestingly, around2S% of younger children compared with only 4"/" of older

child¡en suggested one of the typical personal safety strategies.

Responses were quite different for the sexually threatening scene, with around

80% of students in both groups suggesting one of the accepted personal safety

strategies. There were no statistically significant differences between the

responses of sfudents in the two gfoups overall, or between groups at the three

age levels. However, there were large within age group differences with more

older students suggesting assertive responses and fewer suggesting taking no

action (see Table 33).
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Table 33: Age-based Comparison of Personal Safety Responses to Prevent Escalation in
Sexually Unsafe Scene (figures are percentages)

A[ Stuaents $ PB Group o Comparison Group =

4{ Yr 9-L2Yr 13-16 Yr
(n = 132) (n = 137) (n = s2)

9-l2Yt 13-16 Yr
(n = 7e) (n= 30)

9-12Yt 1&16 Yr
(n = sa¡ (n = 22)

44Yr
(n = 8s)

4.SYt
(a=o)

1. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

34.8 72.4 9.6 U.7 72.7 6.7 36.2 72.7 73.6

0.8

46.2

17.4

0.8

48.2

æ.7

0.7

59.6

30.8

1.2

47.7

17.6

48.1

38.0

1.3

6.7

26.7

M.7

17.0

2.1

48.3

39.7

50.0

36.4

Û x, =33.8,df =Çp <.001j o x, =2g.27,dÍ=B,p<.01j = x, =14.2g,dÍ=6,p<.05

c) Dealing with Inappropriate Behaviour as it Occurs

Children's suggestions for dealing with inappropriate behaviou¡ are shown in

Table 34. Again there were no signíficant differences between the Protective

behaviours group and Comparison group. In the cases of emotional and

physical maltreatment, the responses of both groups of children were very

similar. In the face of considerable adult power, more children suggested

taking no action compared with the earlier less threatening scenes. For

example, nearly half of the children suggested taking no action during the

humiliating final scene of the school vignette, compared with less than 30% of

children who suggested no action during the earlier less threatening scene.

Significant ntunbers of children also suggested persisting with conciliatory and

appeasing strategies (around 40% of children in the case of physical

mistreatment, and 30% of children in relation to emotional humiliation).
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Table 34: Comparison of Responses to Deal with Inappropriate Behaviour in all Very Unsafe
(figures are percentages)

All' Very Unsafe' Scenes

Physical $ Emotional Sexual o

Student
Response PB

(n = 193)
c

(n = 126)
PB

(n = 1e3)
C

(n = 126)
PB

(n = 193)
c

(n = 126)

1. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

37.4

19.1

21.6

77.6

10.3

29.9

25.2

22.0

11.0

77.9

49.0

5.7

22.7

8.6

17.9

2.1

418.8

9.4

27.6

1.6

10.2

2.4

23.7

0.5

1.5

45.4

26.3

2.6

22.8

46.s

27.3

2.4

î X, =g.7g,df= 4 NS o x' = 7.8s, df = 6, NS = X'=2.79,df=tNS

In the case of sexual mistreatment nearly three quarters of children again

suggested either an assertive response, or an escape strategy. Response

Patterns for both the Protective Behaviours group and Comparison group were

very similar. Flowever, an age breakdown again reveals large differences

between younger and older children (see Table 35).

Table 35: Age based Comparison of Responses to Deal wiür Inappropriate Sexual Behaviour
(figures are percentages)

All Stuaents $ PB Group o Comparison Group =

4€Yr
(n = 132)

9-72Yr l3-16Yr
(n = 137) (n = 5z)

4SYr
(n = 8s)

9-l2Yr
(n=79)

13-16 Yr
(n = 30)

48Yr
(n = 47)

9-72Yr
(n = ss)

1!16 Yr
(n=22)

1.. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

39.4

40.2

18.9

1.5

13.9

0.7

0.7

50.4

31.4

2.9

3.8

r18.1

36.5

3.8

37.6

22.4

7.2

15.1

1.3

1.3

51.9

26.6

3.8

6.9

5't.7

u.5

3.4

M.7

72.8

2.7

4f8.3

37.9

7.7

47.6

38.1

4.8

7.7 38.8 3.5 40.4 72.7 9.5

$ X' =4:2.5g,dÍ=10,p<.001 j o 
X,' =28.66,dÍ=1Qp<.001; o 

X, =77.76,dÍ=6,p<.01
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Younger children were more likely to suggest no action than were older

children, although a majority of the younger age group (around 60%)

suggested one of the 'accepted'personal safety strategies.

d) Dealing with Inappropriate Behaviour after it has Occurred

Once inappropriate behaviour had occurred in each situation, the children

were asked to suggest what they would 'do or say, now that it has happened'.

Their responses are shown in Table 36. In the first two situations involving

physical and emotional maltreatment, surprisingly few children suggested the

'accepted' personal safety strategy of telling a trusted adult about the

maltreatment. While more Protective Behaviours children suggested this

strategy than Comparison childrery differences were small. For physical

maltreatment, there were no overall significant differences between the

Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups. For emotional maltreatnent,

the protective Behaviours children were more likely to 'tell', but also more

likely to 'rationalise', while Comparison group child¡en expressed a preference

for'appease' and'escape' strategies.

Table 36: Responses to Deal widr Inappropriate Behaviour after it has occurred
(Does not include Pre-school students (ie, 4 year olds) who were not asked this question.-
figures are percentages)

All 'Very Unsafe' Scenes

Physical $ Emotional o Sexual =

Student
Response

PB
(n = 158)

C
(n = 117)

PB
(n = 1s7)

c
(n = 121)

PB
(n = ls8)

c
(n = 117)

1. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

27.8

74.6

23.4

6.3

16.5

tt.4

36.4

14.4

22.0

6.8

14.5

5.9

41.4

14.0

19.1

5.7

5.7

14.0

u.7

4.7

30.6

70.7

9.9

77.0

6.3

0.6

8.2

77.0

50.9

31.9

8.4

6.7

76.0

37.0

î X'=4.15,¿¡=5,NS o 
X'=20.8,df =5,p<.001; o 

X, =10.86,df =5,p<.05
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Significant differences were evident in children's responses after the sexual

incident. Overall, the children were much more prepared to 'tell' about the

sexual incident than they were about the other two incidents. This was

partictrlarly so for Protective Behaviours children.

Important age based differences in responses are also shown in Table 37.

Younger children were much more likely to do nothing after the sexual

incident than older children. Flowever, two thirds of the Protective Behaviours

younger children compared with only a third of Comparison children chose

one of the 'accepted' personal safety strategies.

Table 37: Age based Comparison of Responses to Deal with Inappropriate Sexual Behaviou¡
after it has Occurred (Does not include Pre-school students (ie,4 yeår olds) who we¡e not
asked this question - (figures are percentages)

Age Groups

5-8 Year Olds $ 9-72Year Olds o 1&16 Year Olds =

Student
Response

PB
(n = 5a)

c
(n = 43)

PB
(n =74

c
(n = s5)

PB
(n=29)

c
(n = 2t)

1. No Action

2. Rationalise

3. Appease

4. Assert

5. Escape

6. Tell

n.2

7.5

11.3

24.5

26.4

55.8

76.3

13.5

6.8

1.4

6.8

14.9

56.8

14.3

14.3

19.0

52.4

3.6

3.6

18.5

5.6

2.3

17.6

14.0

7.4

18.5

50.0

7.7

10.7

75.0

6 f =72.31,d1 =4,p<.07 o xr=2.4zdf=tNS o xr=4.g5df=4,NS

Supr¡ø¡,Ry

As one of the prime purposes of Study 3 was to compare the personal safety

abilities of children who had been taught Protective Behaviours with those of a

grouP of children who had not been taught the program, a brief overview of

the differences between the two groups will be presented. However, there

were few statistically significant differences between the responses of both

SrouPS of students. Protective Behaviours trained children differed from those
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in the Comparison group in that they more frequently identified feelings of

fear in the sexually and physically unsafe scenes, more frequently recognised

and named sexually inappropriate behaviour, and more frequently suggested

the appropriate personal safety strategy - 'Tell' - once sexually inappropriate

behaviour had occurred.

Student age was found to profoundly influence most of the personal safety

learning outcomes that were assessed. Other factors like the extent of parental

reinforcement of the Protective Behaviours program, student gender,leaming

ability, fearfulness and socio-economic status did not influence learning

outcomes in Protective Behaviours.

These findings are sr¡rnmarised below.

1. Ptotective Behaviours trained children more frequently identified

feelings of fear in the sexually and physically unsafe scenes than

Comparison children. This was particularly so with the reaction of

younger children to the physically unsafe scene. I{owever, ãEe was a

pervasive influence on children's responses to the sexual scene with about

twice as many older children identifying fearful reactions than younger

children.

2. There were few differences between the responses of children in the

Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups, or between children of

different ages, in response to the very unsafe scenes. The majority of

children recognised the damaging impact of maltreatnent on the victims.

3. More Protective Behaviours trained children correctly recognised and

named sexually inappropriate behaviour than Comparison children.

The biggest differences occurred in the two older age groups. Flowever,
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younger children were much less able to recognise the sexual behaviour

than older children.

4. Most children did not suggest using the widely accepted personal safety

responses - 'No', 'Go', and 'Tell' - to prevent the escalation of the

physically and emotionally threatening situations to more serious

levels. Contrary to expectations, personally assertive responses were

roundly rejected by most children in these situations in favor¡r of socially

based negotiation and conciliation processes, regardless of whether

children had been taught Protective Behaviours or not.

5. Children's reactions to the sexually inappropriate behaviour were very

different, however, with less children suggesting'doing nothing'in this

situation and many more (nearly three quarters of children) suggesting

an 'accepted' personal safety strategy. This was so for children in both

the Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups.

6. Once sexually inappropriate behaviour had occurred, more Protective

Behaviours children in each age group suggested the appropriate

personal safety strategy - 'Tell' - than did Comparison children.

Flowever, these differences were statistically significant for only the

youngest age gfoup of children.
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CHAPTER 10

DISCUSSION

INTRoDUCTIoN

The results of Study 3 of the evaluation were, in some instances, unexpected.

In this chapter, the results are interpreted from several competing perspectives

to demonstrate the tentativeness of our understanding of children's perception

of, and capacity to deal with, threats to their personal safety. It is

demonstrated that some assumptions about the efficacy of the Protective

Behaviours program may be ill-founded. More positively, it is also

demonstrated that some findings of the study point to the likely and unlikely

sources of child resistance to various forms of child abuse.

CeurIoN ovER GgNgneTIsING RESULTS

It is not known whether the children who participated in Study 3 were

representative of children more generally, as no data were collected from the

identified pool of potential participants. However, the low participation rates

described in Chapter 8 of this thesis (50.5% for the Protective Behaviours group

and 29.8"/" for the Comparison group) raise serious questions about the

representativeness of both groups. While this limits the general explanatory

power of this section of the evaluation, it does not prevent a discussion of the

insights gained about the personal safety detberations of the 321 children who

took part in Study 3.

CrrIrongx's AnITTnrTo DIScRIMINATE TrrRuers To PERSoNAL SAFETY

a) Introduction

A tenet of the Protective Behaviours program is that children need to be aware

ol and use, their 'early warning sigru' to recognise tlueatening situations. The

ability to do this is considered to be necessary before children are able to

implement strategies to protect themselves against threats to their safety.
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Clearly, if children do not know they are in danger, they can not do anything

to avoid it. While the simple logic of this basic premise of prevention

programs is attractive, the results from this study suggest that several factors

intervened to influence children's discrimination of threats to their personal

safety.

b) Identifying Physical Threats

Children were more able to link feelings of fear to threats to safety when the

nature of the th¡eats was physical or sexual. When the threat was less overt

and centred on emotional well-being, children more accurately described

feeling'upset'rather than'afraid'. However, there were significant differences

in responses to the physically unsafe incident by Protective Behaviours and

Comparison children. Younger Protective Behaviours children, in particular,

were more able to differentiate between generally 'bad' feelings and more

particular feelings of fear and unsafeness. This may be an important

distinction as it suggests a more finely tuned ability to link feelings of fear (as

distinct from 'bad' or 'sad' feelings) with threatening behaviour. It may also

indicate that the Protective Behaviours children had a wider and more precise

'feelings' vocabulary than other children.

c) Identifying Sexual Threats

In the case of the sexual threats, age differences were also pronounced, with

younger children being less able to identify the threatening aspects of the

sexual scenario. While the relative sexual ignorance of children under eight

may be linked to an unknown blend of developmental and social influences, it

makes them more vulnerable to sexual threats than older children.

This finding presents parents and teachers of younger children (ie, under eight

year olds) with a serious dilemma. Should parents and teachers continue to

socialise young children in ways that contribute to their sexual ignorance and
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innocence (]ackson, t982), or should they embrace teaching and training

approaches that are more open and explicit about sexual matters? Given the

widely accepted adult view of childhood as a period of simplicity and

innocence (particularly in relation to sexual matters), it is unlikely that many

teachers or parents will actively argue for greater explicitness and openness.

Flowever, by refusing to concede that younger children may need to know

more about sexual matters for their own safety (Briggs, t997), proponents of

the 'innocence in childhood' view inadvertently remove younger children from

the abuse prevention equation. In the case of child sexual abuse, innocence

may increase vulnerability. If this is acknowledged and accepted as a

consequence of the social corutruction of childhood innocence, then adults may

be able to provide improved surveillance of children to compensate for

limitations in children's perception and understanding of sexual misbehaviour.

Flowever, if it is not recognised, many parents and teachers may complacently

assurne that their non-specific homilies about 'keeping yourself safe' actually

give young children the knowledge and skills to resist sexual exploitation. The

present researcþ and that conducted by Briggs and her associates, suggests

that this assumption has little empirical backing.

A counter argument to the'innocence in childhood'view advocates specifically

teaching young children about sexual misbehaviour, and what to do if they

encounter it (Briggs, 199L). The finding in this study that children who had

been taught Protective Behaviours were more able to identify and label

inappropriate sexual touching, gives credence to the suggestion that specific

teaching in the area can raise child¡en's awareness of sexual threats. If nine to

twelve year old children's ability to discern sexually inappropriate behaviour is

enhanced by explicit instruction about sexual personal safety, then a case can

be mounted to be more explicit with even younger children. As Briggs (1991)

argues, it is probably the socially induced limitations of younger children that
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require the use of more concrete and explicit teaching approaches, if they are to

become more aware of the possibility of sexual th¡eats.

d)'Early Warning Signs'

The findings suggest that some children in the study used feelings - 'early

warning signs' - to discern potential threats to personal safety. It was found

that students' awareness of feelings of fear was generally heightened when

confronted by mildly threatening physical and sexual behaviour, if they had

undergone training in Protective Behaviours. This challenges earlier research

(Briggs, L99t) which found that younger children report few fears for their

personal safety, and rarely experience the 'early warning signs' considered

crucial in the discernment of danger. The results suggest, however, that the

emergence of 'early warning signs' in response to danger is not 'natural' (ie,

inevitable), or universal. Many children probably don't feel fear in situations

that are clearly threatening from an adult perspective. Gordon (1995) believes

that children are often 'socialised out' of paying attention to their 'early

warning signs'by well meaning adults who seek to reduce children's 'natural'

fearfulness. She believes that children learn to ignore their early warning

signs.

Whether Gordon's or Briggs' explanations are accepted, the implication for

personal safety education is that children probably need specific and direct

teaching about what types of situations are dangerous and threatening, to

supplement teaching which focuses on the use of 'early warning signs'. While

the use of 'early warning signs' is likely to benefit many childrery alternate

teaching strategies may be required for those children who, for a variety of

largely unknown reasons, have poorly developed abilities to identify and label

threats to their personal safety.
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CTTITnngN's RespoNsEs To THREATS AND MALTREATMENT

a) Reiection of Personally Assertive Strategies to Prevent Escalation

Perhaps the most intriguing finding of the study was that most children did

not suggest using the widely accepted personal safety responses - 'No', 'Go',

and 'Tell' - to prevent the escalation of threatening situations to more serious

levels. Contrary to expectations, personally assertive responses were roundly

rejected by most children in favour of socially based negotíation and

conciliation processes. This was particularly so for the physically and

emotionally threatening situations. Regardless of whether children had been

taught Protective Behaviours or not, unassertive responses were preferred.

These findings can be interpreted from two diverse and somewhat

contradictory perspectives. On the one hand, they may be seen to confirm that

children recognise and accept that adults have legitimate authority over them

in most social situations. On the other hand, the results may indicate that

many children have learned quite sophisticated ways to the deal with adult

power by using negotiatiory conciliatiory and compromise.

The first explanation draws on research into children's perception of the natu¡e

and legitimacy of adult authority over children. In the low threat situations

depicted in the video vignettes, the adults may have been perceived by the

children to have legitimate authority over them. Non compliance with the

adults in these cases would contravene the implicit social rules guiding

acceptable child-adult relationships, and risk possible punishment by the

adults. Hence the preference for responses likely to appease threatening

adults. This continued even when the behaviou¡ of the adults became even

more dangerous. In fact, more children suggested 'doing nothing' in the very

unsafe physical and emotional situations than in the earlier less threatening

scenes. According to this explanation, very strong social rules defining the

Power and authority of adults in relation to children were applied by the
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children in the study. This account suggests that the child¡en recognised and

apparently accepted the very real limits to child 'empowerment' within the

strongly controlled sub<ultures of the family and the school.

If this account is accepted, the challenge to personal safety educators lies in

engaging children, parents, and other adults in further debate about the

underlying power dynamics within schools and families that work to

legitimise and prohibit certain kinds of behaviours in those social settings.

Such radical questioning would challenge the 'rights' of adults to behave in

ways that frequently harm children, and perhaps help children to redefine

their 'rights' in those situations. While such critical discou¡se is bound to be

controversial and politically unpopular, particularly in conservative circles, it

will be necessary if the full ramifications of Australia's commitment to the

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child are to be understood.

By challenging and redefining the 'social rules' of conduct by which children

(and adults) judge the legitimacy of adult authority, such debate may promote

a safer and fairer social environment for children.

The second explanation of children's preference for conciliatory responses

suggests that they may be influenced by the social teaching children receive at

school. Since the mid L970s children's social learning has been an important

focus of attention in many junior primary and primary schools. Applying the

work of the Humanistic 'interpersonal skills' movement of the late 1960s/ many

teachers have been teaching communication and social skills since the early

1980s (see Michelson, L983; Hargie, 1986; Rogers, L989; NSW Department for

School Educatiory 1990). These social skills programs are often supplemented

by more specific teaching in conflict resolution (see Kreidlet, t984; De Bono,

1985; Cornelius, L989; Tillet, L99L; Stephery 1993). More recently, there has

been a strong move, particularly in South Australian junior primary and

primary schools, to teach the principles and skills of collaboration and
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cooperatíon. Collaboration is promoted as both an effective way of learning

(see Hill & Hill, 7990; Hill & Hancock, L993), and as a more efficient and fairer

way of sharing work in schools (see Hargreaves, L994). These initiatives have

changed the teaching and learning cultures in many schools and classrooms.

By encouraging children and teachers to'work together', to resolve problems

through'mediation, negotiation and conciliation', and to actively cooperate in

achieving mutually agreed upon goals, these initiatives may have influenced

the types of responses given by the children in the study. In short, it may be

that the strength and consistency of the 'social skills - conflict resolution -

cooperative learning' movements have supplanted the assertive and

'empowering' messages inherent in the Protective Behaviours program.

Children's responses to initial threats, at least, seem to be more consistent with

the processes of social negotiation than with the principles of assertive

empowerment.

b) Children's Use of Assertive Responses to Sexual Misbehaviour

Children's reactions to the sexually inappropriate behaviour were very

different from their responses to non-sexual maltreatment. For example, fewer

children suggested 'doing nothing' in the very unsafe sexual situation and

many more (nearly three quarters of children) suggested an'accepted' personal

safety strategy. These findings can be explained from an adult-child authority

perspective as well. Damon $97n found that children saw adult authority as

bounded in areas where a moral sanction might be breeched. In these

situations, children were more likely to challenge the legitimacy of adult

authority and to resist it. This may have happened in relation to children's

evaluation of the behaviour of the adult in the sexual scene of the vignette. The

children may have identified the sexual touching as a breech of a widely

accepted and known moral prohibition relating to adult-child sexuality.

Protective Behaviours children and Comparison children responded in similar

ways, suggesting that the social prohibition against adult-child sexual
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behaviou¡ may be known by most children, regardless of their participation in

personal safety programs.

This interpretation of children's responses to sexual misbehaviour is

complicated by the age and social status of the perpetrator of the misbehaviour

in the video vignette. Unlike the perpetrators of the physical and emotional

maltreabnent - a parent and two teachers - the perpetrator in the sexual scene

was a late adolescent male (1.8 or 19 years old) who was the friend of the baby

sitter looking after the child victim. It could be argued that he had less

authority than the parent and two teachers due to his younger age,lack of

positional status, and social remoteness from his victims. The children may

have found it easier to resist this lesser authority, hence their more assertive

responses to his sexual advances. Flowever, it is not known whether children

in the study took account of the age and social position of the perpetrators in

the three cases of maltreatrnent, and varied their responses according to their

perception of the strength and legitimacy of the authority in each. While

Laupa (1991) suggests that children do make judgements about the legitimacy

of authority on the basis of adult status, knowledge, and social positiory further

research is needed to better understand the dynamics of child¡en's perception

of adult-child authority. This uncertainty limits confidence in the hypothesis

that children's more assertive responses to sexual maltreahnent were due to the

transgression of a moral, rather than social, rule governing adult-child

interactions.

While the complexities of children's thinking about, and response to, threats

from adults remain largely unexplored, one positive finding of the study

relates to children's suggested responses to inappropriate behaviour once it

had occurred. While children's responses after physical maltreatment were

generally more assertive than beforehand, their responses after sexual

maltreatment were influenced, to some extent, by their exposure to the
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Protective Behaviours program. More Protective Behaviours children in each

age group suggested the appropriate personal safety strategy -'Tell' - than did

Comparison children. This finding suggests that the children may be

encouraged, through participation in the school based personal safety

program, to enlist the support of adults to intervene to stop sexual

maltreatment. While this limited outcome is probably less than that

anticipated by Protective Behaviours advocates, it suggests that programs like

Protective Behaviours may have the potential to mobilise children to act, in

limited ways, to help prevent child sexual abuse. It is worth noting, however,

that the success of the 'tell' strategy relies on the willingness and ability of

adults to act on behalf of child¡en once they are told of possible maltreabnent.

If adults ignore the disclosures of childrery or collude to silence them, then the

strategy will fail and children will continue to be placed at risk. Clearly, even

in programs that focus on children's personal safety options, adults hold the

ultimate responsibility for ensuring that our children are treated fairly and

humanely.

IMPLICATIoNS

These are important findings. One the one hand, they confirm the children's

acceptance of authority relationships that cast them in relatively powerless

roles in situations deemed to be legitimately governed by adults; in this case

non-moral situations at school and at home. On the other hand, they show a

fairly widespread identification by the children in the study of the limits of

adult authority in situations where moral principles may be seen to apply. As

a consequence, they point to the likely and unlikely sources of child resistance

to various forms of child abuse.

From this short discussiorç it is evident that further research is needed to better

understand children's perceptions of adult authority and power, and their use
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of social strategies to deal with it. In the mean time, however, it may be useful

for teachers and parents to

. continue debating the power dynamics within schools and families that

set the 'social rules' about child-adult relationships. In this way, the

'taken-for-granted' norms and assumptions defining the scope of adult

authority will be subjected to scrutiny, and critically evaluated from a

child personal safety perspective.

. work out ways to help children accommodate and use social

negotiatiory and personally assertive social problem solving strategies.

For example, it may be helpful to further develop a continuum of

responses that acknowledges the value of social negotiation strategies,

but which provides children with assertive options should problem

resolution strategies fail (a reconsideration and expansion of johnson's

(1991) 'graduated responses to sexual harassment', for example).

. openly acknowledge the limits to children's power. While working

towards a reconceptualisation of child-adult power relationsHpt, child

protection advocates also need to realistically acknowledge the

limitations of abuse prevention strategies that rely on victim resistance.

Such an acknowledgment will serve to remind adults with primary

child care responsibilities of the need for on-going close monitoring of

children's safety, and their ultimate resporuibility for the safety of our

children.

Suprpr¡,nv

The results of this study revealed complex and, at times, perplexing insights

into the participants' thinking about personal safety issues. Th"y serve to

remind proponents of personal safety education that none of the concepts and

strategies used in programs can be assumed to be learnt by all children.

Children's responses to physical and emotional maltreatment, for example
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were shown to be very different from their responses to sexual maltreatment.

The findings do, however, give qualified support to the limited efficacy of the

Protective Behaviours program and provide some evidence to support its

essential rationale. Children who had been taught Protective Behaviours were

more able to discern threats to their safety, and were more likely to suggest

using personal safety strategies when sexually maltreated, than were

Comparison children. Age differences compounded these analyses, thougtç

with younger children exhibiting generally less awareness and personal safety

initiative. Although differences between the Protective Behaviours and

Comparison group were important, children in both groups shared similar

views on how to respond in physically and emotionally damaging situations.

In both instances, the powerful dynamics defining adult-child authority

relationships inhibited children's advocacy and use of assertive personal safety

strategies.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

INTRoDUcTIoN

The evaluation of the use and impact of the Protective Behaviours program

took place over several years and involved many teachers and children. In this

chapter, the diverse outcomes of the three studies that constituted the

evaluation are first summarised. Several methodological issues associated

with the conduct of the research are then discussed. A short description is also

given of the methods used to disseminate the findings of the evaluation. The

chapter concludes with a theoretical overview of the significance of the

evaluation to efforts to use education as a means of preventing or ameliorating

social problems like child abuse.

OvEnvluw oF THE EVALUATIoN

The research reported in this thesis was conducted to establish the natu¡e and

extent of teachers' use of a school based child abuse prevention program -

Protective Behaviours - and its impact on the personal safety learning of

children who were taught the program. Five research questions helped focus

the evaluation. Two questions relating to teachers' use of the Protective

Behaviours program were stated, while a further three questions relating to

children's personal safety learning. The five key questions investigated in the

research were:

1. What is the nature and extent of teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours

program in South AusEalian pre+chools and schools?

2. What factors affect teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program?

3. Are students who have been taught Protective Behaviours more able to

identify uruafe situations than students who have notbeen taught

Protective Behaviours?
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4. Do students who have been taught Protectíve Behaviours have greater

knowledge of personal safety strategies than students who have not been

taught Protective Behaviours?

5. Do factors like the extent of parental reinforcement of the Program,

student age, gender,learning ability, and socio-economic status influence

learning outcomes in Protective Behaviours?

The evaluation was conceived as a three study project. In Study 1., qualitative

methods were used to identify a small number teachers' perspectives on the

use of the Protective Behaviou¡s program. In Study 2, insights from this earlier

research were used to design a large scale survey that generated more broadly

based data on teachers' use ol and decision making about, the program.

Finally, in Study 3 an innovative video vignette methodology was used to

compare the personal safety knowledge of children who had been taught the

program with that of a group of children who had not been taught the

Program.

METHoDoLoGICAL ISSUES ANISINC FROM THE EVALUATION

a) Mixing Methods

In Chapter 3 of this thesis reference was made to the controversy over the

competing claims of different approaches to social research (see pages 76-82).

It was suggested that a growing consensus seems to be emerging within the

research community over the use of multiple methodologies. The research

reported here confirms the feasibility and value of employing diverse methods

to investigate issues of social importance. The qualitative interview study of

teachers' perspectives on the use of the Protective Behaviours program

provided essential insights that informed the design and content of the large

quantitative survey of teachers. While defensible as a method of knowledge

generation in its own right, the qualitative study served as a 'pilot' study to

greatly enhance the quality and validíty of the knowledge produced about

teachers' use of the Protective Behaviours program on a wide scale. The
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successfirl integration of the two research approaches vindicates Patton's (1990)

advocacy of a'paradigm of choices'in applied social research.

b) Ethical Issues

Considerable difficulties were encountered when negotiating ethical approval

for Study 3 of the evaluation. These were due, in part, to the serious issue of

potential harm to participants raised by the use of video vignettes in the study.

Flowever, the protracted and sometimes bitter struggle to negotiate ethical

approval reflects differences in the conception of the role and authority of the

research ethics committee.

Crotty (1995) identifies two competing views of 'ethics' that contributed to the

difficulties.

In the first place, ethiæ is'a system of moral principles, by
which human actions and proposals may be judged good or
bad or right or wrong'. ... There is another meaning of ethics - it
means, as well, 'the rules of conduct recognised in respect of a
particular class of human actions'.
(Crotty,l995z2)

In its written and oral comespondence with the author, the ethics committee

seemed to adopt a position consistent with the first conception of 'ethics'"

Crotty describes the impact of a hypothetical research ethics committee which

adopted a similar conception of ethics to that held by the Human Research

Ethics Committee.

... it labelled actions as 'unethical' and left it at that. ... The very
wotd unethfc¿l seemed to end all discussion. It brought to its
statements an aura of sacrosanctity. It made them
'unquestionable'. Who, after all, can argue against ethical
demands? Who can defend what is immoral?
(Crotty, 1995: 14)

Unlike the Human Research Ethics Committee, the author held a view of

'ethics' that was closer to the second conception described by Crotty. 'Ethics'
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were conceived as a set of socially and professionally negotiated principles

developed to guide the behaviour of researchers in ways that were accepted by

p articular communities.

I would assert that ethical research principles should be guided
by a consideration of what is accepted as appropriate behaviour
in particular contexts, rather than by a set of moral 'absolutes'.
In the case of educational research, the culfural norms and
expectations that help define appropriate research behaviour in
schools and other educational institutions should be used to
develop ethical guidelines for research.
(Johnson, 1994[b])

In seeking to engage the research ethics committee in dialogue over the

contested issues, the author was seen to challenge the role and authority of the

committee. The corìsequences of this are still being felt now (December t995),

with the committee recommending action by the University of South Australia

against the author 'for not accepting HREC decisions in the past' (Human

Research Ethics Committe e, 7995: L).

In applying a conception of ethics as absolute moral principles rather that

socially and professionally negotiated guides to behaviour, the ethics

committee limited debate about issues which the researcher saw as open to

interpretation and challenge. In a field of social enquiry as controversial as the

prevention of child abuse, the silencing of debate and dialogue over the

conduct of research is to be regretted. Without research which is both ethically

acceptable and scientifically convincing, prevention efforts cannot be

evaluated, refined, and promoted.

SUIvTpTaRY oF THE FINDINGS OF THE EVALUATION

Due to the scope and complexity of the research undertaken in the evaluatiory

the findings of the th¡ee studies are suÍunarised below:
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a) The Nature and Extent of Teachers'fJse of the Program

. Around 20% of teachers did not teach any part of the program.

. Most teachers were selective users of parts of the program.

. The most frequently used feature of the program was the first theme

relating to child¡en's right to personal safety.

. The least taught features of the program were 'Sexual Touching' and

'Physical Violence'.

o Although selective use of the program was widespread, about 27% of.

teachers reported teaching all five features of the Program.

. There were few secondary teachers trained in Protective Behaviours, and

of those who were trained, few implemented the program.

o ]unior primary teachers used more features of the progtam and in greater

detail than their colleagues at other levels. Pre-school teachers were also

relatively strong users of the program.

b) Factors Affecting Teachens'Use of the Program

. Teachers' main reasons for teaching the program related to the perceived

benefits of the program for children. Strong values congruence with

program goals was a feafure of these teachers' decision making.

. Teachers' reasons for not teaching parts of the program included the

perceived lack of reliability of some parents to meet the expectations of the

program, the inability of some students to comprehend and implement

particular strategies, and fear that parents might object to the detailed

teaching of the program.

o Medium to high level use of the program was linked to the provision of

school level support to implement the program. Flowever, surprisingly

few teachers participated in local professional development activities

related to the program.

o Teachers'beliefs about the prevalence of child abuse, and the efficacy of

school based prevention initiatives influenced their use of the program.
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c) The Impact of the Program on Students' Safety Discrimination

o Protective Behaviours trained children more frequently identified feelings

of fear in the sexually and physically unsafe scenes than Comparison

children. This was particularly so with the reaction of younger children to

the physically unsafe scene. However, age was a pervasive influence on

children's responses to the sexual scene with about twice as many older

child¡en identifying fearful reactions than younger children.

. There were few differences between the responses of children in the

Protective Behaviours and Comparison groups, or between children of

different ages, in response to the very unsafe scenes. The majority of

child¡en recognised the damaging impact of maltreahnent on the victims.

o More Protective Behaviours trained children correctly recognised and

named sexually inappropriate behaviour than Comparison children.

d) The Impact of the Ptogtam on Student's Personal Safety Sttategies

. Most children did not suggest using the widely accepted personal safety

responses - 'No', 'Go', and 'Tell' - to prevent the escalation of the physically

and emotionally threatening situations to more serious levels.

. Children's reactions to the sexually inappropriate behaviour were very

different, however, with less children suggesting 'doing nothing' in this

situation and many more suggesting an'accepted'personal safety strategy.

This was so for children in both the Protective Behaviours and

Comparison groups.

. Once sexually inappropriate behaviour had occurred, more Protective

Behaviours children in each age group suggested the appropriate personal

safety strategy -'Tell' - than did Comparison children. However, these

differences were statistically significant for only the youngest age group of

children.
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e) Influence of Student Background Factors on Personal Safety Learning

o Student age was found to profoundly influence most of the personal safety

learning outcomes that were assessed.

o Other factors like the extent of parental reinforcement of the Protective

Behaviours program, student gender, learning abíIity, fearfulness and

socio-economic stafus did not influence learning outcomes in Protective

Behaviours.

f) Conclusions

It was concluded that:

. High fidelity implementation of the Protective Behaviours had not

occurred on a systems wide level in South Ausüalia.

o Partial and fragmented use of the program was conunon.

o Due to the unknown influences of probable sample selection bias in Study

3, it was questionable to generalise the findings of the study beyond the

study sample.

. Even when the program was taught systematically to students, its impact

on their personal safety learning was small.

o Other powerful 'life forces' like cognitive maturation and primary

socialisation probably acted in more powerful ways than personal safety

education to define and limit participants' capacities to use personal safety

strategies.

REPORTING THE FINDINGS OF THE EVALUATION

Cousins and Leithwood (1986), and Parsons (1990) argue that educational

evaluators do not attend sufficiently to the problems and dilemmas associated

with communicating the findings of their research to wider audiences. Often

potentially valuable research findings remain inaccessible to policy-makers and

school based personnel. Parsons (1990) suggests that there is an increasingly

strong imperative on evaluators to change this by actively disseminating
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research information in a variety of forms to different audiences. Due to the

interest shown in this evaluation by educational policy makers and teachers,

Parsons' advice was followed. This involved

. conducting two formal briefings with senior personnel from the various

education authorities in South Australia. At the first meeting held in

October 1994 details of the outcomes of Study 2 were provided. At the

second meeting held in August 1995 the methodology and results of Study

3 were outlined.

. preparing and distributing a major report on the evaluation to interested

teachers and policy makers (see fohnson, 1995).

. presenting formal papers on the evaluation at national and international

conferences on child abuse and neglect (see, for example, Appendix V).

. addressing professional meetings of teachers and child protection workers

on aspects of the evaluation.

. submitting papers for publication in professional journals (see, for

example, Appendix W).

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

a) Introduction

The evaluation raised many issues related to the role of school based personal

safety programs in the prevention of child abuse. These were discussed from a

theoretical perspective in the review of literature in Chapter 2 of. this thesis,

and in relation to the outcomes of the three studies undertaken in the

evaluation of the use and impact of the Protective Behaviours program. The

discussion drew on insights from research and commentary in a number of

diverse areas - program implementation, teacher decision making, social

psychology, child development, and child abuse preventiory for example. At

the highest level of abstraction, thougtu the discussion needs to be located

within the broad context of social interventions to prevent or ameliorate social
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problems. It is argued that the beguilingly simple and persuasive logic of

social intervention is challenged and weakened by the broad findings of this

evaluation.

b) Challenging the Logic of Social Inten¡ention

Kaufmann (L987) summarises the traditional model of social intervention used

to justify and guide actions designed to address perceived social problems.

1. Certain 'givens' (eg behaviours or stabs) are defined as being
problematic: One defines the problem.

2. One tries to discover the conditions of our causes for these
givens: One anaþes the problern

3. One formulates specific goals or intentions to change these
givens or Éreir conditions: One defines a target.

4. One searches for measures that seem appropriate to bring
about drese changes: One designs a program.

5. One applies these kinds of measures and observes their effecb:
One implements and evaluates dre program.

6. One draws conclusions from these observations, which, if they
do not conespond to the original hypothesis, can lead to either
a change in the way the problem is perceived, or to a
modification of the goals of intervention and prevention, or to
a modification of the measures which were applied.
(Kaufmann, 198729)

The application of this generic model to develop school based personal safety

programs is depicted in Figure 1.2.

Kaufmann (1987:13) identifies a major flaw in this predominant conception of

social intervention. He believes it to be predicated upon a flawed causal model

of action in which key events remain in an unexplained, unopened 'Black Box'.

Flowever, without attending to the complexities of the contents of this 'Black

Box', the dynamics of social interventions cannot be fully understood, their

failures cannot be adequately unexplained, and their potential to address

serious social problems is diminished. By focussing on the technology of

program development and largely ignoring the perceptions, intentions, and

abilities of those charged with implementing these programs (ie, teachers in the

case of school based interventions), the social intervention model fails to
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achieve its reforming social goals. Without challenging the basic assumptions

of the predominant model of interventiory policy makers may be left facing

what House (1974:2) calls 'an enormous conundrum' - trying to understand

why so much effort directed toward preventing or ameliorating social

problems, produces so little change.

Model of Intervention Application to School Based Abuse
Prevention

1. Define what is problematic. Child abuse

2. Identify what causes the problern Children's inability to resist being abused
(among odrer things).

3. Decide what to change. Children s lack of ability to use strategies to
avoid or resist victimisation.

4. Design a program to bring about change. School based personal safeg program

5. Implement the program Teachers teadr the program.

6. Observe the effects of the program Evaluate drildren's ability to avoid or resist
abuse

7. Modify the program to improve outcomes. eg:
Make program more specific.
Make program longer.
Make program more concrete.

Figure 12: Application of a Model of Social Intervention in the area of School Based Child
Abuse Prevention

The evaluation confirmed that alternate ways of conceptualising the dynamics

of social intervention may be more appropriate than the predominant model

outlined by Kaufmann (1.987). In essence, the predominant model shares the

same problems of the 'fidelity' orientation to curriculum implementation

outlined in Chapter 4 of this thesis - it is overly rationalistic and managerial,

and largely ignores the multiple perspectives of those involved in the processes
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of social change. Studies 2 and 3 of the evaluation revealed the complexity,

uncertainty, and unpredictability of the process of program implementation,

and also the importance of teachers' often private and idiosyncratic decision

making. ÉIowever, in acknowledging the reciprocity of relationships between

teachers' actions, their personal world of thought and belief, and the

constraints and opportunities operating within teachers' schools, the

evaluation promoted a more realistic - and more complex - view of the

processes of change than the linear model of social intervention outlined

above.

While contributing to a better understanding of the possibilities of social

change through the implementation of educational programs, the evaluation

also revealed weaknesses in the assumption - implicit in Clark and Perterson's

(1986) 'model of teacher thought and action' - that teachers' actions actually

significantly affect student learning. This assumption is, of course, shared by

the major models of teaching ([oyce, Weil, & Showers,L992), yet the results of

Study 3 seriously weaken its credibility and applicability. While there were

difficulties with sample selection bias in the study, the outcomes of the study

offer a timely reminder to educators and those who promote education as a

means to address social problems, that'what is taught is not necessarily learnt'.

Clearly, there were significant consEaints on children's learning abilities due to

their levels of cognitive development and the nature of their socialisation

within the family and other major social institutions.

Suprprenv

Diverse theoretical issues were raised and addressed in each phase of the

evaluation. However, a 'meta-theoretical approach' (Kaufmann,1987) to the

issue of social intervention through education revealed problems with its basic

assumptions, and weaknesses in its proposals for action. The evaluation

significantly contributed to the verification of an alternate conception of the
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processes of social intervention through education, but revealed the fragílity of

any school based intervention or prevention program that presumes that

children necessarily learn what they are taught. The limiting influence of other

'life forces' should be recognised and used to temper the enthusiastic but

un¡ealistic expectations of some promoters of school based personal safety

PfoSrams.
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SECTION A: USE OF THE PROGRAM

Introduction

I would like to begin the interview by asking you some questions about what you have done with the
Protective Behaviours program since you undertook training.

Interview Schedule

1. Do you use the Protective Behaviours program with your class?

IF YES....... Go to Q. L3

IF NO........ Continue

2. Have you used the program in the past?

Probe: When?
For how long?

3. Do you think that you will use the program in the future?

Probe: When?

QUESTONS 4-6 FOR PAST USERS W}IO ARE CURRENT NON USERS
OTHERS....... Go to Q.7

4. Why did you stop using the program?

Probe: Problems?

5. \4lhen you think about the program now, do you think that it has any strengths?

6. Weaknesses?

GO TO SECTON B

7. Can you briefly describe the Protective Behaviours program?

8. Are you currently looking for any information about Protective Behaviours?

Probe: What kinds?
\Arhy?

9. What do you see as the strengths of the program?

10. Weaknesses?

L1. Do you talk to others about Protective Behaviours?

Probe: \,llhat do you talk about, share?
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IÁ/ho do you talk to?
How often?

12. What are your plans related to using the program in the future?

(GO TO SECTTON B)

13.l4lhat parts of the program do you use?

14. What parts of the program don't you use?

Probe: Whynot?

15. What do you see as the strengths of the program when using it with your class?

16. Weaknesses?

17. What are the effects of using the Protective Behaviours program?

Probe: ....on the children individually?
....on the class as agroup?
....on parenb?
....on other staff?
....on you?

18. Do you talk to others about Protective Behaviours?

Probe: What do you talk about?
\ÂIho do you talk to?
How often?

19. Have you recently made any changes to how you use the program with your class?

Probe: What changes?
\,ly'hen did you make them?
Ialhy did you change?

20. Are you considering making any (more) changes?

Probe: \ÂIhat?
why?

21. Do you collaborate with others to teach the program?

Probe: IÄ/ho with?
I¡r what ways?
I,Vhat are the shengths associated with this?
Weaknesses / problems?
Have you changed the way you teach the program because of this

collaboration?
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What are your plans for fufure collaboration?

22. As you look ahead to later this year, are you considering or planning to make maior modifications to
the program?

23. Are you considering replacing Protective Behaviours widr another program?

Probe: Whichprogram?
For what reasons?
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SECTION B: TRAINING

Introduction

Having focussed on what you have done since you were hained I would like now to go back to that
training and ask you some questions about it.

Interview Schedule

1. Where did you undertake your initial training in Protective Behaviours?

2.What is your opinion of this as a haining venue?

Probe: strengths?
weaknesses?

3. How long was your initial training?

4. In your opiniory was this long enough?

5. How would you structure this time?

Probe: intensive block over consecutive days?
spaced workshops over school term (like ELIC)?
mixed offering?
why?

6. What are your thoughb about undertaking haining outside of normal school hours (after school, over
weekends, or during vacations)?

T.Didyou undertake training with other teachers from your school?

rF NO......CÐ TO Q.10
IF YES ....CONTTNUE

8. What were the benefits of training with your colleagues?

Probe: support?
social ease?
security?

9. Did you experience any difficulties during training because you trained with your colleagues?

Probe: embarrassment?
ill at ease?
sensitivity to issues discussed?

10. Could you explain why you undertook training in Protective Behaviours?

Probe: personal commitment?
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school decision? Did you agree with the decision? Why?
opportunity for professional development?
most important reason?

11. To what extent were you consulted about the content of the haining program?

12. How did you feel about this?

13. To what extent were you consulted about how the training sessions would be run?

14. How did you feel about this?

15. Before you began the training program what did you want to gain from the experience?

Probe: understanding child abuse?
knowledge of child abuse?
practical classroom strategies?
procedures for handling disclosures?

16. Do you think that the training program addressed your needs?

1.7. Based on your experience, what were the sEengths of the fraining program?

18. IÂ/hat about weaknesses?

1.9. Once you had completed the initial training what do you think the trainers expected you to do?

20. What do you think your school principal expected you to do?

21. How did the expectations of others fit with your oriln expectations following training?

2Z.FIow did you feel about this?

23. Following your initial training, did you undertake furthet training in Protective Behaviours?

Probe: "trainer" training?
"refresher" training?
mandatory reporting haining?
"in-house" training organised by the school?
network supported haining?
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SECTION C: IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS

Introduction

I want now to move away from your initial training to look more closely at what was done, at
the school level, to help teachers implement the Protective Behaviours progr¿ìrn.

Interview Schedule

1. Since your training in Protective Behaviours, have any efforb been made, at the school level,
to find out what your needs are in relation to using the program with your class?

Probe: Could you describe what happened?
Who was involved?

2. Have you talked to anyone (another teacher, adviser, principal, parent, school assistant)
about what you thought you needed to implement the program with your class?

3. When you begin new programs in other curriculum areas, are your needs taken into account
by those sponsoring the new programs?

Probe: Could you describe what usually happens?
Who is usually involved?
Was this what happened in the case of Protective Behaviours?

4. Who do you think should be responsible for identifying ttre needs of teachers about to
implement a program like Protective Behaviours?

5. At the school level, have any decisions been made about whether you should or shouldn't
teach the P.B. program?

Probe: Were you clear about these?
Do you think that other teachers are clear about these?

6. Has the school made any longer term plans about using the program?

7. Since you completed your initial training, have you participated i^ a.y staff development
activities related to Protective Behaviours?

Probe: Could you describe these?
IÂ/hat is your view of the value of these?

8. Have you attended any scheduled meetings in which you were able to share your thoughts
and feelings about Protective Behaviours?

Probe: Who was involved in them?
Who initiated them?
How valuable were these?

9. Have you had any extra time out of the classroom to work on Protective Behaviours?

Probe: How much time?
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Who suggested it?
How valuable was it?

10. Has the school provided any special resources like books, posters, films, puppets, or kits
relevant to the P.B. program?

Probe: Could you describe some of these?
Have you used any of them?
lÁ/hich are the most valuable?

11. \^/hat has been the extent of your involvement in decision making about Protective
Behaviours in your school?

Probe: IÂ/hat decisions have you been involved in making?

12. How do you feel about this?

13. Of all the things that a school could do to help teachers implement a program like
Protective Behaviours, what do you think would be the most helpful?
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SECTION D: BELIEFS ABOUT CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD

Introduction

I would like to ask you about your views on children and childhood generally.

Interview Schedule

1,. What are some of the rewards for you, personally, of working with children?

2. What are some of the characteristics of children that you like and/or dislike?

3. At school, do you think that children should "have a say. about matters that affect them?

Probe: What should they have a say about?
What shouldn't theyhave a say about?

4. l4lhat decisions do you make without consulting the children?

Probe: Why these decisions?

5. Do you allow children to make decisions that may not be in their best interests?

Probe: \Alhat kinds of decisions?
\Alhy?

6. Do you think that children have special "Rights" just because they are children?

7. Do you think that there should be special child protection laws?

Probe: Why?

8. To what extent should we expect children to protect themselves from potential danger?

9. What does it mean, in practice, to "empower" students?

10. Do you agree with calls to "empower" children?

1L. Do you see any dilemmas, for teachers, associated with "empowering" children?

12. Do you believe that children should be able to say "No" to adults?

Probe: In what contexts?
why?
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SECTION E: CHILD ABUSE

Introduction

We have reached the final part of the interview. It is probably the hardest part, though,
because I want to ask you about your views on child abuse and its prevention.

Interview Schedule

1. In your opiniory how prevalent is child abuse?

2. Are some fon¡rs of child abuse (physical abuse [including neglect], sexual abuse, and
psychological abuse) more prevalent than others?

Probe: Which?

3. How prevalent do you think child abuse is in this local community?

Probe: Why do you think that?

4. What are the effects of abuse on children?

Probe: Short term?
Long term?

5. Is the community iustified in being concerned about child abuse?

6. Are some forms of abuse more har¡rful than others?

Probe: Which forms?
why?

7. \4trhat are your feelings when you read or hear accounts of child abuse?

8. Are your feelings the same for different fomrs of abuse?

Probe: Which forms?
whv?

9. Why do some parents physically abuse their children?

1.0. Are some groups of parents more likely to physically abuse their children than others?

Probe: Which groups?
l4lhy?

11. To what extent do you think some children provoke or trigger physical abuse?

12. \ lhat are your thoughts about why some people sexually abuse children?
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L3. If you suspected that one of the children in your class was being abused, what would you
do?

Probe: Would you report?
whv?
If not why not?

1.4. Are there any circumstances in which you would not report suspected abuse?

15. Is there anything to do with reporting abuse that you feel uneasy about?

Probe: Concems for the safety of the child?
Doubts about the capacities of the authorities to deal
with the report?
Fear of personal involvement?
Doubts about the authenticity of the suspected
evidence of abuse?
Anydilemmas?

L6. What do you think should be done for children who have been abused?

Probe: Should they be removed from the abusive situation?
Should they be counselled?
Should they be given access to psychiatric therapy?
Should they be left alone to work through the issues
themselves?

17. What do you think should happen to child abusers?

1.8. How effective would these approaches be in preventing child abuse?

19. How confident are you that school programs like Protective Behaviours prevent child
abuse?

20. Could you describe a situation in which a child may avoid being abused by using
"protective" behaviours?

21. Could you describe a situation in which a child may not be able to avoid being abused?

22. Are there ottrer ways of preventing child abuse before it occurs?

23. How confident are you that these prevent child abuse?

24.Do you feel that you "make a difference" in the area of child abuse because of what you
do?
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25. Do you know someone personallywho has abused his or her children?

26. Have you ever suspected that one of the children in your present class, or past classes,
was being abused?

Probq What made you suspicious?
How did you feel then?

27.Have you ever rcported a suspected case of drild abuse?

Probe: How did you feel?
Were you confident that you had done the right thing?

28. To what extent do you think your beliefs about child abuse and the prevention of child
abuse have influenced your decision making about the Protective Behaviours program?

29. How have you felt talking about these things today?

Probq Did you find it upsetting?

30. Was talking to a male a problem?
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APPENDIX B

3-10-89

Dr K.G. Boston

Director General of Education

Education Department of South Australia

Dear Dr Boston,

I seek your permission to conduct research in Education Department of S.A.

schools in the area of Child Protection. I have discussed the details of my
proposed research with Dr Carrie Herbert, Child Protection Officer, who
endorses the value of the research.

Briefly, I wish to investigate the nature and extent of teachers' use of the

Protective Behaviours program and to examine the role teachers'beliefs play in
thei¡ decision making about how to use the program.

I plan to select teachers whose training in Protective Behaviours has been very
similar (same location, duration of training, workshop leadership, and

workshop content). I plan to interview these teachers to probe their beliefs

about child abuse, their beliefs about their role in the prevention of child abuse,

and their beliefs about the efficacy of school - based primary prevention
programs. It is hoped that these discussions will shed light on the role beliefs

play in the highrly personal decision making processes used by teachers when
they are confronted by personal safety curricula.

In conducting this research I will be guided by the ethical standards
established by the Fluman Subjects Ethics Committee of the South Australian
College of Advanced Education. To conform to these standards I will:

a) inform subjects about the nature and purpose of the research and the

usefulness of the knowledge gained from their involvement
b) inform subjects about what they will be expected to do as part of the

research

c) limit access to information about the identity and school location of
subjects to no more than six research assistants who will be contracted
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to maintain confidentiality. I will not identify teachers or their schools

in any publication or written reports of the research.

d) accord teachers the right to give or withdraw consent to be involved in
the study at any time

e) provide teachers with access to any data collected about them and give

them opportunities to delete or modify data that they believe to be

erroneous.

The Education Department can expect regular reports of the progress of the

study and of conclusions reached. You can be assured that any reports of the

study will sensitively reflect the complexities and difficulties of working within
the child protection area.

This research will be conducted under the supervision of Dr Helen Winefield,
Senior Lecturer, Department of Psychiatry, The University of Adelaide and will
be submitted as part of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy within the Faculty of Medicine at that University. The proposed

research has the approval and endorsement of the Human Subjects Ethics

Committee of the South Australian College of Advanced Education.

I trust that you will appreciate the value of the proposed research and will
grant my request to work with teachers in Education Department schools.

Yours sincerely,

BRUCE JOHNSON

Lecturer in Curriculum
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APPENDIX C

DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF EDUCATION
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

i.P.O Box I 152

delaide, S.A. 5001

elephone: (08) 226 1466

acsimile: (08) 226 I I l8
r reply please quote

ED l_6/t/55IA

Mr B Johnson
Lecturer in Curriculum
SACAE
Smith Road
SALISBURY EAST SA 5IO9

Dear Mr Johnson

I refer to your letter of
investigate the nature and
Behaviours progranune .

Education Ccntrc

ll Flindcrs Srrcct

Adelaidc 5000

ì November, 1989

3 October, 1989, requesting permission toextent of teachers' use of the protective

e[.

This is a worthwhile research project and in principle we endorse yourrequest' rt is noted that in your letter you state that you wiII be gulded bythe ethicar standards established by the Human subjects Ethics committee ofthe sA corì-ege of Advanced Education. This is appreciated.

rn order to identify the requlred 70-g0 teachers it is suggestedcontact Ms Herbert, child protection officer, who in consultationAreas, wilL assist you in this process.

that
with

you
the

schools wirl be informed of your potentiat researchEducation Department Gazette. permission must stilrindividual principal in schoors in which you propose toteacher whom you wish to interview.

project through the
be gained from the
work and from each

the Department with regular reportsWe appreciate your intention to Furnish
and ultimately of the conclusions reached.

Yours sincerely

K BoS ton
DIRECTOR_GENERAL OF EDUCATION
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APPENDIX D

VOLUME 18 NUMBER 1

WEEK ENDING 2 FEBRUARY 1990
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

trDUCATIO¡T
GAZE, TTtr

PROTECTIVE BEHAYIOURS RESEARCH
Mr Bruce Johnson, l.echr¡er in Cu¡riculum, SACAE, has been garlted permission
to ilvestigate the nah¡re and extent of æachers' use of the Protective Behavior¡rs
hogram and to examine the role leachers' beliefs play in their decision-making
about how to úse the progarn. This rese¿¡ch will form ùe basis of his doctorate
thesis.

M¡ Johrson will be negotiating with central ar¡d are¿ child protection pelsonnel to
identify teachers who have had proæctive behavior¡r haining. kirlcipals of schools
will be contacted directly by Mr Johnson, who will negoliate with individual
le¿chers about their possible involvement in the reseårch.

Cooperalion on the part ofschools, principals and teachers is requesæd.
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APPENDIX E

2Lth March 1990

Ms. X
Principal
X |unior Primary School
Street
Suburb

PROTECTTVE BEHAVTOURS RESEARCH PROIECT

INFORMATION FOR PRINCIPALS

Dear Ms X,

I seek your co-operation in a research project about the implementation of the
Protective Behaviours program. Rosematy X, a Support Teacher in Protective

Behaviours, identified teachers in your school (including yourself) as possible

participants in this Project because they were trained in Protective Behaviours

by her and her colleagues some time ago, and are still teaching in the same

school as they were when they undertook training. The names of the teachers

identified to participate in the Project are:

Teacher L

Teacher 2

Teacher 3

Teacher 4

Teacher 5

Teacher 6

Teacher 7

Even though these teachers have been identified as possible participants,
neither they nor your school are under any obligation to become involved. I
present the following information about the Project so that you can decide

whethe¡ your school will become involved.

What will be Investigated
I suspect that classroom teachers (rather than those distant from the classroom)

make the final decisions about teaching the Protective Behaviours program
with their classes. I am interested in finding out more about why they make
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the decisions that they do. I wish to explore teachers' thinking about Protective
Behaviours and a range of personal and school related issues which may
influence their final decisions about how to use the program with their classes.

Consequently,I plan to ask teachers about:

* their use, or non use, of the Protective Behaviours program
* their assessment of their initial training in Protective Behaviours
* their perceptions of the views of parents regarding the program
* what they think about child abuse, its incidence, what causes it, and

what canbe done about it

It is vital that a cross-section of teachers is represented in the study. I seek the
views of teachers who are highly committed to Protective Behaviours, those
who are disappointed or disenchanted with it, and the views of teachers who
have mixed feelings! The views of all are important.

Investigation Method
Because I want to explore teachers' thinking about Protective Behaviours and
related issues, I plan to interview about 30 teachers in several Northern Area
schools. The interviews will be semi-structured but fairly informal, so that
teachers can talk at length, and in their own terms, about the issues identified
above. The interviews will be tape recorded and transcribed for analysis. As
this process is likely to be time-consuming, teachers will be offered release-
time from their classes to participate in the interviews. Ten volunteer T.R.T.'s

(a11 with current Registration) have agreed to contribute to the Project by
providing this release-time for participating teachers.

While in schools it is inevitable that I will notice things and talk about the
Project to people who are not directly involved in the main interview study.
These informal observations and discussions may help me understand more
about the issues under investigation. It is likely that I will talk with principals
informally about their perceptions of the implementation process in their
schools.

Ethical Considerations
L. Confidmtiality

So that teachers feel free to share their inner-most thoughts, beliefs and
feelings, and in some cases for their own protection, they must be guaranteed
that their responses will remain confidential. Accordingly, the following
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procedures will be used to ensure that the identity of individual teachers and
their schools is confidential.

a) all participants who provide information or materials either formally
through interviews or informally through discussions will be

assigned a research number which will be used on all documentation
associated with that individual

b) each school will be assigned a symbol which will be used on all
documentation associated with that school, including that emanating
from individuals within that school

c) only I, as principal researcher, will have access to information that
associates an individual with his or her research number and a school

with its symbol

d) access to taped information or documentation will be restricted to the

individual, me as principal researcher, and no more than four
research assistants

e) research assistants working on the Project (volunteer T.R.T.'s, typists
and interview transcibers) will sign and abide by a code of ethics that
pledges them to maintain the confidentiality of the Project

2. Oumership of lnformation

As a guiding principle, the ownership of any information or materials collected

during the Project will reside with the individual who provides that
information or materials. This means that each individual participating in the

Project will have the right to withdraw any information or materials he or she

provides. This applies to teachers participating in the main interview study
and to all other school personnel who may provide information or materials
informally

3. lnaolpement of P articip ants

Teachers and other school personnel are free to be involved or not involved in
the Project. Should they decide to participate, they are free to withdraw from
the Project at any time.

4. Publication of Findings

I have a responsibility to represent participants' views accurately and honestly.
Flowever, I will be free to interpret and comment upon information or
materials collected during the Project and to publish my views on them so long
as the anonymity of participants is assured.
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5. Ext ernal Adj udícation

This Project has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the
South Australian College of Advanced Education. This committee acts as an
independent advisory group with the role of ensuring that ethical standards in
research are maintained. The chairperson of this committee, Dr. Peter Woolcock,
S.A.C.A.E., Magill Campus (ph: 3334575), should be contacted by participants if
they have queries regarding the ethical conduct of the Project.

Significance of the Project
This study is significant as very little other research has been conducted that
focuses on teachers' thinking about Protective Behaviours and related issues,

and how that thinking affects their use of the program with their classes. It
seeks to provide insights into the largely ignored processes involved with
implementing educational programs intended to contribute to the prevention
of child abuse.

Support for the Project

Child protection authorities have been consulted in formulating the study, and
their support and approval has been readily forthcoming. Similarly, the
Director General of Educatiory Dr. K.G. Boston, has endorsed the study, given
permission for it to proceed in Departmental schools, and specifically
requested principals and teachers to co-operate in the study (Education Gazette,

Vol.L8, No.1,, p.24).

Despite this support and endorsement from official bodies and representatives,

the project is an independent academic study being conducted under the
supervision of Dr. Helen Winefield of the Deparhnent of Psychiatry, Faculty of
Medicine, The University of Adelaide, and Mrs. Freda Briggs of the De Lisa
Institute, South Australian College of Advanced Education. I will present a

thesis that will contain the work undertaken in this project (together with other
work!) for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy within the Faculty of Medicine at
The University of Adelaide.

Your Decision...... to Co-operate
Having considered the ptrrposes and procedures of the study and the probable
significance of its findings, you are urged to agree to co-operate in this project.
As the principal of one of only thirteen schools with teachers identified as

possible participants in the sfudy, your co-operation is important to the success

of the project.
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You will be sent progress reports of the outcomes of the project during the next
twelve months. You will also receive copies of articles and papers based on the
information collected during the Project.

I look forward to the possibility of working in your school..

Yours sincerely,

BRUCE IOHNSON
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APPENDIX F

2Lth March 1990

Ms. X

Teacher

X ]unior Primary School

Street

Suburb

PROTECTTVE BEHAVTOURS RESEARCH PROIECT

Dear Ms X,

I seek your involvement in a research project about the implementation of the
Protective Behaviours program. Rosemary X, a Support Teacher in Protective
Behaviours, identified you as a possible participant in this Projectbecause you
were trained in Protective Behaviours by her and her colleagues some time
ago, and are still teaching in the same school as you were when you undertook
training.

Even though you have been identified as a possible participant, you are under
no obligation to become involved. I present the following information about
the project so that you can decide whether you will become involved.

What will be Investigated
I suspect that classroom teachers (rather than those distant from the classroom)
make the final decisions about teaching the Protective Behaviours program
with their classes. I am interested in finding out more about why they make
the decisions that they do. I wish to explore teachers' thinking about Protective
Behaviours and a range of personal and school related issues which may
influence their final decisions about how to use the program with their classes.

Consequently,I plan to ask teachers about:

* their use, or non use, of the Protective Behaviours program
* their assessment of their initial training in Protective Behaviours
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* their perceptions of the views of parents regarding the program
* what they think about child abuse, its incidence, what causes it, and

what canbe done about it

It is vital that a cross-section of teachers is represented in the sfudy. I seek the

views of teachers who are highly committed to Protective Behaviours, those

who are disappointed or disenchanted with it, and the views of teachers who
have mixed feelings! The views of all are important.

Investigation Method
Because I want to explore teachers' thinking about Protective Behaviours and
related issues, I plan to interview about 30 teachers in several Northern Area
schools. The interviews will be semi-structured but fairly informal, so that
teachers can talk at length, and in their own terms, about the issues identified
above. The interviews will be tape recorded and transcribed for analysis. As

this process is likely to be time-consuming, teachers will be offered release-

time from their classes to participate in the interviews. Ten volunteer T.R.T.'s

(all with current Registration) have agreed to contribute to the Project by
providing this release-time for participating teachers.

While in schools it is inevitable that I will notice things and talk about the
Project to people who are not directly involved in the main interview study.
These informal observations and discussions may help me understand more
about the issues under investigation. It is likely that I will talk with principals
informally about their perceptions of the implementation process in their
schools.

Ethical Considerations
1. Confidentiality

So that teachers feel free to share their inner-most thoughts, beliefs and
feelings, and in some cases for their own protection, they must be guaranteed
that their responses will remain confidential. Accordingly, the foltowing
procedures will be used to ensure that the identity of individual teachers and
their schools is confidential.

a) all participants who provide information or materials either formally
through interviews or informally through discussions will be

assigned a research number which will be used on all documentation
associated with that individual
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b) each school will be assigned a symbol which will be used on all
documentation associated with that school, including that emanating
from individuals within that school

c) only I, as principal researcher, will have access to information that
associates an individual with his or her research number and a school
with its symbol

d) access to taped information or documentation will be restricted to the
individual, me as principal researcher, and no more than four
research assistants

e) research assistants working on the Project (volunteer T.R.T.'s, typists
and interview transcibers) will sign and abide by a code of ethics that
pledges them to maintain the confidentiality of the Project

2. Ownership of Information

As a guiding principle, the ownership of any information or materials collected
during the project will reside with the individual who provides that
information or materials. This means that each individuat participating in the
Project will have the right to withdraw any information or materials he or she

provides. This applies to teachers participating in the main interview study
and to all other school personnel who may provide information or materials
informally

3. Inaolaement of Participønts

Teachers and other school personnel are free to be involved or not involved in
the study. Should they decide to participate, they are free to withdraw from
the study at any time.

4. Publicøtion of Findings

I have a responsibility to represent participants' views accurately and honestly.
Flowever, I will be free to interpret and comment upon information or
materials collected during the project and to publish my views on them so long
as the anonymity of participants is assured.

5. External Adjudication

This study has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the
South Australian College of Advanced Education. This committee acts as an
independent advisory group with the role of ensuring that ethical standards in
research are maintained. The chairperson of this committee, Dr. Peter Woolcock ,

S.A.C.A.E., Magill Campus (ph: 3334575), shouid be contacted by participants if
they have queries regarding the ethical conduct of the study.
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Significance of the Study
This study is significant as very little other research has been conducted that
focuses on teachers' thinking about Protective Behaviours and related issues,

and how that thinking affects their use of the program with their classes. It
seeks to provide insights into the largely ignored processes involved with
implementing educational programs intended to contribute to the prevention
of child abuse.

Support for the Project

Child protection authorities have been consulted in formulating the project,
and their support and approval has been readily forthcoming. Similarly, the
Director General of Education, Dr. K.G. Boston, has endorsed the study, given
permission for it to proceed in Departmental schools, and specifically
requested principals and teachers to co-operate in the study (Education Gazette,

Vol.L8, No.1, p.24).

Despite this support and endorsement from official bodies and representatives,

the project is an independent academic study being conducted under the
supervision of Dr. Helen Winefield of the Deparünent of Psychiatry, Faculty of
Medicine, The University of Adelaide, and Mrs. Freda Briggs of the De Lisa
Institute, South Australian College of Advanced Education. I will present a

thesis based on the work undertaken in this project for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy within the Faculty of Medicine at The University of Adelaide.

Your Decision...... to Co-operate

Having considered the purposes and procedures of the study and the probable
significance of its findings, you are urged to agree to co-operate in this project.
As one of only a few teachers identified to be involved in the study, your
participation is important to the success of the project.

You will be sent progress reports of the outcomes of the Project during the next
twelve months. You will also receive copies of articles and papers based on the

information collected during the Project.

I look forward to working with you on this important Project.

Yours sincerely,

BRUCE JOHNSON
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APPENDIX G
TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW WITH #2.1 Mayt990

Sex: Female

Age: 42yearc

Marital Status: Married with three children

Teaching Experíence: 18 years

Teaching Level: Reception/Yr.l

Years at current school: 11 years

SES of School: Middle Class

Location: North East Suburbs

SECTION L¡ USE OFTHE PROGRAM

Do you use the Protective Behaviours program with your class?

Yes , to a degree yes.

What do see as the strengths of using the program witr your group?

Definitely empowering children with their righb to say no, to voice that they

don'twant someone to do something or if they do want someone to help with
them. The empowering of childrens' rights, I think.

Any weaknesses?

I don't use the network because, I feel uncomfortable with that .... as far as

having it written down, but we have sort of gone through who children can

talk to, so a sort of network is in their head but not actually written down. I'm

not comfortable with the listing of people and I also wonder whether that

could be used against the child.

Anything else, you have problems with?

No because I've done a lot of problem-solving type stuff before and so that fits

really easily into .... Sometimes I have problems with the the use of the word,

'What if "someone"'. I've been used to using'you' under the problem solving

approach, making it really pointed to the child. I find sometimes it's 'you' and

sometimes it's 'someone else', depending perhaps on how touchy the subject is.

A:

A:

A:

a

A:
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o Do you deal with'touchy' subjects with the children?

Yes, particularly the touching part. You know, about private parts, etc., and

what some people do. We had an excellent program on TV on the ABC widr

Rolf Harris. That really brought the subject up as far as the children were

concemed.

It that the same video as the one he sings his song on?

Yes, yes, actually I was surprised that Channel 2 would show it without sort of

some pre-amble.

What are the effects of using the program with, say, individual children or the

class as a group?

I think, well, we do 'responsibility' in other ways as well, but definitely

responsibility, self- responsibility comes to the fore, but then that's not only in

the Protective Behaviours proram. I mean that's part of the social skills

program/ class management, class rules, etc. I guess children feel more open

about talking about anything and not just school related things.

FIas it had any effect on you, personally?

IJmm, brought back a few memories I suppose/ not so pleasant things that

happened to me in the past, and I suppose dealing with them a bit more. Yes.

Do you talk to others about Protective Behaviours?

Other teachers, yes. People outside? Oh, parents, /€s, but outside people? Not

usually; not people who we meet socially.

I^/hat do you talk about with say, other teachers?

I suppose what I would see as success as far as children were concerned and

that you wonder whether what's learnt in classroom will go into something

that's outside. I mean we can't, we can't be with dre kids all the time.

Have you recently made any other changes apart from the networking? Have

you made any other changes?

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

A:

A:

A:

a

A

o

o

Q:
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Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

A:

A:

SECTIONB: TRAINING

A:

No, I don't think so. I mean things are coming up all the time. It's very hard to

say when this, you know what Protective Behaviours is, and what classroom

management is, and what personal development is. We've been very much

on 'success orientation' as part of our sfudent m¿rnagement. That fits in just so

well with all the whole package which includes Protective Behaviours.

So you've got a fairly integrated approach to using it?

Oh it's not in isolation - it's not programed in isolation.

Do you collaborate with other teachers to teach the program?

No.

Iater on in the year, are you considering making major modifications to it -
chopping further bits ouÇ or adding other pieces to it?

I suppose if the need arises, but no, not really. Because of what's going on in

the student management area, my focus is very much on that this year.

Are you considering replacing Protective Behaviours with another child

protection program?

I don't know. If I see Protective Behaviours as just being 'the program' or

whether I see it just as part of part of life skills. I mean, to me, no o.ne

program. I just don't use the book. We sort of brainstormed as a school a lot

of 'what ifs..' and I use some of those and I use whatever comes up, so as far as

replacing it with another, no.

OK, that's fine. Leb talk about training, if you can remember back that far!

O

o

o Where did you undertake training?

Here, at school.

\Á/hat is your opinion of training in schools as opposed to going somewhereo
else?
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A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

Oh, much better. I mean, it's much more convenient; I would think that you'd

get a lot more people there. Tryi.g to drive somewhere after school is not

easy.

If you could choose a perfect venue/ location would be important wouldn't it?

Any other factors?

I suppose the willingness of staff to be involved. I mean there are some people

who just don't feel comfortable in dealing with that sort of thing or even giving

children the power to say what they want or don't want. I mean it's the same

as student mamgement, people just don't feel comfortable.

How long w¿ui your training?

I think it was a total of 2 days

Was that long enough?

For the training, yes. I think it was, definitely, as far as the introduction is

concemed.

How was the time structured?

I think we had one full day and then there was a half day and then I'm not

sure whether there was another half day or not. I mean I keep thinking it was

2 days

You can't remember?

Not really, no I know there was a half a day

What are your thoughb about taking training outside of normal school hours;

after school or during vacations?

Well, I have a very busy family, so I'm not really into that. If I did it because I
wanted to, then that would be fine, but as far as doing it because somebody

else says you should do it in your own time, I don t like that idea at all.

IÄy'hat were the benefits of taining with your fellow colleagues?Q:
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Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

A:

A:

A:

When everybody has been told, so therefore you can check up on what they

heard; you know, the difference between telling somebody, well knowing

what has been said, and knowing what other people hear it as. It sometimes

comes out differently.

Did you experience any difficulties, being with the people that you know very

well?

No.

No embarassment or feeling ill at ease?

No, no, I have a very supportive staff.

Can you explain why you undertook training?

Because it was a school initiative.

Did you support that initiative?

Yes.

What were your reasons for supporting it?

Again, anything that may help the child in the future or at the present, I think

is important to do.

To what extent were you consulted about the content of the program?

OootU this is getting a long way back. Umm, I don't actually think we were

How did you feel about that?

It was something we knew nothing about so you can't put in or have input. I
don't think we were consulted at all, but that didn't worry me. It was one less

thing to think about.

lÂ/hat about the actual running of the sessions? were you consulted about

a

o

Q:

that?
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I really can't remember.

Can you think about what your needs were prior to training? Had you

articulated them, or had you any sense of what you wanted out of the

program?

No, I had none at all.

Based on what you went through, c¿rn you think of the strengths of the

haining program? Were there any?

I think the two people involved were very different.

And who were they?

Er

Was it Rosie XXXX and .....

It was Rosie's first workshop, and she was very nervous and very quiet. Was it
Brenda?

Brenda XXXX?

She was more outgoing and sort of had no inhibitions and I think the two

together showed that it didn't really matter whether you were outgoing and

could say whatever word and not flinch. They showed that everybody could

do it no matter how.

After you'd finished your initial training, what do you think the trainers

expected you to do?

They probably expected us to race back and start doing iÇ but as a school we

decided not to until we'd had feedback in staff meeting times from people who

in other schools had used the program and how they felt about it and the

different ways that they felt comfortable doing it. We decided this as a staff,

although I could have got on with it. I would have liked to come back and

kind of start. Some staff were very tentative about whether this would be

really be good for the children. How would it effect perhaps relationships as

A:

o

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

o

A

0

A
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far as teacher and parents were concemed, would parents feel threaten"d by

So you held back to some extent - interesting. Following your initial training,

have you undertaken any further training?

In Protective Behaviours itself?

Yes.

No, no. I mean I'm the sexual harassment person so I have done stuff under

thaÇ but not actually more PB.

SECTION C: IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS

Following initial training, what were your most pressing needs?

A: Umm. It's a couple of years ago now, I really can't remember

Right, fine. We're looking at the school level now, after you went through the

initial training, I want to talk about, or ask you what happened at the school

level, to help you implement Protective Behaviours. Were any efforts made to

find out what your needs were, after initial haining?

Yes. We talked about it in staff meeting and that's where the idea of calling

other teachers in who have used the program.

Who co-ordinated that?

The principal.

Did you talk to anyone 'one to one' about what your needs were?

When you begin other programs/ not Protective Behaviours, but other

programs, are your needs taken into account by whoever's sponsoring the new

program?

ir?

A:

A:

o

a

o

o

A

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

No.
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A:

A:

A:

a

A

a

o

0

A

I think it depends on the program. It depends on the person promoting the

program as to whether they consider your needs or not. I mean, definitely in
the sfudent management area in which I am very involved, our needs are

definitely being taken into account, because everybody is at so many different

stages.

Would you say that in the case of Protective Behaviours that things were

different, handled differently?

Well, it wasn't really. A lot of training prograrns you go to are supposed to be

something new out of the box, never happened before, whereas this was very

open and, I suppose, there was no embarassment talking about anything. I
me¿rn we were asked a few questions on paper and then results came bacþ

which were surprising - who had sort of some incident of abuse in their life,

that they could remember.

Who do you think should be responsible for identifyingyour needs?

Myself, I suppose.

At the school level again, have any decisions been made about whether you

should or shouldn't teach Protective Behaviours?

The consensus was that if you feel comfortable doing it then do it. But there's

no compulsion whatsoever to include it.

Have you been clear about those decisions? Is it quite clear to you what you

can and can't do?

Oh, there's no sort of what we can and can't do, it's just we are allowed to do

whatever we feel comfortable doing.

Do you think that's fair enough?

I think it's important, because if you try to teach it and you weren't

comfortable with talking about it, then the children pick up those vibes.

Has the school any longer term plans about Protective Behaviours?

o

A

o

A Not that I know of
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Since you completed the initial training, have you been part of any staff

development activity in the area?

No.

What about these other teachers who came in to talk to you from other

schools? What was all that about?

Oh, we had other people coming in to staff meeting, telling us their successes

and/or failures and how comfortable and/or uncomfortable they felt with

certain parts of the program.

How valuable was that?

Veryvaluable.

How many came in?

I'm not sure if it was 2 or 3, but they had very different ways of doing things,

very different amounts of feeling comfortable with certain parts, so it was

interesting.

Have you had many informal drats with people around here where you've

shared your thoughts and feelings about teaching the program?

In the beginning I think, but certainly not lately, I mean other things just come

to the fall.

Were you given any extra time out of the classroom to work on Protective

Behaviours - to visit other people, to program, to get to know resources?

No, I mean it's up to the individual if they want to use observation time.

But you didn't?

Has the school provided any special resources like books, kits, puppets,

posters?

A:

A:

o

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

A

o

A:

Q:

A:

Q:

No.
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A:

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

o

A

o

Oh, yes

Have you used any of those?

tlmm, the ones that I feel comfortable with, yes

There are some you don't feel comfortable with?

Definitely. Again mainly on that being touched area. I don't really feel

comfortable reading that to children. I can talk about it but I mightn't feel

comfortable with the words being used in dre book.

And you've got materials thatyou wouldn't use?

Only a few. I me¿ìn some of them would really be in teacher reference, rather

than available for the children.

The ones that you have used, have you found them valuable?

Yes, but again I prefer to use what's in my head than what's written down.

Some of them - the pictures - I don't know. They are just little non-descript

creatures who are supposed to be secure, I mean supposed to be safe, but then

sometimes the children don't really relate.

I've heard that criticism before, actually, about the anonyrnous faces on these

creafures.

Yes, yes.

What's been the extent of your involvement in decision making at the school

level about Protective Behaviours?

We're a staff that divides things up very easily. I've been the Protective

Behaviours network person, or contact person, so I received newsletters, etc.

But apart from that, it's a whole staff decision within staff meetings. I presume

if there's something in the newsletter then I present that in staff meetings, but

no great decision making.

So it's consensus decision making because your staff is small enough for that

to work?

o

A:

A:

Q:

A:

Q:
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Mmm.

Of all the things a school could do to help teachers use the program, what do

you think would be the most helpful?

I not really sure, because you can't change some people - 0rey can't be changed

to be feeling comfortable.

Why do you think that is?

]ust that some people can't be open about something that they feel is so

personal. In some ways, I suppose, teachers who could come out and give

more input or explain how they got around some of the parts of the program

that people don't feel happy about. That might help some people.

So that contact with other teachers who have been through it might help?

Ob I think yes, I think that with everything that goes ory contact with other

teachers is worthwhile.

SECTION D: BELIEFS ABOUT CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD

I'd like to ask you some questions about your views of children and chitdhood

generally. What are some of the rewards for you personally of working with

children?

A: I mean I love being with children, so the rewards are that I've got a job that I
love doing and I get paid for. I couldn't imagine doing anything else but

teaching.

\ /hat is it about children that you like or dislike?

Their innocence, and their ability to come out with anything at any time, so

their openness as well. Their ability to give lots of positives and to give love

without feeling embarrassed about it at all. Their unpredictable nature, I
suPPose.

\,Vhat about any dislikes?

o

A:

a

a

A

Q:
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About children?

Yes

I don't really think I have any dislikes about children, apart from their parents

occasionally.

At school, do you think children should have a say about matters that affect

them?

Oh, definitely

Any particular matters? Issues?

I think they should have a say in what goes on in their classroom and around

the school. I mean that's part of the new student management policy about

children being involved. We don't have an SRÇ but within my classroom, the

drildren decide a lot of what goes on, and they also feel comfortable giving me

a warning, if they think I'm not sort of obeying class rules as well, which I

accept, and I think that's good. I know sorne people would say,'children don't

tell me what to do', but I think it shows the children have an understanding of

what's going on, and that they feel comfortable as well. I'm not just the teacher

who sits on a pedestal.

Could you describe a few situations in which you would make decisions on

behalf of the children because you feel that's what's best for them?

Oh, definitely. From a safety angle. You know, children put up things around

the classroom and decide we have them, but any time that they needed to

stand on the chair or on a cupboard, I wouldn't allow it, so I would step in and

say, 'I'll do that'. Also, any incident where I felt that a child was being treated

unfairly,I would step in.

On the other side of things, are there any situations in which you wouldn't

intervene, but let things run their due course, even if you saw it being against

the best interests of the kids?

That's difficult! Where I probably felt that a child who had leamt enough

strategies, say if there had been teasing before and because of what we'd done

0

A

o

A

O

A:

Q:

A:
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within the classroom, because of observation, that I felt that they had picked

up enough strategies to perhaps handle that situation by themselves, then I
would stand back, but be ready to come in.

Do you think that children have special rights just because they are children?

Yes, I suppose the right to be drildrery the right to act like childrery not like

little adults. This is very important. I mean we give them all these strategies,

but you still only expect them to use them to the maturity level they have at

the time, so the right to act like drildren, I think, is the one that drey have that's

different.

Do you agree with there being special drild protection laws?

Yes.

Because some parents and caregivers are not as responsible as others, and you

need to be.... I mean there are laws about those things, so I think there need to

be, as a back up for the person's own judgement, I suppose or conscience. You

look puzzled.

No, no, I'm not; I can accept that. To what extent do you think we should

expect children to protect themselves against potential danger?

Again, only up to their emotional level. I mean you know you can teadr them

to do lots of things, but they're only children and they will forget very easily,

so they need the role-modelling and if they don't get it, then they can forget

pretty easily. Children that IVe had who've all worked cooperatively, don't

necessarily go to another teacher and continue that, they could be the worst

kids in the world.

You have already talked about empowering students. What does it mean, in

practise, in the classroom for that to happen?

It means teaching children in particular, to say 'I want... '. Training them to

think of consequences when they're in situations, to think of altematives when

they're in situations. Some children, particularly one little girl in the class I

have at the moment, if somebody is doing something to her, her only

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

A:

A:

why?

o

0

A
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A:

A:

A:

A:

alternative is to come and tell me, so I have been getbing her to look at the

person and say, 'I don't want you to pull my hair' and she finds the word

'want' very, very difficult to say. I would suspect because, perhaps she doesn't

really feel she has the right to voice her wants, but that she should do what

other people want her to do, or what other people tell her to do. The first time

she said 'I want... ' she just burst into tears.

As shong as that?

Mmm.

Are you prepared for kids to say'no' to you? Have you had any dilemmas

with that?

Well, I'd ask them to verbalise why and then we could talk about it and

perhaps come to a compromise. Sometimes children say, '[ don't want to do

that', and I say that it is too bad because we're going to do it now, but

occasionally we will come to a compromise where, O.K., we'll say that we can

do this now and you can do that later. Some of the problem solving things,

children just don't want to leave them alone, and we run out of time, and you

have to say to the childrery 'Well you don't have to always find a solution and

you can't always be right or wrong, there are differentways of doing things'.

To what extent do you think parents share your views about children,

empowering them and so on?

I tlìink some of the parents think I'm a bit wacky, and that I complain a lot,

whereas I see it as keeping that triangle of child/parent/teacher. Some of

them just think I complain a lot.

What by feeding home information?

Yes, by informing people. I don't tend to give information, I don't tend to send

home letters as a class, you know, class-wide. I tend to send a letter home with

the child saying,'Can we have a chat to talk about such and such?', and a lot of

parents feel threatened by that.

Well, do these perceptions of what the parents believe and think, affect what

you do in the classroom?

a

o

Q:
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SECTION E: CHILD ABUSE

A:

A:

A:

No. I mean, I'm not really one to tum away from a challenge. They don't affect

what I do in the classroom. Perhaps for very strong things like religion or

perhaps fehovah's Witness type things I would modify what I would do, but I
certainly wouldn't drop anything that I felt was important. I mean, yes, I listen

to parents and I take note of their sort of needs, but if I think it's importanÇ I
still think, as a professional, I have that decision to make.

a

A

o

o

We've reached the final part of the interview, where we talk about drild abuse

and, its prevention. In your opinion, how prevalent is child abuse?

I suppose it depends on your definition of abuse. I would see emotional abuse

as being quite prevalenÇ with the other forms of abuse, not as prevalent. I
have a husband in the police force, so I hear the sort of things he copes with at

work, particularly working in the area of ......

Where is that?

Elizabeth and Salisbury

How, well this is related to it, how prevalent do you drink child abuse is in this

local community around here?

Probably more prevalent that we realise, but I would hope that the

information, and by empowering children that that will be helped. I think

we've got a good lot of parents here, but again I think the emotional abuse is

the part that is prevalent around this dishict.

\4lhat do you see as the short term and long term effects of child abuse on

children?

In the short term, I think a lot of it is conholling. I mean the parents use it to

control their children. The long term would be screwed up adults. Adults

who don't know how to handle certain parb of their own lives.

Is the community justified in being concemed about child abuse?

a

o

A: Oh, definitely
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o Are some forms of abuse more harmful than others?

well they all have an affect on the child in later life. physical abuses - if
somebody was abused as a child, they're likely to abuse their children and it's

going to keep goin& unless somebody comes in and breaks the chain. sexual

abuses is very damaging. It's hard as that child becomes an adulÇ and I think
probably emotional abuse continues drat chain. If your father kept telling you

how bad you were, you probably would grow up and do the same to your
children even though you say to yourself at the time, 'I'll never ever say that to

my kids'.

What are your feelings when you read or hear accounts of child abuse?

Anger,I suppose -I am sort of mother hen, you know. Give the poor child to

me, I'il look after iÇ take it away from the parents. I get really uptight about it.

I ftìink the media has a lot to answer for ..... you know. The ways they write
up things, I don't think some of the sort of the really vivid details are necessary

because they upset me. I tend not to read many of them, and I tend not to
watch the news, because of the bad news on.

Yes, I agree with you about some of the written stuff which has been put in the

PaPers.

Because I forget only must really give some people extra ideas.

Yes, the voyeurs around. Are your feelings the same for different forms of

abuse?

Oh, no, no I suppose sexual abuse is one that really gets my dander up. Also

as we've been doing more sort of, success orientation, the put downs are really

making me grate my teeth even further than they ever used to.

why perhaps do parents and others abuse their kids? Talk about physical

abuse to start with. Why do you think some parents really hit and bash their

kids?

Because they don't know of any alternatives or perhaps don't believe in any

alternatives. You know,'my dad did this to me and I grew up alright, so I can

do it to you too'. Perhaps the distrust of the sort of, psychological methods of

o

A:

A:

o

A

o

A

a

A:
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doing things, so good old 'hit him on the head with the psychology book' type

image.

Do you think that some groups of parents are more likely to physically abuse

their kids than others?

I, no I wouldn't think so. Possibly, the younger parenb, because of the lack of

emotional maturity, but no I don't think any one group is more likely to abuse

their children that any other.

To what extent do you think some children provoke or trigger physical abuse?

Some children definitely do, because they'd rather have negative attention

than no attention whatsoever, so some children actually ask virtually to be hit.

I mean, certainly nobody asked to be sexually abused, but some children

would prefer to be hit than to be ignored. I mean it's a form of touching,

whether you like it or not, if they don't get any other form of physical touch,

then at least it means someone's taking some notice of them.

What are your thoughts about why some people sexually abuse children?

......ohhh, you know my first impulse is perhaps to say because they're sick, but

I have never really thought about why they do it.

Have you got any intuitions, any pet theories?

Possible because it was done to them at some stage, or they just have weird

ideas on what is normal, and what is allowed and what is not allowed. In

some cultures it's kind of taken thaÇ fathers and daughters are OK, um, so it
can be a cultural thi^g. I suppose when it comes down to it, it must be a need

they have at the time, whether it's pre-meditated or not I don't know.

If you suspected that one of the children in your class was being abused, what

woud you do?

Talk to the principal, and then go to the Welfare.

Are there any circumstances in which you would not report?

a

A

A:

A:

A:

o
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A

a
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No, I mean by law we have to. I couldn't in all conscious ignore something.

Even if I just thought it was going on, I couldn't live with myself if I did
nothing. No, I'd have to look into it and report it even if it tumed out not to be

hue, I think to protect that child.

You mentioned the law, now what's the balance in motivation, law or your

conscience?

My conscience,I mean when I first found out that by law we had to, but then

in looking back, I always have tended to go that way anyway, but being told

you have to, really pub peoples'backs up for a while, even if you've done it all

the time.

Is there anything about reporting that you feel uneasy about?

The thought that the parent will find out it was me, and perhaps some

recriminations again being married to a police officer. We have had

recriminations at our home over the telephone, and I suppose/ the thought that

they will come for me, is always a possibility, but I'd rather take that chance

than not do something for the child.

What do you think should be done for children who've been abused?

Ohh, definitely..... pscho-therapy. Umm, possible removal from the person or

the family, unless there's a lot of counselling done for the whole family.

What do you think should happen to the child abusers?

The sexual abusers should have parts of them removed!! IJmm, but I don't
know that putting them in jail actually works. It's very hard to punish them.

You tend to think of the old stocks in the city square type of thing.

Public humiliation?

But you really can't do that to people ¿rny more. But I don't think jail does

make any difference to some, but for others it would just make the sifuation

worse for the child in the first place, because it might have been, financial

matters that caused all the strain that led the people to do things anyway, and

I mean I think castration's a definite alternative.

o

A

a

0

a

A:
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o Tough response. How effective do you think these approaches would be to

preventing child abuse? Further abuse?

IJmm, well they couldn't possible do anything any more .....

The castration option mightwork, might it?

I'm a believer in psycho-therapy and counselling too. Possibly that would

work in the short term anyway, whether it would work in the long term or not.

Definite supervision and you know the family knowing that, if something

happened, it's definitely going to be picked up.

How confident are you that school programs like Protective Behaviours

actually prevent abuse?

I don't suppose that I'm very confident at all, but again, while the child is in

your class and rights and things are being talked about constantly, it's really in

the child's mind, but a couple of years down the road ... Some parents just

aren't interested in what's being done at schools, so the child possibly

wouldn't take anything home to them so itwouldn't effect them at all.

Can you describe a situation in which a child might avoid being abused, by

using the strategies or approaches you've taught them?

I suppose the safe place, going to a safe place to be by yourself. So side-

stepping, would be one of the things that could happen. Or leaming how to

say'I don't want you to do that'. Recognising their waming signals and doing

something about it or, telling... and keeping telling people.

Are there any situations in which a child may not be able to avoid being

abused? Where the strategies and techniques you've used, wouldn't be

effective?

I suppose where the child hasn't really intemalised it and it's just something

you do at school. Or of course when a child was so frightened they just

couldn't think at the time. We all tend to know what we should do in certain

situations, but whether we do them or not is another dring at the time.

Are there any other ways of preventing child abuse before it occurs?

A

a

A

o

A

o

A:

Q:

A:

o
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a

A:

A:

A:

A: No.

A:

I suppose parenting parenting programs, in high school, really before people

are parents. But parenting programs tend to lack crisis nvìnagement things -

you have to recognise then that you have a problem. I'd like to see high

schools in particular, teaching people how to be parents, how to look after

people. It's not all a bed of roses when you get dris cute little bundle, I mean, I
got an awful shock when I bacame a parent - suddenly you wish this bundle

would just shut up.

How confident are you that those kind of high school programs would work,

you know would be effective in reducing child abuse.

I think they would be very effective, but I think the problem would be, that the

parents of those students seeing them as being necessary and not just a waste

of time, because maths and science and all this is what's important. 'We're not

going to be parents for years yet, so why do it?' So I think probably getting dre

kids to sign up for the course in the first place would be a problem.

How do you think you make a difference, with what you do, in the area of

child abuse?

I would like to think I do, but whether I do or not. I'm quite open and honest

and perhaps nosey, when I talk to parents about some things. Perhaps I make

that parent think a little, you know while they're with me, even if they don't

come out and say something, but perhaps we'd avoid a situation at home next

time.

Do you know someone personally who has abused his or her chidlren?

Have you ever suspected the one of the children in your present class, has

been abused?

Yes.

l{hat made you suspicious?

I suppose certain behaviours that the child has and then certain fixation about

body parts that the child has. And observation that the child seems different

in some way.

a

a

0

o
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Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Did you report those suspicions?

Yes

How did you feel about that?

It didn't worry me, my only worry was recriminations from the parent if they

had to find out.

Did you feel that you did the right thing?

Definitely

To what extent do you think that your beliefs about child abuse and its

prevention, have influenced you decision making about Protective

Behaviours?

I'm not really sure whether it's that way or the other way, whether Protective

Behaviours affected the other thoughts or whether ... It's really hard to say.

To know what came first?

Right, or whether it was always in the back of my mind anyway and just a

program like this enables you to bring it to the fore.

Have you any memories of being abused as a child?

Yes. It made me more determined to protect and to teach children to protect

others from abuse, especially emotional abuse, to encourage assertiveness and

to empower children with their rights.

How have you felt talking about these things? Has me being a male been a

problem?

No.

It has been suggested to me that particularly with females, it could be an issue.

o

A

a

A:

A:

A:

o

o

o

A

o
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A:

Q:

Oh no, obviously you have some knowledge about it, so no. It's on a

professional basis anryay, perhaps if it was personal, then that would be

different.

OK. That's good. Thank you for being so open and articulate, it's been good.
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How to Complete this Questionnaire

1. Thankyou for making the time to complete this important
questionnaire. Before you begirç don't be put-off by its length! The
questionnaire follows a branching format that directs you to
questions relevant to your experience and away from those that
aren't relevant. You will NOT have to respond to all questions.
Depending on what questions you answer, the questionnaire will
take between 20 and 35 minutes to complete.

2. Each question has a range of responses which are numbered. In the
case of Example 1 below, you may answer No or Yes. You are
asked to write the number of your response (L for No, or 2 for Yes)
in the box in the column on the right. Disregard the typed number
alongside the response box. This number will be used by a data
entry operator to put your response in the right place in a computer
Program.

Exømple 7

12. Have you eaten any green apples at school this week?

1. No --+ Go to No.39 on page 14

2. Yes --+ Continue to No. 13

3. Once you have written the number of your response in the box,
simply follow the instructions linked to your particular response.
That way you will only answer the questions that are relevant to
you.

4. Other questions follow a different format (see Example 2 below).
Again, you are asked to write the number of your response (1
through to 5) in the box on the right, then proceed to the next
question.

Example 2
cantt not a

remember at all little extent

4

extent

5

tr

D

some great

9. To what extent were you encouraged to eat
green apples when you were a child?

t 23 11

5. Good luck completing this questionnaire. Your responses are vítal
to the research into Protective Behaviours in South Australia.

Regards,

Bruce ]ohnson

Senior Lecturer
University of South Australia
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Section A: Training in Protective Behaviours

1. By answering the following questions you will provide information about:
- why you first undertook training in Protective Behaviours
- the type of course delivery you experienced
- the extent to which you were consulted about your training neede
- your views on the training process
- the extent of other training you may have undertaken in Protective Behaviours

and/or Mandatory Reporting since you were first trained

Pleøse follout the ínstructions línked to your ønsu)ets (othenuise you
tnøU answer questions thøt don't øpplu to vou!)

Record = 1

trmtr(This is the ID number we will give you in the Review - once we receive your questionnaire
we will delete any reference to your identity. You will simply become a NUMBER - sorry!)

2. When did you first undertake training in Protective Behaviours?

1.1985
2.1986
3.1987

74

4.1988
5.1989
6.1990

7.1991
8.7992
9.L993

some
extent

great
extent

E.

tr

cantt not a

remember at all little
3. To what extent did you want to do Protective

Behaviours training?
123 45 6

4. Whatwere the three main e Behaviours?
(Put a 1 in the box beside the the second
most important reason, then t reason)

- I was personally very interested in child protection
issues

- other teachers recommended it highly

- I was told by my Principal that I had to be hained

- we made a staff decision to be hained

- I thoughtwe were required to be hained by our
employer

- I felt thât it was in the best interests of my
students for me to be trained

- I was curious about Protective Behaviours and
wanted to know more about it

- I felt that child protection issues were so important
that I needed to be better informed

- I saw it as part of my on-going professional
development as a teacher

- other ... (please specify)

D'
tr
D
D
D

8

9

10

11

D"
E',
E"
E"
Etu
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5. Select the course delivery arr¿rngement that most closely resembles your training
experience (select only one):

1. One full day
2. Two full days
3. Three full days
4. One full day plus several sessions out of school

hours
5. Two full days plus several sessions out of school

hours
6. Several sessions out of school hours
7. Some other arrangement
8. Can't remember

tr 17

23

cantt not
remember at all

a
little

6()me
extent

4

great
extent

56. To what extent were you consulted about the
content of the training ?

7. To what extent were you consulted about the
way the training was organised and run?

8. To what extent were you satisfied with your
training in Protective Behaviours?

t23 E"

Etn

tr 20

E,'

D"

tr

r2345

12345

9. Since you undertook your initial training in Protective Behaviours, have you done
any further training and development in Protective Behaviours (eg gone to
'refresher'courses, done the complete haining again, attended'support' group
meetings, or gone to conferences)?

1. No
2. Yes

10. Have you undertaken Mandatory Notification training?

L. No --+ Go to Section B: In-School Support on p.4
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.L1

11. tndicate the year in which you undertook haining in Mandatory Notification.

1.1990
2.199t
3.1992
4.4993

--+ Continue to Section B: In-School Support for Protective Behaviours on p.4
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Section B: In-School Support for Protective Behaviours

1,. By answering the following questions you will provide information about:
- the nature and extent of in-school support you received to teach Protective

Behaviours f ollowing training
- the nature and extent of in-school support you currently receive to teach Protective

Behaviours
- your views on possible future initiatives to support the teaching of child protection

knowledge and strategies

2. Following training, did your school develop clear plans for the implementation of
Protective Behaviours ?

1. No --+ Go to No.7
2. Yes -+ Continue to No.3
3. I don't know --+ Go to No.7

can't not
remember at all

3. To what extent did you know what these plans L 2
were?

4. To what extent do you think other staff members 1

knew what these pians were?

a some
little extent

great
extent

tr 24

30

E"
8,,
D"
E"
E"

1

1

345

2345

2345

2345

great
extent

E"

Dr

D,

E,'

tr 29

tr

7.Did your school arrange follow-up training and development activities in Protective
Behaviours?

1. No --+ Go to No.9
2. Yes --r Continue to No.8

5. To what extent did you participate in
formulating these plans ?

6. To what extent did your principal promote the
acceptance of these plans?

8. To what extent did you undertake the
following staff training and development
activities?

1. regular discussions at staff meetings
about using the Protective Behaviours
Progïam

2. planned observation of another teacher
teaching the program

3. visit another school to discuss teaching
Protective Behaviours

4. planned discussion with an Advisory
Teadrer about aspects of the program

5. curriculum writing activities related to
aspects of the program

6. planned workshops on aspects of the
program

can't not a some
remember at all little extent

r2345

1 2 3

3

3

3

J

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

(continued on next page)
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7. review relevant literature provided
by the school

8. listen to an outside'expert' talk on child
protection issues

9. team-teach the program with another
teacher who had greater knowledge of,
and experience teaching, the program

1-0. join a support group of other teachers
teaching the program at your school

11. other ... (please specify)

l2.To what extent do you know what these plans
a¡e?

L3. To what extent do you think other staff members
know what these plans are?

L4. To what extent did you participate in formulating
these plans?

15. To what extent has your principal promoted the
acceptance of tl:rese plans?

t2345 8,.
E,'
D"

D

5

5

4

4

3

3

1

1

2

2

2

2

1.

1

4

4

3

3

5

5

39

40

47

43

44

45

46

--r Continue to No.9

9. Did your school purchase additional resources (books, posters, videos) to
support the teaching of the program?

1. No
2. Yes
3. I don't know

--+ Continue to No.10

10. Are you still teaching at the same school now?

1. No --+ Continue to No.11
2. Yes --r Go to No.19

1L. At your current school, are there clear plans to support the teaching of
Protective Behaviours?

1. No -+ Go to No.16
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.12
3. I don't know --+ Go to No.16

tr

tr

tr

tr

tr

E"

D

not
at all

gleat
extent

a some
Little extent

L234

1

1 2

234

34
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16. Has your current school arranged training and development activities in
Protective Behaviours?

1. No --+ Go to No.l.8
2. Yes -r Continue to No.17

L7. At your current school, to what extent have
you undertaken the following staff training
and development activities related to Protective
Behaviours?

1. regular discussions at staff meetings
about using the Protective Behaviours
pfogram

2. planned observation of another teacher
teaching the program

3. visit another school to discuss teaching
Protective Behaviours

4. planned discussion with an Advisory
Teacher about aspects of the program

5. curriculum writing activities related to
aspects of the program

6. planned workshops on aspects of the
progïam

7. review relevant literature provided
by the school

S.listen to an oubide'expert'talk on child
protection issues

9. team-teach the program with another
teacher who had greater knowledge of,
and experience teaching, the program

10. join a support group of other teachers
teaching the program at your school

11. other ... (please specify)

not a some
at all little extent

great
extent

E*

Enn

Ero

D"
Du,

D"
Er
E"
D"
Ert

tr

1 234

1

L

I

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

3

3

3

J

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

J

3

J

2

2 tr

58

59

-r Continue to No.L8

18. Has your current school purchased additional resources (books, posters, videos) to
support the teaching of the program?

1. No
2. Yes
3. I don't know

Er

--+ Continue to No.19 on next page
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L9. In your opinion, which of the following proposals/strategies would be most effective

st important strategy,
3 in the box beside the

- your employer (Education Department,
Catholic Education Office, etc.)
mandating the teaching of Protective
Behaviours (ie, making it a compulsory
part of the curriculum)

- your employer (Education Department,
Catholic Education Office, etc.)
providing further training activities

- providing further school-level training
and development activities like those
listed in No.17 on page 6

- developing more detailed and specific
curriculum materials for teachers

- developing'workbook' style materials
for students

- producing video support materials

- appointing specialist teachers with
expertise in child protection issues

- developing detailed and specific
'information kits' for parents

- mounting a'communitSr awareness'
program about the aims and strategies
of Protective Behaviours

- other... (please specify)

--+ Continue to Section C: Use of the Protective Behaviours Program on p.8

E"

tr 62

E"

tr
D

tr
D

tr
tr

tr

g

65

6

67

68

69

70
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Section C: Use of the Protective Behaviours Program

L. By answering the following questions you will provide information about:
- what opportunities you have or haven't had to teach Protective Behaviours
- what aspects of the Protective Behaviours program you have or haven't taught

eg - Theme 1: Feeling Safe
- Theme 2: Telling Others/Networking
- uncomfortable or confusing touching
- physical violence
- ttre 'what if...'strategy

- when you may have taught them
- in what detail you may have taught them

From No. 7 onwards, questions refer to troo tìme peiods:
- thìsyeør = the 1993 school year
- the ftao years after trøínìng = the remainder of the school year in which you

trained, plus the full school year after that
eg, if your date of kaining was April 1989, the the taso years after traínìng

refer to the remainder of L989 and all of 1990.

2. Have you ever taught any aspect of the Protective Behaviours program (like
Networking, IJncomfortable /Confusing Touching, the two Themes, etc.)?

1. No -+ Continue to No.3
2. Yes -+ Go to No.4

3. Do you intend to teach any aspect of Protective Behaviours this year?

1. No -+ Go to No.53 on p.24
(No.4 to No.52 aren't relev¿urt to you)

2. Yes --+ Continue to No. 4

4. Ivhich Protective Behaviours curriculum resources have you used most?
(Select up to three resor.rrces. Put a 1 in the box beside the resotirce you used most,
put a 2 in the box beside the second most used resource, then put a-3 in the box
beside the third most used resource)

1. Protective Behaviours Manual (original blue book)

2. Basic Essentials (recent green/yellow book)

3. Safe Start Safe Future (CSO Publication)

4. Trust Your Feelings (by Ingrid Lippitt)

5. Keep Safe (recent adolescent curriculum book)

6. None --+ Go to No.7

7. Other... (Please specify)

--+ Continue to No.S

5. How would you rate the quality of the curriculum resource you used most?

L. Very poor --r Continue to No. 6
2. Poor --+ Continue to No. 6
3. O.K.---r Go to No.7
4. Good -+ Go to No.7
5. Very Good --+ Go to No.7

tr 77

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
D

E"

/3

74

75

76

n

78

79
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6. To what extent was the quality of the curriculum
resource poor because:

... it was difficult to locate things in it

... it wasn't specific enough

... it wasn't practical enough

... it didn't contain ideas appropriate to
the age of my students

... it over-simplified a complex area

... too much jargon was used

not a gome

at all little extent
great
extent

1

1

1

1

tr
D

1

1

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

234
234

(Record = 2)

D
e
tr
tr

E'

tr

5

6

1

2

3

4

8

7. This year, have you taught, or intend to teach, the first Theme in Protective
Behaviours relating to children's right to feel safe (ie, teaching studenb
about feeling safe and unsafe, identifying 'early waming signs', declaring a
'personal emergency'and so on)?

1.. No -r Co to No.9
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.8

8. This year, how much detail did you, or do you intend to go into when teaching
the first Theme?

1. A little (ie, frequently repeating the theme: 'We
all have the right to feel safe',
explaining what it means in a variety
of ways, displaying it around the room)

--+ Continue to No.9
2. Some (ie, as above but also talking about

'early waming signs', distinguishing
between safe and unsafe situations)

--+ Continue to No.9
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also presenting many

situations in which children can describe
their'early waming signs', teaching about
'personal emergencies', linking the Theme
with broader ideas of Children's Rights,
linkingwith class and school rules,
applymg to child-adult relations)

--+ Go to No.13

9. This year, have you had, or will you have the opportunity to teach the first Theme
in detail?

1. No --+ Continue to No.10
2. Yes --+ Co to No.12

10. This year, why have you had limited opportunities to teach the first Theme?
(Select up to three reasons. Put a L in the box Seside the most important reason, put a 2 in the box
beside the second most important reason, then put a 3 in the boi beside the thi¡d most important reason)

- I have very limited class teaching time

- I haven't been in my school long enough to have the chance to teach the program

- someone else bakes responsibility for teaching it
- the program is not part of the curriculum of this school

- other ... (please specify)

--r Continue to No.11
11. Do these factors limit your opportunities to teach other aspects of Protective
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Behaviours like the second Theme, Networking, the'What if ...'problem
solving strategy, etc?

1. No --+ Go to No.14 on p. 11
2. Yes --+ Go to No.30 on p.16

12. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision not to teach the first Theme,
or to teach it in a non-detailed way?

1. I thought the students might get a bit carried
away with their 'rights' (eg, start telling
parents about their'right' not to be punished)

2.I was concemed that parents might object to me
promoting children's rights

3. I thought the students would just'parrot' the
Theme without understanding what it meant

4. I thought the language used was too simplistic
and'babyish' for my students

5. I felt that the first Theme was too idealistic
and had no relevance to children's everyday
lives

6. other ... (please specify)

-+ Go to No.14

L3. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision to teach the first Theme
in great detail?

L. I could see strong links between the Theme
and other programs and policies like counter
sexual harassment and student behaviour
management

2. I thought it was important for students to
leam that they have some power over what
happens in their lives

3.I could see the benefits of students becoming
more aw¿ue of threats to their safety

4. I thought that it was important to teach
children to recognise their 'early warning signs'
and to consciously link their feelings to
unsafe or potentially unsafe situations

5. I strongly endorsed the notion that children
have rights, particularly those that relate
to their personal safety

6. other ... (please specify)
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14. This year, have you taught, or intend to teach the second Theme in Protective
Behaviours relating to children telling others about any situations in which they feel
unsafe (ie, teaching studenb about Networks, reinforcing the Persistence Expectation,
and so on)?

1. No -r Go to No.16
2. Yes --+ Continue to No. 15

15. This year, how much detail did you, or do you intend to go into when teaching
the second Theme?

1. A little (ie, informal talk about feeling unsafe and
who studmb could go to, to talk about it)

--+ Continue to No.16
2. Some (ie, as above but also formally identifying

a Network, but not to the extent of sending
copies home or of students contacting those
on their Network)

+ Continue to No.L6
3. A great deal (ie, formally identifying a Network,

informing parents, contacting those on
Networks, practising using them, and
reinforcing the need to persist in'telling'
until someone acts to stop inappropriate
behaviour)

-+ Go to No.17 on next page
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16. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision not to teach the second Theme,
or to teach it in a non-detailed way?

L. I felt that the students were too young to fully
understand Networking

2. I felt that the students were unlikely to identify
appropriate people for their Network

3. I had doubts about the ability of adults to act
if they were contacted

4. I was concemed that parents -ight object to their
children using Networks before consulting them
ie, 'going behind their backs'

5. I didn't know enough about the implications
of using Networks

6. I didn't think it was fair to make children
responsible for ensuring that someone'listened'
to their calls for help

7. other ... (please specify)
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17. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision to teach the second Theme
in great detail?

1. I could see the advantages of students having
an established support Network

2.I thought my students were able to select a range
of appropriate people to be on their Networks

3. I don't have any personal difficulties teaching
Networking

4. I thought it was important to reinforce the idea
that children shouldn't keep 'bad' secrets

5.I believed that most adults would take seriously
their responsibilties to help keep children safe

6. other ... (please specify)

20. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision not to teach Uncomfortable
or Confusing Touching or to teach it in a non-detailed
way?

1. I felt personally embarrassed about teaching
this in a detailed and explicit way

2. I didn't know how to teach about such sensitive
issues
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--+ Continue to No.18

18. This year, have you taught, or do you intend to teach about Uncomfortable or
Confusing Touching in Protective Behaviours (ie, body ownership, private body
parts, different kinds of touching, etc.)?

1. No -r Go to No.20
2. Yes -+ Continue to No. 19

19. This year, how much detail did you, or do you intend to go into when teaching
about Uncomfortable or Confusing Touching?

1. A little ( ie, focusing on child-to<hild,
uncomfortable touching, ie, poking and
pinching)

--r Continue to No.20
2. Some (ie, as above but also identifying'private

parts', talking generally about body
ownership)

-r Continue to No.20
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also integrating aspecb

of Growth and Development relating to
naming of genitals, discussing sexual and
non-sexual touching, discussing appropriate
and inappropriate adult-child touching,
practising saying'no' to unwanted touching)

--+ Go to No.21
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3. I was concemed that parents -ight object to their
students being taught about adutt-child touching

4. I preferred to limit discussion to school examples
of students touching each other because these
were familiar to the students and easy for them
to relate to

5. I thought that it wasn't really necessary to go into
great detail - the children got the point about
uncomfortable touching without being sp ec if ic
about sexual matters

6. some students i. -y class had been sexually
abused so I decided not to risk upsetting them
further by being too explicit

7. I was worried about my ability to cope if one of
the studenb disclosed experiences of unwanted
sexual toudring

8. the Protective Behaviours program didn't
recommend the specific teaching of unwanted
sexual touching

9. other ... (please specify)

--+ Go to No.22 on next page

21. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision to teach Uncomfortable or
Confusing Touching in great detail?

1. I felt that the students ought to know about
these matters

2. I felt comfortable discussing these things with
the studenb

3. I thought my students could cope with sensitive
issues like unwanted sexual touching

4. I felt confident of using'protective interrupting'
during sensitive sessions should a child begin to
disclose in front of others

5. I thought that by teaching about body ownership
and reinforcing children's right to say'no' to
uncomfortable touching, I could help children
protect themselves

6. other ... (please specify)
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22. This year, have you taught, or do you intend to teach about Physical Violence
(physical abuse and domestic violence) as part of Protective Behaviours?

1. No --+ Go to No.24
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.23

23. This year, how much detail did you, or do you intend to go into when teaching about Physical Violence?

tr

tr
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1. A little ( ie, discussing student-to-student
physical violence - fighting at school,
bullying ways of reducing physical
violence)

-r Continue to No.24
2. Some (ie, identifying a range of violent situations

at school and beyond, discussing ways of
staying safe)

--+ Continue to No.24
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also specifically

identifying appropriate and inappropriate
adult-to-child physical action/ discussing
ways of staying safe when adulb are being
violent, practising personal safety
behaviours)

-+ Go to No.25

24. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision not to teach about Physical
Violence, or to teach it in a non-detailed way?

1. very few of my students were physically abused
so I didn't see the need to teach about it

2. I was worried about my ability to cope if one
of the students disclosed experiences of physical
abused

3.I felt that some of my students wouldn't cope
with sessions on domestic violence because
they had experienced it in their own families

4. I felt personally uneasy about intruding into
studenb'family lives

5. I thought that it was unrealistic to say to
studenb that they should take action to stay
safe when threatened by adults

6.I thought that students would accuse their parents
of child abuse if they got smacked at home

7. other ... (please specify)
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25. This year, to what extent did the following factors not a some
influence your decision to teach about Physical Violence at all little extent
in great detail?

1. I thought tlìat it would encourage students to I 2 3
use altematives to physical violence

2. I thought that the vast majority of parents 7 2 3
would accept us teaching their children how
to deal with threats to their physical safety

3.I could see strong links between this and our 7 2 3
school student behaviour management policy

4. other ... (please specify) I 2 3

--r Continue to No.26

26. This year, have you taught, or do you intend to teach the 'What if
Behaviours?
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1. No --+ Go to No.28
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.27

' problem solving strategy as part of Pro

E',

27. This year, how much detail did you go into when teaching the'What if ... 'problem solving strategy?

1. A little ( ie, using the approach to discuss ways of E ,
solving minor problems as they arose)

--+ Continue to No.28
2. Some (ie, inhoducing hypothetical situations

based on examples provided in the
Protective Behaviours manual, using
lisb of '\,llhat if ... ' situations developed
with other teachers)

--+ Continue to No.28
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also linking with other

problem solving approaches like conflict
resolution, using the strategy to introduce
problems involving adults and childrery
using role play or other behaviour
rehearsal strategies to demonshate
appropriate personal safety responses
to 'What if ... ' situations)

-r Go to No.29

28. This year, to what extent did the following factors
influence your decision not to teach the "What if ... '

problem solving strategy or to teach it in a
non-detailed way?

1. I didn't like the hypothetical nature of the
approach

2. I preferred to limit the types of sibuations we
discussed to those within the actual experience
of the students

3. I was worried about frightening the students by
introducing situations that they wouldn't have
thought of

(continued on next page)
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4. I was reluctant to get into adult<hild
relationships because of the complexity and
sensitivity of these issues

5. ottrer ... (please specify)

--+ Go to No.30

29. To what extent did the following factors influence
your decision to teach the'What if ... ' problem
solving strategy in a detailed way?

L. it was an easy part of the program to use

2. I saw the approach as a good way of teaching
students how to act in a variety of sifuations

3. I felt personally at ease addressing sensitive
problems because they were treated as
hypothetical problems not personal ones

4. it encouraged children to consider a range of
options and consequences rather than just one
or two

5. other ... (please specify)
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-r Continue to No.30

30. tn the two years after training, did you teach the first Theme in Protective
Behaviours relating to children's right to feel safe (ie, teaching students
about feeling safe and unsafe, identifying 'early waming signs', declaring a
'personal emergency'and so on)?

1. No --+ Go to No.32
2. Yes ---r Continue to No.31

31. In the two years after training, how much detail did you go into when teaching
the first Theme?

1. A little (ie, frequently repeating the theme: 'We
all have the right to feel safe',
explaining what it means in a variety
of ways, displaying it around the room)

--+ Continue to No.32
2. Some (ie, as above but also talking about

'early waming signs', distinguishing
between safe and unsafe situations)

--+ Continue to No.32
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also presenting many

situations in which children can describe
their'early waming signs', teaching about
'personal emergencies', linking the Theme
with broader ideas of Children's Rights,
linking with class and school rules,
applying to child-adult relations)

--+ Go to No.33
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32. In the two years after training, did you have the opportunity to teach the first Theme
in detail?

1. No --r Continue to No.33
2. Yes --+ Go to No.35
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- I had very limited class teaching time

- I wasn't i. -y sdrool long enough to have the chance to teach the program

- someone else took responsibility for teadning it
- the program wasn't part of the curriculum in my school

- I've only recently been hained

- other ... (please specify)

-+ Continue to No.34

34. Did these factors limit your opportunities to teach other aspects of Protective
Behaviours?

L. No --+ Go to No.37
2. Yes --+ Go to Section D: Your Views on Child Abuse on p.26
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35. In the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision not to
teach the first Theme, or to teach it in a
non-detailed way?

1. I thought the students might get a bit carried
away with their 'rights' (eg, start telling
parents about their 'right' not to be punished)

2. I was concemed that parents might object to me
promoting children s rights

3. I thought the students would just 'parrot' the
Theme without understandingwhat it meant

4.I thought the language used was too simplistic
and 'babyish'for my students

5. I felt that the first Theme was too idealistic
and had no relevance to children's everyday
lives

6. other... (please specify)
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36. In the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision to
teach the first Theme in great detail?

1,. I could see strong links between the Theme
and other programs and policies like counter
sexual harassment and student behaviour
management

2. I thought itwas important for students to
leam that they have some power over what
happens in their lives

3.I could see the benefib of students becoming
more aw¿ìre of threats to their safety

4. I thought that it was important to teach
drildren to recognise their 'early warning signs'
and to consciously link their feelings to
unsafe or potentially unsafe situations

5. I strongly endorsed the notion that children
have righb, particularly those that relate
to their personal safety

6. other ... (please specify)
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-+ Continue to No.37

37. Ín the two years after kaining, did you teach the second Theme in Protective
Behaviours relating to children telling others about any situations in
which they feel unsafe (ie, teaching students about Networks, reinforcing the
Persistence Expectation, and so on)?

1. No --+ Go to No.39
2. Yes --+ Continue to No. 38

38. In the two years after training, how much detail did you, or do you intend to go into
when teaching the second Theme?

L. A little (ie, informal talk about feeling unsafe and
who students could go to, to talk about it)

--+ Continue to No.39
2. Some (ie, as above but also formally identifying

a Network, but not to the extent of sending
copies home or of students contacting those
on their Nefwork)

--+ Continue to No.39
3. A great deal (ie, formally identifying a Network,

informing parents, contacting those on
Networks, practising using them, and
reinforcing the need to persist in 'telling'
until someone acts to stop inappropriate
behaviour)

--+ Go to No.40
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39. In the two years after training, to what extent
did the following factors influence your decision
not to teach the second Theme, or to teach it in a
non-detailed way?

1.I felt that the students were too young to fully
understand Networking

2. I felt that the students were unlikely to identify
appropriate people for their Network

3. I had doubts about the ability of adults to act
if they were contacted

4. I was concemed that parents might object to their
children using Networks before consulting them
ie, 'going behind their backs'

5. I didn't know enough about the implications
of using Networks

6. I didn't think it was fair to make children
responsible for ensuring that someone'listened'
to their calls for help

7. other ... (please specify)

--+ Go to No.41.

40. In the two years after traiñng, to what extent did the
following factors influence your decision to teach the
second Theme in great detail?

1.I could see the advantages of students having
an established support Network

2. I thought my students were able to select a range
of appropriate people to be on their Networks

3. I don't have any personal difficulties teadring
Networking

4. I thought it was important to reinforce the idea
that children shouldn't keep 'bad' secrets

5. I believed that most adults would take seriously
their responsibilties to help keep children safe

6. other ... (please specify)
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--+ Continue to No.41

41. In the two years after training, did you teach about Uncomfortable or Confusing
Touching in Protective Behaviours (ie, body ownership, private body parts,
different kinds of touching, etc.)?

1. No -r Go to No.43
2. Yes --r Continue to No.42
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42. In the two years after training, how much detail did you go into when teaching
about Uncomfortable or Confusing Touching?

1. A little ( ie, fcrcusing on child-to-child,
uncomfortable touching, ie, poking and
pinching)

-r Continue to No.43
2. Some (ie, as above but also identifying'private

parts', talking generally about body
ownership)

---r Continue to No.43
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also integrating aspects

of Growth and Development relating to
naming of genitals, discussing sexual and
non-sexual touching discussing appropriate
and inappropriate adult-child touching,
practising saying'no' to unwanted touching)

--+ Go to No.¡14
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43. In the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision not
to teach Uncomfortable or Confusing Touching or
to teach it in a non-detailed way?

1.I felt personally embarrassed about teaching
this in a detailed and explicit way

2. I didn't know how to teach about such sensitivJ
issues

3. I was concemed that parents might object to their
students being taught about adult-child touching

4. I preferred to limit discussion to school examples
of students touching each other because these
were familiar to the students and easy for them
to relate to

5. I thought that it wasn't really necessary to go into
great detail - the children got the point about
uncomfortable tou chin g wi tho ut being sp ec if ic
about sexual matters

6. some students i. -y class had been sexually
abused so I decided not to risk upsetting them
further by being too explicit

7. I was worried about my abilify to cope if one of
the students disclosed experiences of unwanted
sexual touching

8. the Protective Behaviours program didn't
recommend the specific teaching of unwanted
sexual touching

9. other ... (please specify)
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44.|n the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision to
teach Uncomfortable or Confusing Touching in
great detail?

1. I felt that the students ought to know about
these matters

2. I felt comfortable discussing these things with
the students

3. I thought my students could cope with sensitive
issues like unwanted sexual touching

4. I felt confident of using 'protective interrupting'
during sensitive sessions should a child begin to
disclose in front of others

5. I thought that by teaching about body ownership
and reinforcing children's right to say'no' to
uncomfortable touching,I could help children
protect themselves

6. other ... (please specify)
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46. In the two years after kaining, how much detail did you go into when teaching about Physical Violmce?

--+ Continue to No.45

45. In trhe two years after training, did you teach about Physical Violence (physical
abuse and domestic violence) as part of Protective Behaviours?

1. No --+ Go to No.47
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.46

1.. A little ( ie, discussing student-to-student
physical violence - fighting at school,
bullying, ways of reducing physical
violence)

--+ Continue to No.47
2. Some (ie, identifying a range of violent situations

at school and beyond, discussing ways of
staying safe)

--+ Continue to No.47
3. A great deal (ie, as above but also specifically

identifying appropriate and inappropriate
adult-to-child physical action/ discussing
ways of staying safe when adults are being
violent, practising personal safety
behaviours)

--r Go to No.48
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47.\n the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision not
to teach about Physical Violence, or to teach it in
a non-detailed way?

1.. very few of my studenb were physically abused
so I didn't see the need to teach about it

2.I was worried about my ability to cope if one
of the students disclosed experiences of physical
abused

3.I felt that some of my studenb wouldn't cope
with sessions on domestic violence because
they had experienced it in their own families

4. I felt personally uneasy about intruding into
studenb' family lives

5. I thought that it was unrealistic to say to
students that they should take action to stay
safe when threatened by adulb

6.I thought that studenb would accuse their parents
of child abuse if they got smacked at home

7. other ... (please specify)

--+ Go to No.49

48. In the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision to teach
about Physical Violence in great detail?

1. I thought that it would encourage students to
use altematives to physical violence

2. I thought that the vast majority of parents
would accept us teaching their children how
to deal with threats to their physical safety

3. I could see strong links between this and our
school student behaviour rìanagement poliry

4. other ... (please specify)
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-r Continue to No.49

49. In the two years after training, did you teach the '\Alhat if ,.. ' problem solving strategy as part of Protective
Behaviours?

1. No --+ Go to No.51
2. Yes -+ Continue to No.50
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50. In the two years after training, how much detail did you go into when teaching the'What if ..

strategy?

L. A little ( ie, using the approach to discuss ways of
solving minor problems as they arose)

--r Continue to No.51
2. Some (ie, introducing hypothetical situations

based on examples provided in the
Protective Behaviours manual, using
lists of '\Å/hat if ... ' situations developed
with other teachers)

--+ Continue to No.51
3. A great deal (ie, as above, but also linking with other

problem solving approaches like conflict
resolution, using the strategy to introduce
problems involving adults and children,
using role play or other behaviour
rehearsal strategies to demonstrate
appropriate personal safety responses
to 'What if ... ' situations)

-+ Go to No.52
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51. In the two years after training, to what extent
did the following factors influence your decision
not to teach the'What if ... ' problem solving
strategy or to teach it in a non-detailed way?

1. I didn't like the hypothetical nature of the
approach

2. I preferred to limit the types of situations we
discussed to those within the actual experience
of the students

3. I was worried about frightening the studenß by
introducing situations that they wouldn't have
thought of

4. I was reluctant to get into adult<hild
relationships because of the complefty and
sensitivity of these issues

5. other ... (please specify)

52. In the two years after training, to what extent did
the following factors influence your decision to
teach the 'l4lhat if ... ' problem solving strategy in
a detailed way?

f . it was an easy part of the program to use

2. I saw the approach as a good way of teaching
students how to act in a variety of situations

3. I felt personally at ease addressing sensitive
problems because they were treated as
hypothetical problems not personal ones

(continued on next page)
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4. it encouraged children to consider a range of 1

options and consequences rather than just one
or two

5. other ... (please specify) 1 234

23 4
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extent
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--r Go to Section D: Your Views on Child Abuse and its Prevention onp.26

53. Have you had the opportunity to teach Protective Behaviours but chosen not to?

1. No --+ Continue to No.54
2. Yes + Go to No.55

- I had very limited class teaching time

- I didn't spent long enough i. a.y one school to get a chance to teach the program

- someone else always took responsibility for teaching it
- the program was never part of the curriculum in the schools in which

I taught

- other ... (please specify)

-+ Go to Section D: Your Views on Child Abuse and its Prevention on p.26

6

54. What were the main reasons you had limited opportunities to teach Protective
Behaviours?
(Select up to three reasons. Put a 1 in the box beside the most important reason. put a 2 in the
box besiile the second most important reason, then put a 3 in theibox beside ttró itrird most
important reason)
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55. To what extent did the following factors influence
your decision not to teach Protective Behaviours?

1. I felt that the Protective Behaviours Manual
was inadequate because:-

... it was difficult to use

... it wasn't specific errough

... it wasn't practical enough

... it didn't contain ideas appropriate to
the age of my students

... it over-simplified complex ¿ìreas

... too much jargon was used

2. I was worried about frightening the students by
introducing situations that they wouldn't have
thought of

3. I was reluctant to get into adult<hild
relationships because of the complexity and
sensitivity of these issues

4. I felt that the students were too young to fully
understand Protective Behaviours
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5.I was concemed that parents might object to their
children using strategies before consulting them

6. I didn't know enough about the implications
of using the program

7. I thought the students might get a bit carried
away with their'rights'

8.I was concemed that parents might object to me
promoting children's rights

9.I thought the language used was too simplistic
and'babyish' for my students

10. I felt that the program was too idealistic and
had no relevance to children's everyday lives

11. very few of my students have been abused
so I didn't see the need to teach about it

12.I felt personally embarrassed about teaching
aspecb of the program in a detailed and
explicitway

L3. I didn't know how to teach about such sensitive
issues

L4. I was concerned that parents might object to their
studenß being taught about adult-child sexuality

15. I let the students guide me; my students didn't
raise any of the issues dealt with in Protective
Behaviours so I didn't teach them

1.6. some sfudents i^ -y classes had been abused
so I decided not to risk upsetting them further
by teaching about it

17. I was worried about my ability to cope if one of
the students disclosed experiences of being abused

18. I felt that some of my students wouldn't cope
with sessions on abuse because they had
experienced it in their own families

19. I felt personally uneasy about intruding into
students' family lives

20. I thought that it was unrealistic to say to
students that they should take action to stay
safe when threatened by adults

21. other ... (please specify)
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Section D: Your Views on Child Abuse & its Prevention

L. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements about:
- the prevalence of child abuse in our community
- the causes of child abuse
- the effectiveness of school-based prevention programs
- teachers'role in preventing child abuse

Pleøse respond to øll støtements in this section

2. People who physically abuse and neglect their
children often lack adequate parenting skills

3. The statistics on the prevalence of child abuse
are fairly convincing

4. We shouldn't expect programs like
Protective Behaviours to have a big impact
on the incidence of child abuse because they
only focus on the behaviour of children,
rather than that of adults

5. Most people who sexually abuse children
have some form of mental illness

6. Middle class families are better at hiding
child abuse than poorer families

7. \Âtrhen people don't have a support network
to help them through difficult times, they
often hit out at their children and
physically rnis treat them

8. I find it really hard to believe that child
abuse and neglect is so prevalent because I
haven't seen much evidence of it myself

9. School-based programs like Protective
Behaviours can make a difference to the
incidence of child abuse

10. Because the causes of child abuse are so
complex I find it hard to unravel all the
different explanations of why people
mistreat children

Sjrongly Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly
l)isagree Agree
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11. Some children are so unruly and difficult to
rrìanage that their parenb have few choices
other than to use strong physical punishment

12. The media have sensationalised stories of
child abuse and neglect so much that it is
now difficult to believe anything

13. Some children virtually'ask' to be hit by
behaving so badly

14. While I've heard explanations of why
some people sexually abuse children,I
still find it hard to understand

15. Because of the influence of many factors
beyond the control of teachers, it is
unrealistic to expect a school-based program
like Protective Behaviours to have much
impact on the incidence of child abuse in
in our community

16. Generally, there is more physical abuse and
neglect in families living in poverty than
in better-off families

17. Because they are under so much personal and
financial pressure, parents who are young/
single and unemployed are more likely to
physically abuse and neglect their children
than other parents

L8. People who were abused as children are more
likely to abuse their children than other
parents

19. Children are rarely to blame for their own
mistreatment

20. Until we get some agreement on what
constitutes child abuse and neglect, we can't
say how'prevalent' it is
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21. Child sexual abuse has more to do with power
and domination thanwith sex

22. If child abuse and neglect is as prevalent
as is claimed, I would have come across
more instances of it in the classes I've taught
than I have

23. The best outcome we c¿ìn expect from
prograûìs like Protective Betraviours is
an increase in children's confidence to speak
out when they feel unsafe

24.Often, people who sexually abuse children
find it difficult to form fulfilling relation-
ships with adults

25. Child abuse and neglect isn't as prevalent
or as severe i. *y current school community
as it is other communities

26. Print and video pomography can induce some
people to sexually abuse children

27. People who mistreat children often have low
self-esteem and poor social skills
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28.8y constantly reinforcing the message that
children should seek help if they are hurt or
feel unsafe, teachers can help reduce child
abuse

--+ Continue to Section E; The Extent of your Contact with Abused Children on p.29
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Section E: Your Contact with Abused Children

1. By answering the following questions you will provide informatíon about:
- the extent to which you have had contact with children who may

have been mistreated
- any action you may have taken once you suspected or knew about the

mistreatment

2. Have you ever suspected or known that a child in your class was being abused?

1. No -+ Go to Section F: Your Background
and Experience on p.32

2. Yes --+ Continue to No.3

3. In the past two years, how many children in the classes you taught did you suspect
or know were being abused?

1. None --+ Go to Section F: Your Background
and Experience on page32

2. One or two -+ Continue to No.4
3. Three of four --r Continue to No.4
4. More than five but less than ten --+ Continue to No.4
5. More than ten --+ Continue to No.4

4. Which kind of abuse did you suspect or know was occurring?

1. Mostly physical abuse
2. Mostly sexual abuse
3. Mostly psychological abuse
4. Multiple abuse (combination of above)
--+ Continue to No.S

5. How did you become suspicious of, or find out about, the abuse (select as m¿rny as tfuee
ways)?

1. I recognised the signs of abuse

2. The abused child(ren) told me about it
3. Another child told me
4. Another staff member told me
5. The principal told me
6. A neighbour or parent of another child told me
7. The parent(s) of the child(ren) told me
8. The Department of F.A.C.S. told me
9. Other... (please specify)

--+ Continue to No.6

6. Did you notify the Department of F.A.C.S. of each instance of abuse that you became
suspicious of or found out about?

1. No -+ Go to No.l,O
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.7

7.Did you experience any personal and/or professional difficulties associated with
the notifi cation process?

1. No --+ Go to No.9
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.8
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8. To what extent were these difficulties due to:

1. my ignorance of notification procedures

2. lack of support from my principal

3. personal dilemmas about the rights and
wrongs of secretly notifying a Govemment
agency of usually private family matters

4. fears about the possible ramifications for
me if anyone found out that I had made
the notification

5. doubts about making a notification based
on very little evidence

6. fears for the immediate safety of the
child involved once I made a notification

7. fears about the long term well-being of the
child if her/his family was disrupted

8. my annoyance at being mandated by law
to notify suspected cases of child abuse

9. doubts about the capacity of the
Department of F.A.C.S. to respond
appropriately following notification

L0. poor administrative procedures in the
Department of F.A.C.S.

11. other ... (please specify)

--+ Continue to No.9

9. To what extent was your decision to notiÇ the
Department of F.A.C.S. influenced by:

L. the need to comply with Mandatory
Notification laws

2. concern for the well-being of the child

3. abhorrence of child abuse

4. ethical responsibility to protect children
from any source of threat and harm

5. other ... (please specify)

--+ Go to Section F: Your Background and Experience on p.32

10. To what extent was your decision NOT to notify
Department of F.A.C.S. influenced by:

1. my ignorance of notification procedures

2. lack of support from my principal
(continued on next page)
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3. personal dilemmas about the rights and
wrongs of secretly notifying a Govemment
agency of usually private family
matters

4. fears about the possible ramifications for
me if anyone found out that I had made
the notification

5. doubts about making a notification based
on very little evidence

6. fears for the immediate safety of the
drild involved once I made a notification

7. fears about the long term well-being of the
child if her/his family was disrupted

8. my annoyance at being mandated by law
to notify suspected cases of child abuse

8. doubts about the capacity of the
Department of F.A.C.S. to respond
appropriately following notification

9. poor administrative procedures in the
Department of F.A.C.S.

1.0. other ... (please specify)
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Section F: Your Background and Experience

1. By answering the following questions about your background and experience, you will
provide infonnation that will allow us to check whether factors like gender, age,
teaching experience, school locatiory and so orç influence teachers'views on the issuea
already covered in this questionnaire.

2. Are you female or male? 1. Female
2. Male

3. How old are you?

4. What level do you mostly teach?

1. Under 25
2.2*29
3.3G34

4.35-39
5.4ù44
6.45-49

7, *54
8. 55-59
9.6G65

D 22

D 23

D 24
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5. What is your current teadring status?

1. Pre-school
2. Junior Primary
3. Primary
4. funior Secondary
5. Senior Secondary

1. Principal/Director
2. Deputy Principal
3. Assistant Principal
4. Coordinator
5. School Counsellor

Metropolítan Adeløide
1. Western suburbs
2. Eastern suburbs
3. Southern suburbs
4. Northern suburbs
5. City and North Adelaide

6. I¡/hat is the location of your current school?

6. Senior Teacher
7.Key Teacher
8. Teacher
9. Other

Country S-4.
6. Adelaide Hills
7. Eastern ru¡al
8. Northern towns

eg, Pt. Augusta
9. Northern rural
10. Western
11. Mid-north
1,2. Riverland
13. South East

Country Su{.
6. Adelaíde Hills
7. Eastern mral
8. Northern towns

eg Pt. Augusta
9. Northern rural
10. Western
11. Mid-north
12. Riverland
13. South East

2Ç27

6. ln the course of your teaching career in South Australia, in which location
have you taught most?

M e tr o p o Iìt øn A d eI øì il e

1. Western subu¡bs
2. Eastern suburbs
3. Southern suburbs
4. Northern suburbs
5. City and North Adelaide
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7. What type of school do you teach at?

1. State school (Education Departnirent)
2. Catholic school
3. Pre-school or Kindergarten (C.S.O.)

4. Lutheran school
5. Anglican school
6. Christian school
7. Other

8. How would you describe the Socio-economic level of most of the students in
your current school?

L. Affluent
2. Very well-off
3. Well-off
4. About average
5. Poor
6. Very poor
7. Destitute
8. I don't know

9. In the course of your teaching career in South Australia, how would you describe
the Socio-economic level of the students you have taught most frequently?

1. Affluent
2.Yery well-off
3. Well-off
4. About average
5. Poor
6. Very poor
7. Destitute
8. I don't know

L0. Is your current school a designated'Disadvantaged School'?

1. No
2. Yes
3. I don't know

11. The five final questions are quite personal. Think seriously about whether or not
you want to answer them. They are, of course, optional.

12. Do you have any memories of being abused as a child?

1. No -+ Go to No.17
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.13

13. \ÂIhich kind of abuse do you mostly remember?

1. Physical abuse
2. Sexual abuse
3. Psychological abuse
4. Multiple abuse (combination of above)
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14. What has been the impact of these experiences on your life?

1. very little impact
2. some negative impact
3. considerable negative impact
4. some positive impact
5. considerable positive impact

L5. Have these experiences influenced your response to child protection issues as a teacher?

1.. No -r Go to No.17
2. Yes --+ Continue to No.16

16. Because of these experiences are you more or less inclined to teach about child protection
issues than perhaps you would have been?

1. More
2. Less
3. I don't know

1.7. Congratulations! You have come to the end of this very comprehensive and demanding
questionnaire.

If you wish to add further comments on any of the issues raised in this questionnaire please
write them on pages 35 and 36.

Whe you finish this questionnaire enclose it in the envelope provided and post it as soon
as possible (remember, you don't need a stamp).

THANK YOU

FOR THE TIME AND EFFORT

YOU SPENT COMPLETTNG THIS QITESTIONNATR^E.

YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS APPRECIATED.
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Have you any comments to add on the issues dealt with in this questionnaire?
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APPENDIX I

PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS REVIEW

Since 1985, nearly 8,000 teachers in South Australia have been trained to teach the
Protective Behaviours program. However, no thorough investigation has been
made of their use of the program. As teachers are the 'gatekeepers of the
curriculum'who effectively determine whether the program is taught, such an
investigation is critical in determining the extent to which South Australian
children have been taught personal safety knowledge and strategies.

As a teacher who has been trained in Protective Behaviours, you have been
selected to give your views on a number of issues related to the program. You are
part of a sample of teachers selected randomly from a database containing the
names of all P.B. trained teachers in South Australia. To make sure that the
results of the investigation are representative, it is important that each person in
the sample completes and returns a questionnaire. I hope that the importance of
the issues under investigation will encourage you to find time to complete the
questionnaire and return it by the end of Term 2 (Friday July 2nd, L993).

I can assure you that your responses to the questionnaire will be completely
confidential. Each questionnaire has an identification number for mailing
purposes only. This is so that we may checkoff your name from our mailing list
when you return your questionnaire. You¡ name will never be placed on the
questionnaire.

While the investigation is being supported financially by a number of
Government and Education agencies, it is being carried out independently
through the University of South Australia. The results of the research will be
made available to officials and representatives of these agencies and to the
teachers who participate in the research. Should you wish to receive a summary
of the results, please write your name and school address on the 'Copy of Results
Request' sheet and send it back with your completed questionnaire.

I welcome any questions you might have about the research and your
involvement in it. Piease call me at the University of South Australia (direct line:
302 52e0).

Thank you for your assistance

Yours sincerely,

BRUCE JOHNSON
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APPENDIX K

August 11th 1993

PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOURS REVIEW

Before the holidays, I sent you a questionnaire as part of the State-wide
evaluation of the Protective Behaviours program. Some teachers have told me
that the questionnaire arrived at a time when they were busy conducting
parent interviews, writing reports, organising camps, talking to the E.R.U., as

well as maintaining a full teaching load! If you were in a similar situation,I'm
sorry that I added another job to your already full list of things to do.

Now that you are back at school after the break, you may have a little more
time to attend to the questionnaire I sent you. I encourage you to seriously
consider completing the questionnaire, as your response will ensure that we
survey a truly representative group of teachers who have been trained in
Protective Behaviours. We need the views of teachers who are highly
committed to Protective Behaviours, those who are disappointed or
disenchanted with it, and the views of teachers who have mixed feelings!
Similarly, we need the views of teachers who have taught the program
comprehensively as well as the views of teachers who have not taught it at all.

While I appreciate the heavy work demands on you,I ask that you spend some
time filling out the questionnaire and returning it to me soon. Your efforts will
be appreciated.

Thank you in anticipation.

Regards,

BRUCE JOHNSON

PS: If you can't find your questionnaire I can sent you another one!!
Leave me a message by phoning 302 5290.
Alternatively, send your request by faxing me on 302 5101.
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APPENDIX M

RESEARCH INTO CHILDREN'S PERSONAL SAFETY KNOWLEDGE

TEACHER SURVEY

Information about child participants

Child's ID No:

1. C,enerally, is this child ...

... outgoing

... oubpoken

... forceful

... enthusiastic

... cooperative

... unselfish

... trusting

... friendly

... accepted by others

... moody

... fearful

... highly strung

... unpredictable

... discontented

2. How much exposure has this child had to ...

... Protective Behaviours this yur

... Protective Behaviours in past years

... counter harassment prograrns

... assertiveness training programs

... 'Stranger Danger' sessions

... self defence training

3. Overall, how would you rate this child
intellectually?

4. Overall, how would you rate the socio-economic
status of this child's family?
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4 (46\

4 (47)

4 (48)

very
bright
5 (4e)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

t.

1

1

a little somenoneuruiure

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

slow

2

Poor

2

very
slow

1

very
Poor

1

about welloff very
average well-off

345(s0)
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APPENDIX N

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

RESEARCH INTO CHILDREN'S PERSONAL SAFETY KNOWLEDGE

PARENT SURVEY

Your child's research number:
female male

L. Are you female or male? (s1)21

bit
2. How much have you taught your

child about -
. road safety?
. stranger danger?
c inappropriate adult to child

sexual behaviour?
. unaccePtably severe forms of punishment?
. how to recognise unsafe situations?
. what to do if he/she is in an unsafe

situation?

3. How much has your partner (or other family
member) taught your child about -
. road safety?
o stranger danger?

' inappropriate adult to child
sexual behaviour?

o unacceptably severe forms of punishment?
o how to recognise tmsafe sifuations?
. what to do if he/she is in an unsafe

situation?

4. Do you agree or disagree that your child
should learn about these things at school -
. road safety?
. stranger danger?
. sexual abuse?
. physical abuse?
. recognising unsafe situations?
. what to do in unsafe situations?

5. Have you gone to any meetings about these
things at your child's school?

nothing a little some quite

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

nothing a little

t2
1.2
t2

1.2
72
t2

a great

deal

5

5

5

quite a great

a bit deal

45
45
45

5

5

5

(s2)

(s3)

(s4)

(ss)

(s6)

çn

some

J

3

3

3

3

3

(s8)

(se)

(60)

5

5

5

4

4

4

strongly disagree undecided agree strongly

disagree agree

1,2345
t2345
12345
t234s
72345
72345

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(6s)

(66)

(6n

(68)

(6e)

(70)

yes

2

no

1

Thank you for this information.

Please place this sheet in the envelope providedand retum it to your child's school as soon as possible
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APPENDIX O

DRAFT

VIDEO

SCRIPTS

Developed by Elizabeth Mansooti

from

Story Lines by Bruce fohnson
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VIGNtrfTE #1 - Physical Abuse 1

BEiNG SAFE: STAYING SAFE

SCRIPT FOR VIGNtrITE #1 -
P FTYSICAL MALTREATM ENT/ABUS E

"l warned you."

SYNoPSIS: This vignette depicts a home situation in three
sections. section A is a situation with no overt threat. Section B
contains increasing threat to the child from an adult caregiver.
Section c contains escalating threat and actual physical violence
from the adult.

The variations include changing the age [5+ to l3+] and gender of
the child victim - both male and female victims shown for each
age group.

A child looks for a bail in a sibting's messy bedroom and hears a
crash from the kitchen and shouting from the caregiver. FREEZE
The child is then discovered searching in the messy bedroom for
the ball. The caregiver wrongly blames the chitd for making the
mess and shouts at and shakes the child. FREEZE
The caregiver then becomes exasperated and throws the child
against the wall causing actual physical injury. FREEZE

Note - the child victims stay relatively passive and not pro_
vocative nor argumentative throughout.
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VIGNE-ITE #1 - Physical Abuse 2

\4GNE'|TE #1 SECTION A,B & C 5+ -[Mal-eVictim]

This vignette takes place in a suburban house. KIM aged 6 is
trying to find his ball in his sister's very messy room. He hears a
crash from the kitchen and shouting - SALLY the caregiver is
having a bad day. He goes to see what's happening. A little while
later he returns to the room and searches again. SALLY comes in
and blames him for messing the room up. She shouts at him and
shakes him. SALLY then becomes exasperated with KIM and
pushes him He hits his head on the corner of the bed and
sustains a cut to his face, near his eye.

Variation - the child victim is replaced with NATALIE , 6 year old
female. The perpetrator - sALLy and the story tine stays virtually
the same.
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VIGNE-ITE #1 - Physical Abuse 3

VICNETTIì #I SFCTION A 5 +

1 INT. SISTER'S BEDROOM DAY
KIM V/O SALLY

KIM enters his sister's bedroom and looks about at the
mess. Where to start?

1: KIM
My ball's gotta be here A BEAT somewhere!

He begins to shitt clothes and papers, books and boxes.
He stops to glance at something in a mag azlne and then
searches on. He checks under the bed beneath the
mound of quilt and blankets. where now? He stands
surveying the mess.

AFX LOUD CRASH OF FOOD DIS HES DROPP ING AND
BREAKING

KIM jumps at the noise and looks then moves towards the
door. CUT TO

D
KIM

Kim out of bedroom then watks along the hallway, slowly
hearing

AtrX V/O SALLY

þelling very angrily gerring louderl Oh hell!
Who left that in the way! There goes the whole
bloodly dinner! If I find anorher bunch of
things left for me to fall over, in this kitchen
- I'll throw the whole lot out!

KIM reaches the doorway and turns into the kitchen.
CUT TO
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VIGNE-|TE #1 - Physical Abuse 4

. KN-CHEN DAY
K[M, SALLY

KIM'S POV

SALLY, red with f.ry, stands over the mess of broken
dishes and food. She realises he's there and tooks
straight at him.

FREEZE F R,A,ME SALLY'S FAC E
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VIGNE-ITE #1 - Physical Abuse S

INT. .S BFf) ooM DAY
KIM, SALLY

KIM walks into the bedroom.

V/O SALLY

Where are you Kim?
KIM turns towards the door.

1: KIM
['m just looking t'or my ball

WAITS A BEAT - No response and resumes searching as
before. Picks up a pile of clothes off the floor and heads
for the bed but stumbles,

SAILY appears in the doorway - watches as

KIM falls and drops the ctothes.

SALLY moves in swiftly grabs KIM's wrist and yanks him to
his feet, grabs his other wrist and begins to shake him

2: SALLY

[angrily] How many times have I told you nor
to come in here messing up your sister,s room

I(IM's POV

SALLY grasps his shoulders and shakes him in time to her
speech

3: SALLY
How many times?

FREEZE FRAME SALLYS FACE
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VIGNETTE #1 - Physical Abuse 6

INT
KIM SAIIY

SALLY stops shaking him and roughly'stands him straight'

1: SALLY

Just look at this mess it's disgraceful enough
without you getting in here and just throwing
things everywhere

2: Kllvl
But I didn't.....

3: SALLY

[cutting him offl Stop that, I saw you

4:KIM
But I didn't

SALLY loses control grabs Kim again

5:SALLY

[shouting] Stop it! Srop it!

She shakes him very fiercety pushes him and he
overbalances and hits his face on the bed end and hits the
floor. SALLY stands stitled by her fury. KIM's hand moves
to his cheek where blood wells from a wound beneath his
left eye.

KIM's POV

SALLY bends nearer

FREEZE FRAME SALLYS FACE
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VIGNilTE #1 - Physical Abuse 7

VICNtrITE #1 SECTION A. 5+ lFemale Victiml

INT. SISTFR .S BEDROOM DAY
NATALIE V/O SALLY

NATALIEenters her sister's bedroom and looks about at
the mess. Where to start?

1: NATALIE
My texta's gotta be here A BEAT somewhere!

She begins to shitt clothes and papers, books and boxes.
She stops to glance in the mirror, tries on a headband
and then searches on. She checks under the bed, beneath
the mound of quilt and blankets. where now? She stands
surveying the mess.

IN
NATALIE jumps at the noise and looks then moves
towards the door. CUT TO

NATALIE

NATALIE our of bedroom then walks along the ha[way,
slowly - hearing

o
þelling very angrily gerting louderl Oh hetl!
Who teft their btoody boots in the way! There
goes all of the dinner plates! tf I find another
pair of shoes left for me to fall over, in this
kitchen - I'll throw them in the bin!

NATALIE reaches the doorway and turns into the kitchen.
CUT TO
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VIGNE-|TE #1 - Physical Abuse B

NATALIE, SALLY

NATALIE'S POV

SALLY red with fury stands over the mess of broken
plates, a pair of boots in view. She reatises NATALIE's
there and looks straight at her.

FREEZE FRAME SATLYS FACE
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VIGNE-|TE #1 - Physica.l Abuse 9

F.#

M
NATALIE, SALLY

NATALIE walks back into rhe bedroom.

V/O SALLY

Where are you Nat. ?

NATALIE turns towards the door,

1: NATALIE
['m just looking for my new textas.

WAITS A BEAT - No response and resumes searching as
before- Looks up high and wonders if it's on the
cupboard, jumps attempting to see - too high. checks for
a chair, picks up a pile of magazines off the chair and
heads for the bed but stumbles,

SALLY appears in the doorway - watches as

NATALIE falls and drops the the magazines.

SALLY moves in swiftty grabs NATALIE's wrist and yanks
her to her feet, grabs her other wrist and begins to shake
her.

2: SALLY

[angrily] How many times have I told you not
to come in here messing up your sister's room

NATALIE's POV
SALLY grasps her shoulders and shakes her in time to the
words.

3: SALLY

How many times?

FREEZE FRAME SALLYS FAC E
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VIGNE-ITE #1 - Physical Abuse tO

+

TNT. SISTER' S BEDROOM DAY
NATALIESATLY

SALLY stops shaking her and roughly'stands her straight,

1: SALLY

Just look at this mess it's disgracefut enough
without you getting in here and just throwing
things everywhere

2: NATALIE
But I didn't.....

3: SALLY

[cutting her offl Stop that, I saw you

4.NATALIE
But I didn't

SALLY loses control grabs Natatie again

5: SALLY

[shouting] Stop saying rhar ! Stop it!

She shakes her very fiercety and pushes her and she
overbalances and hits her face on the bed end and hits
the floor. SALLy stands, sti[ed by her fury. NATALIE's
hand moves to her cheek where btood wefls from a
wound beneath her left eye.

NATALIE's POV
SALLY bends nearer

FREEZE FRAME SALLYS FACE

S

1
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VIGNtrl-TE #1 - Physical Abuse 1 1

VIGNE'ITE #1 SECTION A,B & C 13+ -[M4le Victim]

This vignette takes place in a suburban house. ToNy aged 13 is
trying to fìnd his tape in his sister's very messy room. He hears a
crash from the kitchen and shouting - SALLY the caregiver is
having a bad day. He goes to see what,s happening. A little while
later he returns to the room and searches again. sALLy comes in
and blames him for messing the room up. She shouts at him and
shakes him. SALLY then becomes exasperated with ToNy and
pushes him against the watt. He hits his head on the corner of
the bed and sustains a cut to his face, near his eye.

variation - rhe child victim is replaced with SAMANTHA , 13 year
old female. The perpetrator - sALLy and the story line stays
virtually the same.
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VIGNF|TE #1 - physical Abuse 12

VICN #7 ri

INT. .SB ROOM DAY
TONY V/O SATLY

TONY enters his sister's bedroom and looks about at the
mess. Where to start?

1: TONY
My tape's gotta be here A BEAT somewhere!

He begins to shitt crothes and papers, books and boxes.
He stops to glance at a tape, not his, and then searches
on. He checks under the bed beneath the mound of quirt
and blankets. where now? He stands surveying the mess.

FX F D
BREAKING

TONY reacts to the noise and tooks, then moves, towards
the door. CUT TO

TONY

Tony out of bedroom then warks arong the ha[way,
slowly - hearing

þelling very angrily gerring louderl Oh heil!
Who left that in the way! There goes the whote
bloody dinner! If I fìnd another bunch of
things left for me to fall over _ I,tl throw
the whole lot out!

Tol{Y reaches the doorway and turns into the kitchen.
CUT TO

I

D
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VIGNFITE #1 - Physical Abuse 13

farTat{trN n^Y
TONY, SALLY

TONY'S POV

SALLY, red with frry, stands over the mess of broken
dishes and food. She realises he's there and tooks
straight at him.

FREEZE FRAME SALLY'S FACE
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VIGNE-ITE #1 - Physical Abuse 14

\rICNFTTF III S FCTIO B. 1.3+ lmal C ViC timl

INT
TONY, SALLY

TONY walks into the bedroom.

V/O SALLY

Where are you Tony?
TONY turns towards the door.

1: TONY
I'm just looking tor my tape.

WAITS A BEAT - No response and resumes searching as
before. Picks up a pile of clothes off the froor and heads
for the bed but stumbles,

SALLY appears in the doorway - watches as

TONY slips on a record cover and drops the ctothes and
falls.

SALLY moves in swiftly grabs ToNy's wrist and yanks him
to his feet, grabs his other wrist and begins to shake him

2: SALLY

[angrily] How many times have I told you not
to come in here messing up your sister's room

TONY's POV

SALLY grasps his shoulders and shakes him in time to her
speech

3: SALLY

How many times have I warned you?

FREEZE FRAM E SALLYS FAC E
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VIGNETTE #1 - Physical Abuse 1S

N

INT. 'S BED M DAY
TONYSALLY

SALLY stops shaking him and roughty ,stands him straight,

1: SALLY

Just look at this mess it,s disgracefut enough
without you getting in here and just throwing
things everywhere

2: TONY
But I didn't.....

3: SALLY

[cutting him offl Stop rhat, I saw you

4:TONY
But I did4't

SALLY loses control grabs TONY again

5:SALLY

[shouting] Stop ir! Srop it!

She shakes him very fiercely and pushes him, he
overbalances and hits his face on the bed end.and hits the
floor- SALLY stands, stilled by her fury. ToNy's hand
moves to his cheek where blood wells from a wound
beneath his left eye.

TONFs POV
SATLY bends nearer

FREEZE FRAME SATLYS FACE

+

1
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VIGNE-ITE #1 - physical Abuse 16

VIC N # strc'r- ION A 13+I [Feme le Vic timI

INT BEDR D
SAMANTHA V/O SALLY

SAMANTHA enters her sister's bedroom and looks about
at the mess. Where to start?

1: SAIW\NTHA
My DOLLY magazrne's gotta be here A BEAT
somewhere!

she begins to shift ctothes and papers, books and boxes.
She stops to glance in the mirror, tries on a headband
and then searches on. She checks under the bed, beneath
the mound of quilt and btankets. where now? She stands
surveying the mess.

F D
SAMANTHA reacts to the noise and tooks then moves
towards the door. CUT TO

INTHATLWAY DAY
SAIVÍANTHAV /O SALLY

SAMANTHA out of bedroom then walks along the hallway,
slowly - hearing

v/o SALLY

þelling very angrily gerring louderl Oh hell!
Who left their bloody boots in the way! There
goes all of the dinner plates! If t find another
pair of shoes left for me to fall over, _

I'l[ throw them in the bin!

SAMANTHA reaches the doorway and turns into the
kitchen.
C[-TT TO

2
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VIGNETTE #1 - Physical Abuse 17

SAMANTHA, SALLY

SAMANTHA'S POV
SALLY red with fury' stands over the mess of broken
plates, a pair of boots in view. She realises sAMANTHA's
there and looks straight at her.

FREEZE FRAME SALLYS FACE
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VIGNE-|TE #1 - Physical Abuse 1B

VfCN #1 SFCTIO N B. 1 3+[fernale vlctim I

B

SAIVÍ]ANTHA, SALLY
SAlvt{NTHA walks back into the bedroom.

V/O SATLY

Where are you Sam. ?

SAMANTHA turns towards the door.

1: SAMANTHA
I'm just looking tbr my DOLLY magazine, the
new one.

WAITS A BEAT - No rgsponse and resumes searching as
before. Flicks through a whote pite of magazines. Not
there, now where to took?

2: SAMANTHA
Why can't she leave my stuff alone?

sAlvfANTF{A picks up a targe fìte box of tapes and cDs
she heads towards the littered bed. bends with one hand
to tip gear from the quilt...

SALLY appears in the doorway - watches as
SAMANTHA overbalances and the tapes and cDs spill
everywhere.

SALLY moves in swiftly grabs SAMANTHA,s wrist and
yanks her to her feet, grabs her other wrist and begins to
shake her.

2: SALLY

[angrily] How many times have I totd you not
to come in here messing up your sister,s
room?
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VIGNE fTE #1 - physical Abuse 19

SAMANTHA's pOV

SALLY grasps her shoulders and shakes her in time to the
words.

3: SALLY
How many times have I warned you?

FREEZE F RAME SALL\^ S FAC E
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IIIGNE-ITE #1 - physicat Abuse ZO

N

M D
SAMANTHA, SALLY

SALLY stops shaking her and roughly'stands her straight,

1: SALLY

Just look at this mess it,s disgraceful enough
without you getting in here and just throwing
things everywhere

2: SAMANTHA
But I didn't.....

3: SALLY

[cuning her offl Stop that, I just saw you

4: SAMANTHA
But I didn't

SALLY loses control grabs Samantha again

5: SALLY

[shouting] Stop saying that !Stop it!

She shakes her very fiercely and pushes her and she hits
her face on rhe bed end and hits the floor. sALLy stands,
stilled by her fury. SAMANTHA,s hand moves to her
cheek where blood we[s from a wound beneath her left
eye.

SAIVLANTHA's POV
SALLY bends nearer

FREEZE FRAME SALLYS FACE

I
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\TIGNETTE #2 - Sexual Abuse 1

BEING SAFE : STAYING SAFE

Working Title

SCRIP'I FOR VIGNETTE #2 -
S Ð(UAL MALTREATMENT/AB US E

"Our little secret"

SYNOPSIS: This vignette takes place at home in the tiving room.
Section A is a situation with no overt threat. Section B contains
increasing threat to the child from an adult caregiver. Section c
contains escalating threat and actual sexuaì maltreatment from
the adult.

The variations inctude changing the age [5+ to 13+] and gender of
the child victim - both male and female victims shown for each
age group.

A child sits watching TV with a female caregiver present. A male
visitor, known to the child, arrives and sits with the child. FREEZE
The caregiver leaves the others to talk on the phone for 10
minutes- The visitor touches the child and compliments him/her
on the softness of the chitd's skin. The child appears taken by
surprise. FREEZE

The visitor continues to stroke and touch the child. The touching
roams over the child's body and towards the genital area. The
visitor speaks again of his pleasure. FREEZE

NOTE - the child victims stay relativety impassive throughout.
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VIGNE-|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 2

VIGNE'ITE # 2 SECTION A, B, C - 5+ IMALE VICTIM]

This takes place in suburban living room. Doubte lounge and
other chairs. TIM aged 6 fin shorts and t-shirt] is watching ry.
TRACY, [aged 1B] the caregiver is presenr. The door bett rings
and GHRIS [charming and about 18] arrives. TRACY welcomes
him. He sits with TIM on the lounge. He greets and pats TIM who
says Hello but continues watching TV.
TRACY answers the phone and then says that she has to talk for
about 10 minutes to her friend. ctoses the door. CHRIS touches
TIM's face and comments on the softness of his skin. TIM
appears taken by surprise. CHRIS continues stroking TIM and
expressing his pleasure. He stowty moves his hand towards the
genital area. CHRIS conrinues to say how much he enjoys these
private touches.

Variation: the chitd victim is replaced with coLLE-lrE aged 6,
TRACY, and GHRIS and the story line stay virtually rhe same.
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VIGNEfTE #2 - Sexual Abuse 3

VIC # 2 ONA + lmale victim'l

TIM TRACY CHRIS

TIM sits in the lounge watching TV. TRACy sits in a chair
with Walkman ear phones on, reading a magazine.

1: TRACY

Did your Mum say you could watch this
program?

2: TIM

[answering without tooking away from -IV]
Yeah. But I have to go to bed as soon as it's
finished.

TRACY continues to read her magazine. TIM to watch. A
BEAT

TIM looks towards door.
answer the ring.

TRACY gets up and goes to

3: TRACY
That'll be CHRIS.

TIM returns to watching.

4..V/O TRACY
Hi, come in.

5: V/O CHRIS

Hi.

CHRIS enters ahead of TRACy. Glances about then sits

I
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VIGNtrtTE #2 - Sexual Abuse 4

nexr to TIM. He pats TIM on the thigh.

6: CHRIS

How's things? You,re looking good kid.

7.. TIM
Okay.

TIM looks ar CHRIS
CHzuS grins a wide smile at him

TIM's POV of CHRIS - FREEZE FRAME
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VIGNE'|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 5

VI

TIM TRACY CHRIS

TIM and CHRIS sitting on the lounge. TRACY goes to sit
on the chair she was in before.

1: CHRIS
Do you like this program?

TRACY jumps up. GHRIS & TIM warch as she reaves.

2: TRACY
I'[[ get it!

TRACY goes out.
watches him.

TIM returns to the TV and CHRIS

3: CHRIS
I'm glad your Mum got Tracy to stay with
you - it means I can see you too.

TRACY comes in grabs magazine. She addresses GHRIS

4: TRACY
It's Sue - I promised to read her this thing
about a new basketball competition _ take
about ten minutes.

She exits and shuts the door.
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VIGNE'|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 6

5: CHRIS-
Do you always watch this program?

6: TIM
Mum doesn't usually let me.

7: CHRIS

I won't tell!

TIM gives him a puzzled look and turns back to the TV.
cHzus touches TIM's hair then runs his hand down the
side of TIM's cheek

8: CHRIS
Your hair looks great cut like this. And your
skin's so smooth. A BEAT and soft too. .

CHRIS moves closer to TIM puts his hand up on the back
of the lounge behind TIM's head.

TV's POV

CHRIS moves forward

9: CHRIS
It's really good being this close

TIM's reaction is one of surprise, he draws back a tittle
and looks ar CHRIS

10: CHRIS

[patting TIM's cheek] young and fresh, that,s
what you are.

CHRIS looks ar rhe TV
cu. TIM's face rooking at CHRIS. His rook is a birquuzical
FREEZE FRAME TIM.s FACE.
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VIGNE-|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 7

C + victim

TIM TRACY CHRIS

TIM and CHRIS sirring on rhe rounge CHRIS warching TV
TIM looking ar CHRIS rhen looking back at the TV. CHRIS
gently rubs the back o[ hand down TlM,s arm

AUDIO OFry CONTI ES OUGH OUT

1: CHRIS

[quietly] Your skin is so soft. I'd really tike to
feel it - all over. you'll like it too.

TIM continues to watch w but gtances down as cHRIS,s
other hand starts to stroke his thigh. one hand then
moves towards his genital a¡ea.

Pov from behind the lounge. TIM sits watching TV
fixedly and cHRIS's sright movements indicate that he is
stroking TIM.

Pov from the TV. CHRIS moves back and withdraws his
hand.

2: CHRIS
Ahh that feels so good. I realry rike this kind

of private touching, this is our secret, remember.

FREEZE FRAME CHRIS's SMILING FACE.

#
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VIGNETTE #2 - Sexual Abuse g

A fe

M
COLLETTETRACY CHRIS

coLLET-fE sits in the lounge watching TV. TRACY sirs in a
chair with walkman ear phones on, reading a magazine.

1: TRACY
Did your Mum say you could watch this
program?

2: COLLETTE

[answering without looking away from .IV]

Yeah. But t have to go to bed as soon as it,s
finished.

TRACY conrinues to read her magazine. GOLLETTE to
watch. A BEAT.

coLLFfrE looks towards door. TRACY gets up and goes
to answer the ring.

3: TRACY
That'll be CHRIS-

COLLFITE rerurns to watching.

4..V/O TRACY
Hi, come in.

5: V/O CHRIS
Hi.

CHRIS enters ahead of TRACy. Gtances about then sits

1
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VIGNETTE #2 - Sexual Abuse 9

nexr ro coLLFfTE. He pars cotl-E-tTE on rhe thigh.

6: CHzuS
How's things? you're tooking good kid.

7: COLLETTE
Okay.

COLLFITE looKs at CHzuS
CHRIS grins a wide smite at her.

COLLE-ITE's POV of CHRIS - FREEZE FRAME
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VIGNF|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 10

VIC t+ SECTIO B -5+ Victiml

COLLE'|TE TRACY CHRIS

coLLE-lrE and cHzus sitting on the tounge. TRACY goes ro
sit on the chair she was in before.

1: CHRIS
Do you like this program?

AFX PHONE RINGS cont. under

TRACY jumps up. GHRIS & coLLE-lrE warch as she leaves.

2: TRACY
I'll get it!

TRACY goes out. COLLEITE returns to the TV and CHzuS
watches her.

3: CHRIS
I'm glad your Mum got Tracy to stay with
you - it means I can see you too.

TRACY comes in grabs magazine. She addresses CHRIS

4: TRACY
It's Sue - I promised to read her this thing
about a new basketbalt competition _ take
about ten minutes.

She exits and shuts the door.
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VÍGNE-|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse l l

5: CHRIS-
Do you always watch this program?

6: COLLETTE

Mum doesn't usually let me.

7: CHRIS
I won't tell!

COLLETTE gives him a puzzlú,look and turns back ro rhe
TV.
CHRIS touches coLLE-frE's hair then runs his hand down
the side of her cheek, then round the base of her neck.

8: CHRIS
Your hair looks great cut like this. And your
skin's so smooth. A BEAT and soft too. .

CHRIS moves closer to COLLETTE puts his hand up on the
back of the lounge behind COLLE ITE,s head.

TV's POV

CHRIS moves forward

9: CHRIS
It's really good being this ctose

Her reaction is one of surprise, she draws back a little
and looks ar CHRIS

10: CHRIS

[patting COLLET|E,S cheek] young and fresh,
that's what you are.

CHRIS looks ar rhe TV
cu. coLLETTE's face tooking at CHRIS. Her look is now a
bit quizzical
FREEZE FRAME COLLETTE.s FACE
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VIGNETTE #2 - Sexual Abuse 12

VI +

I
COLI^ET:IETRACYCHRIS

coLLE-lrE and CHRIS sitring on rhe lounge CHRIS warching
Tv coLt-ETTE looking ar CHRIS rhen tooking back ar rh¿TV. CHRIS gently rubs the back of his hand down
COLLETTE's arm

1: CHRIS

[quietly] Your skin is so soft. I,d really tike to
feel it - all over. you,il like it too.

coLLE-lrE continues to watch TV but glances down as
cHRIS's other hand starts to stroke her thigh. His hand
then moves down towards her genital area.

Pov from behind the lounge. coLLE-rrE sirs watching TV
fìxedty and cHRIS's slight movements indicate that he is
stroking COLLETTE-

Pov from the TV. CHRIS moves back and withdraws his
hands

2: CHzuS
Ahh that feers so good. I realry like this kind

of private touching, this is our secret, remember.

FREEZE FRAME CHRIS's SMILING FACE.
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VIGNETTE #2 - Sexual Abuse 13

VIGNE-ITE # 2 SECTION A, B, C - 13+ [Male Victim]

This takes place in suburban living room. Doubte lounge and
other chairs. sAM aged 13 [in shorrs and t-shirt] is watching ry.
TRACY, [aged 1B] the caregiver is present. The door belt rings
and GHRIS [charming and about 1B] arrives. TRACY welcomes
him- He siß with sAM on rhe lounge. He greets and pars sAM
who says Hello but continues watching TV.
TRACY answers the phone and then says that she has to talk for
about 10 minutes to her friend. ctoses the door. CHRIS touches
TIM's face and comments on the softness of his skin. CHRIS
moves closer and says how he enjoys it. sAM appears taken by
surprise- CHRIS continues stroking sAM and expressing his
pleasure- He stowty moves his hand towards the genital area.
CHRIS continues to say how much he enjoys these private
touches.

Variation: the child victim is replaced with ANNA aged 13, TRACY,
and GHRIS and the story rine stay virtua[y the same.
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VIGNE-|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 14

VTG # 2 StrCTI N A1 ? + lmale vtc tim

INT R

SAM TRACY CHRIS

sAM sits in the tounge watching w. TRACY sits in a chair
with Walkman ear phones on, reading a magazine.

1: TRACY
Did your Mum say you coutd watch this
program?

2. SAM

[answering withour lookin g away from TV]
Yeah. But I have to go to bed as soon as it,s
finished.

TRACY continues to read her mag azine. sAM to watch. A
BEAT.

AF}C BELL

SAM looks towards door.
a.nswer the ring.

TRACY gets up and goes to

3: TRACY
That'[ be CHRIS.

SAM returns to watching

4:Y/O TRACY
Hi, come in.

5: V/O CHRIS

Hi.

CHRIS enters ahead of TRACy. Gtances abour then sits
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next ro SAM. He pats SAM ojl the rhigh.

VIGNE-|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse l S

6: CHRIS
How's things? You,re looking good kid.

7.. SAM
Okay.

SAM looKs at CHRIS
CHRIS grins a wide smile at him.

SAM's POV of CHRIS - FREUE FRAME
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VIC #25ECTION B I + lmale victiml

1 INT N
SAM TRACY CHRIS

SAM and CHRIS sftting on rhe lounge.
on the chair she was in before.

TRACY goes ro sit

1: CHRIS
Do you like this program?

TRACY jumps up. GHRIS & sAM warch as she leaves.

2: TRACY
I'l[ get it!

TRACY goes out.
watches him.

SAM returns to the TV and CHRIS

AFX: PHONE STOPS

3: CHRIS
['m glad your Mum got Tracy to stay with
you - it means I can see you too.

TRACY comes in grabs magaz ine. She addresses CHRIS

4: TRACY
It's Sue - I promised to read her this thing
about a new basketball competition _ take
about ten minutes.

She exits and shuts the door.

I R

FX
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VIGNE-|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 17

5: CHRIS _

Do you always watch this program?

6: SAM
Mum doesn't usually let me

7: CHRIS
I won't tell!

sAM gives him a puzz\ed took and rurns back to the Tv.
CHRIS touches SAM's hair then runs his hand down the
side of SAM's cheek.

B: CHRIS
Your hair looks great cut like this. And your
skin's so smooth. A BEAT and soft too. .

CHRIS moves closer to SAM purs his hand up on the back
of the lounge behind SAM,s head.

TV's POV

CHRIS moves forward

9: CHRIS
lt's really good being this close

SAM's reaction is one of surprise, he draws back a tittte
and looks at CHRIS

10: CHRIS

[patting SAM's cheek] young and fresh, that,s
what you are.

CHRIS looks ar rhe TV
cu- sAM's face tooking at CHRIS. His look is now a bit
quizzical.
FREEZE FRAMESAM's FACE.
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VIGNF|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 1g

VIC # 2 ONC 3+ [melp fim l

INT M
SAM TRACY CHRIS

sAM and CHRIS sirring on rhe lounge CHRIS watching Tv
sAM looking ar CHRIS rhen rooking back at rhe Tv.
CHRIS gentty rubs the back of hand down SAM,s arm

1: CHRIS

[quietty] Your skin is so sofr. t,d really like ro
feel it - all over. you'll like it too.

sAM continues to watch Tv but glances down as cHRIS,s
other hand starts to stroke his thigh. His hand then
moves towards the genital area.

Pov from behind the rounge. sAM sits warching TV
fixedly and cHRIS's stight movements indicate that he is
stroking SAM.

Pov from the TV. CHRIS moves back and withdraws his
hands

2: CHRIS
Ahh that feers so good. I realry tike rhis kind

of private touching, this is our secret, remember.

FREEZE FRAME CHRIS,s SMILING FACE.
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VIGNE'|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 19

VI

INT
ANNA TRACY CHRIS

ANNA sits in the lounge watching TV. TRACY sirs in a
chair with walkman ear phones on, reading a magazine.

1: TRACY
Did your Mum say you could watch this
program?

2: ANNA
[answering without looking away from TV]
Yeah. But I have to go to bed as soon as it,s
finished.

TRACY continues to read her mag azine. ANNA to watch.
A BEAT.

ANNA looks towards door.
¿Lnswer the ring.

TRACY gers up and goes to

3: TRACY
That'[ be CHRIS.

ANNA returns to watching.

4:Y/O TRACY
Hi, come in.

5: V/O CHRIS
Hi.

CHRIS enters ahead of TRACy. Gtances about rhen sits

F
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next to ANNA. He pats ANNA-on the thigh.

VIGNE'|TE #2 - Sexual Abuse 20

6.. CHRIS
How's things? You're looking good kid.

7: ANNA
Okay.

ANNA looks ar CHRIS
CHRIS grins a wide smile at her.

ANNA's POV of CHRIS - FREEZE FRAME
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VIGN #2 ON 3+R1 t- em2 lc ctiml

I N M
ANNA TRACY CHRIS

ANNA and CHRIS sitting on rhe lounge. TRACY goes to sit
on the chair she was in before

AFX AUDIO OF ryco NUES ROUGH OUT

1: CHRIS
Do you like this program?

TRACY jumps up. CHRIS & ANNA watch as she leaves.

2: TRACY
I'll get it!

TRACY goes out.
watches her.

ANNA returns to the TV and CHRIS

E

3: CHRIS
I'm glad your Mum got Tracy to stay with
you - it means I can see you too.

TRACY comes in grabs magazine. She addresses CHRIS

4: TRACY
lt's Sue - I promised to read her this thing
about a new basketball competition _ take
about ten minutes.

She exits and shuts the door.
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5: CHRIS-
Do you always watch this program?

6: ANNA
Mum doesn,t usually let me.

7: CHRIS
I won't tel[!

ANNA gives him a puzzled rook and turns back to the Tv.
CHRIS touches ANNA's hair then runs his hand down the
side of her cheek, and round the base of her neck.

8: CHRIS
your hair looks great cut like this. And your
skin's so smooth. A BEAT and soft too. .

cHzuS moves closer ro ANNA puts his hand up on theback of the lounge behind ANNA,s head.

TV's POV

CHRIS moves forward

9: CHRIS
It's really good being this close

Her reacüon is one of surprise, she draws back a littreand looks ar CHRIS

O: CHRIS

[patüng ANNA,s cheek] young and fresh,
that's what you are.

CHRIS looks ar rhe TV
cu' ANNA's face looking at CHRIS. Her look is now a bitquizzica[.
FREEZE FRAME ANNA's FACE.
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VTC #2 ONC 1 + lfemal e Victiml

L

ANNA TRACY CHRIS

ANNA and CHRIS sftring on the lounge CHRIS warching Tv
ANNA looking ar CHRIS rhen looking back at rhe Tv.
CHRIS gently rubs the back of his hand down ANNA's arm

1: CHRIS

[quietly] Your skin is so soft. I'd really like to
feel it - all over. you'll like it too.

ANNA continues to watch TV but grances down as
cHRIS's other hand starts to stroke her thigh. His hand
then moves towards her genital area

Pov from behind the rounge. ANNA sirs warching Tv
fixedly and cHRIS's slight movements indicate that he is
stroking her.

Pov from the TV. CHRIS moves back and withdraws his
hands

2: CHRIS
Ahh that feels so good. I really like this kind
of private touching, this is our secret,
remember.

FREEZE FRAME CHRIS.s SMILING FACE

o
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VIGNtrfTE 3 - PsychoLogical Abuse 1

BEING SAFE:STAYING S,AFE w,/title

SCRIF'| FOR VIGNF|TE #3- PSYCHOLOGICAL
MALTREATMENT/ABUSE.

"V\Ihat sort of work do you ca[[ that?"

SYNOPSIS: This vignette depicts a school room siruarion in three
sections. Section A is a situation with no overt threat . Section B
contains increasing threat to the students from one adult teacher.
Section c contains the addition of another adult and derision
from classmates at the teachers' instigation.
Each section ends with a freeze frame so that discussion can take
place.
The vignette is also repeated with a similar script and cast but for
an older target audience, labelled 13+ instead of 5+.

ln a normal working situation in class two students, one male,
one female, are required to bring their work to the teacher and
await her response. FREVE
The teacher then laughs at their work and criticises their efforts.
The children are humiliated and do not respond. FREEZE The
teacher then calls another teacher, male, from an adjacent area
and together they further humiriate the children then require
them to parade with their work for the additional disapproval of
the more junior children. FREEZE.

Note - the script keeps the work that the chirdren har¡e done as
non-specific as possible so that the content of it does not distract
from the focus which is the maltreatment.
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\4GNE-|TE 3 - Psychological Abuse z

VIC 3S ONA. B C5+

This vignette takes place in a Junior primary school class of yr
2 students in an open space area. There is a second group, yr.
1, with their teacher, LAN, visible in an adjoining space.
They work on colouring -in sheets. They're seated in mixed
groups. The ¡¡¿o featured students ADAM and GHARNE are
seated beside each other, sharing crayons. ANNE their teacher,
sits at a small table near the fronr.
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VIGNE-|TE 3 - Psychological Abuse .3

M

ANNE,[teacher] ADAM & CHARNE - CLASS üTRAS

ANNE, ADAM & CHARNE with classmates in an open double
classroom with the other teacher and class visible. The room is
busy with soft chatter and working noise.
ANNE has rwo children LEXTRASI standing beside her table. She
hands them their sheets
CLASS POV

1: ANNE
Right, you can go on with this now.

TWO CHILDREN MOVE BACK
ANNE'S POV
ADAM & CHARNE are working on a colouring piece. CHARNE
leans over to look at Adam's work, he smites at her and they
chuckle. They return to their own work, colouring vigorously.
A BEAT

CHARNE looks at Adam,s work again.
Their POV and ANNE looks up

2: ANNE
Adam! Charne! Can you bring your work to me?

CIIARNE and ADAM stand and walk with their colouring sheets
held loosly at their sides No indicarion of feetings. They hand
their sheets ro ANNE and step back slightty.

3: ANNE
Thank you.

Class POV. several chitdren look up.
ANNE looks over both work sheets, srowty. She rooks up at
them, direct neutral gue.
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VIGNE-|TE 3 - Psychological Abuse 4

VIGNE'ITE #3 SECTIONB 5+

R

ANNE, ADAM, CHARNE - CI.ASS EXTRAS

CLASS POV.

ADAM & CHARNE stand near the table. ANNE looks again at
the work. Shakes her head.

1: ANNE

fiaughs wirh disbeliefl What have you been doing
all this time?

ANNE's POV. Both children look ar their feet.

2: ANNE

fiouder] Look at me when I speak to you!

ctAss Pov ArrAM & CHARNE grance up and then d.own again

3: ANNE
.....we don't accept this rubbish in our
room!

ANNE stands up, hand on hip. ADAM & CHARNE look up as she
rises.
ADAM & CFIARNE's pOV.
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VIGNE-|TE 3 - psychotogical Abuse S

VIG #3 SECTION C5+

E

ANNE, A n4¡¡4 CHARNE, IAN Iteacherl BOTH CLASSES

CTASS POV.

ADAM & CHARNE [heads down] stand near ANNE who srands
beside her table. She picks up their sheets and scrunches the
papers up, drops them on the floor

1: ANNE
This is what I rhink of work tike that!

ADAM & CFTARNE move away slightly.
ANNE looks across to the other teaching area. Her class are
all watching.

2: ANNE
Throw it in the bin _ just a minute

ADAM & CHARNE bend and srand holding rhe papers.
3: ANNE

[calling roudty] Ian, got a minute? come and see
what trrese ûvo naughty chitdren have done!

IAN joins her from the other area. His ctass peer after him. He
eyes CHARNE & An4¡¡4.

4: ANNE
Show Mr. Sinclair your work

ADAM & CHARNE smooth their papers and hand them over

ANNE'S POV

5: ANNE V/O
Have you ever seen such terrible work?

IAN looks at the sheets. Then at the chitdren. His took is stern.
6: ANNE V/O

\¡fhat should we do with them?
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VIGNETTE 3 - Psychotogical Abuse 6

7: IAN
My Receptions can do better than that

B: ANNE
What do you rhink we should do with them?

ADAM & CHARNE glance up at IAN then down again.

/: I.AN

I think they should show my people how silly
they've been.

CLASS Pov. IAN hands rhe sheets to GHARNE & ADAM and
ushers them towards his section of the classroom. They move
reluctantly. CFIARNE glances ar ANNE rhen down again.

CUT TO

IAN, CHARNE ADAM & ANNE - CTASS 2 EXTRAS
AFX: MUTE

CHARNE and An4¡¡4's POV they stand with their heads down
humiliated and distraught, their sheets displayed towards the
class. I.AN and ANNE stand at the side watching. The chitdren
point and laugh say 'yuk' and make faces depicting 'disgust.'

&

4
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VIGNETTE 3 - Psychological Abuse 7

3 ON

This vignette takes place in a High School environment.
The female Teacher - KAREN works with a class of yr 9
students in a library. There is a second. group, yr. g, with their
teacher, ANDREW, visible in a nearby space.
They work in books, with research texts nearby. The two
featured students GABRIELLA and KARL are working on
diagrams beneath written work They, like their classmates sit
at tables of mixed male and female students.
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VIGNF|TE 3 - Psychological Abuse B

VIGNE'ITE #3 ONA 13+

UP D
KAREN, GABRIELT"A., KARL CTASS EXTRAS.

KAREN, GABRIELTA & KARL wirh classmates working in rhe
library. ANDREIV and his group present but not necessarity in
shot.

KAREN moves among the students glancing at work
here and there, the atmosphere is busy but calm.
KAREN'S POV

GABRIELLA & KARL heads down working. KARL peers ar
GABRIELIA's work then displays his to her. She suppresses a
chuckle and they both carry on with their diagrams.
KARL glances again at GABRIELLA then at KAREN then rerurns ro
his work
KAREN, THEIR POV

1: I(AREN
Karl, Gabrielta, bring your work here please!

KAREN'S POV.

KARL & GABRIELLA exchange a glance and move with their
books to stand near KAREN.
Class POV.

KAREN holds out her hand and they place their books open onit- She turns them right way round and rooks at them stowry.
GABRIELI_A looks down. KARL glances away
Several nearby students take a cursory look at what is
happening.

KAREN sits on a nearby chair, continues tooking at, reading
their work She tooks up at them, enquiringly.
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VIGNtrfTE 3 - Psychological Abuse 9

VIC #3 ECTION B 13+

2

KAREN, GABRIELTA, KARL CTASS EXTRAS.

CLASS Pov. GABzuELLA & KARL srand near KAREN, seated,
books on lap. She tooks from them to the books again.

1: I(AREN

fiaughs] You don,t seriousty expect me to accept
this kind of work?

KARL & GABRIELLA shuffle and look down.
A BEAT

2: BOTH

IKARLI No, Miss. IGABRIELT"A] Ir's OK

KAREN'S POV

3: I(AREN

[more loudly] If rhis's oK then kindry explain what
you're doing in a year 9 class!

CTASS POV
KAREN taps their books. other srudenrs took up. GABRIELTA &
KARL squirm with embarrassment.

GABzuELt"A.& KARL,s pOV
KAREN looks up sternly.

4: I(AREN
I'm waiting!
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VIG #3 SECTIO C 13+

INT LI

KAREN, GABzuELIA, KARL ANDREW CTASS üTRAS.

CLASS POV

KAREN stands places books on table and rips out the offending
page from each book. Hands the books back ro them. KAREN
looks then moves towards ANDREW's group. Some kids stop
staring and go on working.
GABzuELtA & KARL move aside.

1: KAREN

[calling loudly]Andrew, come and look at this!

ANDRETW joins KAREN, she hands him the rwo pages.

2. KAREN
What do you suggest I do with these two clowns?

ANDREW looks at rhe work Grances ar GABRIELTA & KARL,
looks back to KAREN.

3. ANDREW
My Year 8's wouldn,t even dream of doing work
like this. [,et's see what they think of it.

He thrusts the pages at GABzuELtA & KARL, rhey swap pages
then they look at KAREN

4: KAREN

[motioning for them to fottow ANDREW] Go on.

GABRIELTA & KARL take rheir books and follow ANDRH¡r/

CUT TO
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4

AFK MUTE
KAREN, GABzuELt"A., KARL. ANDREW CTASS üTRAS.

GABzuELtA & KAREN POV.
They stand before rhe yr gs rooking d.own, displaying their
pages. ANDREW & KAREN stand ro one side.
Some of the year Bs do not join in the taunting but most of the
students jeer and hoot - a few ,finger sign, indicating ,rro¡¡1irJi
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APPENDIX Q

Background Information

STUDENT RESPONSE RECORD

l4 Gender: E u Year Level: 6-7 Age:ID No: 8-9

Interview Protocol
Hello. My name is
research project.

.. am working for the Unirsersity of South Australin on øn important

I am interested in finding out what kids, Iike you, think about how to stay safe, and not get
hurt. So, your ideas øre importønt to me.

I am going to show you a r.ideo and ask you a few questions about some of the people in the
aideo. The people in the aideo are øctors, so what you will see isn't "real life" - it's just acting.
O .K.? If you don't like the aideo and utant to stop, just tell me and I will turn it off ,

I'oe got a couple of pieces of paper here thnt I utill write a fru things doum on when you tell me
your ideas. I'ae also got a little tøpe recorder going. This is so that I don't forget whnt you tell
me.

Shall we start? OK, look at the screen while I play the oideo.

#1: Pushi Scenario

Scene 1:'Broken Crp'

L. Hou¡ do you think theboylgiil is feeling?

Possible Responses: (record max of 3) 1.st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

10-11

72-',t3

1 4-15

1. I don't know 5. Upset 9. Unsafe

2. I'm not sure 6. Sad 10. Worried

3. Nothing 7. Unsure LL. Scared

4. OK. 8. Confused 12. Unhappy

13. Other
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2. Whøt makes you think thøt?

Possible Responses: (record max of 3)

RE-START VIDEO

Scene 2:'Messy Room'

3. How do you think theboylgirl is feeling now?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

E'.
Et'
u 18

79-20

2t-22

23-24

l-. Don't know/not sure 5. Child thinks he/she will get
into trouble

2. Child done no wrong 6. Adult looks angry

3. Cup smashed -bad 7. Adult may punish child

4. Child let cat in 8. Adult may blame child

9. Other

L. I don't know 5. Bad 9. Unsafe/in danger

2,I'mnot sure 6. Sad/upset 10. Frustrated

3. Nothing 7. Unsure/confused LL. Scared/frightened

4. OK. 8. Unwanted 12. Angry/arrnoyed

L3. Other
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4.Whøt møkes you thínk that?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

5. What ilo you think the child could say or do NOW?
(Probe once: Anything else?)

1-st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

tr 25

E,,
E,

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) FIARD OR EASY

f,
Q,,
f,,
E,'
E^,

E

2&29

37-32

34.35

37-38

4&'41.

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?
ê8, 'First,I'd say it wasn't my fault, then I'd tell mum

to stop shouting. If that didn't work I'd pull away
from her.....'

(No=1 Yes=2) 43

L. Don't know/not sure 5. Adult is angry

2. Child done no wrong 6. Adult shouts at child

3. Chitd has done wrong -
should have asked to go in
foom

7. Adult grabs chitd

4. Child has done wrong -
should not have added to mess
in room

8. Adultblames child unjustly

9. Other
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Neutral

suy

Do

Think

Possible Suggestions

1.. Don't know

2. Nothing different

3. Say want to talk it over

4. Ask adult to stop yelling

5. Explain to adult not your fault

6. Shout back at adult/abuse
7. Call-out for help from some else
in house

8. Apologise/sorry added to mess

9. Explain why in room

10. Volunteer to clean-up mess

11. Cry

12. Get free and leave room

13. Hit out at adult (puncþ slap)

14. Hit out at things in room

L5. 'Tune-out' - Ignore

1.6. A-ffirm self ('I'm O.K. - she's
got the problem')

1.7. Other

6, How haril or easy would itbe to søy or ilo thøt?

(Show child scale on card. Repeat question for each suggestion
given in Q.5. Record in box on right of suggestion.)

EasyeryV

D
2

tr
5

Easy

o
4

Not too hard
or too easy

o
3

Hard VeryHard

o
1
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7. Whøt would yOU do or søy íf thøt zaøs you?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 5)

8. Whøt woulilbe the BEST thing to do or søy?

RE-START VIDEO

Scene 3:'Yell, Shake and Push'

9. Hou do you think the boylgiil is feeling noztT

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

1-0.Whøt møkes you think thøt?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

1.st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

44-45

4647

4849

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

5&59

6041

6243

6445

6647

1. I don't know 5. Silly 9.Unsafe/in danger

2. I'm not sure 6. Sad/upset 1.0. Apprehensive

3. Nothing 7.}IurI/sore/ 1,1. Scared/frightened

4. OK. 8. Unsure/confused 12. Angry/annoyed

13. Other

1.. Don't know/not sure 5. Child is hurt/injured

2. Child done no wrong 6. Adult pushed child

3. Child has done wrong 7. Adultblamed child unjustly

4. Adult is angry 8. Other
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11.What do youthinkthe child coulilhaue said or done dífferentlyT
(Probe once: Anythìng else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) HARD OR EASY

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

5th suggestion

E'o
E',
E',
D',
E , (Record 2)

tr

68Æ9

77-72

7+75

77-78

t-2

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of li¡ked actions?

(No=1 Yes=2) 4

Neutral

s"y

Do

Think

Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

1.. Don't know

2. Nothing different

3. Say want to talk it over

4. Tell adult to stop yelling

5. Tell adult not child's fault

6. Shout back at adult/abuse

7. Blame someone else for mess

8. Apologise/sorry added to mess

9.Tty to explain why in room

10. Cry

11. Get free and leave room

L2. FIit out at adult (punch, slap)

L3. FIit out at things in room

1.4. 'Tune-out' - Ignore

L5. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - she's

got the problem')

16. Other

47t



12. Hozu hard or easy zuould it be to søy or do thøt?

(Show child scale on card. Repeat question for each suggestion
given in Q.11. Record in box on right.)

Very Easy Easy Not too hard Hard VeryHard

o tr 
or too€asY 

g
5432

1-3, Whøt utould yOU haae ilone or søid ìf thøt utøs you?

Possible Resporues: (record max. of 5) Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

5th suggestion

D
1

trtr 5-6

7-8

77-12

t3-t4

1,4, Whøt would yOU do or say NOW if thøt wøs you?
(Probe once: Anythíng else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5)

1.st suggestion ff ttt.
2nd suggestion f[l ttt,
3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

HARD OR EASY

fl"
E,
8,,
E'.
f,

tr

2r-22

24.25

27-28

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

(No=L Yes=2) 30
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Neutral

s"y

Do

Think

Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

L. Don't know

2. Nothing

3. Say want to talk it over

 .Try to explain

5. Threaten adult

6. Shout at adult/abuse

7. Offer to pick up mess

8. Apologise/sorry added to mess

9. Cry

l-0. Leave - no reference to place

lL. Leave - go to own room

1.2. Leave - go outside/go next
door

L3. Tell another adult - eg, Dad

14. Tell another adult - eg, Friend

15. Tell another adult - official
eg, teacher, police

16. Hit out at things in room

1.7. 'Tune-out' - Ignore

1.8. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - she's

got the problem')

L9. Other

15. Whøt uouldbe the BEST thíng to do or søy? 31

4L3



Vignette #2: School
Scenario

Scene L: rl-et me see your work'

1.. How do you think theboylgitl is feeling?

Possible Responses: (record max of 3)

2. Whøt møkes you think that?

Possible Responses: (record max of 3)

RE-START VIDEO

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd

1.st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

38-39

4047

4243

u45

4647

4849

L. I don't know 6. Upset 11.. Unsafe

2. I'm not sure 7. Sad 1.2. Worried

3. Nothing 8. Unsure 1,3. Scared

4. OK. 9. Confused L4. Unhappy

5. Embarassed 10. Stupid 1.5. Other

L. Don't know/not sure
6. Children think they will get

into trouble

2. Children done no wrong 7. Adult looks angry

3. Something bad has happened 8. Adult may punish children

4. Children didn't do work 9. Adult mayblame children

5. Other children are watching 1.0. Other
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Scene 2:'Look at me when I'm speaking to you'

3. How do you thínk the boylgirl ís feelìng now?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

4.Whøt møkes you think thøt?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

1st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

5th suggestion

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd su stion

1st suggestion

2nd suggestion

50-51

52-53

54-55

E"
Eu'

3rd 58

5. What ilo you thínk the child could say or do NOW?
(Probe once: Anything else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) FIARD OR EASY

E,'
E,n
E.t
E^
f"

tr

59-60

62-63

65-66

68Æ9

71-72

L. I don't know 5. Badlawtul 9.Unsafe/ in danger

2. I'm not sure 6. Sad/upset 1,0. Frustrated

3. Nothing 7. Unsure/confused L l-. Scared/frightened

4. OK. 8. Embarassed 12. Angry/annoyed

13. Other

L. Don't know/not sure 5. Child¡en are standing in front
of the class

2. Children haven't done
anything wrong

6. Teacher is angry

3. Children did their best 7. Teacher shouts at children

4. Children haven't done their
work properly

8. Teacher treats children
unfairly

9. Other
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Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

1.. Don't know

2. Say nothing

3. Explain that they tried thei¡
best

4. Ask teacher to stop yelling

5. Blame someone else

6. Shout back at teacher/abuse

7. Call-out for help from someone
else (eg, other teacher)

8. Apologise/say sorry

9.Say will do work better

10. Say will do more work

1L. Cry

12. Leave room (eg, go to toilet)

13. Hit out at teacher (punch, slap)

L4. Hit out at things in room

L5. 'Tune-out' - Ignore

Neutral

say

Do

Think

16. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - she's
got the problem')

L7. Other

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

(No=L Yes=

6, How hard or eøsy uoulil itbe to say or do that?
(Show child scale on card. Repeat question for each suggestion
given in Q.5. Record in box on right.)

Very Easy Easy Not toohard Hard

a o 
or too€asy 

trs43'

tr 74

VeryHard

476

tr
1



7. Whøt uould yOU ilo or say ìf that utas you?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 5)

8. Whøt utouldbe the BEST thíng to ilo or say?

RE-START VIDEO

Scene 3:'RRRip'

9. How ilo you think theboylgìrl ìs feeling now?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

70.Whøt møkes you think that?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

f-ì ,u-,,

l--l ,r_,,

[ì,r-ro

75-76

77-78
(Record 3)

9-10

rt-12

13-14

1.-2

3-4

54

7-8

1.. I don't know 5. Silly/studid 9. Unsafe

2. I'm not sure 6. Sad/upset L0. Worried

3. Nothing 7. }{urt/humiliated Ll.. Scared/frightened

4. OK. 8. Unsure/confused 1.2. Angry/annoyed

1,3. Other

1. Don't know/not sure 4. Teacher is angry

2. Children haven't done
anything wrong

5. Children are laughing at them

3. The children deserve it 6. Other
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11. Whøt ilo youthink the chilil couldhaae said or done dífferently?
(Probe once: Anythíng else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) HARD OR EASY

E',
8,,
E,
8,,
f,'

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

1-st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

o=1 Yes=2)

21-22

2+25

27-28

30-31

3}34

E,.
Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

L. Don't know

2.Say nothing

3. Explain that they tried thei¡
best

4. Ask teacher to stop yelling

5. Blame someone else

6. Shout back at teacher/abuse

7. Call-out for help from someone
else (eg, other teacher)

8. Apologise/say sorry

9. Say will do work better

L0. Say will do more work

LL. Cry

12. Leave room (eg, go to toilet)

13. Hit out at teacher (punch, slap)

1.4. Hit out at things in room

L5. 'Tune-out' - Ignore

Neutral

s"y

Do

Think

L6. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - she's
got the problem')

1.7. Other
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L2. How hørd or easy zøoutd ít be to say or do that?
(show child scale on card. Repeât question for each suggestion

-. 
gi1en in Q.11. Record in box on right.)

Very Easy Easy Not too h-ard Hard

D o 
or too€asy 

trs43z
Hardv"ry

tr
1

L3. What zt¡ouldyOU høae ilone or søid if that utøs you?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 5) Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

3940

lTl n,,,

37-38

4344

45-4ó

L4. Whøt woulil yOU do or søy NOW if thøt wøs you?
(Probe once: Anything else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) HARD OR EASY

5th suggestion EE r.o
Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

(No=1 Yes=2)

E*
Du'
Euu
E"
E,'

E,,

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

47-48

50-51

5!54

56-57

4r9



Neutral

say

Do

Think

Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

1,. Don't know

2. Nothing

3. Say want to talk it over

4.Try to explain

5. Threaten teacher

6. Shout at teacher/abuse

7. Promise to be good

8. Apologise for bad work

9. Cry

1.0. Run away - leave classroom
without permission

1,1.. Leave classroom with
permission - €ß, go to toilet

L2. Tell another adult - eg, Parent

13. Tell another adult - eg, Friend

1.4. Tell another adult'official
eg, teacher, principal

15. Hit out at things in room

16. Make plan to deal with
problem later

17. 'Tune-out'- Ignore

L8. Affi¡m self ('I'm O.K. - she's
got the problem')

L5. Whøt woulilbe the BEST thingto do or søy? 63
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#3: Unwanted Touchi

Scene L: 'Nice to see you'

1.. How ilo you thínk theboylgìrl ís feelíng?

Possible Responses: (record max of 3) Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd s

2. Whøt møkes you thínk that?

Possible Responses: (record max of 3) 1.st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

L. Don't know/not sure 3. Adult touched child

2. Child wants to watch T.V. 4. Child doesn't know adult

5. Other

RE-START VIDEO

70-77

72-73

74-75

E',
fl"
tr 78

l-.I don't know 6. Uncomfortable 11. Unsafe

2. I'm not sure 7. Annoyed 1.2. Worried

3. Nothing 8. Unsure 1.3. Scared

4. OK. 9. Confused L4. Unhappy

5. Embarassed 10. Stupid L5. Other
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Scene 2:'The first move'

3. Hou¡ do you think the boylgirl is feeling noza?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

4.What makes you think thøt?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3)

1st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

(Record 4)

1.st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd

1-2

3-4

5-6

f'
E'
tr 9

5. What do you think the child could say or do NOW?
(Probe once: Anything else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) HARD OR EASY

D',
E'u
E''
Et'
E,n

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

(No=1 Yes=2)

10-11

l3-74

tÇ17

t9-20

22-23

L. I don't know 5. Badlawtul 9. Unsafe/in danger

2. I'm not sure 6. Sadlupset 10. Uncomfortable

3. Nothing 7. Unsure/confused 11.. Scared/frightened

4. OK. 8. Embarassed L2. Angry/annoyed

13. Other

1. Don't know/not sure 5. Adult says personal things

2. Adult sits too close 6. Adult behaves in'weird'way

3. Child doesn't know adult 7. Adult touches child in
personal way

4. Child doesn't want adult near 8. Other

422
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Neutral

say

Do

Think

Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

1,. Don't know

2.Say nothing

3. Say'leave me alone'or'don't
do that' or 'stop it,I don't like it'

4. Say'mum says no one should
do that....'

5. Threaten adult eg, 'If you don't
stop that I'll tell....'

6. Say baby sitter is coming back

7. Abuse adult - say'piss off etc

8. Call-out for help from someone
(eg, baby sitter)

9. Move to other seat

10. Leave room (eg, go to toilet)

1.1.. Leave room - go to baby sitter

1.2. Hit out at adult (punctç slap)

L3. Be gross (br.p, fart, etc.)

1.4.'Tune-out' - Ignore

15. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - he's
got the problem')

16. Other

6. How høril or eøsy woulil ìtbe to say or do thøt7

(Show child scale on card. Repeat question for each suggestion
given in Q.5. Record in box on right.)

VeryEasy Easy Not too hard
or too easy

o
3

Hard Hard

o
1

tr
2

tr
4

D
5
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7. Whøt utould yOU do or søy if that zuas youT

Possible Responses: (record max. of 5)

8. Whøt wouldbethe BEST thingto ilo or say?

RE-START VIDEO

Scene 3: 'That will be our little secret'

9. What ilo y ou think happeneil?

Whøt didhe do then?)

1.st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

26-27

28-29

30-31

32-33

34-35

36-37

E,'
L. Don't know/not sure 5. Adult touched child in

sexually personal way (or slang
equivalent'touched-up'
'groped', etc)

2. Adult sat too close 6. Adult touched 'private parts'
(or more explicii naming)

3. Adult behaved in'weird' way 7. Adult sexually abused/
assaulted child (ie, actually
names behaviour)

4. Adult touched child's hair,
leg and face (ie, on parts of
body actually shown in video -
no more)

8. Other
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\0. Hout ilo you think the boylgìrl is feeling now?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3) 1st suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

7J.What møkes you think that?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 3) Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd

72. Whøt ilo you think the child could haae søid or done differently?
(Probe once: Anything else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) FIARD OR EASY

f*
E',
E'n
E.'
E.t

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

(No=1 Yes=2)

3940

4t42

4344

f nt*

Qnt*
llnr-uo

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

5th suggestion

51-52

54.55

57-58

6047

6}64

L. I don't know 5. Embarassed 9. Unsafe

2. I'm not sure 6. Upset 10. Worried

3. Nothing 7. Humiliated 1L. Scared/frightened

4. OK. 8. Unsure/confused 12. Angry/annoyed

L3. Other

L. Don't know/not sure 5. Adult says personal things

2. Adult sits too close 6. Adult behaves in 'weird'way

3. Child doesn't know adult 7. Adult touches child in
personal way

4. Child doesn't want adult near 8. Adult sexually assaults child

425
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Neutral

s"y

Do

Think

Possible Responses
(select as as

L. Don't know

2.Say nothing

3. Say'leave me alone'or'don't
do that' or 'stop it,I don't like it'

4. Say'mum says no one should
do that....'

5. Threaten adult eg,'Il you don't
stop that I'll tell....'

6.Say baby sitter is coming back

7. Abuse adult - say'piss off etc

8. Call-out for help from someone
(eg, baby sitter)

9. Move to other seat

1.0. Leave room (eg, go to toilet)

l.L. Iæave room - go to baby sitter

12. Hit out at adult (punch, slap)

1.3. Be gross (burp, fart, etc.)

1,4.'Tune-out' - Ignore

15. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - he's
got the problem')

1,6. Other

73. Hout hørd or easy would itbe to søy or do thøt?

(Show child scale on card. Repeat question for each suggestion
given in Q.12. Record in box on right.)

VeryEasy Easy Hard

tr
2

tr
4

Not too hard
or too easy

tr
3

VeryHard

tr
5
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74. Whøt woulil yOU haae done or saìil íf that utas you?

Possible Responses: (record max. of 5) Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

6748

69-70

7t-72

73-74

75-76

75. What utould yOU ilo or søy NOW if thøt utøs you?
(Probe once: Anything else?)

SUGGESTIONS (in order - max. of 5) FIARD OR EASY

Lst suggestion

2nd suggestion

3rd suggestion

4th suggestion

Sth suggestion

Did the child make suggestions as a plan of linked actions?

(No=1 Yes=2)

n-78

7-2

rt-5

7A

10-11

E,
(Record 5)

E,
Q,
f,
E',

tr 13
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Neutral

say

Do

Possible Responses
(select as many as given)

1.. Don't know

2. Nothing

3. Say want to talk it over

4. Try to explain

5. Threaten adult

6. Shout at adult/abuse

7.Cry

8. Hit, punctç kick adtilt

9. Leave - go to baby sitter

L0. Leave - go to own room

1L. Leave - no reference to place

12. I-eave - go outside

L3. Tell an adult - eg, Baby sitter

1.4. Tell an adult - eg, Parents

1-5. Tell another adult - official
eg, teacher, police

L6. parents

Think L7.'Tune-out'-

18. Affirm self ('I'm O.K. - he's

got the problem')

1.9. Other

16. What utoulilbe the BEST thingto do or say?

AN)OETYRATING

. HOW WOULD RATE TFIE CHILD'S LEVEL OF AN)OEry OR EMOTIONAL AROUSAL
DURING TI{E INTERVIEW?

1. VERYAN)OOUS
2. AN)OOUS
3. ALERT BUT NOT OVERLY AN)OOUS
4. CALM
5. VERY CALM - RELAXED - AT EASE

14-15
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APPENDIX R
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

IrrIpoRI¿¿.TIoN ABoUT
A Sruoy or CHtToREN's P¡nsouar Sergry KNowLEDGE

Introduction
Your child's school has agreed to participate in an important study of children's
personal safety knowledge. This letter is to explain what the research is about so
that you can decide whether or not to allow your child to be involved in the study

What we want to find out
We are trying to find out what children know about how to handle situations in
which their safety may be threatened.

Why we want to know
The safety and well-being of our children is a community concern. It is important
that we know what personal safety knowtedge and skills our children have so that
school programs can help develop them more effectively.

Who is interested in the research
Many teachers and community groups are interested in the outcomes of the
research. In particular, the following organisations are supporting the research:

Department for Education and Children's Seryices
Catholic Education Office
Independent Schools Board
Departrnent of Family and Community Services
Criminology Research Council, Canberra

How the research will be done
A skilled female research assistant (who is also a trained teacher) will talk
individually to your child about her/his personal safety knowledge. This will be
done at school in a room where your child feels safe and secure. The research
assistant will show a short video in which child actors (about the same age and
gender as your child) are seen in safe and unsafe situations. After your child has
watched sections of the video, the research assistant will ask questions about how
the child in the video might have felt, and also what he or she could have done in
those situations. At the end of the video, the research assistant will refer back to
one of your child's suggestions to reinforce it as an appropriate action to take to
keep safe. If yoru child suggests inappropriate actions, the research assistant will
suggest different actions to keep safe.

To add to the information gained during the video, your child will be asked
several more general questions about personai safety, and also about her/his self
esteem. Other information about your child (age, gender, etc) will be gleaned from
school records or from your child directly. Finally, you will be asked to complete a
simple and short questionnaire about what you teach your child about personal
safety.
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Our legal obligation
While our prime aim in this research project is to find out what personal safety
knowledge and skills children have, we r ay find reasonable grounds to suspect
that a child has been maltreated or neglected. If this occurs, I will consult wiih the
Principal of your school. We are obliged by law to notify the Department of
F,amily and Community Services if we have any well grounded ðuspicions. This
obligation is no different from the obligation on all refistered teachèrs and other
professions who are identified in the Children's Protection Act (1993) as 'mandated
notifiers'.

What situations are shown on the video
The video shows a mixture of safe and unsafe situations. We want to check to see
whether children can tell the difference between these situations, and if they can,
how they do it. We also want to check what children think are good *uyr óf
avoiding 

-Uei1B 
hurt when faced with threats to their safety. We are particularly

interested in how children might handle situations involving more pbwerfut
adults. Because of this, the video contains situations in which some children are
humiliated by several teachers, another child is yelled at and shaken by an adult at
home, and another child is inappropriately touched by a young adult. None of the
situations is particularly graphic, but enough of each incident il shown to convey a
clear message of 'unsafeness'. Should a child be upset by watching the video, in-
school counselling will be provided.

Parents are-strongly encouraged to view the video. If this is not possible, please
read carefully the accompanying notes that provide a fuller desciiption oíthe
content of the video.

Want to find out more?
We are holding an in_formation session on

*";; ;;;ii *n" i,n; ;; ; ;h ;;; ;; ; ilïä'lilä ì 

"-'.^Ë1, 

H,i'å ;:o' "' "' "
involved, and also what we will do when we work with your child. We will also
show the video we plan to use in our research. We will be pleased to discuss any
aspect of the research with you.

Your expression of interest
Please complete the tearoff slip below and refurn it to your child's teacher as soon
as possible. You are quite free to decide whether or nol your child participates in
the research.

BRUCE IOHNSON B. Ed. (Hons.), M.Ed
Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Education
University of South Australia
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EXPRESSIoN oFINTEREST

A STUpy oF CHILDREN'S PERSoNAL SAFETY KNowtEDGE

Child's Name:

Class:

I amlam not interested in my child taking part in the proposed study.

I intend/do not intend to attend the Parent Information Session.

Signature of Parent/Guardian: ...............
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APPENDIX S
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

A Sruoy or CrrTroREN'S PERSoNAT S¡.pEry KNoWLEDGE

VIDEo NoTEs

The video to be shown as part of the research into children's personal safety
knowledge depicts children in three unsafe situations. Details of each situation
are given below.

Situation #1 -'How many times have I told you... '
Scene 1: A child enters a brother's messy bedroom to look for a ball. While
looking for the ball he/she hears the crash of a broken plate in the kitchen. A
caregiver is heard to complain that the mishap happened because someone 'let
the cat in'. The child leaves the bedroom to investigate. He/she then sees an
exasperated caregiver picking up the pieces of a broken saucer from the
kitchen floor.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Scene 2: Child returns to the bedroom to look for the ball. Helshe picks up a
pile of clothes from the floor in a corner of the room and puts them by the bed.
The caregiver sees this from the corridor and wrongly accuses the child of
making a mess in the room. The caregiver shouts at the child ('How many
times have I told you not to come in here and mess up your brother's room?
How many times?'). she grabs the child by the shoulders as she shouts.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Scene 3: The caregiver continues to question the child over the messy room.
The child quietly denies making the mess. In a moment of exasperation, she
pushes the child away from her. While still focussing on the caregiver, a
muffled bang is heard. It is imptied that the child hits his/her cheek on
something as he/she falls after being pushed away. The caregiver looks
concerned as the child is shown holding his/her face.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Situation #2: 'What sort of work do you call that?'
Scene L: Two students (one male and one female) are shown working in a
classroom. Their teacher asks them to bring thei¡ work out for her to see. The
children leave their desks and hand their work to the teacher who routinely
looks over it.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Scene 2: The teacher becomes angry after looking at the work. She asks, 'What
sort of work do you call that?'but answers her own question by saying that she
does not tolerate 'rubbish'in her room. The children look hurt and humiliated
by the teacher's comments, but say nothing.
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Freeze Frame: Questions

Scene 3: The teacher rips the children's work from their books and calls over
another teacher from an adjacent area. He examines the work, agrees with the
first teacher's comments, and suggests that his younger students might like to
give their opinions of the quality of the work. The two children are paraded
before the younger class and asked to'show' their work. The class laughs at
the children's efforts. The final scene shows both children looking sad and
hurt.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Situation #3: 'That'll be our little secret, remember... '
Scene L: A child is shown watching T.V. with a female baby sitter. The
doorbell rings and a young adult male enters the room. He greets his friend
(the baby sitter) and sits on the same double lounge chair as the child watching
T.V. He smiles and asks after the well-being of the child.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Scene 2: The phone rings and is answered by the baby sitter. She retu¡ns to get
a magazine and says that she will be talking on the phone for about ten
minutes. She leaves the room. The visitor asks the child about the T.V.
Program but appears more interested in looking at the child. He compliments
the child on his/her haircut and the smoothness and softness of his,/her skin.
The child looks puzzled and moves slightly away from the visitor.

Freeze Frame: Questions

Scene 3: The visitor touches the child's face and hair and says that he would
like to touch him/her 'all over'. He reassures the child that 'you will like it too'.
The next frame is taken from behind the lounge with both the child and visitor
sitting together with their backs to the camera. The visitor appears to be
moving his hand to touch the child inappropriately, although this is not shown
explicitly. The final scene focuses on the visitor moving slightly away from
the child as he reminds the child that what happened was '... our little secret,
remember...'.

Freeze Frame: Questions

De-brief
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
APPENDIX T

A STUDY OF CHILDREN'S PERSONAL SAFETY KNOWLEDGE

RESEARCH CONSENT FORM

L. I have read and understood the Information Sheet which outlines the nature
and purposes of the research project.

2. I have been given the opportunity to attend an Information Session to view
and discuss the video to be used in the research.

3. I have read and understood the Video Notes sheet which oulines, in detail,
what is depicted on the video to be used in the research.

4. I have had the opportunity to discuss my child's participation in this
research project with a family member or friend.

5. I understand that my child may not directly benefit from taking part in the
research project.

6. I understand that, while general or aggregated information gained during
the study will be published, my child will not be identified in any publisñed
material. Ffowever,I understand that the Principal Researcher and School
Principal are bound by the requirements of the Chitdren's Protection Act
(1993) regarding the notification of suspected child abuse or neglect.

7.I give permission to the Principal Researcher to access my child's school
records.

8. I confirm that I am over 1,8 years of age.

9. I agree to my child taking part in the research project.

Name of Child:

Signature(s) of Parent(s)/Guardian(s):

I certify that I have supplied information about the research project to the
parent(s)/guardian(s) and provided opportunities for the
parent(s)/guardian(s) to discuss aspects of the project. I consider that
she/he/they understand(s) what is involved.

Signature of Principal Researcher: ...
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APPENDIX U

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

TEACHER CONSENT FORM

PROIECT PROTECTTVE BEHAVTOURS REVTEW

PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER: Bruce fohnson B.Ed. (Hons), M.Ed.
Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Education
University of South Australia

L. I understand the nature and purposes of the research project.

2. I have been given the opportunity to view and discuss the video to be used in the
research.

3. I understand that I may not directly benefit from taking part in the research project.

4. I understand that, while general or aggregated information gained during the study
will be published, I will not be identified in any published material.

5. I understand that I may withdraw from the research at any time.

6. I agree to take part in the research project.

7.I agree not to publically speculate on parents' reasons for with-holding permission for
their child to participate in the research.

Name: .....

School:.....

Signature:

Date:

I certify that I have supplied information about the research project to the above named
teacher, and have provided opportunities for her/him to discuss aspects of the project
with me. I consider that she/he understands what is involved.

Signature of Principal
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APPENDIX V

CONFERENCE PAPERS ON THE EVALUATION

johnson, B. (1995). Children's Ræponsæ to Threøts to Personal Safety. Paper presented at the Sth
Australasian Conference of Child Abuse and Neglect, Melboume, 16-19th October,
t995.

]ohnson, 8., (1995), Teaching ønd karning about Personøl Safe$: Recmt Resurch.Invited paper
presented at The Right to Feel Safe Colloquium, Adelaide, 6th March, 1995.

|ohnson, 8., (L994),Teacher Professional Deaelopmmt - Impact of the National Education Agendø.Invited
paper presented at the Annual General Meeting of the Council of Education
Associations of South Aushalia, Adelaide, 16th November,t994.

fohnsory B. (1994\. Eoaluation of Protectiae Behaaiours in South Australian Schools. Paper presented at
the Seventh National Protective Behaviours Conference, Perth,3lst October - lst
November,1994.

Johnsory B. (1994). Re-assessingTenchers' Role in Preaenting Child Abuse. Paper presented at the
10th Intemational Congress on Child Abuse and Neglect, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, 10-13th September, 1994.

Johnson, B. (1994). Eoaluation of Protectiae Behaaiours in South Australia - Results of Suraey of
Teachus lnvited paper presented at First National Conference on Child Sexual
Abuse, Melbourne, 1G18th March, 1994.

Johnson, 8., (1993), Preliminary Findings of the Eaalwtion of Protectioe Behnuiours in South
Australia. Paper presented at the Fourth Australasian Conference on Child Abuse
and NeglecÇ Brisbane, 1L-15th fuly, 1993.

Johnson, 8., and McVeity, M., (1992), Research Plan for the Eaaluntion of Protectioe Behauiours in
South Australiøn Schools. Paper presented at the Sixth National Protective
Behaviours Conference, Sydney, 19-20th September, 1992.

fohnson, B. (1992), ErploingTmchers' Deliberøtions about Protecting Behnaiours. Paperpresented
at the 22nd Annual Conference of the Australian Teacher Education Association,
Ballina, N.S.W., 28th ]une - tstluly,1992.

Johnsory 8., (L991), Why Tmchers Don't Teach Programs to Preamt Child Abuse and Neglect. Paper
presented at the Sth National Conference of the Protective Behaviours Society,
Adelaide, September 7 th, L99I.

Johnsory 8., (1990), Teachers' Beliefs About Child Abuse and Neglect. Work in progïess report to the
Education Network Forum at the Eighth Intemational Congress on Crild Abuse and
Neglect, Hamburg, Germany, September 2nd-6th, L990.
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APPENDIX W

Published article on Study 1 of the Evaluation
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ADDENDI.JM

The followìng rcpløces pøges 736 anil 737,

ANe,rysIs oF DATA

Numeric data from the questionnaire were analysed using the statistics

package, SPSS for the Macintosh. The resporìses of teachers at different

schooling levels (pre-school, junior primary, primary, and secondary)

w compared using the cross tabulations procedure. This produced

tables containing frequency counts for responses to various

ín the questionnaire by teachers at these levels. As teachers'i

s were in the form of categorical data, a simple non-Parametric

of significance - the chi-square test - was selected to determine whether

resporìses by different groups of teachers were a function of sampling error

(ie, non significant), or unlikely to be a function of sampling error (ie,

significant). The chi-square was calculated using the raw frçquencies in

each cell, rather than the percentage figures in each cell. As the sample

used in the study was so large, even small differences between teachers'

responses were statistically significant. In most cases, the results of these

cross tabulations are presented in the following chapter in modified

contingency tables showing the percentage of teachers who responded to

each category.

In some instances, summated scales were calculated and ú tests performed

on differences in means for particular groups of teachers. Finally,

correlation coefficients (Pearson's r for the summated scales, and

Spearman's r, for categorical items) were calculated between certain

variables to test for relationships. ',
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Multipte Regression analyses were also carried out to determine the

relative contribution of a range of factors (aggregated measures of Training

Satisfaction, School Level Support, Denial Beliefs, and Prevention Beliefs)

to the prediction of Program Use. Flowever, as these factors accounted for

less than !3"/o of. the variability in Program Use (largest Beta = .23, Multiple

R = .36, R2 = .13), the results of these analyses- were deemed to reveal

insufficient useful information to justify their inclusion in the following

chapter.

The data generated by the procedure, comparibons of

means, and simple correlations, were adequate,,to accept of reieCt the

hypotheses generated by the pilot study 
;

There was alËo a concern to use data analysis procedures that were

meaningful to the participants and to educational decision makers (unlike

some other,studies of,program use - see fohnson, L983), due to the interest

shown in the evaluation by education providers in South Australia.

Issues of reporting and. utilisation in educational evaluations have

become more salient in the nineties. Aq Parsons (1990) reflects,

the huge benefit that emerges for evaluation exercises ... is
'"that decision-makers want to know and decisions may

emphasis).
(Parsons, 1990:148)

The procedures used to satisfy this emerging imperative to report the

findings of evaluation research are outlined in Chapter 11. of this thesis.




